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GENERAL INFORMATION ON HIGHER EDUCATION 

INSTITUTION 

 

Name of higher education 
institution 

Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences in Split 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split, Croatia 

Phone + 385 21 329 284 

Fax + 385 21 329 288 

E-mail  dekanat@ffst.hr 

Internet address www.ffst.unist.hr 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON THE STUDY 

PROGRAMME 

Name of the study 
programme 

Undergraduate study programme Early and Preschool Education 

Provider of the study 
programme 

Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences 

Other participants N/A 

Type of study programme Vocational study programme☐ University study programme X 

Level of study programme 

Undergraduate X Graduate☐ Integrated   ☐ 

Postgraduate☐ Postgraduate specialist☐ Graduate specialist☐ 

Academic/vocational title 
earned at completion of study 

Bachelor of Arts (baccalaureus/baccalaurea) in Early and Preschool 
Education (univ.bacc.praesc.educ.) 

 

mailto:dekanat@ffst.hr
http://www.ffst.unist.hr/
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Reasons for starting the study programme 

The initiation of the university undergraduate study programme in Early and Preschool 

Education is an answer to the challenges of contemporary society. The overall 

requirements of modern society, new scientific knowledge and modern teaching 

practice require more complex and broader competences from early and preschool 

teachers. They are expected to have a deep understanding of themselves and the 

nature of their work and to possess a wide range of professional skills in the 

implementation of the educational process including planning, evaluation and 

establishing personal contacts. They are expected to be flexible, open to their own 

professional training, prepared for team work and willing to learn across their whole 

life. 

It is generally accepted that the quality of service in preschool institutions is crucial for 

the well-being and development of children. Early and preschool period is a sensitive 

period marked by great and important changes in the physical, cognitive, emotional 

and social development. Anything that happens at that age can have a significant effect 

on the whole life. Lower quality in preschool institutions can be caused by the low 

number or lack of educated preschool teachers. Comparative reports from the OECD 

(Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development), the OECD Starting Strong 

and OECD Family Database show that the number of children enrolled in preschools 

in Europe is greater than ever before and that the increase in the number of preschools 

and accompanying services is followed by the greater awareness that education in 

high-quality institutions from an early age can significantly boost a child's development 

and mitigate the impact of various adverse factors that influence the child's 

development and progress. It is recognized that the educational effects on children of 

early and preschool age are deeply internalized and that they largely determine the 

subsequent development and achievement in life, which indirectly affects the quality of 

the future development of any society. The guidelines in educational practice of a 

modern preschool teacher are: interactive educational approach, the involvement of 

families in educational work, the valorisation of the diversity of educational context and 

the creation of a context that allows democratic debate, including equal-terms 

communication among co-workers. 

The 21st century preschool teacher is a professional, involved and responsible 

pedagogic “leader” who knows how to create conditions for the optimal development 

of each child, who knows how to support children to become confident persons and 

active citizens prepared for future challenges. In other words, the modern early and 

preschool teacher knows how to respect children's everyday experiences, how to 

organize the physical environment, how to participate in the children's experiences by 
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encouraging interaction and the exchange of experiences among children and how to 

establish a partnership with co-workers and the children's parents.  

All this requires scientific curiosity from the preschool teacher, as well as the capacity 

for personal judgement in order to continuously explore, change and perfect his/ her 

own educational practice. These competencies should be achieved by an educational 

model including a balanced share of theory and practice (of the modern scientist-

practitioner) and aiming at the optimal educational effect. In other words, the aim of 

this undergraduate study programme is to educate early and preschool teachers as 

intellectuals and reflective practitioners. 

In 2005 the European Commission (European Commission Directorate - general for 

Education and Culture) adopted the common European principles for the teacher1 

competences and qualifications (Common European Principles for Teacher 

Competences and Qualifications) from which we single out the requirements regarding 

teacher education: 

1. Teachers must have a university degree and appropriate qualifications. 

2. Teacher education programs should be delivered in all three cycles of higher 

education, to ensure their place in the European higher education and to 

increase the opportunity for advancement and mobility within the profession. 

3. The contribution of research and evidence based practice to the development  

of new knowledge about education and training should be promoted. 

 

The European Commission requirements regarding the education of early and 

preschool teachers confirm the previous observation that it is important to educate and 

train students for a variety of complex professional roles. Education for the profession 

of early and preschool teacher is defined as a dynamic, open and ongoing process 

based on the requirement that the continuous professional development and 

continuing education is an obligation arising from professional ethics and responsibility 

of anyone who chose this profession. Lifelong learning at the university level, but also 

at the professional specialist level is an imperative in the field of early and preschool 

education, perhaps more so than in any other area of society. 

The university undergraduate study programme in Early and Preschool Education is 

adapted to the needs of our society and also follows trends in the wider area. In this 

way the students will acquire knowledge, skills and competencies required by the 

contemporary early and preschool education; it will be easier for them to find a job 

                                                           
1
  In this document a teacher is a person who has a teacher status or equivalent) in 

accordance with the laws and regulations of a country. The word equivalent is necessary 

here because in some countries groups of teachers might have different professional 

qualifications but have the same status. 
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which will ultimately have a positive effect on the student motivation and their active 

participation in the overall process of their education.  

The proposed study programme at the undergraduate university level would also 

significantly raise the quality of the existing programmes for early and preschool 

education, and their leaders and facilitators would be able to approach the child 

adequately  and encourage his/her further development in all relevant psychosocial 

aspects of early and preschool development. 

Compared to previous early and preschool teacher education (professional 

undergraduate study programme in Preschool Education), the new proposal for early 

and preschool teacher education allows mobility in lifelong learning. The structure and 

the contents of the study programme are to a greater extent focused on the new 

pedagogical paradigms of early and preschool education.  

 

1.2. Relationship with the local community (economy, entrepreneurship, civil 
society)  

 
The programme is compatible with the requirements of the local community (the 

institutions of early and preschool education, the documents related to the realization 

of the rights and needs of children at the level of the City of Split and the Split-Dalmatia 

County). 

 

1.3. Compatibility with requirements of professional organizations 

The programme complies with the requirements of professional associations.  
 

1.4. Partners outside the higher education system 

- Kindergarten "Grigor Vitez", Split (professional practice, inclusive kindergarten) 
- Kindergarten "Radost", Split (professional practice) 
- Kindergarten "Marjan", Split (professional practice) 
- Kindergarten “Cvit Mediterana”, Split (professional practice; “Bosiljak” unit – elements 
of the Waldorf pedagogy; “Grlica” unit – elements of the Reggio Pedagogy)  
- Montessori Children's House, Split (alternative pedagogical concepts)  
- Waldorf Kindergarten “Iskrica”, Split (alternative pedagogical concepts) 
- Kindergarten “Čarobni pianino” (professional practice)  
- Kindergarten “Vanđela Božitković”, Hvar 
- Croatian Education and Teacher Training Agency, Split (courses for educators)  
- primary schools 
- scientific and professional cooperation with IEDPE, Paris (Institute for the 
development of the potential of all children, Paris - application of interactive pedagogy) 
- The Union of Societies Our children Croatia (the co-organization of meetings and 
conferences) 
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1.5. Financing 

Ministry of Science, Education and Sports (national budget). 
 

1.6. Comparability of the study programme with other accredited programmes 
in higher education institutions in the Republic of Croatia and EU countries 

Systems of early and preschool teacher education differ both in the world and in the 

European context. Early and preschool study programmes have been elevated to the 

university level in some countries, and are still conducted at the level of professional 

study in some other. In 1992 the Council of Ministers of the EU Member States adopted 

the recommendation (Recommendation on Childcare) which strongly supports the 

development of educator training in quantitative and qualitative terms. There is a great 

diversity in the number and types of early and preschool education programmes today 

in Europe. Differences arising from different educational models for preparing early 

and preschool teachers actually arise from the specific concepts of early and preschool 

education in a particular country. 

In our country, undergraduate university early and preschool education study 

programmes have been offered at the University of Zagreb, University of Rijeka and 

University of Osijek. These universities have improved the quality of study thus 

approaching the EU countries. 

Sweden and Finland have integrated the early and preschool teacher education study 

programmes into universities through the implementation of these programmes at all 

levels. For example, at the University of Helsinki (Finland) the programme is offered at 

the Faculty of Behavioural Sciences at the graduate study level (more at  

www.helsinki.fi/behav/english/studies.htm). In the same country, Early Education 

study programme is offered at the University of Oulu. 

Table 1 shows the comparison between the curriculum of the undergraduate university 

Early and Preschool Education study programme carried out at the Faculty of 

Humanities and Social Sciences in Split and an equivalent programme at the University 

of Oulu. Differences in the study programmes stem from differences in the 

understanding of early and preschool education in the Republic of Croatia and Finland. 

(napomena: nema tablice 1) 

In 2001 new institutions for teacher education were established in Sweden: National 

Graduate Schools in Teaching Methodology offering graduate courses in early and 

preschool education. Additionally, similar study programmes have been offered at 

other institutions: for example,  at Umeå University Faculty of Teacher Education, 

Department of Child and Youth education (more at: 

www.educ.umu.se/eng/research.html.). In England, the equivalent programmes are 

offered at the highest level (the eighth level). For example, Postgraduate Certificate in 
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Education (PGCE) is offered at Newcastle University. The PGCE covers the 5 to 11 

age range with an emphasis on either Key Stage 1 or Key Stage 2 (more at: 

www.ncl.ac.uk/ - 11k.). 

In the countries of this region, early and preschool teacher education takes place at 

universities (for example, in Bosnia and Herzegovina at universities in Sarajevo, 

Mostar etc., where the title that students attain is “professor of preschool education”), 

and likewise at professional study colleges in Belgrade, Novi Sad, etc. Neighbouring 

Slovenia has developed a system of undergraduate and graduate preschool education 

study programmes which can be used for comparison. 

The Faculty of Education in Maribor implements undergraduate and graduate study 

programmes in preschool education. Undergraduate study programme in preschool 

education last for three academic years; students attain 180 points. Students acquire 

the following competencies2:  

2. general study competencies 
- the ability to analyse, synthesise and solve problems 
- the ability to apply knowledge in practice, 
- the development of critical and self-critical thinking, 
- communication skills and teamwork, 
- initiative in the process of lifelong learning, 
- sensitivity to the environment, cultural and national identity, 
- planning and execution of work, 
- understanding of diversity, values and value systems. 
 

3. subject specific competencies 
- knowledge, critical evaluation and application of theories of childhood, development 
and learning in the first grade, 
- knowledge and independent presentation of the curriculum for the preschool 
domain and the curriculum for the first grade in primary school, 
- knowledge of all areas of activity in the kindergarten and subjects in the first grade 
and their (interdisciplinary) connection in the learning process, 
- efficient and flexible organization of space and time (lessons and activities), choice 
of teaching and playing aids, flexible scheduling of activities and transitions between 
them, 
- observing and monitoring child development and recognizing and respecting 
individual needs and other differences among children (in the individual 
characteristics, abilities, diversity of cognitive styles, social environment... ) in 
educational work, 
- providing emotional security and the recognition and encouragement of child’s 
curiosity; the respect for internal motivation, 

                                                           
2
  Compare Visokoškolski strokovni študijski program prve stopnje – PREDŠKOLSKA 

VZGOJA, Univerza v Mariboru, Pedagoška fakulteta, Dec 2008 
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- encouraging the independence of the child and his/her interests in accordance with 
his/her level of development and the promotion of research and active learning, 
- effective communication with parents, colleagues and other professionals; 
wilingness to participate in teamwork and other professional activities in kindergarten 
and school 
 
The comparison of the curriculum of the undergraduate university Early and Preschool 

Education study programme offered at the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences 

in Split and the equivalent study programme offered at the Faculty of Education in 

Maribor is shown in Table 3 (napomena: nema tablice 3).  Differences in study 

programmes stem from differences in the understanding of early and preschool 

education in the Republic of Croatia and the Republic of Slovenia. 

In Croatia, early and preschool education study programmes are offered at the Faculty 

of Teacher Education in Zagreb, the Faculty of Teacher Education in Rijeka, the 

Faculty of Teacher Education in Osijek and the Faculty of Humanities and Social 

Sciences in Split. 

 

1.7. Openness of the study programme to student mobility (horizontal, vertical 
in the Republic of Croatia, and international) 

In line with the requirements of the Bologna Declaration, the Faculty of Humanities and 

Social Sciences aims to achieve maximum openness of studies and student mobility 

both in the Republic of Croatia and in the wider European educational area. One of the 

ways to accomplish this is through the efforts to organize the studies in a way that 

would entirely comply with the recommendations of the Bologna Declaration. The 

aforementioned issues are legally regulated by a series of bilateral agreements on 

cooperation between national and foreign institutions.  

 

1.8. Compatibility of the study programme with the University mission and the 
strategy of the proposer, as well as with the strategy statement of the 
network of higher education institutions 

The programme is compatible with the University mission and the strategy of the 

proposer. In addition to this, the programme is compatible with the trends in the 

European Union and the Republic of Croatia. 

 

1.9. Current experiences in equivalent or similar study programmes 

The Preschool Education Study Programme has been offered at the University of Split 

since 1973. Since then the curriculum has changed and its concept has been 

perfected:   
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• 1971/72 – Preschool Education Study Programme was initiated at the Teacher 

Education Academy in Split 

• 1977/78 – a new curriculum for the Preschool Education Study Programme was 

drawn up- the Teacher Education Academy became a part of the Faculty of 

Philosophy in Zadar, the Basic Organization of Joint Labour (OOUR) in Split  

• 1988/89 – Preschool Education Study Programme was carried out according to 

the new curriculum (four years in secondary school and two years at the Faculty) 

• 1991 - the Basic Organization of Joint Labour of Natural Sciences in Split was 

set apart from the Faculty of Philosophy in Zadar and renamed to the Faculty of 

Natural Sciences, Maths and Education 

• 1998 – the Department of Preschool Education and the Department of Teacher 

Education – until then the constituent parts of the Faculty of Natural Sciences, 

Maths and Education – became an independent institution entitled the Teacher 

Training College 

• 2005/06 – the Teacher Training College and the Department of Humanities are 

integrated into the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences  

• 2005/06 – curriculum of the undergraduate professional Preschool Education 

Study Programme was initiated; the programme lasted for three years (180 

ECTS) 

• 2013/14 – undergraduate university study programme Early and Preschool 

Education was initiated  
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY PROGRAMME 

2.1. General information 

Scientific/artistic area of the 
study programme 

interdisciplinary scientific area; field: educational 
sciences  

Duration of the study 
programme 

3 years (6 semesters) 

The minimum number of ECTS 
required for completion of 
study 

180 ECTS 

Enrolment requirements and 
admission procedure 

State graduation exam results  

The prerequisite for enrolment in the undergraduate 
study programme Early and Preschool Education is 
the completion of the mandatory exams in the state 
“matura,” including a higher level of Croatian (carrying 
up to 10 points in the final score), basic level in 
Mathematics (influencing the final score by up to 10%) 
and basic level in a foreign language (up to 10 points 
in the final score). 

Additional examination of skills and abilities 
The admission procedure for Early and Preschool 
Education Study Programme includes psychological 
testing and the additional examination of art, music 
and motor skills (total of 30 points). Psychological 
testing has an eliminatory character. 

Candidates applying for admission to both study 
programmes requiring the additional examination as 
a condition of enrolment (Teacher Education and 
Early and Preschool Education) take this exam only 
once. Additional examination of skills and abilities is 
organized at the Faculty of Humanities and Social 
Sciences. The contents and the procedure are 
regulated by the Protocol on the conduction of 
additional examination of skills and abilities. 
Special achievements evaluation 

The applicant can gain points for special 
achievements. Special achievement refers to one of 
the top three places in the state competitions in 
secondary school subjects. Each achievement carries 
5 points with a maximum of 10 points in the final 
score.  
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2.2. Learning outcomes of the study programme (name 15 - 30 learning 
outcomes) 

Upon the completion of the undergraduate study programme the student will: 

- be familiar with the latest scientific knowledge on the nature of the child's development 

and learning in early and preschool age; 

- demonstrate knowledge of the compulsory sciences and their disciplines as they 

interpret laws, phenomena and processes in the professional field of work, on a 

theoretical and practical level; 

- exercise the child's needs and rights; 

- demonstrate knowledge of effective strategies in promoting the overall development 

of a child in the early and preschool age; 

- efficiently and effectively construct an educational context as stimulating, tailored to 

children and related to their abilities, opportunities, needs and interests resulting in an 

integrated educational practice; 

- demonstrate skills in observation and assessment of children's activities and 

capabilities resulting in the construction of an integrated curriculum in terms of the 

response to their developmental and educational needs; 

- understand the ways of speech and language development, the child's creative 

potential, and the totality of physical, cognitive, emotional and social development; 

- independently construct, implement and evaluate an integrated curriculum in the 

totality of all developmental areas using activities and materials in accordance with the 

contemporary theories on the development and education of preschool children; 

- demonstrate practical competence of a reflective practitioner, evaluate and self- 

evaluate their implicit pedagogy, questioning its effectiveness to encourage the 

increase in quality; 

- promote inclusive values; 

- build a close, confidential and reciprocal relationships with parents by encouraging 

partnership; 

- actively engage in achieving a better and more intense community participation in the 

life of the kindergarten; 

- promote lifelong learning. 
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2.3. Employment possibilities 

Institutions of early and preschool education (kindergartens). 
 

2.4. Possibilities of continuing studies at a higher level 

Students can enrol into graduate university and/or professional study programme in 

Early and Preschool Education or other adequate study programmes.  

 

2.5. Name lower level studies of the proposer or other institutions that qualify 
for admission to the proposed study 

N/A  
 

2.6. Structure of the study 

The study programme lasts three academic years or six semesters. All courses carry 

a certain number of points (except Physical Education). All students can choose one 

elective course from another study programme at the Faculty of Humanities and Social 

Sciences in Split. Student responsibilities are regulated by the syllabi of individual 

courses (see course descriptions). Students' responsibilities in terms of class 

attendance, study rhythm and exams are determined by the regulations of the Faculty 

of Philosophy and Social Sciences in Split. 

 

2.7. Guiding and tutoring through the study system 

Students are guided through the system by a teacher-mentor, who is chosen by the 

student in the first semester. The mentor guides the student through the process of 

writing the BA thesis. 

 

2.8. List of courses that the student can take in other study programmes 

Students of the undergraduate university study programme Early and Preschool 

Education can enrol into one elective course from other study programmes of the 

appropriate level at the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences in Split. A list of 

courses offered to all students is available on the Faculty's website. 

 

2.9. List of courses offered in a foreign language 

English language:  

Family Pedagogy 

Basics of Kinesiology 
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Partnership between Family and Local Community 

Computer Literacy  

Health are and care of Children Early and Preschool Age 

 

French language:  

Pedagogy of Early and Preschool Education 

Integrated Curriculum of Early and Preschool Education  

Interactive Pedagogy  

Child and Puppet 

 

 

2.10. Criteria and conditions for transferring the ECTS credits 
 

Students who have achieved more than 42 ECTS in the preceding academic year are 

considered students of the following year. Students who did not pass all the courses 

in a given year in the next year have to enrol first into those courses they had failed. 

Students who accomplish the minimum of 60 ECTS in the preceding year are allowed 

to enrol into courses the sum of which is 75 ECTS in the following year. 

ECTS points gained outside the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences are 

recognized in accordance with the value of ECTS set by the Faculty of Humanities and 

Social Sciences. The transfer of points can be carried out between different study 

programmes of Early and Preschool Education. The criteria and transfer requirements 

follow from the current regulations in place at the Faculty of Humanities and Social 

Sciences. 

 

2.11. Completion of study 
 

Final requirement for 
completion of study 

BA thesis  X 

MA thesis  ☐ 

Final exam  X 

Diploma exam  ☐ 

Requirements for BA/MA 
thesis or final/diploma exam 

All exams passed and all obligations fulfilled. 

Procedure of evaluation of 
final/diploma exam and 
evaluation and defence of 
BA/MA thesis 

The student writes his/her BA thesis under the 
mentor's guidance. Upon completion of the thesis, 
the student takes his/her final exam in front of a 
committee.  
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2.12. List of mandatory and elective courses 

List of courses 

Year of study: 1st 

Semester: 1st 

STATUS CODE COURSE 
HOURS IN SEMESTER 

ECTS 
L S E F 

Mandatory  

PRPO11 Croatian Language 45 30 0 0 5 

PRPO12 English Language 30 0 30 0 4 

PRPO13 Basics of Visual Arts  30 0 15 0 3 

PRPO14 Basics of Music Culture 15 0 15 0 2 

PRPO15 Physical Education 1 0 0 30 0 0 

PRPO16 Philosophy of Education 30 15 0 0 4 

PRPO17 Developmental Psychology 1 30 30 0 0 5 

PRPO18 Basics of Pedagogy 30 30 0 0 4 

Total 210 105 90 0 27 

 

PRPI11 Introduction to Literature 15 15 0 0 3 

PRPI12 Croatian Legends 15 15 0 0 3 

PRPI13 Musical Styles and Periods 15 15 0 0 3 

PRPI14 Dance and Creativity in Motion 15 0 15 0 3 

Note: Students chose one elective course (3 ECTS).  

 
 
 

List of courses 

Year of study: 1st 

Semester: 2nd 

STATUS CODE COURSE 
HOURS IN SEMESTER 

ECTS 
L S E F 

Mandatory 

PRPO21 Children's Literature 30 30 0 0 4 

PRPO22 Introduction to Puppetry and Theatre 30 0 30 0 4 

PRPO23 Music Practicum 1 0 0 30 0 2 

PRPO24 Computer Literacy  15 0 30 0 4 

PRPO25 Physical Education 2  0 30 0 0 

PRPO26 Developmental Psychology 2 30 30 0 0 4 

PRPO27 Sociology of Education 30 15 0 0 4 

PRPO28 Pedagogy of Early and Preschool 
Education 1 

30 30 0 0 4 

PRPO29 Research in Educational Practice 1 0 0 30 0 1 

Total 165 105 150 0 27 

Elective 

PRPI21 Interpretation of Fairy Tales 15 15 0 0 3 

PRPI22 Pedagogical Communication 15 15 0 0 3 

PRPI23 Croatian Musical Heritage 15 15 0 0 3 

PRPI24 Child and Society 15 15 0 0 3 

Note: Students chose one elective course (3 ECTS). 
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List of courses 

Year of study: 2nd 

Semester: 3rd 

STATUS CODE COURSE 
HOURS IN SEMESTER 

ECTS 
L S E F 

Mandatory  

PRPO31 Media Culture 15 15 0 0 3 

PRPO32 Music Practicum 2 0 0 30 0 3 

PRPO33 Basics of Kinesiology 15 0 15 0 3 

PRPO34 Psychology of Early Learning 30 30 0 0 4 

PRPO35 Pedagogy of Early and Preschool Education 
2 

30 30 0 0 4 

PRPO36 Basic Methodology of Pedagogical 
Research 

30 30 15 0 5 

PRPO37 Integrated Curriculum of Early and 
Preschool Education 1 

15 15 0 0 3 

PRPO38 Research in Educational Practice 2 0 0 30 0 1 

Total 135 120 90 0 26 

Elective 

PRPI31 Psychology of Child's Drawings 30 15 0 0 4 

PRPI32 Cultural Heritage in Croatia 30 15 0 0 4 

PRPI33 Education for Peace and Tolerance  30 15 0 0 4 

PRPI34 Educational Context of Children's Nurseries 30 15 0 0 4 

PRPI35 Developmental Psychopathology 30 15 0 0 4 

Note: Students chose one elective course. 

 
 
 

List of courses 

Year of study: 2nd 

Semester: 4th 

STATUS CODE COURSE 
HOURS IN SEMESTER 

ECTS 
L S E T 

Mandatory 

PRPO41 Basics of Natural Science and Mathematical 
Literacy 

15 0 15 0 2 

PRPO42 Health care and care of Children Early and 
Preschool Age  

30 15 0 0 3 

PRPO43 Pedagogical Concepts and Approaches in 
Early and Preschool Education 

30 15 0 0 3 

PRPO44 Integrated Curriculum of Early and 
Preschool Education 2 

30 30 0 0 5 

PRPO45 Artistic Expression in Early and Preschool 
Education 1 

30 15 0 0 4 

PRPO46 Music in Early and Preschool Education 1 30 15 0 0 4 

PRPO47 Methodology of Kinesiological Activities in 
Early and Preschool Education 1 

30 15 0 0 4 

PRPO48 Research in Educational Practice 3 0 0 30 0 1 

Total 195 105 45 0 26 

Elective 

PRPI41 Interactive Pedagogy 30 15 0 0 4 

PRPI42 Gifted Children 30 15 0 0 4 

PRPI43 Education for Sustainable Development in 
Early Childhood 

30 15 0 0 4 

PRPI44 Abused and Neglected Children 30 15 0 0 4 

PRPI45 Traditional Stories for Children 30 15 0 0 4 

Note: Students chose one elective course. 
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* Professional practice at a teaching base-the elective subject can be enrolled in winter or summer 

semester. Does not enter the ECTS credits for electives and is not compulsory. Students can apply for 
a vocational internship and earn an additional 5 ECTS credits after completing the course. 
 
 

List of courses 

Year of study: 3rd 

Semester: 6th 

STATUS CODE COURSE 
HOURS IN SEMESTER 

ECTS 
L S E T 

Mandatory 

PRPO61 Pedagogy of Children with Special Needs 
and Rights 

30 30 15 0 6 

PRPO62 Partnership between Family and Local 
Community  

15 0 15 0 2 

PRPO63 Integrated Curriculum of Early and 
Preschool Education 4 

15 15 45 0 6 

PRPO64 Research in Educational Practice 5 0 0 30 0 1 

PRPOZR BA thesis  0 0 0 0 11 

Total 45 45 120 0 26 

Elective 

PRPI61 Painting with Preschoolers 15 0 30 0 4 

PRPI62 Inclusive Kindergarten 30 0 15 0 4 

PRPI63 Holidays and Celebrations in Kindergartens 30 15 0 0 4 

HZX008 Professional practice at a teaching base* 0 30 40 80 5 

Note: Students chose one elective course. 

- 

* Professional practice at a teaching base-the elective subject can be enrolled in winter or summer 

semester. Does not enter the ECTS credits for electives and is not compulsory. Students can apply for 
a vocational internship and earn an additional 5 ECTS credits after completing the course. 

List of courses 

Year of study: 3rd  

Semester: 5th 

STATUS CODE COURSE 
HOURS IN SEMESTER 

ECTS 
L S E T 

Mandatory 

PRPO51 Family Pedagogy 30 15 0 0 4 

PRPO52 Integrated Curriculum of Early and 
Preschool Education 3 

30 30 15 0 6 

PRPO53 Artistic Expression in Early and Preschool 
Education 2 

15 15 30 0 5 

PRPO54 Music in Early and Preschool Education 2 15 15 30 0 5 

PRPO55 Methodology of Kinesiological Activities in 
Early and Preschool education 2 

15 15 30 0 5 

PRPO56 Research in Educational Practice 4 0 0 30 0 1 

Total 105 90 135 0 26 

Elective 

PRPI51 Child and Puppet 15 0 30 0 4 

PRPI52 Education for Human Rights 30 15 0 0 4 

PRPI53 Transition of the Child from Kindergarten to 
Primary School 

30 15 0 0 4 

PRPI54 Dancing in Kindergarten 15 0 30 0 4 

HZX008 Professional practice at a teaching base* 0 30 40 80 5 

Note: Students chose one elective course. 
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2.13. Course description 

 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE CROATIAN LANGUAGE 

Code PRPO11 Year of study 1. / I. 

Course teacher 
Anđela Milinović Hrga, 
PhD, Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
5 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

45 30 0 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
To develop linguistic, communicative and pragmatic competences, to master 
standard Croatian norms and to be able to critically reflect on linguistic phenomena 
in contemporary Croatian language. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: high-school level of knowledge of the Croatian language; 
computer literacy.  
 
Course enrolment requirements: none. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

Students will be able to: 
- recognize the need for learning and fostering the Croatian standard language; 
- recognize the need for nurturing and cultivating personal language expression; 
- explain the features of grammatical, lexical, orthographic and orthoepic structures 
of contemporary Croatian language, with particular regard to standard 
polyfunctionality; 
- apply the acquired knowledge in their own oral and written communication; 
- evaluate linguistic phenomena in contemporary Croatian language; 
- use linguistic literature independently. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

LECTURES 
1. Language and speech. Language culture. The functions of language. Idioms of the 
Croatian language. 
2. Croatian standard language. Standard language norms. 
The relations between standard language and the native speech. The analysis of 
typical examples. 
3. The polyfunctionality of the Croatian standard. 
Functional linguistic stratification, producing and analyzing various texts. 
4. Orthoepic and orthographic norms. 
The analysis of morphologically and phonologically conditioned phoneme 
alternations, frequent errors. 
5. Accent norm. Spoken language distinctive features. 
Accentual exercises on practical examples. Expressive reading. 
6. Orthographic norm. 
Mastering orthographic norm: capital letter; abbreviations; writing foreign words, the 
adaptation to Croatian linguistic system. 
7. Normative problems grouped by word types. 
Morphological analysis.  
8. Word formation: theoretical and normative issues. 
Practical overview of compulsory types of formation, formation peculiarities. 
9. Syntax and norm. Functional styles and syntax. 
Analysis of typical examples. 
10. Lexical structure of the Croatian standard, stratification of the lexicon, linguistic 
borrowing, use and stylistic value of lexemes, lexical norm. 
Analysis of examples from Croatian practice. 
11. Professional terminology: its creation and standardization. 
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Examples analysis. 
12. Standard language norms and functional styles. 
The creation and analysis of various texts, identification and correction of typical 
incoherencies in view of the standard language norms. 
13. Text and functional styles. 
The preparation and analysis of various texts. 
14. Text and functional styles. 
The preparation and analysis of various texts. 
15. Administrative functional style. 
Producing and analyzing various administrative texts (job application, resume, 
business letter). 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

Class attendance, participation in discussions during class and seminars.  
Written and presented seminar paper in line with the course teacher’s instructions. 
Passed written examination (a positive grade in two tests during semester is 
equivalent to the written examination). 

Screening student 
work(name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for 
eachactivity so that 
the total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

2,5 Research  Practical training  

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

0,5  (Other)  

Tests 2 Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Seminar paper is graded.  
Students take two tests during semester. A positive grade in both tests is equivalent 
to the written examination. If students do not pass both tests, they have to take the 
exam (50%).  
The final grade for the course is formed according to the completion of all the 
elements (seminar paper 25%, exam 75%). 
The assessment and marking criteria of individual elements can be found in the 
course repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Babić, S., Ham, S., Moguš, M. (2012). Hrvatski 
školski pravopis. Zagreb: Školska knjiga. (or any 
other previous edition) 

10 no 

Group of authors (2013). Hrvatski pravopis. Zagreb: 
Institut za hrvatski jezik i jezikoslovlje. 

10 pravopis.hr 

Frančić, A., Hudeček, L., Mihaljević, M. (2005). 
Normativnost i višefunkcionalnost u hrvatskome 
standardnom jeziku. Zagreb: Hrvatska sveučilišna 
naklada. 

8 no 

Ham, S. (2017). Školska gramatika hrvatskoga jezika. 
Zagreb: Školska knjiga. (or any other previous 
edition) 

10 no 

Težak, S., Babić, S. (2009). Gramatika hrvatskoga 
jezika. Priručnik za osnovno jezično obrazovanje. 

10 no 
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Zagreb: Školska knjiga. (or any other previous 
edition) 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Babić, S., Moguš M. (12010., 22011.) Hrvatski pravopis: usklađen sa zaključcima 
Vijeća za normu hrvatskoga standardnog jezika. Zagreb: Školska knjiga. (Digital app 
is available in the App Store for iPhone and iPad.) 
Silić, J., Pranjković, I. (2005). Gramatika hrvatskoga jezika za gimnazije i visoka 
učilišta. Zagreb: Školska knjiga.  
www.gramatika.hr (Hrvatska školska gramatika, Institut za hrvatski jezik i 
jezikoslovlje)  
Šonje, J. (ed.) (2000). Rječnik hrvatskoga jezika. Zagreb: Leksikografski zavod 
Miroslav Krleža, Školska knjiga. 
Rječnik hrvatskoga jezika, Novi Liber i Znanje, available at www.hjp.znanje.hr  
www.rjecnik.hr (Školski rječnik hrvatskoga jezika, Institut za hrvatski jezik i 
jezikoslovlje) 
Škarić, I. (1982). U potrazi za izgubljenim govorom. Zagreb: Školska knjiga – SN 
Liber.  
Jezik, časopis za kulturu hrvatskoga književnog jezika, Hrvatsko filološko društvo, 
Zagreb. (available at https://hrcak.srce.hr/jezik)  
 

• language advisors of students' own choice, recommended e.g.:  
Ham, S., Mlikota, J., Baraban, B., Orlić, A. (2014.) Hrvatski jezični savjeti, Školska 
knjiga, Zagreb. 
Težak, S. (1991). Hrvatski naš svagda(š)nji. Zagreb: Školske novine. 
Težak, S. (1995). Hrvatski naš osebujni. Zagreb: Školske novine. 
Težak, S. (1999). Hrvatski naš (ne)zaboravljeni. Zagreb: Tipex.  
Težak, S. (2004). Hrvatski naš (ne)podobni. Zagreb: Školske novine. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

Student questionnaire on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level, 
passed exam and the fulfillment of the other obligations prescribed by the syllabus, 
self-assessment. 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

Code PRPO12 Year of study 1. / I. 

Course teacher 
Eldi Grubišić Pulišelić, 
PhD, Full Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers 

Ivana Bojčić, Senior 
Language Instructor 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

30 0 30 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
20% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
To enable the students to use technical and scientific literature in English, as well as 
to express themselves (orally and in writing), with a particular emphasis upon the 
register and the specific terminology of pedagogy and education. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

None. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 

The students will be enabled to read and understand a variety of English texts, to 
independently use technical and scientific literature, to paraphrase a text orally, to 

http://www.gramatika.hr/
http://www.hjp.znanje.hr/
http://www.rjecnik.hr/
https://hrcak.srce.hr/jezik
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level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

recognise and differentiate between various registers of the standard English 
language; to make an oral presentation in English, as well as to independently write 
essays and seminar papers.  

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

1. Introductory lecture  
2. Extending the Curriculum into the Home  
3. Present Simple and Present Continuous Tense  
4. Plants  
5. Future Tense and Future Tense Continuous:  
6. Future Perfect and Future Perfect Continuous 
7. Ways of expressing futurity in English 
8. Language Arts. 
9. Present Perfect and Present Perfect Continuous Tense  
10. Myself and Other People  
11. Simple Past Tense and Past Continuous:  
12. Past and perfect tenses in English 
13. Colour  
14. Past Perfect Tense (with special emphasis upon complex sentences and reported 
speech). 
15. Final written examination.  

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

Students are required to participate in classes and complete in-class and out-of-class 
(individual and group) activities which enable the acquisition of course outcomes. 
They are required to pass a written exam (or an equivalent of 2 tests) and achieve a 
minimum score of 60% on the exam/tests and pass an oral exam. 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

2 Research  Practical training  

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam 0,5  (Other)  

Written exam 1,5 Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

In line with the course learning outcomes and the students' obligations, the final grade 
for the course is formed according to the completion of the following elements:  
1. Pass a written exam (or an equivalent of 2 tests) – 60% 
2. Successful fulfilment of individual and group tasks – 10% 
3. Activity in class, participation in discussions during class  – 10% 
4. Oral exam – 20%  
The assessment and marking criteria of individual elements can be found in the 
course repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Marasović-Alujević, M. (2003.). English for 
Educators, texts and language points, Split, Visoka 
učiteljska škola Sveučilišta u Splitu. 

10 / 

Eastwood, J. (2005.). Oxford Learner's Grammar; 
Grammar Finder, OUP (Oxford, Oxford University 
Press) 

3 / 
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Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Graver, B. D. (2003.). Advanced English Practice, Oxford, OUP. 
Bujas, Ž. (1999.). Veliki hrvatsko-engleski rječnik, Zagreb: Globus. 
Collins COBUILD English Dictionary for Advanced Learners (2001). HarperCollins 
Publishers 
Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary (2005). Cambridge, CUP (Cambridge 
University Press) 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- class attendance, class activity, successfully completing tasks 
- student questionnaire on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level 
- passed exam and the fulfillment of the other obligations prescribed by the syllabus 
- individual consultations 
- students' self-assessment of the learning outcomes they achieved  
- collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching process 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

/ 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE BASICS OF VISUAL ARTS 

Code PRPO13 Year of study 1. / I. 

Course teacher 
Dubravka Kuščević, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
3 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

30 0 15 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 

- To enable students to understand visual language, visual-art language, visual 
communication, visual arts and design 
- Making students aware of the function and role of visual media 
- Develop students' artistic and creative abilities  
- Develop the ability to analyse and understand a work of art (learning about visual 
arts by historical periods). 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

None. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

Having passed the exam, students will be able to: 
- Correlate the acquired theoretical and practical knowledge of arts 
- Work out visual experiences and apply them to their own creative artistic expression 
- Express themselves in various art techniques and materials 
- Discuss the importance of understanding visual and artistic language in modern 
image communication 
- Analyse and understand, as well as critically evaluate various works of fine art 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Lectures 
1. Introduction - analysis of course contents, student obligations (1 period) 
2. Visual and creative thinking; The dot and the line (2 periods) 
3. Colour, colour contrasts, shades, color degradation, shaping and modulation, the 
psychological effects and symbolics of color (2 periods) 
4. The plane, free-form geometric planes, the plane in painting, sculpture, 
architecture (1 period) 
5. Surface - texture in sculpture, painting, architecture (1 period) 
6. Volume – types of sculpture (1 period) 
7. Architecture and urbanism (2 periods) 
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8. Perspective - linear or geometric, reversed, atmospheric, coloristic, semantic, 
horizontal (1 period) 
9. Composition, compositional elements (5 periods) 
10. Drawing techniques (2 periods) 
11. Painting Techniques (2 periods) 
12. Graphic techniques (2 periods) 
13. Sculpting techniques (2 periods) 
14. Design (2 hours) 
15. Communication with the works of fine art (visiting museums and galleries) (4 
periods) 
Exercises 
1. Drawing (3 periods) 
2. Painting (5 periods) 
3. Graphic expression (2 periods) 
4. Three-dimensional design (5 periods) 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐online in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

1. to participate in the teaching process: lectures 75%, seminar essays 75% 
2. to behave in accordance with ethical and scientific principles in higher education 
3. to participate in and perform teaching and extracurricular (individual and group) 

activities that enable the acquisition of learning outcomes provided by the course 
4. creating art work according to predefined criteria 
5. to pass the written exam (equivalent to the written exam are two passed tests) 

and achieve a minimum of 50% accuracy on the exam/tests 
6. to be informed about the classes he/she missed during the consultations with the 

teacher and other  

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

1,5 Research  Practical training 0,5 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam 1 Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

1. written exam/two tests - 60% 
2. folder of art works – 30%  
3. ability to solve individual and group tasks – 10% 

Criteria for evaluation and grading of the individual elements are described in the 
course repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Jakubin, M. (1989). Osnovne likovnoga jezika i 
likovne tehnike. Zagreb: Institut za pedagogijska 
istraživanja Filozofskog fakulteta Sveučilišta u 
Zagrebu.  

1 no 

Damjanov, J. (1991). Vizualni jezik i likovna 
umjetnost.  Zagreb: Školska knjiga. 

1 no 

Ivančević Radovan. (2007). Likovni govor: uvod u 
svijet likovnih umjetnosti. Zagreb, Profil 

3 no 

Damjanov, J. (1996). Pogled i slika, Hermes, Zagreb 1 no 
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Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Gombrich, E.,H., (1995). The Story of Art, Phaidon Press, London 
Berger, J. (2015). About Looking, Bloomsbury Paperbacks, London 
 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

1. class attendance, class activity, success in performing tasks 
2. student survey on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level 
3. passed the exam and fulfilled other obligations prescribed by syllabus 
4. individual consultations 
5. self-assessment of achieved learning outcomes by students 
6. collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching 

process 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE BASICS OF MUSIC CULTURE 

Code PRPO14 Year of study 1. / I . 

Course teacher 
Snježana Dobrota, PhD, 
Full Professor  

Credits (ECTS) 
2 

Associate teachers 

Daniela Petrušić, 
Teaching Assistant 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

15 0 15 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 

Introduction to key concepts of music and theory, distinction of types of music 
instruments and types of singing voices, introduction of primary music forms, playing 
simple melo-rhythmic examples on the piano or synthesizer with the right hand, 
distinction of music style periods. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: none. 
Course enrolment requirements: none. 
 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

After passing the exam successfully, students will be able to: 
- develop the ability of note reading, of analysis and synthesis of music note symbols. 
- apply their note literacy to playing simple compositions for children with the right 
hand on a keyboard instrument (piano and synthesizer). 
- reproduce simple compositions for children on their own, both with their voice and 
on an instrument (piano and synthesizer). 
- analyse expressive music elements. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Lectures: 
1. Introduction to music theory 
2. Note stave 
3. Overview of note values 
4. Music alphabet and solmization 
5. Pause, symbols for prolongation of notes and pauses 
6. Rhythm, measure 
7. Pitch symbols, clefs 
8. Intervals 
9. Tempo and dynamics 
10. Scales (major, minor) 
11. Chords (quint-chords) 
12. Main degrees in a scale 

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/167112.E_H_Gombrich
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13. Analysis of compositions for children 
14. Division of musical instruments 
15. Overview of music style periods 
Exercises: 
1. Introduction to piano and synthesizer keyboard  
2. Examples for acquisition of music terms 
3. Position of the right hand 
4. Simple technical exercises for the right hand 
5. Simple technical exercises for the right hand 
6. Simple technical exercises for the right hand 
7. Simple technical exercises for the right hand 
8. Simple technical exercises for the right hand 
9. Simple technical exercises for the right hand 
10. Singing and playing simple melo-rhythmic samples with the right hand  
11. Singing and playing simple melo-rhythmic samples (with the right hand)  
12. Singing and playing simple melo-rhythmic samples (with the right hand)  
13. Singing and playing simple melo-rhythmic samples (with the right hand)  
14. Chord accompaniment with the left hand 
15. Chord accompaniment with the left hand 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

- regular attendance of lectures and exercises 
- behave in accordance with ethical and scientific principles in higher education 
- participate in and perform teaching and extracurricular (individual and group) 
activities that enable the acquisition of learning outcomes provided by the course 
- pass the oral exam and achieve a minimum of 50% accuracy on the exam 
- be informed about the missed classes during the consultations of teachers and with 
other students 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class attendance 1 Research  
Practical 
training 

 

Experimental 
work 

 Report  
Continuous 
assessment 

 

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam 1  (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Oral exam - 50% 
Class attendance - 20% 
Success in solving individual and group tasks - 15% 
Class activity - 15% 
Criteria for evaluating and grading individual elements are described in the course 
repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Rončević, S. (2007.) Osnove glazbene teorije. Zadar: 
Sveučilište u Zadru. 

1 / 

Tomašić, Đ. (2003.) Osnove glazbene teorije. 
Zagreb: Erudit. 

1 / 
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Manesteriotti, V. (1990.) Zbornik pjesama i igara za 
djecu: priručnik muzičkog odgoja. Zagreb: Školska 
knjiga. 

3 / 

Dobrota, S. (2012). Uvod u suvremenu glazbenu 
pedagogiju. Split: Filozofski fakultet Sveučilišta u 
Splitu 

2 / 

Sučić, G. (2016). Razvojni integrirani kurikulum u 
umjetničkim područjima, Split: Filozofski fakultet 

1 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Petrović, T. (2007.) Osnove teorije glazbe. Zagreb: Hrvatsko društvo glazbenih 
teoretičara. 
Spiller, F. (1996.) Muzički sustav. Zagreb: vlastita naklada Feliks Spiller. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

1. class attendance, class activity, successfully completing tasks 
2. student questionnaire on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university 

level 
3. passed exam and the fulfillment of the other obligations prescribed by the syllabus 
4. individual consultations 
5. students' self-assessment of the learning outcomes they achieved 
6. collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching 

process 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 

 

NAME OF THE COURSE PHYSICAL EDUCATION 1 

Code PRPO15 Year of study 1./ I 

Course teacher 
Damir Jurko, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
0 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

0 0 30 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
The goal is adequate kinesiology meet the biopsychosocial needs of student in the 
movement as an expresion of general satisfaction of needs which are increasing 
adaptive and creative skills in the modern conditions of life and study. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Atletica: various forms of running, low and high start, leaps, throwings. Volleyball: 
basics tehniques and tactics. Basketball: basics tehniques and tactics. Swimming: 
basics tehniques and tactics. Hiking tour. Corrective gimnastica. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- Use different forms of running, jumping and throwing. 
- Recognize basic volleyball and basketball techniques and tactics.  
- Apply basic swimming techniques.  
- Conduct corrective gymnastics exercises.  
- Use exercises for pregnant women.  
- Prepare a hiking tour and hiking. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

1. Athletics: various forms of running, relay running, low and high start, jumps, 
throws. 
2. Volleyball: rules, technique and tactics. 
3. Basketball: rules, technique and tactics. 
4. Swimming: swimming techniques and starting jumps and turns. 
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5. Corrective gymnastics for male and female students with spinal deformities. 
6. Complex of exercises for female students in pregnancy. 
7. Excursion: hiking tours and hiking. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on linein entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

Regular school attendance. 

Screening student 
work(name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for 
eachactivity so that 
the total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

 Research  Practical training  

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Monitoring student activities during exercises. Determining the initial, transitive and 
final state in psychomotor knowledge, psychomotor and functional abilities. Criteria 
for evaluating and grading individual elements are described in the repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

   

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Janković, V., Marelić, N. (1995.). Odbojka, Fakultet za fizičku kulturu Sveučilišta u 
Zagrebu, Zagreb. 
Kosinac, Z. (1989.). Kineziterapija, tjelesno vježbanje i sport kod djece i omladine 
oštećena zdravlja, Split. 
Šadura, T. (1991.). Gimnastika,  Fakultet za fizičku kulturu Sveučilišta u Zagrebu, 
Zagreb. 
Šnajder, V., Milianović, D. (1991.). Atletika hodanja i trčanja, Fakultet za fizičku 
kulturu Sveučilišta u Zagrebu, Zagreb. 
Volčanšek, B. (2002.). Bit plivanja, Kineziološki fakultet Sveučilišta u Zagrebu, 
Zagreb. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

Student evaluation and peer evaluation. 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 

 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION 

CODE PRPO16 Year of study 1./ I 

Course teacher 
Perislava Bešić Smlatić, 
Msc, Lecturer 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers Type of instruction P S V T 
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Josip Guć, Teaching 
Assistant 

(number of hours) 
30 15 0 0 

Status predmeta 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

OPIS PREDMETA 

Course objectives 
Introduction to the philosophical way of thinking in the field of pedagogy. Through the 
analysis of the philosophical teachings student will receive appropriate philosophical 
knowledge that can be applied in the educational process. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer literacy.  
Course enrolment requirement: none. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

Upon completion of the course, students will be able to: 
- Interpret the relationship of contemporary philosophy to orientations in the science 
of education. 
- Explain the problem of educational value. 
- Comparing different educational practice. 
- A critical review of their own educational practice. 
- Develop awareness of creativity, self-development, initiative. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

1. Introductory Lecture 
2. Antique Idea Of Education - Socrates - Education In Plato 
3. Antique Idea Of Education - Aristotle 
4. Humanistic Educational Ideals 
5. Rousseau: Educational Transformation Of Man 
6. Moral Development - Piaget And Kohlberg 
7. Moral Development - Piaget And Kohlberg 
8. Philosophy Of Education - John Dewey 
9. Education And Values 
10. Education And Policy 
11. Philosophy Of Education In Contemporary Philosophy 
12. Philosophy Of Education In Contemporary Philosophy 
13. Education For Entrepreneurial Competence 
14. Education For Entrepreneurial Competence 
15. Final Hour 

Format of 
instruction 

☐ lectures 

☐ seminars and workshops 

☐ exercises 

☐ on line in entirety 

☐ partial e-learning 

☐ field work 

☐ independent assignments 

☐ multimedia 

☐ laboratory 

☐ work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

Behave in accordance with ethical and scientific principles in higher education. 
Participate and perform teaching and extracurricular (individual and group) activities 
that enable the acquisition of learning outcomes provided by the course. Attendance 
at the lecture 70%, and at the seminar 90%. Prepare a seminar paper according to 
pre-established criteria. Present the seminar paper according to pre-established 
criteria. Pass the colloquium and pass the oral exam. 

Screening student 
work (name the  
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 

Class 
attendance 

1,5 Research  
Practical 
training 

 

Experimental 
work 

 Report  
Active 
participation in 
classes 

0,5 

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

1 (Other)  

Tests 0,5 Oral exam 0,5 (Other)  
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equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Written exam  Project  (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Criteria for evaluating and grading individual elements are described in the course 
repository. The overall work of the student during the class is evaluated. Class 
activity, participation in discussions during classes and seminars (10%). Prepared 
and presented seminar paper in accordance with the instructions of teachers (30%). 
Passed colloquium (30%) and oral exam (30%) 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Nel Noddings, Philosophy of Education, 1998. 
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/2000/8e91133fd78f
1b223708e3a3a8e4a681901c.pdf  

/ 1 

T.W.Moore, Philosophy of education: an introduction. 
Routledge & Kegan Paul 
London, Boston, Melbourne and Henley, 1988. 

/ 1 

Christopher Winch; John Gingel; Philosophy of 
Education: The Key Concepts. Routledge, New York, 
1998.  

/ 1 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Gutmann, A., Democratic Education, Princeton University Press, Princeton 1999. 
Dewey, J., Democracy and Education: An Introduction to the Philosophy of 
Education, The Macmillan Company, New York 1941. 
Tim Sprod, Philosophical Discussion in Moral Education. The community of ethical 
inquiry, London and New York, 2001. 
Peter M Collins, Aristotle and the Philosophy of Intellectual Education, The Irish 
Journal o f Education, 1990, xxiv, 2, pp 62-88.  

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

Class attendance, class activity, success in performing tasks. 
Student survey on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level. 
Passed the exam and fulfilled other syllabus obligations. 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 

 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY 1 

Code PRPO17 Year of study 1. / I. 

Course 
coordinator(s) 

Ina Reić Ercegovac, 
PhD, Associate Professor  

Credit value (ECTS) 
5 

Associates 

Bruno Barać, Teaching 
Assistant 

Course delivery types 
(hours per semester) 

L S P T 

30 30 0 0 

Course status  
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning  
20% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 

To introduce students to developmental psychology, basic theoretical and empirical 
approaches and methodological features of developmental research. To introduce 
students to the specific areas of development in childhood – physical, cognitive, 
emotional and moral and application of knowledge in practical work with early and 
pre-school aged children.  

Course admission 
requirements and 
entrance 

None. 

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/2000/8e91133fd78f1b223708e3a3a8e4a681901c.pdf
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/2000/8e91133fd78f1b223708e3a3a8e4a681901c.pdf
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competences 
required 

Expected  
learning outcomes at 
a course level (4-10 
outcomes) 
 

Upon completion of the course, students will be able to: 
- define basic issues in developmental psychology 
- name and explain types of developmental research 
- compare different approaches to developmental researches 
- draft one developmental research 
- analyse different theoretical approaches in developmental psychology 
- explain contribution of main authors in the area of developmental psychology (Hall, 

Gesell, Piaget, Erikson, Bandura, Kohlberg) 
- name the main characteristics of different phases of cognitive development 
- associate main characteristics of cognitive development in childhood with aspects 

learning  
- analyse moral development in the context of cognitivist models, ethology and 

theories of learning 

Course content 
elaborated in detail 
according to the 
timetable 
 

1. Developmental psychology as psychological discipline, definition and objectives 
of developmental psychology; relations with other disciplines (2L + 2S) 

2. Basic issues in developmental psychology - heritability and environment, 
maturation and learning, growth and development (2L+2S) 

3. Research methodology in developmental psychology; types of research, 
limitations, ethical issues in developmental research (4L + 4S) 

4. Early authors in developmental psychology (2L) 
5. Historical view of childhood (2S) 
6. Theories of childhood development (cognitivist developmental models, theories 

about the impact of the environment and learning, psychodynamic approach, 
ethology, ecology of human development) (4L+4S) 

7. Biological basis of human development (2L+2S) 
8. Pre-exam I (2L) 
9. Prenatal development and teratology (3L) 
10. Birth, physical development and growth (1L+2S) 
11. Sensory development, development of attention and perception (4S) 
12. Cognitive development (J. Piaget and L. Vygotsky) (4L) 
13. Cognitive development (information processing and intelligence testing) (2S) 
14. Speech development (pre-verbal, semantics and grammar) (2S) 
15. Moral development – theories, prosocial behaviour and aggression (2L) 
16. Preschool institution as developmental context (2L+2S)  
17. Pre-exam II (2S) 

Course delivery 
types 

☐ lectures 

☐ seminars and workshops  

☐ tutorials   

☐ completely on line  

☐ mixed e-learning  

☐ field teaching 

☐ independent tasks   

☐ multimedia  

☐ laboratory 

☐ mentorship work 

☐ (note down other types)  

Students' duties Course attendance, seminar paper, exam(s) 

Following up 
students' work (note 
down ECTS credits 
for each activity so 
that the total of 
ECTS credits 
matches the course 
credit value):  

Course 
attendance 

2 Researching       Practical work       

Experimental 
work 

 Term paper       
(note down 
other types)  

      

Essay  
Seminar 
paper 

1 
(note down 
other types)  

      

Tests 
(Preliminary 
exams) 

2 Oral exam  
 (note down 
other types)        

Written exam  Project       
 (note down 
other types)  
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Grading and 
evaluating students' 
work during the 
course and in the 
final exam 

Final grade in the course is a result of participation in classes and completion of in-
class activities (40%), seminar paper (20%) and oral exam (40%). 
The assessment and marking criteria of individual elements can be found in the 
course repository. 

Obligatory reading 
list (available in the 
library and in other 
media)  

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Available in 
other media 

Vasta, R., Haith, M., Miller, S. (1998 or other). Child 
Psychology. John Wiley & Sons. (pp.1-443) 

3 / 

Berk, L. (2006). Lifespan Development (chapters 1-
3). Pearson. 

1 / 

Additional reading 
list 

Buggle, F. (2002). Developmental Psychology of Jean Piaget. Croatia, Jastrebarsko: 
Naklada Slap. 
Santrock, J.W. (2003). Life-Span Development. New York: McGraw Hill. 
Ajduković, M. i Kolesarić, V. (Ur.) (2003). Ethical code for research with children. 
Council for children of the Government of the Republic of Croatia and the State 
Institute for the Protection of the Family, Maternity and Youth. 

The ways of a 
quality follow-up 
which enable 
acquisition of the 
defined learning 
outcomes 

Class attendance, class activity, successfully completing tasks; student 
questionnaire on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level; passed 
exam and the fulfillment of the other obligations prescribed by the syllabus; individual 
consultations; students' self-assessment of the learning outcomes they achieved; 
collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching process. 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE  BASICS OF PEDAGOGY 

Code PRPO18 Year of study 1. / I. 

Course teacher 
Branimir Mendeš, PhD,  
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers 

Ante Grčić, Teaching 
Assistant 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

30 30 0 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
Acquisition of basic knowledge from the field of pedagogy and linking them in a 
system. Introduction of students to the field of scientific pedagogy and acquisition of 
basic terminological definitions. Development of the interest for pedagogical issues. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer literacy. 
 
Course enrolment requirements: none. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- To define the object of pedagogy as a science. 
- To explain the position of pedagogy in the system of science. 
- To differentiate pedagogical disciplines in the system. 
- To elaborate on basic pedagogical terms. 
- To get to know educational work with regard to time, educatee's age, place 
(surrounding) of education and special requirements of educatee. 
- To discuss various pedagogical questions. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 

Lectures:  
1. Education – term, place in the life of individuals and society. Basic concepts in the 
field of education (education, instruction, teaching, training). Relationship between 
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class schedule 
(syllabus) 

education and related activities (care, protection, management). Intentional and 
functional education. Education as a lifelong process. 
2. Pedagogy – a science of education. Position of pedagogy in the system of science. 
System of pedagogical disciplines. Relationship with other sciences. Main directions 
of development of pedagogical thought. 
3. Researches in education. Application of methodology of pedagogy. Types of 
researches. Pedagogical statistics. 
4. The course, subjects, and social base of education. a) Education as an open 
system. Two-way educational communication. 
5. b) Educational ideal, objective and assignments. 
6. Educator as the leader of educational work. Educator's characteristics. 
Interpersonal relationship as a basis of educational process.  
7. d) Educational system – institutional education (term, structure, support system). 
National school curriculum. 
8. Carrying out educational activities (requirements, methods and actions, technical 
media). 
9. Dimensions of educational activities: educational work according to educatee's 
age, surrounding, and special conditions. Lifelong education. 
10. Educational work with regard to age – education in early and pre-school age 
(informative level), education at school age, education at mature age, education at 
elderly age.   
11. Educational work with regard to special requirements of educatees – children with 
special needs and rights (children with difficulties in development, children without 
proper parental care, molested and neglected children etc.). 
12. Educational work with regard to surrounding (1): family as basic educational 
community: family – social and educational community, parents as educators. 
13. Educational work with regard to surrounding (2): kindergarten (informative level), 
school (term, occurrence, development, school degrees). 
14. Educational work according to surrounding (3): education in free time, dorms, 
institutions for adult education, institutions for children with special needs 
15. Contemporary requirements of pedagogy: human rights, peace, environment. 
Intercultural education. 
16. International starting points of the development of education. 
 
Seminar:   
Creation and presentation of seminar essay aiming to elaborate the topics addressed 
during lectures. 
Themes: 
1. Basic pedagogical processes (1st and 2nd part) 
2. Pedagogists important for theory and practice of education (1st and 2nd part) 
3. Development of pedagogical thought in Croatia 
4. System of educational sciences of Gaston Mialaret 
5. Different interpretations of the phenomenon of education 
6. Pedagogy as theory of training  
7. Interaction and communication in educational process 
8. Non-aggressive way of conflict solving 
9. Children and media 
10. Teacher – a mandatory bearer of educational system 
11. National curriculum for pre-school, primary and secondary education in Croatia 
12. Children at risk 
13. Parents as educators 
14. Challenges of parenthood 
15. Curriculum: key concepts 
16. Children and the young in their free time 
17. Tolerance in society and in education 
18. Through education towards culture of human rights 

☐lectures ☐independent assignments 
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Format of 
instruction 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

Participate in classes: lectures 80%, seminars 80%, write a seminar paper, present 
a seminar paper, pass a written exam, pass an oral exam. 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class attendance 2 Research  
Practical 
training 

 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

0,5  (Other)  

Tests 0,5 Oral exam 1  (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Class attendance – 25% 
Seminar essay –  25% 
Oral exam – 50% 
The assessment and marking criteria of individual elements can be found in the 
course repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Bratanić, M. (1990), Mikropedagogija, Zagreb: 
Školska knjiga, pp. 11 – 38, 75 – 103.  

5 / 

Giesecke (1993), Uvod u pedagogiju, Zagreb: Educa, 
pp. 91 – 118.  

3 / 

Gudjons, H. (1994), Pedagogija – temeljna znanja, 
Zagreb: Educa, pp. 17 – 24, 65 – 91, 123 – 125, 136 
– 140, 261 – 270.  

5 / 

Mušanović, M.; Lukaš, M. (2011), Osnove 
pedagogije: Rijeka:  HFD (selected chapters).  

2 / 

Silov, M. (2003), Pedagogija, Velika Gorica: Persona 
(chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 7). 

1 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Mijatović, A. /ed./ (2001), Osnove suvremene pedagogije, Zagreb: HPKZ (selected 
chapters). 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- class attendance, class activity, successfully completing tasks 
- student questionnaire on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level 
- passed exam and the fulfillment of the other obligations prescribed by the syllabus 
- individual consultations 
- students' self-assessment of the learning outcomes they achieved         

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 
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NAME OF THE COURSE CHILDREN'S LITERATURE 

Code PRPO21 Year of study 1. / II. 

Course teacher 
Tea-Tereza Vidović 
Schreiber, PhD, Senior 
Lecturer 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

30 30 0 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
20% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 

The course aims to introduce students to key themes and content of children's 
literature, and also to explore the works that are in their subject matter, stylistically 
and compositionally designed and suitable for children.  
It is also important to show and explain the path of development of children's literature 
from literature  with a strong didactic and pedagogical dimension all the way to the 
literature that talks  distinctively  about the world of children and their right to their 
own literature and experience free from every load. 
Define and interpret corpus of children's literature (stories - folk and art, fantastic 
stories, poetry, fables, various forms of youth adventure novels and literature and 
science fiction works. 
Direct attention to the large and canonic names in children's literature (Brothers 
Grimm, Andersen, Twain, Kipling, F. Molnar, E. Kastner, Gaarder, Pullman, Rowling 
and others., Also Kuten, Brlić Mažuranić, Balog, Vitez, Paljetak, Kusan.). 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

None. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

Upon completion of this course, students will be able to: 
- interpret the meaning and role of individual names and their works in the 
formation/design/creation of children's literature 
- interpret most important literary works 
- apply critical methods and knowledge in the evaluation of new literary works 
- discuss literary works in a competent and exploratory/researching manner 
- discuss key issues in the field of children's literature 
- participate in thematic conferences and round tables on literary themes/subjects 
- put emphasis on those names and works that marked the development of this type 
of literature. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

- Opening hour  - (1 P) 
- Children's Literature / relation towards other forms of literature / picture books and 
its forms (2P) 
- Story: art and folk stories; Fairy Tale (Perault, Brothers Grimm, Ivana Brlić 
Mažuranić) (3P) 
- H. Cristian Andersen; impact on the development of children's literature (2P) 
- Fantastic story (Collodi, Carroll, Lagerlof) (2P) 
- James Barrie, Saint-Exupery, Lidgren; Fantastic stories with animals (Lofting) (2P) 
- Karel Čapek; Lingren; Nazor; Horvat (2P) 
- Fables (Aesop, La Fontaine, Lessing, Krylov) (2P) 
- Croatian fables (1P) 
- The stories, stories about animals (2P) 
- Children's poetry; traditional and modern children's poetry (3P) 
- Children's novels; adventure novels; Science fiction works (3P) 
- Adventure novels; travel books, biographical works/biographies and diaries (2P) 
- Plays; Strip (2P) 
- The final lecture; talk about the exam (1P) 

☐ lectures ☐ independent assignments 
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Format of 
instruction 

☐ seminars and workshops 

☐ exercises 

☐ on line in entirety 

☐ partial e-learning 

☐ field work 

☐ multimedia 

☐ laboratory 

☐ work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

- Regular attendance. 
o (lectures 70%, seminars 80%) 

- Preparation of seminars and presentations according to the instructions of 
the mentor. 

- Behave in accordance with ethical and scientific principles in higher 
education. 

o Note: not an evaluation element. 
- Adhere to the time frames required to perform the activities in the course. 
- Perform individual and group tasks in a timely and quality manner. 
- To be informed about the classes he / she missed during the consultations 

of teachers and with other students. 
- Pass the written exam, which is a condition for taking the oral part of the 

exam. 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

2 Research  Practical training  

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

0,5  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam 1  (Other)  

Written exam 0,5 Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Success will be evaluated based on: 
- participation in lectures 20% 
- fulfillment of seminar obligations (seminar work and participation in discussions) 

20% 
- written exam 30% 
- and oral part of the exam 30% 
Criteria for evaluating and grading individual elements are described in the course 
repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Hameršak, M. i Zima, D. (2015). Uvod u dječju 
književnost. Zagreb: Leykam International. 

7 no 

Crnković, M. (1990). Dječja književnost. Školska 
knjiga, Zagreb. 

Note: there 
is a number 
of older 
editions 

no 

Crnković, M.-Težak, D. (2002). Povijest hrvatske 
dječje književnosti. Zagreb: Znanje.  

3 no 

Majhut, B. („015). Treba li nam nova povijest hrvatske 
dječje književnosti?. FLUMINENSIA, 27 (1), 189-202. 
Preuzeto s https://hrcak.srce.hr/140820 

 yes 

Pintarić, A. (1999). Bajke. Pregled i interpretacija. 
Osijek. 

         1  no 

Zalar, D. (2014). Potjehovi hologrami. Zagreb: Alfa. 1 no 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 

Optional literature is offered exclusively for the preparation of seminars, so 
students are not required to go through everything. 
Bašić, I. (2011). Biblioterapija i poetska terapija: priručnik za početnike. Zagreb: 
Balans centar. 
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programme 
proposal) 

Biti, V. (1981). Bajka i predaja. Zagreb: Liber, 
Betelheim, B. (1979). Značenje bajki. Beograd.  
Umjetnost i dijete, brojevi od 1969. do 1997.  
Crnković, M. i Težak, D. (2002). Povijest hrvatske dječje književnosti: od početaka do 
1955. godine. Zagreb: Znanje. 
Crnković, M. (1987). Sto lica priče. Zagreb: Školska knjiga. 
Čudina-Obradović, M. i Težak, D. (1996). Priče o dobru - priče o zlu. Zagreb: Školska 
knjiga. 
Diklić, Z.; Težak, D.; Zalar, I. (1996). Primjeri iz dječje književnosti. Zagreb: Divič. 
Hazard, P. (1970). Knjige, djeca i odrasli. Zagreb: Stylos. 
Hranjec, S. (2004). Dječji hrvatski klasici. Zagreb: Školska knjiga. 
Hranjec, S. (1998). Hrvatski dječji roman. Zagreb: Znanje. 
Hranjec, S. (2006). Pregled hrvatske dječje književnosti. Zagreb:  Školska knjiga. 
Hranjec, S. (2003). Kršćanska izvorišta dječje književnosti: priručnik za studente i 
učitelje. Zagreb: Alfa. 
Idrizović, M. (1984). Hrvatska književnost za djecu. Zagreb: Matica hrvatska. 
Jurišić, M. i Zima, D. (2016). Prinos Alojza Jembriha proučavanju povijesti hrvatske 
dječje književnosti. Kroatologija : časopis za hrvatsku kulturu, Vol. 7 (2): 166-170. 
Lešić, Z. (2008). Teorija književnosti. Beograd: Službeni glasnik. 
Majhut, B. (2005). Pustolov, siroče i dječja družba: hrvatski dječji roman do 1945. 
Zagreb:  FF press (i.e.). Filozofski fakultet, (Lukavec: Tiskara Rotim i Market). 
Mendeš, B. i Vidović Schreiber, T.T. (2020). Priče koje nisu htjele zaspati. Zagreb: 
Novi redak. 
Paškević, M. (2009). Uloga autorske bajke u odgoju predškolske djece. Život i škola: 
časopis za teoriju i praksu odgoja i obrazovanja, Vol. LV (22): 185-189. 
Perrow, S. (2013). Iscjeljujuće priče II: 101 terapeutska priča za djecu. Zagreb: 
Ostvarenje. 
Pletikos Olof, E. i Vlašić Duić, J. (2016). Reading Aloud and Interpretative Reading 
in Class. Croatian Journal of Education : Hrvatski časopis za odgoj i obrazovanje, 
Vol. 18 (3): 697-726. 
Pokrivka, V. (1991). Dijete i scenska lutka. Zagreb: Školska knjiga. 
Skok, J. (1990). Lijet Ikara. Antologija hrvatskog dječjeg pjesništva, Zagreb.  
Solar, M. (2005). Teorija književnosti. Zagreb: Školska knjiga. 
Subotić, M. (1991). Dječja književnost hrvatske moderne (recepcijski refleks). 
Croatica : časopis za hrvatski jezik, književnost i kulturu, Vol. 22 (35-36): 119-140. 
Težak, D. (2001). Bajke. Antologija. Zagreb.  
Težak, D. (2001). Basne. Antologija. Zagreb.  
Težak, D. (1991). Hrvatska poratna dječja priča. Zagreb: Školska knjiga. 
Težak, D. (2002). Povijest hrvatske dječje književnosti - od početaka do 1955. 
Zagreb: Znanje. 
Velički, V. (2014). Pričanje priča - stvaranje priča. Zagreb: Alfa. 
Vidović Schreiber, T.T. (2018). Kamishibai – a New Narrative Context of Oral 
Literature in Working with Children of Preschool Age. U: Čepeljnik, Mihael (ur.), 
Umetnost kamišibaja [Elektronski vir] : zbornik prispevkov = The art of kamishibai : 
proceedings (str. 225-236). Ljubljana: Slovenski gledališki inštitut. 
Vidović Schreiber, T.T. (2015). Tradicijska kazivanja i scenski izraz djece predškolske 
dobi. Školski vjesnik, 64 (3), 504-517. https://hrcak.srce.hr/151384  
Visinko, K. (2005). Dječja priča – povijest, teorija, recepcija i interpretacija. Zagreb: 
Školska knjiga. 
Zalar, I. (1991). Pregled hrvatske dječje poezije. Zagreb: Školska knjiga 
Zima, D. (2001). Hrvatska dječja književnost o ratu. Polemos : časopis za 
interdisciplinarna istraživanja rata i mira, Vol. IV (8): 81-122. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- Class attendance, activity in class, success in performing tasks. 
- Student survey on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level. 
- Exam passed and other obligations prescribed by syllabus fulfilled. 
- Individual consultations. 
- Students' self-assessment of achieved learning outcomes. 
- Collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching 

process. 
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Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE INTRODUCTION TO PUPPETRY AND THEATRE 

Code PRPO22 Year of study 1. / II. 

Course teacher 
Tea-Tereza Vidović 
Schreiber, PhD, Senior 
Lecturer 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers 

Silvana Stanić, Lecturer 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

30 0 30  0 

Status of the course 
mandatory  Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
20% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
Acquisition of basic knowledge in the field of stage art, student training for their own 
creative expression through drama and for application of a stage puppet in 
educational process. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

None. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

After passing the exam successfully, students will be able to: 
- define drama as a literary genre 
- explain various drama forms 
- see drama structure and composition 
- present and interpret historical development of drama and theatre, especially 
historical development of drama and theatre for children, as well as to differentiate 
traditional and contemporary puppet theatre 
- apply speech interpretation of a literary text (speech realisation of a text) 
- describe the course of drama performance creation 
- apply dramatisation and adaptation of texts for drama and puppet plays in 
kindergarten 
- tell different types of stage puppets, to apply the principles of puppet animation and 
to make a puppet. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Lectures:  
Drama as a literary form. Drama work – literary/stage work. 
Drama and stage forms (monologue, dialogue etc.). 
Drama text structure. Drama composition. Theatre performance. 
Historical development of drama and theatre. 
Speech interpretation of a literary text for children. Speech aspects (intonation, 
intensity, interruptions and pauses, enjambment). 
Speech and stage text realisation. Recital. 
Drama and theatre for children. Historical review of the development of children's 
theatre.  
The course of creation of children's drama (text selection, adaptation, work on the 
text). 
Dramatisation and adaptation of texts for drama plays in kindergarten. 
Dramatic literature for children. 
Puppetry as a part of stage art. Traditional and contemporary puppet theatre. 
Stage puppet types.  Basic principles of puppet animation. 
Stage speech of a puppet.  
Puppet text and puppet dramaturgy. 
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Literary sample. Dramatisation and adaptation of text for puppet play in kindergarten. 
Puppet play. 
 
Exercises:  
Speech exercises (describing, telling and re-telling, dramatisation etc.). 
Expressive reading. 
Dramatisation and adaptation of text for drama and puppet plays in kindergarten. 
Dramatisation and adaptation of a picture book. 
Analysis of a theatre performance for children. 
Making a puppet (with the help of a visual arts professional). 
Demonstration of a shorter drama work. 
Demonstration of a puppet performance. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐ lectures 

☐ seminars and workshops 

☐ exercises 

☐ on line in entirety 

☐ partial e-learning 

☐ field work 

☐ independent assignments 

☐ multimedia 

☐ laboratory 

☐ work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

1. Regular attendance. 
2. Setting and performing a drama and / or puppet show. 
3. Making a puppet. 
4. Keeping a diary of theater visits. 
5. Participate in the teaching process: lectures 70%, exercises 80%. 
6. Behave in accordance with ethical and scientific principles in higher education. 
7. Participate and perform curricular and extracurricular (individual and group) 

activities that enable the acquisition of learning outcomes provided by the course. 
8. Pass the oral exam. 
9. To be informed about the classes he / she missed during the consultations with 

the teacher and with other students. 
10. Adhere to the time frames required to perform the activities in the course. 
11. Participate actively and constructively in class. 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class attendance 1 Research  
Practical 
training 

1,5 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam 1,5  (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Class attendance – 20% 
Practical training – 40% 
Oral exam – 40% 
Criteria for evaluating and grading individual elements are described in the course 
repository 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Čečuk, M. ( 2009). Lutkari i lutke. Zagreb: Denona. 4 no 

Pavličević, D. (2005). Komunikacijom do gramatike. 
Zagreb: Alfa (poglavlje Govorna interpretacija 
umjetničkoga teksta). 

2 no 

Pokrivka, V. (1985). Dijete i scenska lutka. Zagreb: 
Školska knjiga, str. 5 ‒ 20. 

3 no 

Vigato, T. (2012). Metodički pristupi scenskoj kulturi. 
Zadar: Sveučilište u Zadru (odabrana poglavlja). 

1 no 
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Županić-Benić, M. (2019). Lutkarstvo i dijete. Zagreb: 
Leykam international. 

2 no 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Ivanac, I. (1988). Najljepši posao na svijetu: kako nastaje kazališna predstava. 
Zagreb: Školska knjiga.  
Bastašić, Z. ( 1990). Lutka ima pamet i srce. Zagreb: Školska knjiga.  
Fleming, M. (2003).  Starting Drama Teaching. David Fulton Publish.  
D'Amico, S. (1972). Povijest dramskog teatra. Zagreb: Nakladni zavod Matice 
hrvatske.  
Glibo, R. (2000). Lutkarstvo i scenska kultura. Zagreb: Ekološki glasnik.  
Krušić, V. (2007). Ne raspravljaj, igraj! Priručnik forum-kazališta. Zagreb: Hrvatski 
centar za dramski odgoj ‒ Pili poslovi d.o.o. 
Ladika, Z., Čečuk, S. i Dević, Đ. (1983). Dramske igre. Priručnik za voditelje aktivnosti 
s djecom; brošura i metodičke upute za igre, te opisi igara. Zagreb: Savez društava 
Naša djeca SR Hrvatske.  
Mrkšić, B.(1971). Riječ i maska: pristup scenskoj umjetnosti. Zagreb: Školska knjiga.  
Nikolić, S. (1995). Psihodrama. Zagreb: Prosvjeta. 
Nikolić, S. (1983). Scenska ekspresija i psihoanaliza. Zagreb: Naprijed.  
Readman, G. i Lamont, G. (1994). Drama. A Handbook for Primary Teachers, BBC 
Educational Publishing.  
Škreb, Z., Stamać A. (1986).Uvod u književnost. Zagreb: Globus. 
Švacov, V. (1976). Temelji dramaturgije. Zagreb, Školska knjiga (poglavlja:  
Određenje pojma drame (str. 51 ‒ 66), Glumac (str. 191 ‒ 220). 
Vidović Schreiber, T.-T. (2015). Drama kao književni rod. WEB predavanja. 
Available at the Faculty for Humanities and Social Sciences Split website: 
https://www.ffst.unist.hr/inet1/images/50013806/Drama%20kao%20knjievni%20rod
%20(1)(1).pdf  

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- Class attendance, activity in class, success in performing tasks. 
- Student survey on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level. 
- Exam passed and other obligations prescribed by syllabus fulfilled. 
- Individual consultations. 
- Students' self-assessment of achieved learning outcomes. 
- Collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching 

process. 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE  MUSIC PRACTICUM 1 

Code PRPO23 Year of study 1. / II. 

Course teacher 
Snježana Dobrota, PhD, 
Full Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
2 

Associate teachers 

Daniela Petrušić, 
Teaching Assistant 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

0 0 30 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 

Development, enriching and improving of knowledge on music language based on 
acquisition of new music and linguistic concepts and terms. Conscious perception of 
music and its vocal and instrumental realisation in development of music skills of pre-
schoolers. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 

Entry competences: none. 
 
Course enrolment requirements: taking the course in Basics of music culture. 

https://www.ffst.unist.hr/inet1/images/50013806/Drama%20kao%20knjievni%20rod%20(1)(1).pdf
https://www.ffst.unist.hr/inet1/images/50013806/Drama%20kao%20knjievni%20rod%20(1)(1).pdf
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required for the 
course 

 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

After passing the exam successfully, students will be able to: 
- apply the skill of note literacy for interpretation of simple compositions for children 
- demonstrate independent vocal and instrumental reproduction of simple 
compositions for children 
- apply acquired knowledge in forming chord accompaniment with the left hand 
- analyse expressive music elements 
- apply the acquired knowledge in methodics of music education. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Exercises: 
1. Introduction to literature 
2. Arrangement of children's song in C-major 
3. Arrangement of children's song in C-major 
4. Arrangement of children's song in C-major 
5. Arrangement of children's song in G-major 
6. Arrangement of children's song in G-major 
7. Arrangement of children's song in G-major 
8. Arrangement of children's song in e-minor 
9. Arrangement of children's song in D-major 
10. Arrangement of children's song in D-major 
11. Arrangement of children's song in F-major 
12. Arrangement of children's song in F-major 
13. Arrangement of children's song in d-minor 
14. Arrangement of children's song in d-minor 
15. Repetition of the acquired songs 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

- regular attendance of lectures and exercises 
- behave in accordance with ethical and scientific principles in higher education 
- participate in and perform teaching and extracurricular (individual and group) 
activities that enable the acquisition of learning outcomes provided by the course 
- pass the oral exam and achieve a minimum of 50% accuracy on the exam 
- be informed about the missed classes during the consultations of teachers and 
with other students 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class attendance 1 Research  
Practical 
training 

 

Experimental 
work 

 Report  
Continuous 
assessment 

 

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam 1  (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Oral exam - 50% 
Class attendance - 20% 
Success in solving individual and group tasks - 15% 
Class activity - 15% 
Criteria for evaluating and grading individual elements are described in the course 
repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 
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library and via other 
media) 

Marić, Lj., Goran. Lj. (2013.). Zapjevajmo radosno. 
Zagreb: Golden marketing – Tehnička knjiga. 

10 / 

Novosel, I. (2003.). U glazbi zajedno. Petrinja: VUŠ. 1 / 

Sam, R. (1992.). Svirajmo uz pjesmu. Rijeka: Glosa. 1 / 

Dobrota, S. (2012). Uvod u suvremenu glazbenu 
pedagogiju. Split: Filozofski fakultet Sveučilišta u 
Splitu 

2 / 

Sučić, G. (2016). Razvojni integrirani kurikulum u 
umjetničkim područjima, Split: Filozofski fakultet 

1 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Lhotka-Kalinski, I. (1975.). Umjetnost pjevanja, Zagreb: Školska knjiga. 
Novosel, I. (2003.). Ivančice, Petrinja: VUŠ. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

1. class attendance, class activity, successfully completing tasks 
2. student questionnaire on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university 

level 
3. passed exam and the fulfillment of the other obligations prescribed by the syllabus 
4. individual consultations 
5. students' self-assessment of the learning outcomes they achieved 
6. collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching 

process 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE COMPUTER LITERACY 

Code PRPO24 Year of study 1. / II. 

Course teacher 
Lada Maleš, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers 

Denis Jelaš, Lecturer 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

15 0 30 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
20% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
The course objectives are to gain a knowledge about computer and its purpose in ICT. 
Train students for using ICT in different domains and for resolving various problems. 
Give foundations for knowledge upgrading in the ICT field.    

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

None. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- Classification of numeral systems; converting one numeral system to another; 
arithmetical operations in binary system (addition and subtraction) 

- Explain a binary notation in computer 
- Explain von Neumann model of computer 
- Enumerate computer basic components and their purpose 
- Differentiate software according to purpose 
- Differentiate services and protocols on the Internet according to their purpose 
- Enumerate security risks on the Internet and explain the difference 
- Use e-mail; use cloud computing applications  
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- Application of different type of software i.e. create a formatted document, create a 
presentation, organize, format, and calculate data with formulas using a 
spreadsheet system, creating graph with data   

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

LECTURES: 
Introduction to ICT (science and practical implementation) 
History review of ICT development; components of contemporary computers 
Components of modern computers 
Numerical systems (decimal, binary, octal and hexadecimal); converting between 
different numerical systems  
Arithmetical operations in binary system 
Binary notation in computer – coding information with binary digits 
The Von Neumann model 
Computer – hardware and software 
Computer network (basics of data transmission, network classifications) 
Internet (history, services, protocols) 
Internet security (type of risks and protection methods) 
EXERCISES: 
Personal computer; files and folders 
Word processing (MS Word)  
Creating presentations (MS PowerPoint) 
Organize format and calculate data with formulas and creating graphs with data (MS 
Excel) 
E-mail, cloud computing applications 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

- participate in classes: lectures 60% and exercises 80% 
- conduct themselves in line with ethical and scientific principles of higher education 
- participate in and complete in-class activities which enable the acquisition of course 
outcomes 
- pass a practical (on a computer) and a theoretical/written parts of an exam (an 
equivalent of the practical part are two tests and an equivalent of the theoretical part 
is one test) and achieve a minimum score of 50% on the exam/tests 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

1,5 Research  Practical training  

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

  (Other)  

Tests 2,5 Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

A positive grade in each of three tests is equivalent to the exam (two practical tests 
on a computer 65% and one theoretical/written test 35%). 
The assessment and marking criteria of individual elements can be found in the course 
repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

L. Maleš, course materials published on the Faculty 
web site and Moodle learning management system  
(http://www.ffst.unist.hr/ and http://teachers2.ffst.hr/) 

- yes 

http://www.ffst.unist.hr/
http://teachers2.ffst.hr/
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L. Maleš, course materials published on the Faculty 
web site and Moodle learning management system  
(http://www.ffst.unist.hr/ and http://teachers2.ffst.hr/) 

- yes 

Tutorials for software programs specified in the 
syllabus. 

- yes 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

J. Glenn Brookshear, Computer Science - An Overview, Addison-Wesley, 11th Ed., 
2012. 
https://sysprint.hr/eudzbenici/infgim2019/ 
https://www.e-sfera.hr/prelistaj-izdanje/5bf3b9e0-7489-4130-8c76-a10564bb9124 
https://www.e-sfera.hr/prelistaj-izdanje/4a61194e-144d-48f7-9cd7-d22e49c0e7fc 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- class attendance, class activity, successfully completing tasks 
- student questionnaire on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level 
- passed exam and the fulfilment of the other obligations prescribed by the syllabus 
- individual consultations 
- students' self-assessment of the learning outcomes they achieved 
- collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching process 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE PHYSICAL EDUCATION 2 

Code PRPO25 Year of study 1. / II. 

Course teacher 
Damir Jurko, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
0 

Associate teachers 

Dodi Malada, PhD, Senior 
Lecturer 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

0 0 30 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
The goal is adequate kinesiology meet the biopsychosocial needs of student in the 
movement as an expresion of general satisfaction of needs which are increasing 
adaptive and creative skills in the modern conditions of life and study. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Input competencies: none. 

Prerequisites: There's none. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- Use different forms of running, jumping and throwing. 
- Recognize basic table tennis and handball techniques and tactics. 
- Apply exercises without and with aids.  
- Conduct aerobic exercises. 
- Show falls and interventions. 
- Apply basic skating techniques. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

1. Athletics: various forms of running, relay running, low and high start, jumps, throws.  
2. Table tennis: rules, technique and tactics.  
3. Handball: rules, technique and tactics.  
4. Fitness programs.  
5. Aerobic programs.  
6. Martial arts: falls and grips.  
7. Skating: basic technique. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures ☐independent assignments 

http://www.ffst.unist.hr/
http://teachers2.ffst.hr/
https://sysprint.hr/eudzbenici/infgim2019/
https://www.e-sfera.hr/prelistaj-izdanje/5bf3b9e0-7489-4130-8c76-a10564bb9124
https://www.e-sfera.hr/prelistaj-izdanje/4a61194e-144d-48f7-9cd7-d22e49c0e7fc
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☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on linein entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

Regular school attendance. 

Screening student 
work(name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for 
eachactivity so that 
the total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

 Research  Practical training  

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Monitoring student activities during exercises. Criteria for evaluating and grading 
individual elements are described in the repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

   

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Janković, V., Marelić, N. (1995.). Odbojka, Fakultet za fizičku kulturu Sveučilišta u 
Zagrebu, Zagreb. 
Kosinac, Z. (1989.). Kineziterapija, tjelesno vježbanje i sport kod djece i omladine 
oštećena zdravlja, Split. 
Šadura, T. (1991.). Gimnastika,  Fakultet za fizičku kulturu Sveučilišta u Zagrebu, 
Zagreb. 
Šnajder, V., Milianović, D. (1991.). Atletika hodanja i trčanja, Fakultet za fizičku kulturu 
Sveučilišta u Zagrebu, Zagreb. 
Volčanšek, B. (2002.). Bit plivanja, Kineziološki fakultet Sveučilišta u Zagrebu, Zagreb. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

Student evaluation and peer evaluation. 

 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY 2 

Code PRPO26 Year of study 1. / II. 

Course 
coordinator(s) 

Goran Kardum, PhD, Full 
Professor  

Credit value (ECTS) 
4 

Associates 

Katija Kalebić Jakupčević, 
PhD, Postdoctoral 
Researcher 
Bruno Barać, Teaching 
Assistant 

Course delivery types 
(hours per semester) 

L S P T 

30 30 0 0 

Course status  mandatory E-learning percentage    

COURSE DESCRIPTION 
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Course objectives 
Introduce students to the various developmental aspects of temperament, attachment, 
emotion, self- perception, personality development, developmental disorders, and the 
application of this knowledge in the education in childhood and adolescence.   

Course admission 
requirements and 
entrance 
competences 
required 
 

Course entrance competences: Computer literacy 
Course requirements: Successful completion of the course Developmental psychology 
1. 

Expected  
learning outcomes 
at a course level 
(4-10 outcomes) 
 

Upon completion of the course, students will be able to: 
- Determine the basic features of temperament 
- Understand and state the stages of the development of attachment, and its 

connection to the emotional development and temperament 
- Analyse the development of self-control and the emotional development 
- Analyse the development of initiative and self- control in the process of education 
- Define the concept “self- perception” and the changes that occur in self- 

perception, caused by the development of personality and ageing. 
- Determine the parenting styles and their effects on the developmental outcomes of 

children 
- Understand the different types of motivation for marriage and parenthood 
- Understand the differences in deviant behaviour and experiences in childhood and 

adolescence 

Course content 
elaborated in detail 
according to the 
timetable 
 

1. Temperament – dimensions and manifestations in the context of ageing 
2. Development of attachment, attachment in early childhood, adolescence and 

adulthood 
3. Nature vs. nurture – recent researches and theoretical approaches 
4. Correlations between attachment, temperament and emotions 
5. Development of self- perception and personality 
6. Self-control and initiative in education 
7. Correlations between cognitive styles and attribution styles, beliefs, and 

decisions in education 
8. Relationship with peers, friendship, popularity, sociometry 
9. Motivation for marriage and parenthood 
10. Parenting styles and modern parenthood challenges 
11. Concepts, classification and the definition of various deviating behaviours 
12. Children and adolescents with disorders in the context of education 

Course delivery 
types 

☐ lectures 

☐ seminars and workshops  

☐ tutorials   

☐ completely on line  

☐ mixed e-learning  

☐ field teaching 

☐ independent tasks   

☐ multimedia  

☐ laboratory 

☐ mentorship work 

☐ (note down other types)  

Students' duties 
Course attendance, active participation in classwork, successful presentation of a 
seminar paper with clear predetermined guidelines, passing grade for two preliminary 
exams, or a written exam.  

Following up 
students' work 
(note down ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total of ECTS 
credits matches the 
course credit 
value):  

Course 
attendance 

1 Researching       Practical work      

Experimental work  Term paper       
(note down 
other types)  

      

Essay  
Seminar 
paper 

1 
(note down 
other types)  

      

Preliminary exams 2 Oral exam  
 (note down 
other types)  

      

Written exam  Project       
 (note down 
other types)  
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Grading and 
evaluating 
students' work 
during the course 
and in the final 
exam 
 

In accordance with the learning outcomes and the student`s duties, final score on this 
course is calculated as follows: 
Successful performance on the written exam or on two preliminary exams (passing 
grade for both preliminary exams is the equivalent of a passing grade for the written 
exam)-50% 
Successful presentation of a seminar paper in accordance with the instructions from 
the course associate-30% 
Active participation and successful performance in classwork, which includes active 
participation in the discussions about the seminar paper topics-20% 
Detailed criteria for the evaluation and grading are described in the repositorium for 
this course. 

Obligatory reading 
list (available in the 
library and in other 
media)  

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Available in 
other media 

Vasta, R., Heith, M., Miller, S.A. (1998 or recent). 
Dječja psihologija. Naklada Slap: Jastrebarsko.  

3 / 

Berk, L. (2006). Psihologija cjeloživotnog razvoja (1-
3). Jastrebarsko: Naklada Slap.  

1 / 

Additional reading 
list 
 

Buggle, F. (2002). Razvojna psihologija Jeana Piageta. Jastrebarsko: Naklada Slap. 
Santrock, J. W. (2003). Life-Span Development. New York: McGraw Hill. 
Ajduković, M. i Kolesarić, V. (Ur.) (2003). Etički kodeks istraživanja s djecom. Vijeće 
za djecu Vlade RH i Državni zavod za zaštitu obitelji, materinstva i mladeži.. 

The ways of a 
quality follow-up 
which enable 
acquisition of the 
defined learning 
outcomes 
 

Class attendance and active participation in classwork; passing grade for the exam, 
and a passing grade for all the other duties described in the syllabus; student 
questionnaire regarding the quality of the teacher and its teaching at the university 
level. 
 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION 

Code PRPO27 Year of study 1. / II 

Course teacher 
Vlaho Kovačević, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers 

Krunoslav Malenica, 
Teaching Assistant 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

P S V T 

30 15 0 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
20% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 

Mandatory course objectives: 
- familiarisation with basic aims, concepts, development, theoretical approaches, 
social context, special features of educational institutions, position of their employees 
and relationships among them. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

 
Course enrolment requirements: none. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

After passing the exam successfully, students will be able to: 
- describe and define sociology of education (its occurrence and development, basic 

concepts, its position in the system of science) 
- explain the wider sociological context of education (values, relationships, functions, 

(in)equalities, importance of education, processes influencing student success, 
deviations etc. 
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- recognise sociological (theoretical) perspectives related to education (basic 
concepts, advantages/disadvantages) 

- recognise the influence of sociological and technological changes on the 
development of education (democratisation, multiculture, globalisation, ecology, 
technology) 

- link the system of educational institutions and importance of teacher’s/educator’s 
role in society (characteristics of the profession) and position and the role of the 
participants 

- demonstrate the presentation of educational content of this course. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Course content comprises: 
1. Introduction to the course – student duties, program requirements, literature 

and methods (in accordance with students) 
2. Analysis and explanation of basic concepts: education, socialisation... 
3. Historical review of development of sociology of education – occurrence, 

development, scope, tasks; relationship with other sciences 
4. Relevant theoretical concepts – functionalism 
5. Relevant theoretical concepts (2) – theory of conflict, interactionism 

Social context of education 
6. Society and education; industrialisation, modernisation 

       7.    Social inequalities and educational chances 
       8. Changes in structure and role of family and education  
       9.  Education and social changes 
            - social values 
            - socialisation and deviance 
      10. Labour division, labour market and mobility. 
      11. Democratisation of society, globalisation, multiculturalism. 
      12. Ecology and education 
      13. Institutional system of education in Croatia 
            - social factors of school success 
            - structure of school system 
            - kindergarten as an organisation 
            - school as an organisation 
            - contemporary tendencies and functions 
    14.  Sociology of educator’s profession and teacher’s profession 
    15.  New trends and education 
            - lifelong learning 
            - alternative education, education for the future 

Format of 
instruction 

☐ lectures 

☐ seminars 

☐ exercises 

☐ on line in entirety 

☐ partial e-learning 

☐ field work 

☐ independent assignments 

☐ multimedia  

☐ laboratory 

☐ work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

1. Class attendance: lectures 70%, seminars 80% 
2. To behave in accordance with ethical and scientific principles in higher education 
3. To participate in and perform teaching and extracurricular (individual and group) 
activities that enable the acquisition of learning outcomes provided by the course 
4. To prepare seminar and research paper according to pre-established criteria 
5. To present seminar and research paper according to pre-established criteria 
6. To be informed about missed classes during office hours and with other students 
7. To adhere to the time frames required to perform activities in the course 
8. To timely and with quality perform individual and group tasks 
9. To participate actively and constructively in teaching 

Screening student 
work(name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 

Class attendance 2 Research  
Practical 
training 

 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  
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activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

1  (Other)  

Tests 
 
1  

Oral exam    (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

In accordance with the learning outcomes of the course and student obligations, the 
final grade is formed with regard to the realization of the following elements: 
1. Oral exam - 60% 
2. Prepared and presented seminar paper in accordance with teacher instructions - 
20% 
3. Success in solving individual and group tasks - 10% 
4. Class activity, participation in discussions during classes and seminars - 10% 
During seminars as well as after the exam the feedback on student progress will be 
provided. At the oral exam, the student will be explained the final grade as well as all 
the elements that influenced the final grade, and given advice on how to improve 
future work. 
Criteria for evaluating and grading individual elements are described in the course 
repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

1. Haralambos, M., Holbron, M. (2002). Sociologija: 
Teme i perspektive. (str. 773-882). Zagreb: Golden 
marketing. 

1 1 

2. Giddens, A. (2007). Sociologija, Zagreb: Nakladni 
zavod Globus. (Obrazovanje, str. 491-526). 

1 1 

3. Pastuović, N. (1999). Edukologija. Integrativna 
znanost o sustavu cjeloživotnog obrazovanja i odgoja, 
Znamen, Zagreb (V. Poglavlje: sociologija 
cjeloživotnog obrazovanja i odgoja, str. 316-371). 

1 1 

4. Pilić, Š. (2008.), /ur./, Obrazovanje u kontekstu 
tranzicije. Split: HPKZ, str. 45-57; 59-66; 129-145; 
149-162; 165-174; 239-244. 

1 1 

5. Vrgoč, H. (2001), /ur./, Uspješna škola. Zagreb-
Križevci: Hrvatski pedagoško-književni zbor, str. 55-
75; 221-237. 

1 1 

6. Bežen, A. (2004), /ur./, Temeljne edukacijske 
znanosti i metodike nastave, Zageb: Akademija 
odgojnih znanosti Hrvatske, Profil International, str. 
49-54. 

1 1 

7. Kovačević, V., Kardum, G., & Malenica, K. (2019). 
Kvalitativno narativno istraživanje dječje religioznosti 
u kontekstu pet dimenzija religioznosti. Bogoslovska 
smotra, 89(4), 885-898. 

1 1 

8. Vidović Schreiber , T. T., Kovačević, V., Malada, D. 
(2020). "Baby Shark" as a Social and Artistic 
Phenomenon. Universal Journal of Educational 
Research 8(10): 4449-4458,  DOI: 
10.13189/ujer.2020.081012 

1 1 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

1. Ballantine, J. H. (2001), The Sociology of Education. A Systematic Analysis. 
Prentice Hall. 

2. Baloban, J. (2005). U potrazi za identitetom, Golden marketing – Tehnička 
knjiga, Zagreb. (145- 178).  

3. Bauman, Z. (2009). Identitet : Razgovori s Benedettom Vecchijem, Zagreb: 
Naklada Pelago. (str. 15-85). 
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4. Baranović, B. /ur./ (2006.), Nacionalni kurikulum za obavezno obrazovanje u 
Hrvatskoj: različite perspektive, Zagreb: Institut za društvena istraživanja, str. 
15-25. 

5. Bergoglio, J. M. –Papa Franjo. (2015). O odgoju: izazovi za kršćanske 
odgojitelje, Verbum Split: (7-11, 41-48, 53-56, 68-99). 

6. Blažević, N. (2012). Djeca i mediji – odgoj na „televizijski“ način, u: Nova 
prisutnost: 10(3). 

7. Bognar, B. (2003). Škola na prijelazu iz industrijskog u postindustrijsko 
društvo. Metodički ogledi, 10(2): 9-24. 

8. Bruhn, John (2011). The Sociology of Community Connections. New York: 
Springer Science+Business Media, Inc. (111-141, 143-165, 167-183, 185-
208, 263-276, 277-290). 

9. Ćimić, E. Drama a/teizacije, (2006). Šahinpašić, Zagreb, Sarajevo. (125-198, 
251- 273). 

10. Čolić, S. Sociokulturni aspekti potrošnje, potrošačke kulture i društva, 
Društvena istraživanja, 17 (2008) 6 (98), (str. 953-973). 

11. Čudina-Obradović (1996). Priče o dobru, priče o zlu: priručnik za razvijanje 
moralnog posuđivanja u djece, Zagreb: Školska knjiga. (11-35). 

12. Crespi, F. (2006). Sociologija kulture, Politička kultura, Zagreb. (114-117). 
13. Delors, J. i sur. (1998). Učenje: blago u nama, Educa, Zagreb. 
14. Durkheim, E. (1996). Obrazovanje i sociologija, Societas, Zagreb. 
15. Ilišin, V. i dr. (2001). Djeca i mediji, Državni zavod za zaštitu obitelji, 

materinstva i mladeži i Institut za društvena istraživanja, Zagreb. 
16. Isaacs, D. (2012). Izgrađivanje karaktera: vodič za roditelje i učitelje, Verbum:  

Split. (5-30, 229-241, 121-134, 81-93). 
17. Jukić, J. (1973). Religija u modernom industrijskom društvu, Crkva u svijetu. 

Split. (145-197). 
18. Katz, L. G. i McClellan D. E., (2005) Poticanje razvoja dječje socijalne 

kompetencije, Educa. Zagreb. 
19. Košir, M., Zgrabljić, N., Ranfl, R. (1999). Život s medijima, Doron, Zagreb. 
20. Legrand, L. Moralna izobrazba danas: Ima li to smisla? Educa, Zagreb. 
21. Lesourne, J. (1993). Obrazovanje i društvo: izazovi 2000. godine, Educa, 

Zagreb. 
22. Marinković, R. & Karajić, N. (ur.) (2004). Budućnost i uloga nastavnika/Future 

and the role of teachers. Zagreb: PMF/Faculty of science. 
23. Mialare G. (1989). Uvod u edukacijske znanosti. Zagreb: Školske novine. 

(24-42; 53-54). 
24. Miliša, Z. Markusović, A. Neoliberalna teorija odgoja u postsocijalizmu, 

Metodički ogledi, god. 3, sv. 1, Zagreb (1992)4, (63-69). 
25. Perković, M (1999). Ekološka svijest – imperativ sigurne budućnosti, u: B. 

Vuleta,  i A. Vučković /ur./ Odgovornost za život,Franjevački institut za kulturu 
mira, Split. (393-410). 

26. Perotti, A. (1995). Pledoaje za Interkulturalni odgoj i obrazovanje, Educa, 
Zagreb. 

27. Polić, M. Deideologizacija odgoja-što je to? Metodički ogledi, god. 3, sv. 1, 
Zagreb (1992)4, (43-55). 

28. Simmel, G. (2001), Kontrapunkt kulture. Zagreb: Jesenski i Turk, (72-86). 
29. Vujičić, L. (2011). Istraživanje kulture odgojno-obrazovne ustanove, 

Svučilište u Rijeci, Zagreb.  
30. Zeman, Marija Geiger & Zeman, Zdenko (2010). Uvod u sociologiju (održivih) 

zajednica. Zagreb: Institut društvenih znanosti Ivo Pilar.  (81-109) 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- class attendance, class activity, successfully completing tasks 
- student questionnaire on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level 
- passed exam and the fulfillment of the other obligations prescribed by the syllabus 
- individual consultations 
- students' self-assessment of the learning outcomes they achieved  
- collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching process 
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Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE PEDAGOGY OF EARLY AND PRESCHOOL EDUCATION 1 

Code PRPO28 Year of study 1. / II. 

Course teacher 
Ivana Visković, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers 

Jelena Topić, Teaching 
Assistant 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

30 30 0 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 

Training for demonstration, creation and evaluation of the programme of early and 
pre-school education based on contemporary theoretical approaches to education, 
developmental features and effects of stimulating children in different sociocultural 
contexts and methodological literacy. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer literacy. 
 
Course enrolment requirements: taking the course in Basics odf pedagogy. 
 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- To define the objective, subject and tasks of pedagogy of early and pre-school 
education and to know how to apply basic methodological steps in monitoring and 
observing children in institutional context. 
- Elaborate on the determinants of humanistically oriented concept of early and pre-
school education and to be able to analyse contemporary pedagogical literature. 
- Critically interpret phenomena from the field of early and pre-school education. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Lectures:  
1. Pedagogy of early and pre-school education in the system of pedagogical 
disciplines (concept, scope, objective, tasks, key concepts, relationship between 
theory and practice). 
2. Researches in early and pre-school education (methodological basics). 
3. Children of early and pre-school education in an institutional context. 
4. Defining institutional context and its dimensions: sociopedagogical surrounding of 
a child, educator as a part of sociopedagogical surrounding, interaction among 
children, way of child grouping, physical surrounding of a child, time dimension. 
5. Contemporary childhood and children's rights. 
6. The needs of a child of early and pre-school age and the possibility of satisfying 
them in an institutional context. 
7. Pedagogical impacts on the development of social competence of a child of early 
and pre-school age. 
8. Basic determinants of humanistically oriented concept of early and pre-school 
education (orientation towards child and peer interaction, development of child's 
independence, development of child's creation, choice and planning of educational 
contents, educator's roles, parents' roles). 
9. System of early and pre-school education in Croatia: occurrence of early and pre-
school education, programme types, general and specific features. 
10. Culture of the institution of early and pre-school education. 
11. Educator in the context of early and pre-school education institution – reflexive 
practitioner. 
12. Contemporary approaches to managing early and pre-school education 
institution. 
Seminar:  
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Writing and presenting seminar essays aiming to elaborate on the topics addressed 
during lectures. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on linein entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

1. Active participation in the teaching process - lectures, seminars and workshops 
(min 80%). 
2. Achieve quality fulfillment of teaching and extracurricular, individual and group 
tasks, in accordance with the content of the course. 
3. Prepare and present a seminar paper according to pre-established criteria. 
4. Pass a written exam or 2 mid terms (as equivalent to a written exam) with a 
minimum of 51% accuracy. 
5. Pass the oral exam  

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class attendance 2 Research  
Practical 
training 

 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

1  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam 0,5  (Other)  

Written exam 0,5 Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Class activity - 10% 
Achievement  in solving individual and group tasks - 10% 
Preparation and presentation of seminar according to pre-established criteria - 25% 
Written exam (equivalent to the written exam are 2 passed mid terms) - 35% 
Oral exam - 15%  

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Miljković, D., Đuranović, M. i Vidić, T. (2019).Odgoj i 
obrazovanje-iz teorije u praksu. Zagreb: IEP-D2 i 
UFZG. 

12  no 

Bašić, S. (2011). (Nova) slika djeteta u pedagogiji 
djetinjstva. In D. Maleš (ed.), Nove paradigme ranog 
odgoja (pp.19-36). Zagreb: Filozofski fakultet 
Sveučilišta u Zagrebu, Zavod za pedagogiju. 

10  no  

Mendeš, B., Marić, Lj. i Goran, Lj. (2020). Dijete u 
svijetu igre : teorijska polazišta i odgojno-obrazovna 
praksa. Zagreb: Golden marketing - Tehnička knjiga. 

10  no 

Miljković, D., Rijavec, M. (2017). Bolje biti vjetar nego 
list. Zagreb: IEP. 

2  no 

Jurčević Lozančić, A. (2016). Socijalne kompetencije 
u ranom djetinjstvu. Zagreb: UFZG. 
Remark: particular parts of these books will be 
translated in English 

5  no 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Miljak, A. (1996). Humanistički pristup teoriji i praksi predškolskog odgoja. Velika 
Gorica-Zagreb: Persona. 
NACIONALNI KURIKULUM ZA RANI I PREDŠKOLSKI ODGOJ I OBRAZOVANJE 
(2014), Zagreb: Vlada Republike Hrvatske,Ministarstvo znanosti, obrazovanja i 
sporta. http://public.mzos.hr/Default.aspx?art=13571 
Slunjski, E. (2011). Kurikulum ranog odgoja. Istraživanje i konstrukcija. Zagreb: 
Školska knjiga.  

http://public.mzos.hr/Default.aspx?art=13571
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Recent scientific publications. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

The quality and success of the realization of the subject is monitored by: 
- regular evaluations of teaching activities and performance in performing individual 
and group tasks, 
- surveying students on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level, 
- the success of students in fulfilling the obligations prescribed by syllabus (written 
and oral exam, seminar), 
- through individual consultations, 
- students’ self-assessment of achieved learning outcomes. 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE  RESEARCH IN EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE 1 

Code PRPO29 Year of study 1. / II. 

Course teacher 
Branimir Mendeš, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
1 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

0 0 30 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
To make students able to independently apply professional and theoretical 
knowledge and skills as well as to reflect upon and improve pedagogical practice. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer literacy. 
 
Course enrolment requirements: enrolment for the courses of Pedagogy of early and 
preschool education 1 and Developmental Psychology 2. 
 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- To collect and elaborate on pedagogical documentation on the level of educational 
group and institution of early and pre-school education. 
- To explain the relationship between planned activities and educational process. 
- To analyse the quality of interaction between educator and child. 
- To list the possibilities and ways of educator’s lifelong learning. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Exercises:  
1. General organisation of the institution of early and pre-school education. 
2. Cultural and public activity of the institution of early and pre-school education. 
3. Managing the work of the institution of early and pre-school education. 
4. The work of professional bodies of the institution of early and pre-school education. 
5. Work duties of educators and other professional workers. 
6. Measures of security and health children protection. 
7. Structure and features of the institution of early and pre-school education. 
8. Legal regulation of early and pre-school education work. 
9. Pedagogical documentation. Curriculum of pre-school institution. 
10. Educator’s work plan. 
11. Material and social context in institutions of early and pre-school education 
(spatial, material, administrative, program). 
Work assignments: 
- collecting the documentation on educational group and institution 
- keeping the records on following the interaction between educator and child 
- taking notes during professional meetings in kindergarten. 

☐lectures ☐independent assignments 
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Format of 
instruction 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

Regular class attendance; keeping a diary of pedagogical practice. 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class attendance 1 Research  
Practical 
training 

 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Written mentor's report. Students who completed all their work assignments have to 
right for the signature. 
 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

1. Milanović, M.; Stričević, I.; Maleš, D.; Sekulić-Majurec, M. (2000), Skrb za dijete i 
poticanje razvoja djeteta u Republici Hrvatskoj, Zagreb: Targa. 
2. *** (2014), Nacionalni kurikulum za rani i predškolski odgoj, Zagreb: Ministarstvo 
znanosti, obrazovanja i sporta Republike Hrvatske.  
3. *** Državni pedagoški standard, Zagreb: Ministarstvo znanosti, obrazovanja i 
sporta Republike Hrvatske.  

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- class attendance, class activity, successfully completing tasks 
- individual consultations 
 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE  MEDIA CULTURE  

Code PRPO31 Year of study 2. / III. 

Course teacher 
Tea-Tereza Vidović 
Schreiber, PhD, Senior 
Lecturer 

Credits (ECTS) 
3 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

15 15 0 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
20% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
Familiarisation with basic forms of mass media. Acquisition of basic knowledge about 
media culture and training for the use of media as a formative and expressive means 
in educational process. Training for critical evaluation of media content. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 

Entry competences: computer literacy. 
 
Course enrolment requirements: taking the courses of Children’s Literature and 
Introduction to Puppetry and Theatre. 
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required for the 
course 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

After passing the exam successfully, students will be able to: 
- define a medium as a means of communication 
- differentiate and classify a medium (print, auditive, audio-visual, electronic). 
- explain and define key concepts of the film discourse 
- present historical development of film 
- classify, observe and explain film genres and forms, with special attention to 
animated movie and its sub-forms 
- observe and define expressive means of film  
- explain creative aspects of screen presentation (direction, acting, scenography, 
costumography, make-up etc.) 
- interpret film adaptation of a literary work for children 
- recognise the steps in the transfer of a literary character into a film 
- apply and evaluate animated movie and movies for pre-schoolers. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Lectures:  
Media – means of communication 
Media classification: print (newspapers), auditive (radio), audio-visual (TV) 
Print media – the concepts and classification (books, newspapers, journals, comic 
books, posters).  
Radio and TV. TV programmes for children. 
Key concepts of film discourse.  
Film development overview. 
Film genres and forms. 
Expressive means of film. 
Creative aspects of screen presentation (direction, acting, scenography, 
costumography, make-up, masks, music, tricks). 
Film adaptation of a literary work for children. 
Steps in the transfer of a literary character into a film. 
Animated movie and its sub-forms (cartoon, puppet and collage). 
Movies for pre-schoolers (Croatian and foreign authors). 
Electronic media. 
Seminar:  
Writing a seminar essay. 
Analysis of media content for pre-schoolers. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐ lectures 

☐ seminars and workshops 

☐ exercises 

☐ on line in entirety 

☐ partial e-learning 

☐ field work 

☐ independent assignments 

☐ multimedia 

☐ laboratory 

☐ work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

1. Behave in accordance with ethical and scientific principles in higher education. 
Note: not an evaluation element. 
2. Participate and perform curricular and extracurricular activities (individual and 
group; in the context of the course it would mean going to the cinema and watching 
film screenings and going to the theater for theater performances) and activities that 
enable the acquisition of learning outcomes provided by the course. 
3. Prepare a seminar paper according to pre-established criteria. 
4. Present the seminar paper according to pre-established criteria. 
Note: the seminar paper must be written according to the established criteria with 
which students will be acquainted in the introductory lesson of the course. 
 5. Pass the oral exam. 
6. To be informed about the classes that the student was absent from during the 
consultations and with other students. 
7. Adhere to the time frames required to perform activities in the course. 
8. Perform individual and group tasks in timely and quality manner. 
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Criteria for evaluating and grading individual elements are described in the course 
repository. 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class attendance 1 Research  
Practical 
training 

 

Experimental 
work 

 Report  
Evaluation of 
film 
achievements 

0,3 

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

0,7  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam 1  (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

• Attendance at the course - participation in discussions during classes and 
seminars - 10%. 

Remark: 
a) Attendance at the course is not included in the grade, but is a prerequisite for taking 
the exam. 
b) attendance at lectures - minimum 70%, seminars - minimum 80%. 

• Prepared and presented seminar paper in accordance with the instructions of 
teachers - 30%. 

• Analysis of films for children (feature and animated) - 10%. 

• Oral exam - 50%. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Mikić, K. (2001). Stožerni filmovi za djecu (do 12 
godina). Metodika. vol. 2 (2-3): 109 ‒ 125. 

3 no 

Peterlić, A. (2008). Povijest filma. Zagreb: HFS. 3 no 

Peterlić, A. (2001). Osnove teorije filma. Zagreb: 
Hrvatska sveučilišna naklada (odabrana poglavlja). 

No no 

Težak, D. (1992). Dječji junak u romanu i na filmu. 
Zagreb: Školske novine. 

1 no 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Gilić, N. (2007a). Uvod u teoriju filmske priče. Zagreb: Školska knjiga. 
Gilić, N. (2007b). Filmske vrste i rodovi. Zagreb: AGM;
 internetsko izdanje 2013. Pristup: 
http://www.elektronickeknjige.com/gilic_nikica/filmske_vrste_i_rodovi/index.htm. 
Gilić, N. (2010). Uvod u povijest hrvatskog igranog filma, 2. izdanje. Zagreb: 
Leykam International. 
Glibo, R. (2000). Medijska kultura. Lomnica: Ekološki glasnik.  
Ilišin, V., Marinović Bobinac, A. i Radin, F. (2001). Djeca i mediji : uloga medija u 
svakodnevnom životu djece. Zagreb, Državni zavod za zaštitu obitelji, materinstva 
i mladeži; IDIZ. 
Kragić, B. i Gilić N. (2003). Filmski leksikon. Zagreb: Leksikografski zavod 
Miroslava Krleže. 
Kurelec, T. (2008). Hrvatski igrani film u europskom kontekstu. Hrvatski filmski 
ljetopis, Zagreb, br. 53., str. 16-25. 
McLuhan, M. Razumijevanje medija. Zagreb: Golden Marketing ‒ Tehnička knjiga, 
2008. 
Studin, N. i Miletić, J. (2018). Utjecaj novih medija na pismenost, čitateljske 
sposobnosti i navike učenika. U: Panajotović, A., Budinčić, V. i Ćuk, M. 
(ur.). Zbornik radova sa Šeste međunarodne konferencije Fakulteta za strane 
jezike: Jezik, književnost i tehnologija, 19. i 20. 5. 2017. Jezik, književnost i 
tehnologija. Beograd, Alfa BK univerzitet, str. 65 ‒ 97. 
Pavičić, J. (1997). Trendovi hrvatskog filma. Hrvatski filmski ljetopis. Zagreb. br. 
11. str. 3 ‒ 8. 
Peterlić, A. (1990). Filmska enciklopedija 1, 2. Zagreb: Jugoslavenski 
leksikografski zavod Miroslava Krleže. 

http://www.elektronickeknjige.com/gilic_nikica/filmske_vrste_i_rodovi/index.htm.
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Peterlić, A. (2012). Iz povijesti hrvatske filmologije i filma. Zagreb:  Leykam 
International. 
Škrabalo, I. (1998). 101 godina filma u Hrvatskoj, Pregled povijesti hrvatske 
kinematografije. Zagreb: NZ Globus. 
Turković, H. (1977). Znak i film ili kako analizirati film. Filmske sveske. Časopis za 
teoriju filma i filmologiju, IX (3): 119 ‒ 128. 
Turković, H. (2012). Razumijevanje filma: Ogledi iz teorije filma. Zagreb: Društvo 
za promicanje književnosti na novim medijima. 
Vidović Schreiber, T.-T. (2015). Kompetencije odgajatelja predškolske djece u 
području scenske i medijske pismenosti. U: Ivon, H. i Mendeš, B. (ur.). 
Kompetencije suvremenog odgajatelja i učitelja – izazov za promjene (znanstvena 
monografija). Split: Filozofski fakultet, str. 175 ‒ 189. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- Class attendance, activity in class, success in performing tasks. 
- Student survey on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level. 
- Exam passed and other obligations prescribed by syllabus fulfilled. 
- Individual consultations. 
- Students' self-assessment of achieved learning outcomes. 
- Collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching 

process. 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE  MUSIC PRACTICUM 2 

Code PRPO32 Year of study 2. / III. 

Course teacher 
Snježana Dobrota, PhD, 
Full Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
3 

Associate teachers 

Daniela Petrušić, 
Teaching Assistant 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

0 0 30 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 

Development, enriching and improving of knowledge on music language based on 
acquisition of new music and linguistic concepts and terms. Conscious percpetion of 
music and its vocal and instrumental realisation (on piano and synthesizer) in 
development of music skills of pre-schoolers. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: none. 
 
Course enrolment requirements: passing the exams in Basics of music culture and 
Music practicum 1. 
 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

After passing the exam successfully, students will be able to: 
- apply their note literacy for interpretation of simple compositions for children 
- demonstrate independent vocal and instrumental reproduction of simple 
compositions for children 
- apply acquired knowledge in forming chord accompaniment with the left hand 
- apply acquired knowledge in methodics of music education. 
- transfer the acquired knowledge and playing enthusiasm to pre-schoolers. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Exercises: 
1. Introduction to literature 
2. Arrangement of children's song in A-major 
3. Arrangement of children's song in A-major 
4. Arrangement of children's song in A-major 
5. Arrangement of children's song in E-major 
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6. Arrangement of children's song in E-major 
7. Arrangement of children's song in B-major 
8. Arrangement of children's song in B-major 
9. Arrangement of children's song in Es-major 
10. Arrangement of children's song in Es-major 
11. A-major, fis-minor (melo-rhythmic examples) 
12. E-major, Cis-minor (melo-rhythmic examples) 
13. B-major, g-minor (melo-rhythmic examples) 
14. Es-major, c-minor (melo-rhythmic examples) 
15. Repetition of acquired compositions 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

- regular attendance of lectures and exercises 
- behave in accordance with ethical and scientific principles in higher education 
- participate in and perform teaching and extracurricular (individual and group) 
activities that enable the acquisition of learning outcomes provided by the course 
- pass the oral exam and achieve a minimum of 50% accuracy on the exam 
- be informed about the missed classes during the consultations of teachers and with 
other students 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class attendance 1 Research  
Practical 
training 

 

Experimental 
work 

 Report  
Continuous 
assessment 

 

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

  (Other)  

Tests 1 Oral exam 1  (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Oral exam - 50% 
Class attendance - 20% 
Success in solving individual and group tasks - 15% 
Class activity - 15% 
Criteria for evaluating and grading individual elements are described in the course 
repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Marić, Lj., Goran. Lj. (2013.). Zapjevajmo radosno. 
Zagreb: Golden marketing – Tehnička knjiga. 

10 / 

Riman, M. (2001). Zvončići, Rijeka: Izdavački centar. 1 / 

Đerfi-Bošnjak, V. (2001). Ja volim pjesmu, pjesma 
voli mene. Osijek: Centar za predškolski odgoj. 

1 / 

Dobrota, S. (2012). Uvod u suvremenu glazbenu 
pedagogiju. Split: Filozofski fakultet Sveučilišta u 
Splitu 

2 / 

Sučić, G. (2016). Razvojni integrirani kurikulum u 
umjetničkim područjima, Split: Filozofski fakultet 

1 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Novosel, I. (2003.). Ivančice, Petrinja: VUŠ. 
Goran. Lj. i Marić, Lj. (1991). Uspavanke. Zagreb: Školska knjiga. 
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Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

1. class attendance, class activity, successfully completing tasks 
2. student questionnaire on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university 

level 
3. passed exam and the fulfillment of the other obligations prescribed by the syllabus 
4. individual consultations 
5. students' self-assessment of the learning outcomes they achieved 
6. collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching 

process 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE BASICS OF KINESIOLOGY 

Code PRPO33 Year of study 2. / III. 

Course teacher 
Damir Jurko, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
3 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

15 0 15 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 

General competences ( goal ) : qualification for students learning basic theoretical 
knowledge and legality of kinesiology , kinesiology and methodology and 
methodology . Specific competencies ( tasks ) : the competence of students in the 
application of methods and procedures for analysis and management of kinesiology 
activities for preschool children. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer literacy. 
 
Course enrolment requirements: none. 
 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- Explain the general principe of human movement. 
- Identify the deegre of motor skills, the level of features and capabilities. 
- Designe a variety of kinesiology operators. 
- Distingushed characteristic situation of children int he context of transformation 

processes. 
- Use diferent modes of operation. 
- Interpret basic reserch results on the impact of physical activity on psychological 

children. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Lectures in the class and exercise in the gym.  
1. Kinesiology - the science of movement, concept, definition, objectives and 
structure. Moving as biotic human need.  
2. Anatomical and physiological bases of movement.  
3. The structure of kinetic activities. 
4. The influence of kinetic activity on health.  
5. The influence of kinetic activity on anthropological characteristics.  
6. Anthropological characteristics and their development in preschool children. 
7. Methodical procedures in kinesiology.  
8. The basics of teaching methods and didactic principles in kinesiology.  
9. The theory and methods of motor learning.  
10. Physiological and anatomical basis of the process of motor learning. Changes 
anthropological status under the influence of motor learning. 
11. Biotic motor skills. Basics of kinesiology transformation processes. 
12. Change of anthropological status under the influence of kinetic treatment.  
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13. Basics of research methodology in kinesiology with kinesiometry 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on linein entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

Regular school attendance. 

Screening student 
work(name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for 
eachactivity so that 
the total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

1 Research  Practical training  

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

  (Other)  

Tests 1 Oral exam 1  (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Student activity during the realization of the course (regularity, critical discussion, 
conclusions) - 40%. 
Examination of practical and theoretical knowledge is conducted continuously during 
the semester in the form of 1 colloquium - 20%. 
The final grade is given at the end of the semester (oral exam) - 40%. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Findak, V., D. Metikoš, M. Mraković (1996). 
Primjenjena kineziologija u školstvu-norme, Zagreb 

1 / 

Mraković, M. (1997). Uvod u sistematsku 
kineziologiju. Kineziološki fakultet u Zagrebu, Zagreb. 

1 / 

Katić, R., N. Rogulj (2005). Osnove kineziologije – 
priručnik za praćenje nastave i pripremanje 
ispita.Visoka učiteljska škola u Splitu, Split. 

1 / 

Kosinac, Z. (1998). Osnove anatomije i fiziologije. 
Razvoj pokreta i psihomotoričkih sposobnosti. 
Udruga za šport i rekreaciju djece i mladeži grada 
Splita. 

3 / 

Pejčić, A. (2005). Kineziološke aktivnosti za djecu 
predškolske i rane školske dobi. Visoka učiteljska 
škola Sveučilišta u Rijeci, Rijeka. 

3 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

1. Hopple C.J. (2005). Elementary Physical Education Teaching & Assessment. 
Human kinetics. 

2. Katić, R., D. Bonacin (2001). Kineziologija za sva vremena, Split. 
3. Prskalo, I. (2001). Osnove kineziologije. Visoka učiteljska škola u Petrinji, 

Petrinja. 
4. Rogulj, N., V. Srhoj, I. Šimunović (2003). Promjene u motoričkim sposobnostima 

djece predškolske dobi nakon jednogodišnjeg programiranog kineziološkog 
tretmana. Zbornik radova Fakulteta prirodoslovno-matematičkih znanosti i 
odgojnih područja u Splitu, Split, str. 165-173. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

Student evaluation and peer evaluation. 
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Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE PSYCHOLOGY OF EARLY LEARNING 

Code PRPO34 Year of study 2. / III. 

Course 
coordinator(s) 

Ina Reić Ercegovac, PhD, 
Associate Professor 

Credit value (ECTS) 
4 

Associates 

Bruno Barać, Teaching 
Assistant  

Course delivery types 
(hours per semester) 

L S P T 

30 30 0 0 

Course status  
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning  
20% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
The goal of this course is to familiarize students with main principles of learning, with 
an emphasis of early learning. 

Course admission 
requirements and 
entrance 
competences 
required 

Learning competencies: computer literacy. 
 
Additional requirements: completed and passed exam in Developmental psychology 
1 and 2. 

Expected  
learning outcomes 
at a course level (4-
10 outcomes) 
 

After this course, students will be able to:  
- define constructs such as memory and learning 
- explain the fundamental mechanisms underlying different forms of learning 
- explain the specificities of early learning 
- analyze the relevance of learning through play  
- recognize the relevance of motivation for successful learning 
- recognize the relevance of social processes for learning 
- recognize the relevance of individual differences at an early age 
- explain the mechanisms underlying the acquisition of basic literacy and 
mathematical skills 
- critically evaluate the methods of teaching basic literacy and mathematical skills 
- plan strategies for increasing learning efficacy 
- plan interventions aimed at supporting children’s motivation for learning 
- create a frame for teaching specific content through play 
- recognize some of the most prominent learning difficulties at an early age. 

Course content 
elaborated in detail 
according to the 
timetable 
 

Introduction to Educational psychology.  
Implications of Developmental psychology findings for contemporary theories of 
learning.  
Behaviorism: Classical conditioning. Operational conditioning. 
Social learning theory. The importance of socialization for learning. 
Cognitivist approaches to learning and memory. 
Constructivism. Self-regulated learning. 
The importance of motivation for learning.  
Individual differences: Abilities. 
Individual differences: Personality and learning styles.  
Gifted children. 
Children with special needs. 
Planning and choosing teaching methods. 
Acquiring basic literacy skills. 
Acquiring basic mathematical skills.  
Evaluating the quality of own work in teaching children. 

Course delivery 
types 

☐ lectures ☐ independent tasks   
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☐ seminars and workshops  

☐ tutorials   

☐ completely on line  

☐ mixed e-learning  

☐ field teaching 

☐ multimedia  

☐ laboratory 

☐ mentorship work 

☐ (note down other types)  

Students' duties 

Students are required to: 
- actively participate in classes: lectures 70%, seminars 75% 
- conduct themselves in line with ethical and scientific principles of higher education 
- participate in and complete in-class and out-of-class (individual and group) activities 
which enable the acquisition of course outcomes 
- write and present a seminar paper in line with previously determined criteria 
- pass a written exam (or an equivalent of 2 tests) and achieve a minimum score of 
50% on the exam/tests 
- meet deadlines for activities within the course 
- complete individual and group tasks in a timely manner and to the best of their ability 
- actively and constructively participate in class 

Following up 
students' work (note 
down ECTS credits 
for each activity so 
that the total of 
ECTS credits 
matches the course 
credit value):  

Course 
attendance 

2 Researching       Practical work       

Experimental 
work 

 Term paper       
(note down 
other types)  

      

Essay  
Seminar 
paper 

0,5 
(note down 
other types)  

      

Preliminary 
exams 

1 Oral exam  
 (note down 
other types)  

      

Written exam 0,5 Project       
 (note down 
other types)  

      

Grading and 
evaluating students' 
work during the 
course and in the 
final exam 

In line with the course learning outcomes and the students' obligations, the final grade 
for the course is formed according to the completion of the following elements: 
1. a passing grade in the written exam, i.e. two tests (a positive grade in both tests is 
equivalent to the written examination) – 50% 
2. written and presented seminar paper in line with the course teacher’s instructions 
– 30% 
3. successful fulfilment of individual and group tasks and class activity – 20% 
The assessment and marking criteria of individual elements can be found in the 
course repository. 

Obligatory reading 
list (available in the 
library and in other 
media)  

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Available in 
other media 

Vizek-Vidović, V., Rijavec, M., Vlahović-Štetić, V., 
Miljković, D. (2003). Psihologija obrazovanja. Zagreb: 
IEP, d.o.o. i VERN, d.o.o. 

4 /      

Additional reading 
list 
 

Grgin, T. (2001). Edukacijska psihologija. Jastrebarsko: Naklada Slap. 
Slavin. (2006). Educational psychology: Theory and practice. New York: Pearson. 
Wood, D. (1995) Kako djeca misle i uče, Zagreb, Educa. 
Zarevski, P. (1995). Psihologija učenja i pamćenja. Jastrebarsko: Naklada Slap. 
Reeve J. (2010). Razumijevanje motivacije i emocija. Jastrebarsko: Naklada Slap. 

The ways of a 
quality follow-up 
which enable 
acquisition of the 
defined learning 
outcomes 

- class attendance, class activity, successfully completing tasks  
- student questionnaire on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level 
- passed exam and the fulfilment of the other obligations prescribed by the syllabus - 
- individual consultations 
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NAME OF THE COURSE PEDAGOGY OF EARLY AND PRESCHOOL EDUCATION 2 

Code PRPO35 Year of study 2. / III. 

Course teacher 
Ivana Visković, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers 

Jelena Topić, Teaching 
Assistant 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

30 30 0 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
Student training to understand children's game from different theoretical viewpoints 
and organisational contexts as well as to monitor and evaluate various game features 
and behaviours. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer literacy. 
 
Course enrolment requirements: taking the course in Pedagogy of early and pre-
school education 1. 
 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- To define children's game from different theoretical viewpoints. 
- To analyse and define results of researches on children's game and factors which 
define and improve the game. 
- To explain game behaviours of children of early and pre-school age and significant 
game aspects. 
- To interpret features of children's game. 
- To monitor and evaluate game interactions. 
- To elaborate on the quality of game context and children's toys. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Lectures:  
Children's game – key features. 
Categorisation and features of children's game. 
Theories of children's game. 
Structure and classification of children's game. 
Factors influencing children's game (educator, toys, family, peers, culture). 
System of children's game with regard to its development and content: functional 
game, symbolic game, game with rules, constructive games. 
Educator's role in children's game. 
Parents' role in children's game. 
Game in mixed-age educational groups. 
Children's toys: categorisation and key features. 
Ways of monitoring and stimulating children's game. 
Stimulating surrounding for children's game. 
Children's game and creation. 
Seminar:  
- Writing and presenting seminar essays aiming to elaborate on the topics addressed 
during lectures. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on linein entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

1. Active participation in the teaching process - lectures, seminars and workshops 
(min 80%). 
2. Achieve quality fulfillment of teaching and extracurricular, individual and group 
tasks, in accordance with the content of the course. 
3. Prepare and present a seminar paper according to pre-established criteria. 
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4. Pass a written exam or 2 mid terms (as equivalent to a written exam) with a 
minimum of 51% accuracy. 
5. Pass the oral exam  

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class attendance 2 Research  
Practical 
training 

 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

1  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam 0,5  (Other)  

Written exam 0,5 Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Class activity - 10% 
Achievement  in solving individual and group tasks - 10% 
Preparation and presentation of seminar according to pre-established criteria - 25% 
Written exam (equivalent to the written exam are 2 passed mid terms) - 35% 
Oral exam - 15%  

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Duran, M. (2001). Dijete i igra, Jastrebarsko: Naklada 
Slap, Jastrebarsko. 
Remark: particular parts of these books will be 
translated in English 

1 no 

Klarin, M. (2017) Psihologija dječje igre. Zadar: 
Sveučilište u Zadru. 
http://www.unizd.hr/Portals/41/elektronicka_izdanja/
Psihologija_djecje_igre.pdf?ver=2017-09-08-
103902-427 

5 yes 

Visković, I. (2016). Odgojno-obrazovni aspekti igre 
djece i roditelja u obitelji. U B. Mendeš (ur.), Dijete, 
igra, stvaralaštvo. Zbornik radova znanstvene 
konferencije s međunarodnom suradnjom. Split: 
FFST. 

10 no 

 Šagud, M. & Petrović Sočo, B. (2014). Igra–medij 
razumijevanja, interpretacije i transformacije 
neposredne stvarnosti. Croatian Journal of 
Education, 16(Sp. Ed. 1), 279-289. 

2 yes 

Visković, I., Sunko, E. i Mendeš, B. (2019). Children´s 
Play – The Educator´s Opinion  Education Sciences, 
9 (4), 266. https://www.mdpi.com/2227-7102/9/4/266 

 yes 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

˗ Dockett, S., & Fleer, M. (1999). Play and pedagogy in early childhood: Bending the 
rules. Harcourt Brace. 

˗ Petrović-Sočo, B., Višnjić Jevtić, A. (Eds.). Play and Playing in Early Childhood. 
Conference book. European Scientific and profesional Conference. Omep 
2013.Zagreb: OMEP. www.omep.hr/assets/play-and-playing.pdf 

˗  Hedges, H., & Cullen, J. (2012). Participatory learning theories: A framework for 
early childhood pedagogy. Early Child Development and Care, 182(7), 921-940. 

˗ Klarin, M. (2015). Social interaction among children in play activities. Training and 
Practice, Journal of Educational Sciences. DOI:10.18133/NYMEBPK.2015.01 

Recent scientific publications. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

The quality and success of the realization of the subject is monitored by: 
- regular evaluations of teaching activities and performance in performing individual 
and group tasks, 
- surveying students on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level, 

http://www.unizd.hr/Portals/41/elektronicka_izdanja/Psihologija_djecje_igre.pdf?ver=2017-09-08-103902-427
http://www.unizd.hr/Portals/41/elektronicka_izdanja/Psihologija_djecje_igre.pdf?ver=2017-09-08-103902-427
http://www.unizd.hr/Portals/41/elektronicka_izdanja/Psihologija_djecje_igre.pdf?ver=2017-09-08-103902-427
https://www.mdpi.com/2227-7102/9/4/266
http://www.omep.hr/assets/play-and-playing.pdf
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- the success of students in fulfilling the obligations prescribed by syllabus (written 
and oral exam, seminar), 
- through individual consultations, 
- students’ self-assessment of achieved learning outcomes. 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE BASIC METHODOLOGY OF PEDAGOGICAL RESEARCH 

Code PRPO36 Year of study 2. / III. 

Course teacher 
Tonća Jukić, PhD, 
Associate Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
5 

Associate teachers 

Ante Grčić, Teaching 
Assistant 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S P T 

30 30 15 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
20% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 

To enable students for the initial independent and successful research of simple 
pedagogical problems, statistical data processing (collecting, sorting and presenting) 
in the teaching and in scientific research as well as independent use of scientific 
results in professional work. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

None. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- to explain gnoseological basics and epistemological characteristics of science 
- to explain the characteristics of scientific cognition 
- to differentiate qualitative and quantitative methodology 
- to indicate the basic characteristics of the methods of data collection 
- to develop various instruments to collect data 
- to analyze scientific papers and identify the characteristics of a good professional 
and scientific paper 
- on the basis of research problem to make a plan of qualitative (action) and 
quantitative research and to choose the appropriate procedures for data collection 
- to conduct a research 
- to explain basic statistical concepts 
- statistically collect, edit, process, analyze and display data 
- to discuss about the methodological issues 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Lectures:  
- definition of the methodology of research – gnoseological basics and 
epistemological characteristics of science (4); 
- classification of science and scientific research (2); 
- characteristics of scientific cognition (2) 
- limits and possibilities of pedagogical research; sources for the selection of research 
problems (2) 
- types and methods of pedagogical research (2) 
- techniques and instruments for data collection (2) 
- methods of data analysis (2) 
- writing reports on research and application of research results (2) 
- characteristics of a good professional and scientific paper (4) 
- basic concepts of statistics - statistics in educational and psychological research; 
collecting, sorting, processing, analysis and presentation of data; mean; standard 
deviation, scattering indices (8) 
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Seminar:  planning and conducting of a research project (30) 
Exercises: elementary concepts of statistics - the collection, sorting, analysis and 
presentation of data on actual or simulated projects (15). 

Format of 
instruction 

☐ lectures 

☐ seminars and workshops 

☐ exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☑ independent assignments 

☑multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

Students are required to participate in classes: lectures 80%, seminars (80%) and 
exercises 90%, present seminar essay, implement research and write a research 
report, pass test and conduct themselves in line with ethical and scientific principles 
of higher education. 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

2,5 Research 1 Practical training  

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

0,5  (Other)  

Tests 1 Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

The final grade for the course is formed according to the completion of the following 
elements: presenting seminar essay (20%), passing the test (40%), research 
implementation and written research report (40%). The assessment and marking 
criteria of individual elements can be found in the course repository. 
 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

1. Bryman, A., Cramer, D. (1999). Quantitative Data 
Analysis with SPSS Release 8 for Windows. London 
and New York: Routledge   
(http://newhvnh2.colombovn.com/upload/170/20131
127/Quantitative%20analysis%20with%20SPSS.pdf) 

/ yes 

2. Creswell, J. W. (2012). Planning, Conducting, and 
Evaluating Quantitative and Qualitative Research 
(4th Edition) (selected chapters). Boston: Pearson 
Education. 

/ yes 

3. James, A. & Christensen, P. (Ed.) (2008). 
Research with children: perspectives and practices 
(selected chapters). London: Routledge . 

1 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

1. Johnson, R. B. i Onwuegbuzie, A. J. (2004). Mixed Methods Research: A 
Research Paradigm Whose Time Has Come. Educational Researcher, 30 (7), 14-
26.  

2. Kimchi, J., Polivka, B., Stevenson, J. S. (1991). Triangulation: Operational 
Definitions. Nursing Research, 40 (6), 364-366. 

3. Leech, N. L., Onwuegbuzie A. J. (2007). An Array of Qualitative Data Analysis 
Tools: A Call for Data Analysis Triangulation. School Psychology Quarterly, 22 
(4), 557-584.   

4. Tashakkori, A. (1998). Mixed methodology: combining qualitative and quantitative 
approaches. Thousand Oaks, Calif.: Sage. 

5. Optional scientific papers. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 

Class attendance, class activity, successfully completing tasks; student questionnaire 
on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level; passed exam and the 
fulfillment of the other obligations prescribed by the syllabus; individual consultations; 
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acquisition of exit 
competences 

students' self-assessment of the learning outcomes they achieved; collaborative 
assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching process. 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE 
INTEGRATED CURRICULUM OF EARLY AND PRESCHOOL 
EDUCATION 1 

Code PRPO37 Year of study 2. / III. 

Course teacher 

Branimir Mendeš, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 
(Ivana Visković, PhD, 
Assistant Professor) 

Credits (ECTS) 

3  

Associate teachers 

Iskra Tomić Kaselj, 
Teaching Assistant 
(Jelena Topić, Teaching 
Assistant) 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

15 15 0 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory  Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
Training for development of integrated curriculum in the practice of early and pre-
school education. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Course enrolment requirements: taking the course in Pedagogy of early and 
preschool education 1. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- To define integrated approach to stimulating the development of children of early 
and pre-school age. 
-To elaborate on the process of children's learning and educator's role in integrated 
curriculum approach. 
- To explain the factors influencing a quality implementation of integrated curriculum. 
- To explain the ways of documenting children's activities during the project 
development. 
-To demonstrate different children's activities during project work. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Lectures:  
1. Various definitions of the term “curriculum”. 
2. Traditional and contemporary definition of the curriculum of early and pre-school 
education. 
3. Curriculum of early and pre-school education and basic developmental areas. 
4. Integrated approach to stimulating a child of early and pre-school age through 
different areas (communicative, research and cognition, arts, kinesiological). 
5. Features of the process of learning at children of early and pre-school age and 
educator's role in children’s integrated learning. 
6. Children's project work – one of the forms of integrated curriculum of early and pre-
school education. 
7. Children and educators' work on commune planning and implementation of 
projects as integral and integrated learning. 
8. Different concepts of children's project work. 
9. The role of documentation in registering children's activities. 
10. Organisation of a stimulating physical surrounding (activity centres). 
11. Methodology of monitoring the process of integrated curriculum implementation. 
Seminar:  
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Writing and presenting seminar essays aiming to elaborate on the topics addressed 
during lectures. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

• participate in the teaching process: lectures 80%, seminars 80% 
• actively and constructively participate class activities 
• participate in and carry out teaching and extracurricular (individual and group) 
activities that enable the acquisition of learning outcomes provided by the course 
• to be informed about the classes he / she missed during the teacher consultations 
and with other students 
• adhere to the time frames required to perform activities in the course 
• perform individual and group tasks in a timely and quality manner 
• prepare and present a seminar paper according to pre-established criteria 
• pass an oral exam 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class attendance 1 Research  
Practical 
training 

 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

1  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam 1  (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

- prepared and presented seminar essay in accordance with the teacher  instructions 
– 25% 

- success in solving individual and group tasks – 15% 
- class activity, participation in discussions during classes and seminars – 10% 
- oral exam – 50% 
Criteria for evaluating and grading individual elements are described in the course 
repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Slunjski, E. (2001), Integrirani predškolski kurikulum, 
Zagreb: Mali profesor, pp. 8-61, 159 − 173.  

3 / 

Slunjski, E. (2006), Stvaranje predškolskog 
kurikuluma u vrtiću organizaciji koja uči, Zagreb: Mali 
profesor, pp. 43 − 91.  

2 / 

Slunjski, E. (2011), Kurikulum ranog odgoja, Zagreb: 
Školska knjiga, pp. 19 − 58.  

5 / 

Slunjski, E. (2012), Tragovima dječjih stupa, Zagreb: 
Profil (selected chapters). 
Remark: Particular parts of these books wil be 
translated in English 

2 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Miljak, A. (2007), Teorijski okvir sukonstrukcije kurikuluma ranog odgoja, in: Previšić, 
V. (ed.), Kurikulum – teorija, metodologija, sadržaj, struktura, Zagreb: Školska knjiga.  
Miljak, A. (2009), Življenje djece u vrtiću, Zagreb: SM naklada.  

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 

- class attendance, class activity, successfully completing tasks 
- student questionnaire on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level 
- passed exam and the fulfillment of the other obligations prescribed by the syllabus 
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acquisition of exit 
competences 

- individual consultations 
- students' self-assessment of the learning outcomes they achieved  
- collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching process 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE RESEARCH IN EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE 2 

Code PRPO38 Year of study 2. / III. 

Course teacher 
Branimir Mendeš, PhD,  
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
1 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

0 0 30 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory  Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
To make students able to independently apply professional and theoretical 
knowledge and skills as well as to reflect upon and improve pedagogical practice. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer literacy. 
 
Course enrolment requirements: completing student assignments in the course of 
Research in Educational Practice 1 and enrolment for the courses of Pedagogy of 
early and preschool education 2 and Integrated curriculum of early and preschool 
education 1. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- To analyse possibilities of educational context in their relation with the choice and 
types of children's games and activities. 
- To elaborate on children’s behaviour and interactions among children in different 
game activities. 
- To analyse the role of an educator as a motivator of children's game. 
- To elaborate on phases of educational project. 
- To interpret protocols of monitoring children's behaviour in different game situations. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Exercises:  
Planning models. 
Flexible organisation of the space in the group room. 
Educator’s behaviour in children’s game. 
Planning and organisation of visits to direct sociocultural and natural surrounding of 
a child. 
Instruments and ways of monitoring children’s game and activities. 
Work assignments:  
- to describe the equipment in an educational group's area according to defined 
pedagogical standards 
- to make check lists on socioemotional atmosphere of an educational group 
- to follow the course of educational process and compare it with educator's work 
plan.   

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

Regular class attendance; keeping a diary of pedagogical practice. 
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Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class attendance 1 Research  
Practical 
training 

 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Written mentor's report. Students who completed all their work assignments have to 
right for the signature. 
 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

1. Milanović, M.; Stričević, I.; Maleš, D.; Sekulić-Majurec, M. (2000), Skrb za dijete i 
poticanje razvoja djeteta u Republici Hrvatskoj, Zagreb: Targa, 
2. Starc. B. et al. (2001), Osobine i psihološki uvjeti razvoja djeteta predškolske dobi, 
Zagreb: Golden marketing. 
3. *** Nacionalni kurikulum za rani i predškolski odgoj i obrazovanje, Zagreb: 
Ministarstvo znanosti, obrazovanja i sporta Republike Hrvatske.  
4. *** Državni pedagoški standard, Zagreb: Ministarstvo znanosti, obrazovanja i 
sporta Republike Hrvatske. 
Remark: particular parts of these books will be translated in English 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- class attendance, class activity, successfully completing tasks 
- individual consultations 
 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE BASICS OF NATURAL SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICAL LITERACY 

Code PRPO41 Year of study 2. / IV. 

Course teacher 

Irena Mišurac, PhD, 
Assistant Professor; 
Ivana Restović, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 

2 

Associate teachers 

Josipa Jurić, Teaching 
Assistant 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

15 0 15 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
10% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 

1. Acquiring basic natural and mathematical literacy in order to ensure quality 
communication with preschool children. 
2. In natural science part of the course focus is on knowledge of natural phenomena 
and laws of nature, the characteristics of animate and inanimate nature, with special 
emphasis on the development of environmental awareness and developing research 
capabilities with the use of natural science methods. 
3. In mathematical part of the course the students learn about basic mathematical 
concepts necessary to communicate with children of preschool age. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 

None. 
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required for the 
course 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

The students will be trained for the following knowledge and skills:   

- Know and explain the basics of natural and mathematical concepts. 
- Implement acquired knowledge in every day life.  
- Analyse and criticaly and logiclly deduce about fundamental life processes and 

become familiar with matematical language.  
- Research, analyse and resolve simple scientific and mathematical problems. 
- Develop and conduct simple experiments by scientific methods. 
- Plan individual and group research in the classroom as well as organise the field 

work. 
- Apply acquired knowledge in the teaching process. 
- Be prepare for long life learning. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Lectures: 
1. Mathematical sets and elements. 
2. Basic mathematical activities (assignment, classification, pairing, sequencing). 
3. Relationships (be equal to, greater-smaller, higher-lower, long-short, inside-out 

...) 
4. Numbers (forming the concept of number, numerical words, digits, cardinal and 

ordinal numbers). 
5. Geometrical shapes 
6. Length and point 
7. Measuring and measures (length, area, volume, mass, time, temperature). 
8. Nature and living conditions.  
9. Water and its basic characteristics.   
10. The air and Earth atmosphere.   
11. The basics of botany.   
12. The basics of zoology.   
13. The basics of ecology. .  
14. The basics of Human anatomy and physiology. 

Exercises: 
1. Sets - simple tasks. 
2. The basic mathematical activity in daily children's activities. 
3. The comparisons object of the child's environment. 
4. Activities which encourage the development of the concept of number. 
5. Geometric shapes in the immediate environment. 
6. Development of children motor skills. 
7. Measurement activities in kindergarten. 
8. The field work – living and non-living nature. 
9. Physical characteristics of the water. 
10. Physical characteristics of the air.  
11. The basics of the histology of the plants. 
12. Fruits and vegetables. 
13. The pyramid of healthy food.  
14. Personal hygiene. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on linein entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Studentresponsibiliti
es 

1. participate in classes: lectures, seminars and exercises 
2. participate in and complete in-class activities which include individual and group 

tasks  as well as simple experiments and practical work 
3. monitoring the relevant literature according to the suggestions of teachers  
4. pass a written exam and achieve a minimum score of 50% on the exam / tests 
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Screening student 
work(name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for 
eachactivity so that 
the total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

1 Research  Practical training 0,5 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam 0,5 Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

The natural sciences and mathematics part contribute 50% of the total grade. 
The final grade for the course is depend of student's activity during classes 
(participation in debates and in the practical work, abbility of concluding and 
deducing) as well as the result of the written exam and is formed according to the 
completion of the following elements: 
1. a passing grade in the written exam – 90% 
2. activity in class, participation in discussions during class and seminars – 10% 
The assessment and marking criteria of individual elements can be found in the 
course repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Delić, A., Vijtiuk, N. (2004). Prirodoslovlje. Školska 
knjiga, Zagreb. 

5 / 

Liebeck, P. (1995): Kako djeca uče matematiku; 
Educa, Zagreb 

2 / 

Časopisi: Zrno; Dijete, vrtić, obitelj; Napredak; Školski 
vjesnik 

aviliable / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

1. Čudina-Obradović, M. ( 2002): Matematika prije škole, Školska knjiga, Zagreb. 
2. De Zan I. (1999.). Prirodoslovni postupci u početnoj nastavi prirodoslovlja, Zbornik 
učiteljske akademije, 1 (1): 7-18. 
3. Meštrov, Milan; Draganović, Zrinka (2014). Ekologija. Školska knjiga. Zagreb 
4. De Zan, I. (1994). Istraživačka nastava biologije. Školske novine, Zagreb 
(monografija) 
5. Vlahović, V., Vizek-Vidović, V. (2000): Kladim se da možeš…, Udruga Korak po 
korak, Zagreb 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

1. monitoring student’s activity as well as participation in discussion 
2. skills of presenting selected contents of seminar topics, encouraging interest and 

involving students in the discussion 
3. designing practical work and argumentative discussion 
4. student questionnaire on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university 

level 
5. passed exam and the fulfillment of the other obligations prescribed by the syllabus 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE 
HEALTH CARE AND CARE OF CHILDREN EARLY AND PRESCHOOL 
AGE 

Code PRPO42   Year of study 2. / IV.  

Course teacher 
Joško Markić, MD, PhD, 
Associate Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
3 

Associate teachers 

Vjekoslav Krželj, MD, 
PhD, Full Professor;  
Antonia Jeličić Kadić, 
MD, PhD, Lecturer, 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

30 15 0 0 
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Marko Šimunović, MD, 
PhD, Postdoctoral 
Researcher 

Status of the 
course 

mandatory Percentage of 
application of e-
learning 

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
To enable students to adopt the basics of protection and care of infants and children 
of preschool age, to learn the most common diseases of that age and the role of 
educators in the prevention of diseases and assistance in treatment. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: basic computer skills.  
 
Course enrolment requirements: none. 

Learning 
outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

After passing the exam, students will be able to: 
- recognize the symptoms of the most common acute infections in children 
- apply the basics of symptomatic approach to treating the most common acute 

infections in children 
- recognize febrile seizures in children and provide first aid 
- reanimate children 
- apply procedures to decrease the fever 
- recognize pediatric infectious diseases 
- check the correctness of the implementation of vaccination in children 
- recognize and treat the symptoms of allergic diseases of children 
- provide appropriate kindergarten care to the children with diabetes and celiac 

disease 
- apply diet therapy and rehydration in children with acute diarrhea 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

- Introductory lecture, the characteristics of the newborn and childhood 
- Growth and Development 
- Inflammation, Acute tonsillopharyngitis 
- Paranasal sinusitis, otitis 
- Acute diarrhea, Rota viral diarrhea 
- Seizures, Epilepsy 
- Urinary infections, vesicoureteral reflux 
- Inheritance, Genes, Chromosomes, Hemophilia 
- Down syndrome, Turner syndrome 
- Fever 
- Vaccination 
- Anemia 
- Celiac Disease 
- Diabetes mellitus 
- Asthma, obstructive bronchitis, pneumonia 
- Allergy 
- Scabies, Pediculosis 
- Intestinal Parasites 
- Infectious diseases, hepatitis B and C; AIDS 
- Accidents in children 
- First aid and Resuscitation of children 
- Headache, 
- Psychogenic reactions in children, abdominal pain 
- Rickets 
- Prevention of atherosclerosis in children 
- Child and sport 
- Vital statistical indicators in children 
- Action for the smile of a child in hospital 
- Child Care 
- Nutrition, failure to thrive 
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Format of 
instruction 

☐ lectures 

☐ seminars and workshops 

☐ exercises 

☐ on line in entirety 

☐ partial e-learning 

☐ field work 

☐ independent assignments 

☐ multimedia 

☐ laboratory 

☐ work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

1. Regular attendance at the class and involvement in the teaching process: lectures 
>80%, seminars >80%  

2. Participation and execution of teaching (individual and group) activities which 
enables students to acquire learning outcomes 

3. To pass written exam with minimum of 50% correctness 
4. To inform himself/herself about the missed lectures throug direct communication 

with a teacher or other students  
5. To stick to the time frame required to complete all necessary activities   
6. To timely and correctly execute all individual or group tasks 
7. To participate in the course actively and constructively  

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of 
ECTS credits for 
each activity so 
that the total 
number of ECTS 
credits is equal to 
the ECTS value of 
the course) 

Class 
attendance 

1,5 Research  
Practical 
training 

 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam 1  (Other)  

Written exam 0,5 Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and 
at the final exam 

Based on achieving learning outcomes and fulfilment of the student obligations, the 
final grade will consist of: 
Class attendance, activity - 20% 
Written exam - 80% 
 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via 
other media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability 
via other 

media 

Duško Mardešić et al. (2003). Pediatrics, School 
Books, Zagreb. 

2 / 

Ivan Malčić (2005). Pediatrics: for nurses. School 
Books, Zagreb 

1 / 

Duško Mardešić i suradnici (2016.). Pedijatrija, 
Školska knjiga Zagreb. 

2 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of 
study programme 
proposal) 

1. Ilija Kuzman (2012.). Infektologija. Medicinska naklada Zagreb 
2. Srđana Čulić i sur. (2006.). Sideropenična anemija. Medicinska naklada Zagreb 
3. Julije Meštrović i sur. (2011.). Hitna stanja u pedijatriji. Medicinska naklada Zagreb 
4. Josip Grgurić i sur. (2004.). Vitamini i minerali u dječjoj dobi. Klinika za dječje 
bolesti Zagreb.  
Remark: particular parts of these books might be translated in English 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- Course attendance and activity  
- Student questionnaire about course quality and quality of the teachers at the 
university level  

- The success of the students on the exam 
- Individual consultations 
- Learning outcomes student self-evaluation 
- Collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching 
process 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 
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NAME OF THE COURSE 
PEDAGOGICAL CONCEPTS AND APPROACHES IN EARLY AND 
PRESCHOOL EDUCATION 

Code PRPO43 Year of study 2. / IV. 

Course teacher 
Branimir Mendeš, PhD,  
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
3 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

30 15 0 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory  Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
Being able to apply and comparatively review certain alternative concepts and 
approaches in early and pre-school education. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer literacy. 
 
Course enrolment requirements: passed exam in the course of Pedagogy of early 
and preschool education 1.  

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- To elaborate on theoretical base and basic features of certain alternative concepts. 
- To explain advantages of certain alternative concepts in relation with national 
curriculum. 
- To discuss pedagogical phenomena from the viewpoint of a certain alternative 
pedagogical concept. 
- To create educational plan of action according to a certain alternative pedagogical 
concept. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Lectures:  
- Main directions in development of institutional early and pre-school education. 
- Pedagogical pluralism in early and pre-school education. 
- Alternative ideas in education. 
- Montessori pedagogy.  
- Waldorf pedagogy.  
- Reggio pedagogy.  
- Agazzi pedagogy.  
- Examples of various curricula (Head start, curriculum Step by step, Social and 
situational approach / curriculum social learning etc.) 
- Various concepts of early and pre-school education. 
Seminar:   
Creation and presentation of seminar essays aiming to elaborate on the topics 
addresses in class. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

Participate in classes: lectures 80%, seminars 80%, write a seminar paper, present 
a seminar paper, pass a written exam, pass an oral exam. 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 

Class attendance 1,5 Research  
Practical 
training 

 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

0,5  (Other)  

Tests 0,5 Oral exam 0.5  (Other)  
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equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Class attendance – 25% 
Seminar essay –  25% 
Oral exam – 50% 
The assessment and marking criteria of individual elements can be found in the 
course repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Hansen, K. et al. (2001), Kurikulum za vrtiće, Zagreb: 
Korak po korak (introductory chapter).   

1 / 

Milanović, M.; Stričević, I.; Maleš, D.; Sekulić-
Majurec, A. (2000), Skrb za dijete i poticanje ranog 
razvoja djeteta u Republici Hrvatskoj, Zagreb: Targa. 

5 / 

Philipps, S. (1999), Montessori priprema za život, 
odgoj neovisnosti i odgovornosti, Jastrebarsko: 
Naklada Slap. 

2 / 

Seitz, M.; Hallwach, U. (1997), Montessori ili Waldorf, 
Zagreb: Educa (selected chapters). 

2 / 

Slunjski, E. (2001), Integrirani predškolski kurikulum 
– rad djece na projektima, Zagreb: Mali profesor 
(chapter on Reggio pedagogy).  

4 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Calgren, F. (1990), Odgoj ka slobodi, Zagreb: Društvo prijatelja Waldorfske 
pedagogije. 
Ivon, H.; Krolo, L.; Mendeš, B. (ed.) (2011), Pedagogija Marije Montessori – poticaj 
za razvoj pedagoškog pluralizma, Split: Dječji vrtić Montessori dječja kuća, Split.  
Krstović, J. (1997), Inovacijski pristupi ili razvojne perspektive predškolskog odgoja. 
In: Božić, Ž. (ed.), Inovacijski pristupi Korak bliže djetetu, Rijeka: Adamić, 44 – 55. 
Matijević, M. (2001), Alternativne škole, Zagreb: Tipex (13 – 16; 33 – 45; 56 – 77; 133 
– 198). 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- class attendance, class activity, successfully completing tasks 
- student questionnaire on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level 
- passed exam and the fulfillment of the other obligations prescribed by the syllabus 
- individual consultations 
- students' self-assessment of the learning outcomes they achieved        

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE 
INTEGRATED CURRICULUM OF EARLY AND PRESCHOOL 
EDUCATION 2 

Code PRPO44 Year of study 2. / IV. 

Course teacher 

Branimir Mendeš, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 
(Ivana Visković, PhD, 
Assistant Professor) 

Credits (ECTS) 

5 

Associate teachers 

Iskra Tomić Kaselj, 
Teaching Assistant 
(Jelena Topić, Teaching  
Assistant) 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

30 30 0 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory  Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 
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Course objectives 
Training for development of integrated curriculum in the practice of early and pre-
school education. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Course enrolment requirements: taking the course in Pedagogy of early and 
preschool education 2, Integrated curriculum of early and preschool education 1. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

After passing the exam successfully, students will be able to: 
- organise a stimulating communication surrounding in kindergarten 
- stimulate and monitor everyday speech and communication activities with children 
- methodically present literary contents for children of early and pre-school age 
- choose a quality picture book. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Lectures:  
1. Communicative orientation of integrated curriculum of early and pre-school 
education. 
2. Institutional context and child's speech competence. Basic communication 
competences (listening, speaking) and their stimulation in an institutional context. 
3. Early communication literacy. Types and basic features of communication (verbal, 
non-verbal). The role of communication in the development of a child of early and 
pre-school age. 
4. Children's questions in the context of children's speech competence. Nature and 
types of the questions. 
5. The significance of symbolic game for the development of early speech 
competence. Speech and communication games. Children's speech creation. 
6. Educator as a communication partner. Features of the communication between 
child and educator. Educator's speech and children's activities. 
7. Stimulating surrounding in kindergarten: corner with picture books, centre for 
communication skills, centre for drama games. Didactic equipment (visual, 
manipulative and other means). 
8-9. Literary material in the context of stimulating communication surrounding. 
Methodical approaches to literary contents. Early literary interests and their 
stimulation. Reading and re-telling. Literary text as a stimulation for expression and 
creation. 
10. Picture book – child's first book. Features of a quality picture book. Picture book 
as a stimulus for expression and creation. 
11. Application of different media for stimulation of early speech communication. 
12. Drama game. Stage puppet as a stimulus for expression and creation. Children's 
stage creation. 
13. Child and cartoon. Film as a stimulus for expression and creation. 
14-15. Pre-reading skills and their stimulation. The importance of the surrounding for 
development of pre-reading skills. 
Seminar::  
- Writing and presenting seminar essays aiming to elaborate on the topics addressed 
during lectures. 
- Presentation and analysis of the chosen picture book. 
- Analysis of videos. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

• participate in the teaching process: lectures 80%, seminars 80% 
• participate in and carry out teaching and extracurricular (individual and group) 
activities that enable the acquisition of learning outcomes provided by the course 
• to be informed about the classes he / she missed during the teacher consultations 
and with other students 
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• adhere to the time frames required to perform activities in the course 
• perform individual and group tasks in a timely and quality manner 
• prepare and present a seminar paper according to pre-established criteria 
• pass an oral exam 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class attendance 2 Research  
Practical 
training 

 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

1  (Other)  

Tests 1 Oral exam 1  (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

- prepared and presented seminar essay in accordance with the teacher  instructions 
– 25% 

- success in solving individual and group tasks – 15% 
- class activity, participation in discussions during classes and seminars – 10% 
- oral exam – 50% 
Criteria for evaluating and grading individual elements are described in the course 
repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Babić, N. (1990), Govor odgojitelja i dječje aktivnosti, 
Zagreb: Školske novine, pp. 57 – 67.  

1 / 

Bašić, S. et al. (2005), Integralna metoda, Zagreb: 
Alineja, pp. 35 – 86.  

1 / 

Čudina-Obradović, M. (2003), Igrom do čitanja, 
Zagreb: Školska knjiga (selected chapters).  

2 / 

Ivon, H. (2012), Dijete, odgojitelj i lutka, Zagreb: 
Golden marketing, pp. 55 – 66.  

10 / 

Miljak, A. (1987), Uloga komunikacije u razvoju 
govora djece predškolske dobi, Zagreb: Školske 
novine (chapter 3).  

1 / 

Rade, R. (2003), Poticanje ranog govorno-jezičnog 
razvoja, Zagreb: Foma.  

1 / 

Velički. V. (2013), Pričanje priča, stvaranje priča, 
Zagreb: Alfa.  
Remark: particular parts of these books will be 
translated in English 

2 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Čudina-Obradović, M. (2001), Dosadno mi je – što da radim (reference book for 
creativity development), Zagreb: Školska knjiga.  
Likierman, H; Muter, V. (2007), Pripremite dijete za školu, Buševec: Ostvarenje, pp. 
171 – 193.  
Slunjski, E. (2010), Razvoj jezika i rane pismenosti u dječjem vrtiću, in: Hočevar, A.; 
Mažgon, J. (eds.), Opismenjavanje učenk in učencev, pismenost mladih i odraslih 
(zbornik prispekov), Žalec:: Zveza društev pedagoških delavcec Slovenije, 38 – 49.  
Vilke, M. (1991), Vaše dijete i jezik, Zagreb: Školska knjiga. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- class attendance, class activity, successfully completing tasks 
- student questionnaire on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level 
- passed exam and the fulfillment of the other obligations prescribed by the syllabus 
- individual consultations 
- students' self-assessment of the learning outcomes they achieved  
- collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching process  

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 
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NAME OF THE COURSE ARTISTIC EXPRESSION IN EARLY AND PRESCHOOL EDUCATION 1 

Code PRPO45 Year of study 2. / IV. 

Course teacher 
Marija Brajčić, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers 

Mia Bogdan, Teaching 
Assistant 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

30 15 0 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
20% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
Qualification for organization of educational contexts and approaches in order 
encouraging artistic expression and creation in the early and pre-school education. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Language, computer and information literacy. 
 
Course enrolment requirements: passed exam in the course of Basics of Visual Arts.  

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

Explain and define the fine arts as an integral part of education, and its historical 
development. 
- Identify and differentiate the characteristics and special features of artistic 
expression in children early and preschool age. 
- To interpret the development of creativity and the development of observation and 
experience of artistic reality. 
- Apply incentives, artistic techniques and creative play in working with children early 
and preschool age 
- Identify thematic content and incentives to work with children in the natural 
environment 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Lectures: 
1. Visual art - a component of education. 
2. Historical development of the theory and practice of art education. 
3. Importance of art-educational areas in the early and pre-school education. 
4. Characteristics of artistic expression and creation in children early and preschool 
age. 
5. Specific features artistic expression in children early and preschool age. 
6. Process of cognition (criteria and distinguishing feature of the visual art of thinking). 
7. Development of artistic creativity in children. 
8. Development of skills of observation and experience of visual reality. 
9. Motivation in art activities. 
10. Principles and methods in visual art education. 
11. The organization and self-organization of children. 
12. Art techniques in working with children of early and preschool age. 
13. Creatively as an incentive for artistic activity 
14. Thematic content-incentives to work with preschool children. 
15. The role of educators in encouraging artistic expression in children 

Format of 
instruction 

☐ lectures 

☐ seminars and workshops 

☐ exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

1. participate in classes: lectures 75%, seminars 70% 
2. conduct themselves in line with ethical and scientific principles of higher education 
3. participate in and complete in-class and out-of-class (individual and group) 

activities which enable the acquisition of course outcomes 
4. write and present seminar paper in line with previously determined criteria 
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5. pass a written exam (or an equivalent of 2 tests) and achieve a minimum score of 
50% on the exam/tests 

Make inquiries about missed classes during the course teacher’s office hours or by 
consulting other students 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

1,5 Research  Practical training  

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

1  (Other)  

Tests 0,5 Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam 1 Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

1. a passing grade in the written exam, i.e. two tests (a positive grade in both tests is 
equivalent to the written examination) – 50% 
2. written and presented seminar paper in line with the course teacher’s instructions 
– 30% 
3. successful fulfilment of individual and group tasks – 10% 
3. activity in class, participation in discussions during class and seminars – 10% 
The assessment and marking criteria of individual elements can be found in the 
course repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Herceg, L., Rončević, A. i Karlavaris, B. (2010), 
Metodika likovne kulture djece rane i predškolske 
dobi, Alfa, Zagreb (odabrana poglavlja). 

3 / 

Jakubin, M. i Grgurić, N. (1996), Vizualno-likovni 
odgoj i obrazovanje, Educa, Zagreb (odabrana 
poglavlja) 

2 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Brešan, D (2008), Dječja likovna kreativnost: od prve do desete godine života  
Grgurić, N., (1986). Likovno stvaralaštvo kao estetsko-odgojni sadržaj. Zagreb, 
Institut za pedagogijska istraživanja Filozofskog fakulteta Sveučilišta u Zagrebu. 
Supek, R., i dr. /ur./ (1987). Dijete i kreativnost. Globus, Zagreb. 
Duh, M., Hezog, J., (2016). Monitoring the Level of Art Appreciation of Fourth-Grade 
Primary School Students, Croatian Journa of Education, Vol. 18 No. Sp. Ed. 2 
Brajčić, M., Jujnović, A. (2016). Application of Aesthetic transfer Method in Art 
Teaching – Vincent van Gogh, Školski vijesnik: časopis za pedagogijsku teoriju i 
praksu, Vol 65. No. Tematski broj 
Brajčić, M., Kuščević D. (2016). Child and the Work of Art European Journal of Social 
Sciences Education and Research, Volume 8, Nr. 1.; 144-155 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- class attendance, class activity, success in performing tasks 
- student survey on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level 
- passed the exam and fulfilled other obligations prescribed by syllabus 
- individual consultations 
- students' self-assessment of achieved learning outcomes 
- collaborative assessment of implementation and quality teaching process 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 
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NAME OF THE COURSE MUSIC IN EARLY AND PRESCHOOL EDUCATION 1 

Code PRPO46 Year of study 2. / IV. 

Course teacher 
Snježana Dobrota, PhD, 
Full Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

30 15 0 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 

To provide qulification for organizing educational context and approaches to 
encourage music expression and music- making in early and pre-school education. 
Introducing students to relevant music and art literature for children.  
To develop individual's interpretative abilities in singing, listening to music, nature of 
the instruments and playing techniques. 
To develop skills and abilities (singing, playing) relevant to the function of group 
music-making (rhythmic, dynamic contrasts, tempo, expressive performance). 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer literacy. 
 
Course enrolment requirements: passed exam in the course of Basics of Music 
Culture and Music Practicum 1; completing student assignments in the course of 
Music Practicum 2. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

After passing the exam, students will will be able to: 
- introduce the basics of vocal techniques, 
- play a harmonic instrument and instruments from Orff instruments, 
- teach children to play some instruments from Orff instruments (percussion) 
- perform melo-rhythmic exercises, 
- participate and perform in the children's choir or ensemble or singing group or 
folklore - dance group relevant to the function of group music-making, 
In addition to playing, students will acquire artistic and folk songs related to the group 
music playing and expressive performance. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

1. Fundamentals of musical methodical and pedagogical theory and practice 
2. Development of musical abilities in pre-school children 
3. Tone painting in instrumental music - the musical experience of a child 
4. Simple elements of musical form (motive, turn, small musical phrase......) 
5. Intonation and rhythm skills 
6. Rhymes as sound and rhythm game and song 
7. Development of intonation attitudes and skills 
8. New technologies and programs to encourage music making 
9. Elaboration of compositions from art music of local and foreign authors 
10. Motivation of children for group music making (singing and playing) 
11. Exercises for voice placement: breathing, diction and articulation 
12. Listening to music literature 
13. A child socialization through music games 
14. Children's folk song 
15. Monitoring and Evaluation (evaluation). 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

- to participate in the teaching process: lectures 75%, seminar essays 75%, exercises 
90% 

- to behave in accordance with ethical and scientific principles in higher education 
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- to participate in and perform teaching and extracurricular (individual and group) 
activities that enable the acquisition of learning outcomes provided by the course 

- to prepare and present a seminar essay according to pre-established criteria 
- to pass the written exam (equivalent to the written exam are two passed tests) and 

achieve a minimum of 50% accuracy on the exam/tests 
- to be informed about the classes he/she missed during the consultations with the 

teacher and other students 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

1,5 Research  Practical training  

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

1  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam 1,5 Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

- written exam/two tests - 50% 
- prepared and presented seminar essay in accordance with the instructions of 

teachers - 30% 
- success in solving individual and group tasks - 10% 
- class activity - 10% 
Criteria for evaluation and grading of the individual elements are described in the 
course repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Sam, Renata. (1998). Glazbeni doživljaj u odgoju 
djeteta. Rijeka: Glosa 

5 
 

/ 

Gospodnetić, Heda (2015) Metodika glazbene kulture 
za rad u dječjim vrtićima. Zagreb: Mali profesor 

5 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

1. McPherson, Gary E. (2006). The Child as Musician: A Handbook of Musical 
Development. Oxford: Oxford University Press 

2. Young, Susan, Ilari, Beatriz (eds.). (2019). Music in Early Childhood: Multi-
disciplinary Perspectives and Inter-disciplinary Exchanges. Springer 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- class attendance, class activity, success in performing tasks 
- student survey on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level 
- passed the exam and fulfilled other obligations prescribed by syllabus 
- individual consultations 
- self-assessment of achieved learning outcomes by students 
- collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching process 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE 
METHODOLOGY OF KINESIOLOGICAL ACTIVITIES IN EARLY AND 
PRESCHOOL EDUCATION 1 

Course code PRPO47 Year of study 2. / IV 

Course lecturer(s) 
Lidija Vlahović, PhD, 
Associate Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate(s) 

 
Teaching methods 
(number of classes per 
semester) 

L S E T 

30 15 0 0 
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Type of course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
10% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
Acquiring basic theoretical knowledge and laws of the physical and health education 
process. Understanding the methodical laws and their theoretical and practical 
aspects. Acquiring knowledge on relevant topics in Physical education.  

Enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer skills. 
 
Pre-requirements: taking the course in Basics of Kinesiology. 
 

Expected learning 
outcomes at the 
course level (from 4 
to 10 learning 
outcomes)  

- Defining basic fields in kinesiological culture 
- Understanding the relationship between methodology and other sciences 
- Relating organizational work forms with methods and methodological principles 
- Presenting a daily preparation for a physical activity 

Course content 
broken down 
according to the 
hours of teaching  

1.-2. Concept, definition and structure of kinesiological methodology. 
3.-4. Subject, objective and tasks of kinesiological methodology. 
5.-6. Basic fields in kinesiological methodology. 
7.-8. Relationship between methodology and other sciences. 
9.-10. Anthropological characteristics of preschool children. 
11.-12. Organizational work forms. 
13.-14. Methodological principles. 
15.-16. Methodological organizational work forms. 
17.-18. Work methods and methodological procedures. 
19.-20. Organization and course of teaching process. 
21.-24. Planning and programming. 
25.-26. Teacher preparation for the activities in Physical education. 
27.-28. Working premises, equipment and means. 
29.-30. Anatomical-physiological characteristics of preschool children. 

Teaching methods: 

☐  lectures 

☐  seminars and workshops   

☐ exercises   

☐ fully online 

☐ mixed e-learning 

☐ field classes 

☐ independent assignments   

☐ multimedia  

☐ laboratory 

☐ mentor work 

☐ (Write other)   

Student 
requirements 

1. Participate in classes: lectures 75%, seminars 75% 
2. Conduct themselves in line with ethical and scientific principles of higher education 
3. Participate in and complete in-class activities which enable the acquisition of 

course outcomes 
4. Write a seminar paper in line with previously determined criteria 
5. Make inquiries about missed classes during the course teacher’s office hours or 

by consulting other students 
6. Pass a written exam 

Monitoring of 
students’ work 
(write the share of 
the ECTS credits 
belonging to each 
activity so that the 
total number of the 
credits equals the 
ECTS value of the 
course): 

Class attendance 1,5 Research  Practical work  

Experimental 
work 

 Report  (Write other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
paper 

1 (Write other)  

Partial exams 1 Oral exam  (Write other)  

Written exam 0,5 Project  (Write other)  

Assessment and 
evaluation of 
students’ work 

A passing grade in the written exam – 50% 
Written and presented seminar paper in line with the course teacher’s instructions – 
30% 
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during the semester 
and at the final 
exam 

Successful fulfilment of individual and group tasks – 10% 
Activity in class – 10% 
The assessment and marking criteria of individual elements can be found in the 
course repository 

Required reading 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Findak, V (1995). Metodika tjelesne i zdravstvene 
kulture u predškolskom odgoju, Školska knjiga, 
Zagreb 

0 yes 

Findak, V., prskalo, I. (2004). Kineziološki leksikon za 
odgajatelje, Visoka učiteljska škola, Petrinja 

0 yes 

Kosinac, Z. (1993) Osnove anatomije i fiziologije, 
Razvoj pokreta i psihomotoričkih sposobnosti. Udruga 
za šport I rekreaciju djece i mladeži grada Splita, Split 

0 yes 

Pejčić, A. (2005) Kineziološke aktivnosti za djecu 
predškolske i rane školske dobi, Visoka učiteljska 
škola, Rijeka 

0 yes 

Nacionalni kurikulum za rani i predškolski odgoj 
(2018). Ministarstvo znanosti I obrazovanja, Zagreb 

 
yes 

Supplementary 
reading 
 

Andrijašević, M., Bonacin, D., Prskalo, I., Babin, J., Vlahović, L. (2006). Model 
objektivnog utvrđivanja inicijalnih skupina, njihovog statusa i željenih ciljnih funkcija 
transformacija. Odgojne znanosti, 8, 1 (11); 191-207. 
Findak, V., Jelenić, A., Buterrer, M., Vlahović, L. (2002). Metodički vidici korištenja 
sredstava u obuci plivanja. Glasnik Hrvatskog saveza sportske rekreacije „ Sport za 
sve“, 7. Hrvatsko savjetovanje o obuci neplivača-Split, 31; 24-25. 
Findak, V., Delija, K. (2001). Tjelesna i zdravstvena kultura u predškolskom odgoju. 
Zagreb: EDIP d.o.o. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of the 
established learning 
outcomes 

1. Class attendance, class activity, successfully completing tasks 
2. Student questionnaire on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university 

level 
3. Passed exam and fulfilment of the other obligations prescribed by the syllabus 
4. Individual consultations 
5. Students’ self-assessment of the learning outcomes they achieved 
6. Collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching 

process 

Other (according to 
the proposer’s 
opinion) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE RESEARCH IN EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE 3 

Code PRPO48 Year of study 2. / IV. 

Course teacher 
Branimir Mendeš, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
1 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

0 0 30 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory  Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
To make students able to independently apply professional and theoretical 
knowledge and skills as well as to reflect upon and improve pedagogical practice. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 

Entry competences: computer literacy. 
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entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Course enrolment requirements: taking the courses of Pedagogy of early and 
preschool education 2, Integrated curriculum of early and preschool education 1 and 
Basic Methodology of Pedagogical Research, enrolment for the course of Integrated 
curriculum of early and preschool education 2, completing student assignments in the 
course of Research in Educational Practice 2. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- To elaborate on the work plan based on following children's needs and interests. 
- To analyse content and quality of each of the stages in educational project in relation 
with the defined objective. 
- To keep ethnographic records during educational project. 
- To list professional literature serving for educational project. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Exercises:  
Planning based on following children's needs and interests. 
Monitoring the process of learning of children of early and pre-school age. 
Development of educational projects. 
Monitoring a game involving a smaller group of children. 
Monitoring a cooperative game. 
Lifelong learning of educators. 
Alternative concepts in practice. 
Work assignments:  
- keeping records on educational project 
- analysis of educational project from the viewpoint of different methodical courses 
- writing a report on the work done. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

Regular class attendance ; keeping a diary of pedagogical practice. 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class attendance 1 Research  
Practical 
training 

 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Written mentor's report. Students who completed all their work assignments have the 
right for the signature. 
 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

1. Milanović, M.; Stričević, I.; Maleš, D.; Sekulić-Majurec, M. (2000), Skrb za dijete i 
poticanje razvoja djeteta u Republici Hrvatskoj, Zagreb: Targa, 
2. Mužić, V. (2004), Uvod u istraživanja odgoja i obrazovanja, Zagreb: Educa.  
3. Starc. B. et al. (2001), Osobine i psihološki uvjeti razvoja djeteta predškolske dobi, 
Zagreb: Golden marketing. 
4. *** Nacionalni kurikulum za rani i predškolski odgoj i obrazovanje, Zagreb: 
Ministarstvo znanosti, obrazovanja i sporta Republike Hrvatske.  
5. *** Državni pedagoški standard, Zagreb: Ministarstvo znanosti, obrazovanja i 
sporta Republike Hrvatske. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 

- class attendance, class activity, successfully completing tasks 
- individual consultations 
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acquisition of exit 
competences 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE FAMILY PEDAGOGY 

Code PRPO51 Year of study 3. / V. 

Course teacher 
Maja Ljubetić. PhD, Full 
Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers 

Toni Maglica, PhD, 
Postdoctoral Researcher, 
Ana Ribičić, Teaching 
Assistant 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

30 15 0 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 

- Acquire basic - general knowledge in the field of study; 
- Identify, understand and respect the peculiarities of family community, 
- To enable students to adequately and timely respond to the specific needs of family 
members; 
- Successfully communicate orally and in writing and present their own creations; 
- Develop skills in the use of information from various sources and use them for 
practical purposes; 
- To enable students to work in teams. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

None. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the level 
of the course (4 to 
10 learning 
outcomes) 

The student, upon completion of the course be able to: 
- Correctly interpret the fundamental concepts in the field of family pedagogy (the 
family in the pedagogical and psychological sense, parenting, assessment and self-
assessment) 
- Analyze and arguments to explain various theories and approaches to the 
understanding of the family, 
- Develop and implement an action plan to work with parents applying new paradigm 
in access to family, 
- Develop material suitable for teaching parents (raising awareness of the role, 
responsibilities, functions, styles of parenting, communication, self-assessment, 
relationships, etc.). 
Carry out and interpret simple research tasks in the field of family pedagogy. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

The course includes the following facilities: 
1. The first family - movement, problems and perspectives - definition of the family, 
from modern to vital families) 
2. Second family unit as a system 
3. Characteristics of modern family 
4. functional and dysfunctional families 
5. family atmosphere and family functioning 
6. modern family in Croatia 
7. parenthood - relationship, role and / or process? 
8. parenthood and factors that affect it; 
9. parenting styles and children behavior as possible responses to them, 
10. influence of mother and father to child development and education, 
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11. pedagogical education of parents as a prerequisite parental educational 
competence 
12. self-assessment and (meta-level) - attitude, effects 
13. relations and communication processes (family-school-kindergarten) 
14. communication habits that endanger and enhance human relationships 
15. conducting effective interviews with parents 

Format of instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

Participants are required to attend all forms of teaching and actively participate in 
class, which includes the execution of individual assignments, write a seminar paper, 
follow the relevant literature according to the suggestions of teachers and passing 
the final exam. 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

1,5 Research  Practical training 0,5 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   Activity  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

0,5  (Other)  

Tests 1 Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam  Project 0,5  (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

The work of students is monitored and evaluated during the semester and on the 
final exam. The evaluation from the course consists of two successfully laid 
colloquies (60%), preparation of project task and its presentation (20%) and 
independently prepared and presented seminar work (20%). By successfully passing 
both colloquies, students were released from the final exam. Evaluation and 
evaluation criteria for individual elements are described in the course repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Arendell, T. (1997) A Social Constructionist 
Approach to Parenting. In: Contemporary Parenting, 
Terry Arendell (Ed.) Sage Publications. (chapter) 
Fine, J. M., Wardle, K. F. (2001) A Psyhoeducational 
Program for Parents of Dysfunctional Backrounds. 
In: Fine, M. J. & Lee, S. W. (Eds.) Handbook of 
Diversity in Parent Education. Accademic Press. 
(chapter) 
Hartog, M. D.,  Brosnan, P. A. (2005) Doing 
Mathematics with Your Child. ERIC Digest 
http://www.math.com/parents/articles/domath.html#
1 
Lareau, A. (2003) Unequal Childhoods: Class, 
Race, And Family Life. Berkley:University of 
California Press. 

1 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
 

 

/ 
 
 
 
/ 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

yes 

Optional literature (at 
the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

1. Benett, J., Grimley, L. K. (2001). Parenting in the Global Community: A Cross- 
Cultural International 

2. Collins, W. A., Russell, G. (1991). Mother-child and father-child relationships in 
middle childhood and adolescence: A developmental analysis. Developmental 
Review, 11, 99-136 

3. Eric D. Widmer (2010). Family Configurations: a Structural Approach to Family 
Diversity, England,  Ashgate Publishing Limited. 

http://www.math.com/parents/articles/domath.html#1
http://www.math.com/parents/articles/domath.html#1
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4. Karpowitz, D. H. (2001) American families in the 1990 s and Beyond. In: Fine, M. 
J. & Lee, S. W. (Eds.) Handbook of Diversity in Parent Education. Accademic Press. 
5. Jaeckle, S. (2006) Managing Yourself and Your Learning. In: Early Childhood – A 
Guide for Students, Bruce. T. (Ed.) SAGE Publications Ltd., London, UK. (chapter) 

Quality assurance 
methods that ensure 
the acquisition of exit 
competences 

Quality is monitored through records on: class attendance, constructive and active 
participation during classes, performing tasks, passed colloquies/exam and self-
assessment and collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the 
teaching process. External evaluation: student evaluation lists. 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE 
INTEGRATED CURRICULUM OF EARLY AND PRESCHOOL 
EDUCATION 3 

Code PRPO52 Year of study 3. / V . 

Course teacher 
Branimir Mendeš, PhD,  
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
6 

Associate teachers 

Mirjana Bakotić, Lecturer 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

30 30 15 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
Training for development of integrated curriculum in the practice of early and pre-
school education. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Course enrolment requirements: taking the course in Integrated curriculum of early 
and preschool education 2. 
 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- To elaborate on a context which stimulates research and cognition competences of 
a child of early and pre-school age. 
- To explain possibilities of enriching children's experiences of research and cognition 
in an institutional context. 
- To list the features of learning in order to understand and explore the phenomenon 
in a direct surrounding. 
- To analyse different aspects of early literacy (communication, social, civil, research 
and cognition).  

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Lectures:  
Direct surrounding as a source of initial cognition and experiences. 
Actions for exploring of, discovering and concluding about the laws of natural and 
sociocultural surrounding. 
Objects and materials for children exploration and creative expression. 
Children's experiments as sources of initial knowledge and experiences about direct 
natural surrounding. 
Early eco-literacy and possibilities of its stimulation through eco-projects. 
Direct surrounding as a source of initial sociocultural experiences. 
Early mathematical literacy. 
Basic mathematical and logical activities (joining, division, pairing, sequencing) 
through games with various materials and in various contexts. 
Institution surrounding as a layout for designing educational projects 
Seminar:  
- Writing and presenting seminar essays aiming to elaborate on the topics addressed 
during lectures  
- Analysis of videos. 
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Exercises: 
Hospitation in institutions of early and pre-school education (nursery, kindergarten) 
with regard to contents of the course in Integrated curriculum of early and pre-school 
education 1, 2 and 3 (5 x 3 hrs = 15 hrs). 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

- participate in the teaching process: lectures 80%, seminars 80%, exercises 90% 
- participate in and carry out teaching and extracurricular (individual and group) 

activities that enable the acquisition of learning outcomes provided by the course 
- to be informed about the classes he / she missed during the teacher consultations 

and with other students 
- adhere to the time frames required to perform activities in the course 
- perform individual and group tasks in a timely and quality manner 
- prepare diary of methodical exercises 
- prepare and present a seminar paper according to pre-established criteria 
- pass an oral exam  

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class attendance 2,5 Research  
Practical 
training 

0,5 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

1  (Other)  

Tests 1 Oral exam 1  (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

- prepared and presented seminar essay in accordance with the teacher  instructions 
– 25% 

- prepared diary of methodical exercises – 25% 
- success in solving individual and group tasks – 15% 
- class activity, participation in discussions during classes and seminars – 10% 
- oral exam – 25% 
Criteria for evaluating and grading individual elements are described in the course 
repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Došen-Dobud, A. (2005), Malo dijete veliki istraživač, 
Zagreb: Alinea.  

4 / 

Liebeck, P. (1995), Kako djeca uče matematiku, 
Zagreb: Educa, pp. 13 − 65.  

2 / 

Slunjski, E. (2010), Mogućnosti razvoja 
matematičkog mišljenja i učenja u samoorganiziranim 
aktivnostima djece u vrtiću, Magistra Iadertina, vol. 5 
(5): 89 – 101.  

1 / 

Slunjski, E. (2012), Tragovima dječjih stupa, Zagreb: 
Profil (selected chapters).  

5 / 

Slunjski, E. (2012), Dijete kao znanstvenik – 
prirodoslovni aspekti suvremeno koncipiranog 
kurikuluma ranog i predškolskog odgoja, Školski 
vjesnik, vol. 61 (1 – 2): 163 – 178.  

1 / 

Uzelac, V. (1993), Djelatnosti u razvoju ekološke 
osjetljivosti djece. Zagreb: HPKZ.  

1 / 
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Remark: particular parts of these books will be 
translated in English 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Irović, S. (1994), Dječja znatiženja i eksploracijsko ponašanje u kontekstu vršnjačke 
interakcije, Napredak, vol. 135 (01): 42 – 50. 
Irović, S. (1994), „Strategije“ odgajatelja i dječja eksploracija, Napredak, vol. 135 (02): 
162 – 169. 
Uzelac, V. i dr. (2014), Djeca, odgoj, obrazovanje i održivi razvoj, Zagreb: Golden 
marketing (selected chapters). 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- class attendance, class activity, successfully completing tasks 
- student questionnaire on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level 
- passed exam and the fulfillment of the other obligations prescribed by the syllabus 
- individual consultations 
- students' self-assessment of the learning outcomes they achieved  
- collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching process 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE ARTISTIC EXPRESSION IN EARLY AND PRESCHOOL EDUCATION 2 

Code PRPO53 Year of study 3. / V. 

Course teacher 
Marija Brajčić, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
5 

Associate teachers 

Mia Bogdan, Teaching 
Assistant 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

15 15 30 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
20% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 

Preparing students for critical and creative content analysis methodical and practical 
activities from art education with professional and methodological point of view, to 
find interesting and relevant motives - incentives for artistic expression and creation, 
correlated approach in planning and carrying out a methodical practical art activities. 
Developing creative and critical thinking, research skills to the organization of 
educational contexts and approaches in order to encourage artistic expression and 
creation in the early and pre-school education. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer literacy. 
 
Prerequisites: passed exam in Artistic Expression in Early and Preschool Education 
1. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- Create artistic activity in kindergarten 
- Make preparations for methodical - practical art activity 
- Implement artistic activity in kindergarten 
- Differentiate, identify and evaluate children's art showcase on 
- Develop sensibility for work with gifted children and children with special needs 
- Present children work of art within the visual arts activities in kindergarten 
- Participate in the aesthetic development of space in kindergarten 
- Analyze public lectures students 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

1. Planning of artistic activities in an integrated curriculum 
2. Planning methodical and practical art activities 
3. Preparation for methodical and practical art activity 
4. Evaluating the children's art 
5. Work with gifted children 
6. Work with children with special needs 
7. Art activities in the museum environment 
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8. Design in artistic activities 
9. Preschool child and work of art 
10. Aesthetic development of space 
11. Children's art exhibitions 
12. Art corner in kindergarten 
13. Preparing, realization and analysis of public lectures students 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

1. participate in classes: lectures 75%, seminars 75%, exercises 90% 
2. conduct themselves in line with ethical and scientific principles of higher 

education 
3. participate in and complete in-class and out-of-class (individual and group) 

activities which enable the acquisition of course outcomes 
4. write and present seminar paper in line with previously determined criteria 
5. pass a written exam (or an equivalent of 2 tests) and achieve a minimum score 

of 50% on the exam/tests 
6. make inquiries about missed classes during the course teacher’s office hours or 

by consulting other students 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

1 Research  Practical training 1 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

1  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam 2 Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

1. a passing grade in the written exam, i.e. two tests (a positive grade in both tests is 
equivalent to the written examination) – 50% 
2. written and presented seminar paper in line with the course teacher’s instructions 
– 30% 
3. successful fulfilment of individual and group tasks – 10% 
4. activity in class, participation in discussions during class and seminars – 10% 
The assessment and marking criteria of individual elements can be found in the 
course repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Herceg, L., Rončević, A. i Karlavaris, B. (2010), 
Metodika likovne kulture djece rane i predškolske 
dobi, Alfa, Zagreb (selected chapters).  

3 / 

Slunjski, E. (2008), Dječji vrtić – zajednica koja uči, 
SM naklada, Zagreb, str. 105-143. 

2 / 

Huzjak, M. (2007), Učimo gledati: Priručnik likovne 
kulture za nastavnike razredne nastave, Volumes 1-
4. Školska knjiga, 2007. 

1 yes 

Brajčić, M., Kuščević, D.( 2016). Dijete i likovna 
umjetnost – doživljaj likovnog djela, Filozofski fakultet 
Split. 

10 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 

Kuščević, D.,  Brajčić, M., Matijašević, I., A child and the art in the first and the second 
grade of the primary school. // Journal of Elementary Education. 2 (2009) , 2-3; 121-
135 

http://bib.irb.hr/prikazi-rad?&rad=441530
http://bib.irb.hr/prikazi-rad?&rad=441530
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programme 
proposal) 

Brajčić, M., Kuščević, D. Child and the Work of Art. // European Journal of Social 
Sciences Education and Research. Volume 8 (2016) , Nr. 1.; 144-155 
Brajčić, M., Kovačević, S., Kuščević, D. Learning at the Museum. // Croatian Journal 
of Education. Vol: 15 (2013) , Sp.Ed.No.2/2013; 159-178 
Kuščević, D., Kardum, G., Brajčić, M. Visual Preferences of Young School Children 
for Paintings from the 20th Century. // Creativity Research Journal. 26 (2014), 3; 297-
304   

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- class attendance, class activity, success in performing tasks 
- student survey on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level 
- passed the exam and fulfilled other obligations prescribed by syllabus 
- individual consultations 
- students' self-assessment of achieved learning outcomes 
- collaborative assessment of implementation and quality teaching process 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE MUSIC IN EARLY AND PRESCHOOL EDUCATION 2 

Code PRPO54 Year of study 3. / V. 

Course teacher 
Snježana Dobrota, PhD, 
Full Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
5 

Associate teachers 

Daniela Petrušić, 
Teaching Assistant 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

15 15 30 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 

Creating, planning and implementing of musical activities in the institutional context. 
Training for independent performance of various forms of musical activities, 
integration of different musical activities in everyday educational practice. Introducing 
students to adapted artistic musical literature for children. 
Developing individual interpretive skills, singing, playing, listening to music, nature of 
the instruments and playing techniques. Developing skills and abilities (singing 
playing) relevant to the function of group music-making (rhythmic, dynamic contrasts, 
tempo, expressive performance). 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer literacy. 
 
Prerequisites: passing exam in Music in Early and PreSchool Education 1. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

After passing the exam scores students will be able to: 
- introduce the fundamentals of vocal techniques, 
- play a harmonic instrument and instruments from Orff instruments, 
- teach children to play some instruments from Orff instruments (percussion) 
- perform melo-rhythmic exercises, 
- participate and perform in the children's choir or ensemble or singing group or 
folklore - dance group relevant to the function of group music-making, 
- in addition to playing, students will acquire artistic and folk songs relevant for group 
musicianship and expressive performance. 

https://bib.irb.hr/prikazi-rad?&rad=838779
https://bib.irb.hr/prikazi-rad?&rad=732045
https://bib.irb.hr/prikazi-rad?&rad=732045
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Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

1. Development of intonation and rhythm sensibility in pre-school children, 
2. Music stories and musical plays,  
3. Tone painting in instrumental music - the musical experience in a child,  
4. Music in the cultural/ multicultural development of a child, 
5. Orff instruments in the educational practice of music,  
6. Music for a child and the influence of the media,  
7. Genres of popular music in the upbringing of a child,  
8.The instruments as acoustic characters (for ex. S. Prokofiev: Peter and the Wolf), 
9. Associative listening and musical experience (for ex. Carnival of the Animals of C. 
Saint-Saens, all fourteen movements, or another example), 
10. Singing and playing in the development of music reproduction, 
11. Music- creative educator, 
12. Musical expressive elements in the educational areas and activities, 
13. Individual and collective music games, 
14. educator and children's creativity in music and music- making,  
15. music therapy and children with special needs. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

- to participate in the teaching process: lectures 75%, seminar essays 75%, 
exercises 90% 

- to behave in accordance with ethical and scientific principles in higher education 
- to participate in and perform teaching and extracurricular (individual and group) 

activities that enable the acquisition of learning outcomes provided by the course 
- to prepare and present a seminar essay according to pre-established criteria 
- to prepare and realize music lesson in school 
- to pass the written exam (equivalent to the written exam are two passed tests) and 

achieve a minimum of 50% accuracy on the exam/tests 
- to be informed about the classes he/she missed during the consultations with the 

teacher and other students 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

2 Research  Practical training 1 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

1  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam 1 Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

1. written exam/two tests - 50% 
2. prepared and presented seminar essay in accordance with the instructions of 
teachers - 20% 
3. successfully prepared and realized music activity - 20% 
4. class activity - 10% 
Criteria for evaluation and grading of the individual elements are described in the 
course repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

1. Marić, Ljerka; Goran, Ljiljana. (2012). Zapjevajmo 
radosno. Metodički priručnik za odgojitelje, 
studente i roditelje.. Zagreb: Golden marketing - 
Tehnička knjiga 

5 / 
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2. Gospodnetić, Heda. (2015). Metodika glazbene 
kulture za rad u dječjim vrtićima. Zagreb: Mali 
profesor 

5 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

1. Young, Susan, Ilari, Beatriz (eds.). (2019). Music in Early Childhood: Multi-
disciplinary Perspectives and Inter-disciplinary Exchanges. Springer 

2. McPherson, Gary E.; Welch, Graham F.. (2018). Music Learning and Teaching in 
Infancy, Childhood, and Adolescence. Oxford: Oxford University Press 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

1. class attendance, class activity, success in performing tasks 
2. student survey on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level 
3. passed the exam and fulfilled other obligations prescribed by syllabus 
4. individual consultations 
5. self-assessment of achieved learning outcomes by students 
6. collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching 

process 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE 
METHODOLOGY OF KINESIOLOGICAL ACTIVITIES IN EARLY AND 
PRESCHOOL EDUCATION 2 

Course code PRPO55 Year of study 3. / V. 

Course holder(s) 
Lidija Vlahović, PhD, 
Associate Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
5 

Associate(s) 

Bojan Babin, PhD, 
Teaching Assistant 

Teaching methods 
(number of classes per 
semester) 

L S E T 

15 15 30 0 

Type of course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
10% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
Training the students for an independent organization and implementation of 
kinesiological activities in early and preschool education.  

Enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer skills. 
 
Pre-requirements: taking the course in Methodology of Kinesiological Activities in 
Early and Preschool Education 1. 

Expected learning 
outcomes at the 
course level (from 4 
to 10 learning 
outcomes)  

- Adopting a particular fund of the motor information essential for a successful 
implementation of the program contents. 

- Being able to review educational tasks.  
- Assessing motor skills and achievements. 
- Being able to monitor and assess own work, and gain the ability to evaluate the 

work of others.  

Course content 
broken down 
according to the 
hours of teaching  

1.-3. Programming, stages of programming. 
4.-6. Global, operational and implementation plan and program.  
7.-9. Drawing up annual activity plan and program.  
10.-11. Motor knowledge and a hypothetical model of the motor knowledge structure.  
12.-13. Teacher within the realisation of the plan and program. 
14.-15. Physical education premises, equipment and means. 
1.-7. Drawing up preparations for the activities in Physical education. 
8.-15. Integrating different types of physical activities in everyday educational 
situations. 
1.-30. Independent implementation of individual and public activities of physical 
expression and moving creation. 
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Teaching methods: 

☐ lectures 

☐ seminars and workshops   

☐ exercises   

☐ fully online 

☐ mixed e-learning 

☐ field classes 

☐ independent assignments   

☐ multimedia  

☐ laboratory 

☐ mentor work 

☐  (Write other)   

Student 
requirements 

1. Participate in classes: lectures 75%, seminars 75%, exercises 90% 
2. Conduct themselves in line with ethical and scientific principles of higher education 
3. Participate in and complete in-class and out-class (individual and group) activities 

which enable the acquisition of course outcomes 
4. Write a seminar paper in line with previously determined criteria 
5. Present a seminar paper in line with previously determined criteria 
6. Meet deadlines for activities within the course 

Monitoring of 
students’ work 
(write the share of 
the ECTS credits 
belonging to each 
activity so that the 
total number of the 
credits equals the 
ECTS value of the 
course): 

Class attendance 2 Research  Practical work 1 

Experimental 
work 

 Report  (Write other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
paper 

1 (Write other)  

Partial exams  Oral exam  (Write other)  

Written exam 
1 

Project  (Write other)  

Assessment and 
evaluation of 
students’ work 
during the semester 
and at the final 
exam 

1. A passing grade in the written exam – 30% 
2. Written and presented seminar paper in line with the course teacher’s instructions 

- 40% 
3. Successful fulfilment of individual and group tasks – 20% 
4. Activity in class – 10% 
The assessment and marking criteria of individual elements can be found in the 
course repository 

Required reading 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Findak, V. (1997). Programiranje u tjelesnoj i 
zdravstvenoj kulturi, , Školske novine, Zagreb. 

0 da 

Findak, V. , Prskalo, I. (2004). Kineziološki leksikon 
za odgajatelje, Visoka učiteljska škola, Petrinja. 

0 da 

Findak, V. Metikoš, D., Mraković, M., Neljak, B., Prot, 
F. (2000). Motorička znanja. Fakultet za fizičku 
kulturu, Zagreb. 

0 da 

Pejčić, A. (2005). Kineziološke aktivnosti za djecu 
predškolske i rane školske dobi, Visoka učiteljska 
škola, Rijeka. 

0 da 

Nacionalni kurikulum za rani i predškolski odgoj 
(2018). Ministarstvo znanosti i obrazovanja, Zagreb 

0 da 

Supplementary 
reading 
 

1. Vlahović, L. (2015). Povijesni razvoj kineziološkog obrazovanja učitelja i odgojitelja 
predškolske djece. U (Hicela, I., Tomaš, S.) Zbornik radova, Deveti dani osnovne 
škole Splitsko-dalmatinske županije "Prema kvalitetnoj školi, Split, 2015. (pp. 239-
248). Split: Filozofski fakultet Sveučilišta u Splitu. 
2. Andrijašević, M., Bonacin, D., Prskalo, I., Babin, J., Vlahović, L. (2006). Model 
objektivnog utvrđivanja inicijalnih skupina, njihovog statusa i željenih ciljnih funkcija 
transformacija. Odgojne znanosti, 8, 1(11),191-207. 
3. Findak, V., Jelenić,A., Buterrer, M., Vlahović, L. (2002). Metodički vidici korištenja 
sredstava u obuci plivanja. Glasnik Hrvatskog saveza sportske rekreacije „Sport za 
sve“, 7. Hrvatsko savjetovanje o obuci neplivača-Split, 31; 24-25. 
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4. Findak, V., Delija, K. (2001). Tjelesna i zdravstvena kultura u predškolskom odgoju. 
Zagreb: EDIP d.o.o. 
5. Findak, V., Metikoš, D., Mraković,M., Neljak, B. (1996). Primijenjena kineziologija 
u školstvu-NORME. Zagreb: Hrvatski pedagoško-književni zbor. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of the 
established learning 
outcomes 

1. Class attendance, class activity, successfully completing tasks 
2. Student questionnaire on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university 

level 
3. Fulfilment of the other obligations prescribed by the syllabus 
4. Individual consultations 
5. Students ’self-assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching 

process 
6. Collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching 

process 

Other (according to 
the proposer’s 
opinion) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE RESEARCH IN EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE 4 

Code PRPO56 Year of study 3. / V. 

Course teacher 
Branimir Mendeš, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
1 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

0 0 30 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory  Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
To make students able to independently apply professional and theoretical 
knowledge and skills as well as to reflect upon and improve pedagogical practice. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer literacy. 
 
Course enrolment requirements:  
- taking the courses of Integrated curriculum of early and preschool education 2, Basic 
Methodology of Pedagogical Research, Music in early and preschool education 1, 
Artistic Expression in Early and Preschool Education 1 and Methodology of 
Kinesiological Activities in Early and Preschool Education 1; 
- enrolment for the courses of Integrated curriculum of early and preschool education 
3, Music in early and preschool education 2, Artistic Expression in Early and 
Preschool Education 2, Methodology of Kinesiological Activities in Early and 
Preschool Education 2 and Family pedagogy; 
- completing student assignments in the course of Research in Educational Practice 
3. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- To make a plan of an integral educational project and to define the roles of educator 
during the project. 
- To list the contents of the structure of educational surrounding for the educational 
project. 
- To analyse and document the monitoring process during educational project through 
self-reflection and reflection with others. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Exercises:  
- Planning based on monitoring children's needs and interests, and setting objective 
and tasks of educational project. 
- Analysis of monitoring children's behaviour in certain games and activities from the 
viewpoint of integrated curriculum. 
- Participating in thematic parents' reunion. 
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- Monitoring, documenting, analysing and explaining behaviour and development of 
a child in group and linking those with family context (information is gathered directly 
from parents and indirectly form educator) – individually. 
- A mini-research with the topic of Family and child's development and behaviour at 
the sample of parents and processing (descriptive statistics) and interpretation of the 
obtained results (group work, poll). 
Work assignments:  
- planning types of activities with regard to objective, tasks, and stages of an 
educational project, 
- analysis of videos (3) of educational process in children's game, 
- creation of transcripts and noting down the observations about the video. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

Regular class attendance; keeping a diary of pedagogical practice. 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class attendance 1 Research  
Practical 
training 

 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Written mentor's report. Students who completed all their work assignments have the 
right for the signature. 
 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

1. Ljubetić, M. (2011), Partnerstvo obitelji, vrtića i škole, Zagreb: Školska knjiga.  
2. Milanović, M.; Stričević, I.; Maleš, D.; Sekulić-Majurec, M. (2000), Skrb za dijete i 
poticanje razvoja djeteta u Republici Hrvatskoj, Zagreb: Targa, 
3. Mužić, V. (2004), Uvod u istraživanja odgoja i obrazovanja, Zagreb: Educa.  
4. Slunjski, E. (2002), Integrirani predškolski kurikulum, Zagreb: Mali profesor.  
5. Starc. B. et al. (2001), Osobine i psihološki uvjeti razvoja djeteta predškolske dobi, 
Zagreb: Golden marketing. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- class attendance, class activity, successfully completing tasks 
- individual consultations 
 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 

 

 

NAME OF THE COURSE PEDAGOGY OF CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS AND RIGHTS 

Code PRPO61 Year of study 3. / VI.  

Course teacher 
Esmeralda Sunko, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
6 

Associate teachers  L S E F 
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Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

30 30 15 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
10% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
Training for development of inclusive curriculum and construction of partnership with 
parents/guardians of children with special needs. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Linguistic, computer and information literacy. 
 
Course enrolment requirements: taking the courses of Developmental psychology 1 
and 2; Pedagogy of early preschool education 1 and 2; Psychology of early learning. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- To elaborate on paradigms within inclusive curriculum of education. 
- To distinguish authoritative and hierarchical educational paradigm from 

democratic and pluralistic one. 
- To apply adaptation of pedagogical approaches to children with special needs. 
- To analyse the ways of approaching the parents of children with special needs 

and rights. 
- To recognise special features of children with different developmental difficulties. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Lectures:  
1. Pedagogy of children with special needs and rights in the system of 
pedagogical disciplines - concept, subject, aim and tasks. 
2. Children with special needs - terminological definitions, basic questions, 
classification 
3. Basic paradigms and models of raising children with special needs 
4. Structure of inclusive educational process (starting subsystems) 
5. Structure of inclusive educational process (transformation subsystem) 
6. Structure of inclusive educational process (organizational and evaluation 
subsystem) 
7. Inclusion of children with special needs and rights in the system of early and 
preschool education - concepts and models 
8. Inclusion of children with visual impairments in the system early and preschool 
education 
9. Inclusion of children with hearing impairments in the system early and 
preschool education 
10. Inclusion of children with physical disabilities in the system of early and 
preschool education 
11. Inclusion of children with speech and language difficulties in the system of 
early and preschool education 
12. Inclusion of children with intellectual disabilities in the system of early and 
preschool education 
13. Inclusion of children with behavioral difficulties in an early and pre-school 
education 
14. Inclusion of children with autistic spectrum disorders in an early and pre-
school education 
15. Violations of children's rights - pedagogical implications 

Seminar:  
Writing and presenting seminar essays aiming to elaborate on the topics addressed 
during lectures. 
Exercises: 
- observing children with special needs and/or disabled persons in institutions with 
inclusive approach and institutions with segregated conditions. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 
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☐field work 

Student 
responsibilities 

Regular class attendance; writing and presenting seminar essays. 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

2,5 Research 0,5 Practical training 1 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

0,5  (Other)  

Tests 0,5 Oral exam 1  (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

1. Participate in the teaching process: attendance and activity during classes and 
seminars - 80%; exercises 100%; prepared and presented seminar paper according 
to the instructions of teachers - 100%; colloquium and essay - 50%; oral exam - 100% 
2. Seminar - 25%, actively participate and comment on the seminar of colleagues and 
express personal critical opinion. This means that they should participate and carry 
out teaching and extracurricular activities (individual and group activities) (with the 
mentoring of teachers) to acquire learning outcomes provided by the course. 
3. Develop and present a seminar with examples of human rights violations with pre-
agreed criteria. 
4. Students should behave in accordance with ethical and scientific principles in the 
higher education institution. 
5. Participate and perform teaching and extracurricular (individual and group) 
activities that enable the acquisition of learning outcomes provided by the course 
6. Pass the oral exam. 
7. To be informed about the classes with which he was absent during the 
consultations of teachers and other students 
8. Adhere to the time frames required to perform the activities in the course 
9. Perform individual and group tasks in a timely and quality manner 
10. Write a final paper in accordance with academic, ethical and faculty principles 
and regulations 
11. Orally pass the final paper 
Criteria for evaluating and grading individual elements are described in the course 
repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Ayres, J.  (2002.) Dijete i senzorna integracija. 
Jastrebarsko: Naklada Slap (1-179) 

5 / 

Bouillet, D, (2019): Inkluzivno obrazovanje:odabrane 
teme. Zagreb: Sveučilište u Zagrebu, Učiteljski 
fakultet.  

10 / 

Igrić, Lj.  (2015) Osnove edukacijskog uključivanja, 
škola po mjeri svakog djeteta je moguća. Sveučilište 
u Zagrebu, Edukacijsko – rehabilitacijski fakultet, 
Zagreb: Školska knjiga 

10 / 

Sunko, E, (2018) Pravni okvir odgoja i obrazovanja 
djece s teškoćama u Republici Hrvatskoj. Od znanosti 
do učionice: zbornik radova. U S. Tomaš; I. Blažević; 
I. Restović (ur.) 
Split: Sveučilište u Splitu, Filozofski fakultet 7-26   

3 http://www.ffst.
unist.hr/wp-

content/upload
s/2019/01/zbor
nik_2019_finaln
o-2.pdf (datum) 

Sunko, E. (2016.) Društveno povijesni kontekst 
odgoja i obrazovanja djece s teškoćama u razvoju, 
Školski vjesnik 65(4), 601-620. 

2 https://hrcak.sr
ce.hr/178259 

https://www.bib.irb.hr/984257
https://www.bib.irb.hr/984257
http://www.ffst.unist.hr/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/zbornik_2019_finalno-2.pdf
http://www.ffst.unist.hr/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/zbornik_2019_finalno-2.pdf
http://www.ffst.unist.hr/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/zbornik_2019_finalno-2.pdf
http://www.ffst.unist.hr/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/zbornik_2019_finalno-2.pdf
http://www.ffst.unist.hr/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/zbornik_2019_finalno-2.pdf
http://www.ffst.unist.hr/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/zbornik_2019_finalno-2.pdf
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Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Pintarić Mlinar, Lj. (2014) Priručnik za razvoj inkluzivnih ustanova ranog i 
predškolskog odgoja i obrazovanja. Jastrebarsko: DV Radost 
Buljan-Flander, G., Karlović, A. (2004). Odgajam li dobro svoje dijete, Zagreb: Marko 
M. 
Luketin, Sunko, (2006). Kako kreativnim aktivnostima kreiramo odgoj. Split: Liga za 
prevenciju ovisnosti 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

The quality and success of the realization of the subject follows the student 
questionnaire, the success of students in teaching college, periodic independent 
external program and periodic internal review of the annual detailed curriculum of the 
subject and testing procedures. 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN FAMILY AND LOCAL COMMUNITY 

Code PRPO62 Year of study 3. / VI. 

Course teacher 
Maja Ljubetić. PhD, Full 
Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
2 

Associate teachers 

Toni Maglica, PhD, 
Postdoctoral Researcher, 
Ana Ribičić, Teaching 
Assistant 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

15 0 15 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 

Acquire basic - general knowledge in the field of study; 
- Identify, understand and take into account the peculiarities of the partnership family 
and the local community; 
- To enable students to adequately and timely respond to the specific needs of family 
members; 
- Successfully communicate orally and in writing and present their own creations; 
- Develop skills in the use of information from various sources and use them for 
practical purposes; 
- To enable students to work in teams. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Taking the course in Family Pedagogy. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

The student upon completion of the course be able to: 
- Correctly interpret the fundamental concepts in the field of family partnerships and 
community (family, institution, community, cooperation vs. Partnership). 
- Analyze and arguments to explain various theories and approaches to 
understanding the partnership family and the local community. 
- Develop a plan and independently perform activities aimed at strengthening the 
parent / teacher competence. 
- Develop a specific plan and program of activities aimed at building partnerships and 
program of pedagogical education of parents. 
- Carry out and interpret simple research tasks in the field of family and community 
partnerships. 
- Self operate an effective discussion with parents and other factors of the educational 
process. 

Course content 
broken down in 

The course includes the following facilities: 
- The principles of the construction, maintenance and improvement of relations; 
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detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

- The expectations of parents and teachers of the partnership family - O-O ustanove- 
local communities; 
- Motivation factors O-O process for partnership; 
- Quality communication; 
- Involvement vs. Engagement 
- The functioning of the microsystem (family / school /) and possible ways of their 
cooperation, 
- Types of communication with parents; 
- The role of educators in pedagogical education of parents; 
- Quality management (parents, children); 
- Advisory work with parents 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

The obligations of students include: regular attendance and active participation in all 
teaching modes (100% lectures, seminars, workshops and exercises-90%) according 
to predefined criteria; independent preparation and presentation of seminar work; 
successfully completed practical work and two successfully colloquies. 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

1 Research  Practical training 0,5 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   Activity  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

  (Other)  

Tests 0,5 Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

The work of students is monitored and evaluated during the semester and on the final 
exam. The evaluation from the course consists of two successfully laid colloquies 
(60%), practical work (20%) and independently prepared and presented seminar work 
(20%). By successfully passing both colloquies, students were released from the final 
exam. Evaluation and evaluation criteria for individual elements are described in the 
course repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

McDermot, D. (2008.) Developing Caring 
Relationships Among Parents, Children, Schools, 
and Communities. Sage Publications, Inc.   

1 / 

Benson, L. (2006) Leading and Managing Others. U: 
T. Bruce. (Ur.), Early Childhood - A Guide for 
Students (pp. 279-295). London: SAGE Publications 
Ltd. 

1 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Dinkmeyer, D., Mc Kay, G. D., Dinkmeyer, J. S. (1989). Parenting young children –
helpful strategies based on systematic training for effective parenting (STEP). Inc. 
Minnesota, American guidance service. 
Ljubetić, Maja (2012). The Kindergarten I want to grow up in: Self-evaluation and 
Quality Control in Kindergartens. Saarbrucken, Germany: LAP LAMBERT Academic 
Publishing GmbH & Co. KG (monograph). 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 

Quality is monitored through records on: attending classes, constructive and active 
participation in teaching, performance in performing tasks, passed colloquies/exam 
and students' self-assessment and collaborative assessment of quality of the 
teaching process. External assessment: student evaluation lists 
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acquisition of exit 
competences 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE 
INTEGRATED CURRICULUM OF EARLY AND PRESCHOOL 
EDUCATION 4 

Code PRPO63 Year of study 3. / VI. 

Course teacher 
Branimir Mendeš, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
6  

Associate teachers 

Mirjana Bakotić, Lecturer; 
Ani Mrnjavac, M. A., 
Lecturer, Iskra Tomić 
Kaselj, Teaching Assistant 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

15 15 45 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory  Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
Training for development of integrated curriculum in the practice of early and pre-
school education. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Course enrolment requirements: taking the course in Integrated curriculum of early 
and preschool education 3. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- To define the objective and tasks of educational project. 
- To gather different material and organise it for project implementation. 
- To independently implement the designed educational project. 
- To monitor and evaluate educational project. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Lectures: 
1-2. Designing a stimulating kindergarten environment focused on the child (part 1) 
3-4. Designing a stimulating child-centered kindergarten environment (part 2) 
5-6. Activity centers-a component of a stimulating kindergarten environment (part 1) 
7-8. Activity centers-a component of a stimulating kindergarten environment (part 2) 
9-10. Activity centers-a component of a stimulating kindergarten environment (part 3) 
11-12. Activity centers-a component of a stimulating kindergarten environment (part 
4) 
13.-14. Activity centers-a component of a stimulating kindergarten environment (part 
5) 
15. Planning a child-centered curriculum 
Seminar:  
Designing a stimulating child-oriented kindergarten surrounding. 
Analysis of videos. 
Models of planning educational process in the process of early and pre-school 
education. 
Exercises:  
- Methodical realisations of students through different roles (observer, co-worker, 
practitioner in kindergarten-exercise room). 
- Hospitation in model situations of educator-mentor. 
- Hospitation in individual educational situations of students. 
- Independent performance of educational exam situations. 
- Making didactic equipment and material. 

☐ lectures ☐ independent assignments 
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Format of 
instruction 

☐ seminars and workshops 

☐ exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐ field work 

☐ multimedia 

☐l aboratory 

☐ work with mentor 

☐ practicum (kindergarten-exercise room) 

  

Student 
responsibilities 

- participate in the teaching process: lectures 80%, seminars 80%, exercises 90% 
- participate in and carry out teaching and extracurricular (individual and group) 

activities that enable the acquisition of learning outcomes provided by the course 
- to be informed about the classes he / she missed during the teacher consultations 

and with other students 
- adhere to the time frames required to perform activities in the course 
- perform individual and group tasks in a timely and quality manner 
- plan, organize and preform two educational situations 
- prepare and present a seminar paper according to pre-established criteria 
- pass an oral exam 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class attendance 2,5 Research  
Practical 
training 

1,5 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

1  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam 1  (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

- prepared and presented seminar essay in accordance with the teacher  instructions 
– 25% 

- success in solving individual and group tasks – 15% 
- class activity, participation in discussions during classes and seminars – 10% 
- planed, organized and preformed two educational situations – 25% 
- oral exam – 25% 
Criteria for evaluating and grading individual elements are described in the course 
repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Britton, L. (2000), Montessori učenje kroz igru, 
Zegreb: Hena com.  

2 / 

Rothcschild, J.; Daniels, E. R. (1999), Bogatstvo 
materijala kao izvor dječje spoznaje, Zagreb: Udruga 
roditelja Korak po korak. 

2 / 

Slunjski, E. (2003), Kad djeca pišu, broje, računaju…, 
Varaždin: Stanek.  

2 / 

Slunjski, E. (2006), Kad djeca istražuju…, Varaždin: 
Stanek.  

2 / 

Slunjski, E. (2008), Dječji vrtić – zajednica koja uči, 
Zagreb: SM naklada (selected chapters).  

1 / 

Slunjski, E. (2012), Tragovima dječjih stupa, Zagreb: 
Profil (selected chapters). 
Remark: particular parts of these books will be 
translated in English 

4 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

- Picture books and encyclopaedias for children 
- Literary works for pre-schoolers 
- Collections of games and children's activities 
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Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- class attendance, class activity, successfully completing tasks 
- student questionnaire on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level 
- passed exam and the fulfillment of the other obligations prescribed by the syllabus 
- individual consultations 
- students' self-assessment of the learning outcomes they achieved  
- collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching process 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE RESEARCH IN EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE 5 

Code PRPO64 Year of study 3. / VI. 

Course teacher 
Branimir Mendeš, PhD,  
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
1 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

0 0 30 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory  Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
To make students able to independently apply professional and theoretical 
knowledge and skills as well as to reflect upon and improve pedagogical practice. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer literacy. 
 
Course enrolment requirements:  
- taking the courses of Integrated curriculum of early and preschool education 3, 
Music in early and preschool education 2, Artistic Expression in Early and Preschool 
Education 2 and Methodology of Kinesiological Activities in Early and Preschool 
education 2; 
- enrolment for the courses of Integrated curriculum of early and preschool education 
4, Partnership between Family and Local Community, Pedagogy of children with 
special needs and rights; 
- completing student assignments in the course of Research in Educational Practice 
4. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- To make a plan of an integral educational project and to define educator’s roles 
during the project. 
- To list the contents of the structure of educational surrounding for the educational 
project. 
- To analyse and document monitoring process during educational project through 
self-reflection and reflection with others. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Exercises:  
- Educational projects and project planning according to different pedagogical 
concepts. 
- Monitoring and evaluation of educational projects. 
- Educator's reflection and self-reflection. 
- Action researches. 
- Monitoring the learning process at children of early and pre-school age. 
- Development of educational projects. 
- Models of inclusion of children with special needs and rights. 
- Monitoring, documenting, analysing and explaining institutional atmosphere and 
surrounding which ensures and prevents creation and development of a quality 
partnership in the institution; offering concrete solutions for improving (individually 
along with the Monitoring protocol). 
- Critical review (essay) on the position of a partnership among family, institution and 
local community in the practice of a concrete kindergarten (individually). 
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- Carrying out a mini-research with the topic of partnership relations on the sample of 
parents and processing (descriptive statistics) and interpretation of the obtained 
results (group work, poll). 
- Creation and carrying out a structured interview with parents and educators with the 
topic of partnership. 
- Practical part of the final thesis. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

Regular class attendance; keeping a diary of pedagogical practice. 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class attendance 1 Research  
Practical 
training 

 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Written mentor's report. Students who completed all their work assignments have the 
right for the signature. 
 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

1. Ljubetić, M. (2011), Partnerstvo obitelji, vrtića i škole, Zagreb: Školska knjiga.  
2. Milanović, M.; Stričević, I.; Maleš, D.; Sekulić-Majurec, M. (2000), Skrb za dijete i 
poticanje razvoja djeteta u Republici Hrvatskoj, Zagreb: Targa, 
3. Mužić, V. (2004), Uvod u istraživanja odgoja i obrazovanja, Zagreb: Educa.  
4. Slunjski, E. (2002), Integrirani predškolski kurikulum, Zagreb: Mali profesor.  
5. Starc. B. et al. (2001), Osobine i psihološki uvjeti razvoja djeteta predškolske dobi, 
Zagreb: Golden marketing. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- class attendance, class activity, successfully completing tasks 
- individual consultations 
 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE BA THESIS 

Code PRPOZR Year of study 3. / VI. 

Course teacher chosen by the student Credits (ECTS) 11 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

0 0 0 0 

Status of the course 
mandatory Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 
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Course objectives 

The purpose of the final thesis is that the students demonstrate the capability to 
independently approach the problem from the selected area of study using extensive 
literature, empirical research, valuable educational practice and the basics of 
scientific methodology. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

entry competences: computer literacy. 
 
course enrolment requirements: all requirements for the completion and defence of 
the final thesis must be fulfilled. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

Students will be able to: 
- explain the basic characteristics of the research 
- differentiate between ways of conducting action research (direct and indirect 
involvement into action research) 
- specify the research problem 
- plan, conduct and evaluate the research 
- develop instruments for collecting data 
- collect, arrange and present data in the research 
- critically evaluate the results and the educational process in general 
- write the complete final thesis 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Stages in the development of the final thesis. 
Parts of the final thesis. 
The structure of the thesis - theoretical and practical part. 
Finding the necessary sources. 
Division of sources. 
Citation. 
Approaches to bibliography creation. 
The structure of the empirical part of the thesis: the problem, the goal and objectives, 
methods, techniques of data collection, data analysis, interpretation of results and 
conclusions. 
The defence of the final thesis. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐ lectures 

☐ seminars and workshops 

☐ exercises 

☐ on line in entirety 

☐ partial e-learning 

☐ field work 

☐ independent assignments 

☐ multimedia 

☐ laboratory 

☐ work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

Regularly attend mentoring consultations 

Screening student 
work(name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for 
eachactivity so that 
the total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

 Research 5 Practical training  

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam 6  (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Defined by the Regulations for the final thesis 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

as agreed with the mentor   
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Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

as agreed with the mentor 
 
  

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

The quality and success of the course is evaluated through the student survey, the 
students’ success in the course, periodic independent external inspection and 
periodic internal review of the annual syllabus and examination procedures. 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 
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ELECTIVE COURSES 

 

NAME OF THE COURSE INTRODUCTION TO LITERATURE 

Code PRPI11 Year of study 1. / I. 

Course teacher 
Tea-Tereza Vidović 
Schreiber, PhD, Senior 
Lecturer 

Credits (ECTS) 
3 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

15 15 0 0 

Status of the course 
elective Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
20% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 

Introduce students to the key issues of poetics and literary theory in such a way that 
they are able to competently understand the complex issues of literature and literary 
creation. 
Focus on the analysis of the characteristics of literary genres and types, theory of 
verse and prose, as well as the methodology of the study and interpretation of literary 
works. Expand and enrich student knowledge and further encourage students to work 
independently in order to realize/understand the full extent of the literary word and its 
manifestations and forms. 
Define and interpret significant literary phenomena and forms. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer literacy. 

 

Course enrolment requirements: none. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

Upon completion of this course, students will be able to: 
- interpret the literary genres, types and forms of literary creation 
- interpret literary works and phenomena 
- apply critical methods and knowledge in evaluating literary works 
- discuss literature in a competent and exploratory manner  
- participate in thematic literary gatherings/meetings 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

- Introductory lecture, objectives and tasks of the course 
- Literature, Literature and Language, genres and types, literary science (theory of 

literature, literary criticism, literary history, literary methodology) 
- Literature types - oral and written literature 
- Oral literature: genres, types and features 
- Epochs and periods in the development of literature 
- Lyrics: division, types, examples; figures 
- Epics: in verse and prose; types, examples 
- Novel, novel types, examples 
- Dramatic literature: types, examples; drama and the theater 
- Style and stylistics 
- Literary systems and movements; directions of literature research 

Format of 
instruction 

☐ lectures 

☐ seminars and workshops 

☐ exercises 

☐ on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐ independent assignments 

☐ multimedia 

☐ laboratory 

☐ work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

Regular and active class participation; preparation and presentation of the term 
papers. 

Screening student 
work (name the 

Class 
attendance 

1,5 Research  Practical training  
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proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

0,5  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam 1  (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

- Participation in lectures. 
- Execution of seminar obligations (seminar work and participation in discussions). 
- Oral part of the exam. 
Criteria for evaluating and grading individual elements are described in the course 
repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Bagić, K. (2016). Uvod u suvremenu hrvatsku 
književnost: 1970. ‒ 2010. Zagreb: Školska knjiga. 

1 no 

Biti, V.: (2000).Pojmovnik suvremene književne i 
kulturne teorije. Zagreb: Matica hrvatska.  

8 no 

Beker, M. (1999). Suvremene književne teorije. Zagreb: 
Matica hrvatska. 

1 no 

Compagnon, A. (2007). Demon teorije. Zagreb: AGM.  3 no 

Culler, J. (2001). Književna teorija. Zagreb: AGM.  7 no 

Solar, M. (2005). Teorija književnosti. Zagreb: Školska 
knjiga. 

1 no 

Solar, M. (1995). Laka i teška književnost. Zagreb: MH. 1 no 

Stamać, A. i Škreb, Z. (1983). Uvod u književnost. 
Zagreb (odabrana poglavlja). 

1 no 

Solar, M. (2004). Uvod u filozofiju književnosti. Zagreb: 
Golden marketing ‒ Tehnička knjiga. 

2 no 

Žmegač, V. (1987). Povijesna poetika romana. 
Zagreb: GZH.  

1 no 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Aristotel (1983). O pjesničkom umijeću. Zagreb: August Cesarec.  
Solar, M. (1974). Ideja i priča. Zagreb: Školska knjiga.  
Solar, M. (1971). Pitanja poetike. Zagreb: Školska knjiga.  
Solar, M. (1978). Filozofija književnosti. Zagreb: SNL. 
Petrović, S. (1972). Priroda kritike. Zagreb: SNL.  
Pranjić, K. (1986). Jezikom i stilom kroza književnost. Zagreb: Školska knjiga. 
Tropi i figure (1995). Zbornik, ur. Ž. Benčić i D. Fališevac, Zagreb: ZZK. 
Vidović Schreiber,  T.-T. (2015). Drama kao književni rod. WEB predavanja. Available 
at the Faculty for Humanities and Social Sciences Split website: 
https://www.ffst.unist.hr/inet1/images/50013806/Drama%20kao%20knjievni%20rod
%20(1)(1).pdf  

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- Class attendance, activity in class, success in performing tasks. 
- Student survey on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level. 
- Exam passed and other obligations prescribed by syllabus fulfilled. 
- Individual consultations. 
- Students' self-assessment of achieved learning outcomes. 
- Collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching 

process. 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

https://www.ffst.unist.hr/inet1/images/50013806/Drama%20kao%20knjievni%20rod%20(1)(1).pdf
https://www.ffst.unist.hr/inet1/images/50013806/Drama%20kao%20knjievni%20rod%20(1)(1).pdf
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NAME OF THE COURSE CROATIAN LEGENDS 

Code PRPI12 Year of study 1. / I. 

Course teacher 
Tea-Tereza Vidović 
Schreiber, PhD, Senior 
Lecturer 

Credits (ECTS) 
3 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

15 15 0 0 

Status of the course 
elective Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
20% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
Familiarisation with the features of the genre and training for field work. Reference to 
intertextuality of oral narratives and written literature, as well as reference to the 
present of oral narratives in everyday life. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer literacy. 

 

Course enrolment requirements: none. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- To classify and explain the genre system of oral tradition. 
- To tell apart oral tradition from fairy tales and legends. 
- To recognise and differentiate between different forms of oral narratives 

(memorate, fabulate, chronicate). 
- To recognise style features of oral narratives. 
- To classify and interpret theme categorisation of oral narratives: historical, 

demonologic/mythical and ethiological. 
- To make notice of intertextuality of oral narratives and written literature with 

special attention to Croatian authors. 
- To explain the concept of contemporary oral narratives and to describe their style 

features. 
- To apply and design work with pre-schoolers in the field of oral tradition aiming to 

preserve Croatian cultural heritage. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

- Genre system of Croatian oral tradition. 
- Oral narratives vs. fairy tales and legends. 
- Forms of oral narratives (memorate, fabulate, chronicate). 
- Theme categorisation of oral narratives: historical, demonologic/mythical and 

ethiological. 
- Style features of oral narratives. 
- Intertextuality of oral narratives and written literature with special attention to 

Croatian authors. 
- Contemporary oral narratives and their style features. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐ lectures 

☐ seminars and workshops 

☐ exercises 

☐ on line in entirety 

☐ partial e-learning 

☐ field work 

☐ independent assignments 

☐ multimedia 

☐ laboratory 

☐ work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

Regular class attendance; creation and presentation of seminar essays. 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 

Class attendance 1 Research  
Practical 
training 

 

Experimental 
work 

 Report  (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

0,5 
Independent 
assignments 

0,5 
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ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Tests  Oral exam  Field work 1 

Written exam  Project  (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Oral exam – 50% 
Independent assignments – 20% 
Seminar – 30% 
Criteria for evaluating and grading individual elements are described in the course 
repository 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Bošković-Stulli, M. (1997). Priče i pričanja. Stoljeća 
usmene hrvatske proze. Zagreb.  

1 no 

Bošković-Stulli, M. (1993). Narodna predaja ‒ 
Volksagge kamen spoticanja u podjeli vrste usmene 
proze. Usmena književnost kao umjetnost riječi. 
Zagreb, 35 ‒ 51, 139 ‒ 151. 

1 no 

Botica, S. (2013). Povijest hrvatske usmene 
književnosti. Zagreb: Školska knjiga. 

/ no 

Dragić, M. (2007/2008). Poetika i povijest hrvatske 
usmene književnosti. Fakultetski udžbenik. Filozofski 
fakultet u Splitu. Split. www.ffst.hr. 

/ yes 

Marks, Lj. (2018). Uvod. Predaja: temelji žanra. 
Marks, Lj. i Rudan, E. (ur.). Zagreb: Institut za 
etnologiju i folkloristiku, str. 9 ‒ 17. 

/ yes 

Marks, Lj. (2018). Osobit i samosvojan svijet usmene 
predaje: stara i nova čitanja. Predaja: temelji žanra. 
Marks, Lj. i Rudan, E. (ur.). 
Zagreb: Institut za etnologiju i folkloristiku, str. 393 ‒ 
420. 

/ yes 

Rudan, E. (2000). Motivi usmenih predaja u novijem 
čakavskom pjesništvu Istre. Riječ, br. 21, str. 63 ‒ 
171. 

1 no 

Zečević, D. (1989). Usmene predaje kao književna 
organizacija čovjekovog doživljavanja povijesti i 
prirode. Književnost na svakom koraku. Studije i 
članci. Zagreb. 

1 no 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Biti, V. (1981). Bajka i predaja. Povijest i pripovijedanje. Zagreb. 
Botica, S. (1990). Vile u hrvatskoj mitologiji. Radovi zavoda za slavensku filologiju, 
25, str. 29 ‒ 40. 
Dégh, L. (2001). Legend and Belief. Dialectics of folklore genre. Bloomington and 
Indianapolis.  
Dragić, M. (1999). Deset kamenih mačeva. Baška Voda: Mala nakladna kuća Sveti 
Jure.  
Marks, Lj. (2017). Kad se nebo otvori, biblijske i parabiblijske priče u usmenim 
predajama. Croatica, časopis za hrvatski jezik, književnost i kulturu, XLI (61); 339 ‒ 
356. 
Marks, Lj. (1998). Hrvatske narodne pripovijetke. Vinkovci: Riječ (monografija). 
Marks, Lj. (2015). O pričama i pričanju danas. Zagreb: Institut za etnologiju i 
folkloristiku (monografija).  
Mendeš, B. i Vidović Schreiber, T.-T. (2020). Priče koje nisu htjele zaspati (izbor priča 
za djecu rane i predškolske dobi). Zagreb: Novi redak. 
Predaja: temelji žanra (2018). Zagreb: Institut za etnologiju i folkloristiku (zbornik). 
Rudan, E. (2016). Vile s Učke: žanr, kontekst, izvedba i nadnaravna bića predaja. 
Zagreb: Hrvatska sveučilišna naklada (monografija). 
Vidović Schreiber, T.-T. (2011). Suvremene predaje grada Splita. Doktorski rad. 
Zagreb: Filozofski fakultet. 

http://www.ffst.hr/
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Vidović Schreiber, T.-T. (2018). Kamishibai – a New Narrative Context of Oral 
Literature in Working with Children of Preschool Age. U: Čepeljnik, Mihael (ur.), 
Umetnost kamišibaja [Elektronski vir]: zbornik prispevkov = The art of kamishibai : 
proceedings (str. 225 ‒ 236). Ljubljana: Slovenski gledališki inštitut. 
Vidović Schreiber, T.-T.(2015). Tradicijska kazivanja i scenski izraz djece 
predškolske dobi. Školski vjesnik: časopis za pedagoška i školska pitanja, vol. 64, 
no. 3, str. 504 ‒ 517. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- Class attendance, activity in class, success in performing tasks. 
- Student survey on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level. 
- Exam passed and other obligations prescribed by syllabus fulfilled. 
- Individual consultations. 
- Students' self-assessment of achieved learning outcomes. 
- Collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching 

process. 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 

 

NAME OF THE COURSE MUSICAL STYLES AND PERIODS 

Code PRPI13 Year of study 1. / I. 

Course teacher 
Snježana Dobrota, PhD, 
Full professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
3 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

    15 15 0 0 

Status of the course 
elective Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 

Introducing a wide factographic base that creates totality of historical facts through 
musical styles in longer period of time to the most recent phenomena/streams in 
modern music. Introducing obligatory guidelines that forms a social background to 
historical music events, listening to representative music examples from all periods 
and styles of music. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer skills. 
 
Prerequisites: none. 
 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

After passing the exam, students will have further competences: 
- to interpret relevant facts from the field of the history of music 
- to recognise music literature from different stylistic periods and styles 
- to develop skills in recognising simpler music forms and features of particular 
stylistic periods and styles in music 
-to engage in achieving more qualitative habits and improved monitoring of the 
content within domain of one's close .surrounding 
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Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

1. Music culture of the Ancient Greece  
2. Renaissance 
3. Baroque 
4  Rococo 
5. Music clasic 
6. Romaticism 
7. Styles of the late 19th century 
8. Realism  
9. Impressionism 
10. Styles of 20th century  
11. Expressionism 
12. Music in Croatia in the 19th century 
13. Effect of jazz on the development of artistic music 
14. Music in Croatia in the 20th century 
15. Music literature for children in the works of artistic music       

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

1. to participate in the teaching process: lectures 75%, seminar essays 75%, 
exercises 90% 

2. to behave in accordance with ethical and scientific principles in higher education 
3. to participate in and perform teaching and extracurricular (individual and group) 

activities that enable the acquisition of learning outcomes provided by the course 
4. to prepare and present a seminar essay according to pre-established criteria 
5. to pass the written exam (equivalent to the written exam are two passed tests) 

and achieve a minimum of 50% accuracy on the exam/tests 
6. to be informed about the classes he/she missed during the consultations with the 

teacher and other students 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

1 Research  Practical training  

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

1  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam 1 Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

1. written exam/two tests - 50% 
2. prepared and presented seminar essay in accordance with the instructions of 

teachers - 30% 
3. success in solving individual and group tasks - 10% 
4. class activity - 10% 
Criteria for evaluation and grading of the individual elements are described in the 
course repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

1. Andreis, J. (1975) Povijest glazbe I, II, III, Zagreb: 
Liber, Mladost  

3 / 

2. Tuksar, S. (2000) Kratka povijest hrvatske glazbe, 
Zagreb: Matica hrvatska 

3 / 

3. Bobetko-Majer, S., (1991) Osnove glazbene 
kulture, Zagreb: Školska knjiga     

2 / 
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4. Ščedrov, Lj., Perak-Lovričević, N., Ambruš-Kiš, R. 
(1998) Glazbeni susreti I.,II., III.., IV. Vrste, Zagreb: 
Profil international, 

2 / 

5. Ivan Mane Jarnović, (1978.,1988) hrvatski 
skladatelj (urednik S. Tuksar ), sv. I. i II., Muzički 
informativni centar, Osorske glazbene večeri, 
Zagreb-Osor. 

1 / 

6. Dobrota, S. (2012). Uvod u suvremenu glazbenu 
pedagogiju. Split: Filozofski fakultet Sveučilišta u 
Splitu  

2 / 

7. Sučić, G. (2016). Razvojni integrirani kurikulum u 
umjetničkim područjima, Split: Filozofski fakultet 
Remark: particular parts of these books will be 
translated in English 

1 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

1. Danko Grlić, (1979) Estetika IV. Zagreb: Naprijed. 
2. Sanja Majer –Bobetko, (1975) Estetika glazbe u Hrvatskoj, Zagreb. 
3. Pavao Marković, (1985) Izabrani članci i eseji, Zagreb: Hrvatski glazbeni zavod. 
4. Lovro Županović, (1981) stoljeća hrvatske glazbe, Zagreb: Školska knjiga.  
5. Guido Adler, (1911) Der Stil in der Music, Leipzig: Breitkopf  & Hartel. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

1. class attendance, class activity, success in performing tasks 
2. student survey on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level 
3. passed the exam and fulfilled other obligations prescribed by syllabus 
4. individual consultations 
5. self-assessment of achieved learning outcomes by students 
6. collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching 

process. 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE DANCE AND CREATIVITY IN MOTION 

Code PRPI14 Year of study 1. / I. 

Course teacher 
Dodi Malada, PhD, Senior 
Lecturer 

Credits (ECTS) 
3 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

15 0 15 0 

Status of the course 
elective Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
20% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
The impact of kinesiological program of creative movement and dance on the 
development and maintenance of different anthropological characteristics. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer literacy. 
 
Prerequisites: none. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

COGNITIVE AREA: 
- implement methodological procedures for the adoption of dance elements for 
children 
- use methods for the transformation of anthropological characteristics 
- apply methods 
- describe dance elements for children 
AFFECTIVE DOMAIN: 
- explain the proper dance performance for children 
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- intergrate the training operators of dances 
- recognize the mistakes of performance elements of dances 
- use methodological procedures for the correction of errors of different elements of 
dance techniques 
PSYCHOMOTOR AREA: 
- perform elements of dance 
- show elements of dance 
- to engage in achieving a better and more intensive presentation of motion and 
movement in preschool 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

1. Aacquisition of general and specific competencies in terms of knowledge of dance 
operators for the adoption of creativity in motion. 
2. Dance - an incentive of overall development of children. Meaning of dance 
education in child development emphasizing creative movement as an important 
method of learning this dance education as part of the overall teaching. 
3. Insight into the possibility of including movement-dance activities. 
4. Positive impacts of the introducing methods of creative movement in the process 
of education point to all areas of child development: emotional-social, cognitive and 
conative. 
5. Perceptions, exploring and enjoying the art (dance). 
6. Developing aesthetic and artistic perception. Introduction of certain areas of art. 
7. Development of expression and communication through the (dance) art, 
developing creativity and specific artistic skills.  
8. Methods of developing a sense for meter and simple rhythms with processing 
rhymes with movement, and creating a short choreography and performance - the 
story of the movement. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐ lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐ exercises 

☐ on line in entirety 

☐ partial e-learning 

☐ field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

1. participate in the teaching process: lectures 70%, exercises 80% 
2. behave in accordance with ethical and scientific principles in higher education 
3. participate in and perform curricular and extracurricular (individual and group) 

activities that enable the acquisition of learning outcomes provided by the course 
4. pass the oral exam 
5. to be informed about the classes he / she missed during the consultations with 

the teacher and other students 
6. adhere to the time frames required to perform the activities of the course 
7. actively and constructively participate in teaching 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

1 Research  Practical training 1 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam 1  (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

The evaluation of knowledge acquisition is conducted continuously during the 
practical training as a kind of preparation for the exam. The final grade is given at the 
end of the semester after mastering the dance structures. 
In accordance with the learning outcomes of the course and the student 
responsibilities, the final grade in the course is formed with regard to the realization 
of the following elements: 
1. oral exam - 80% (history and methodology of dance 20%; motor knowledge 30%; 
rules of dance structure 20%; modalities of dance behavior 10%) 
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2. activity in class, participation in discussions during classes - 20% 
Criteria for evaluating and grading individual elements are described in the course 
repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Dopuđa, J. (1980), Ritmičke igre kao osnov estetske 
kulture pokreta, Svjetlost – Zavod za udžbenike i 
nastavna sredstva. 

1 / 

Borota, B., Geršak, V, Korošec, H., Majaron, E. 
(2006), Otrok v svetu glasbe, plesa in lutk. Koper: 
Pedagoška fakulteta Koper 

1 / 

Geršak, V. (2006), Stvaralački ples i pokret – cjeloviti 
odgojno-obrazovni pristup u vrtiću i osnovnoj školi, 
Univerza na Primorskem, Pedagoška fakulteta Koper 
in Univerza v Ljubljani, Pedagoška fakulteta. 

1 / 

Ivanković, A. i Njirić, N. (1983), Pokret i glazba za 
najmlađe, Školska knjiga, Zagreb  

1 / 

Miletić, Đ. (2007), Estetska gibanja (udžbenik). 
Fakultet prirodoslovno matematičkih znanosti i 
kineziologije, Split. Schmidt, R. A., C. A.  
Remark: particular parts of these books will be 
translated in English 

2 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Malada, D. (2018). Efekti utjecaja estetskog kineziološkog tretmana na  motoričke 
sposobnosti  djevojčica. Edukacijski fakultet, Travnik  
Malada D., Srhoj, lj., Zagorac, N. (2006), Morfological features and motor abilites 
effects in female dance structures. Fizička kultura, Skopje, 34, br. 2, str 53-62. 
Maletić, A. (1983), Pokret i ples. Zagreb: Kulturno-prosvjetni sabor Hrvatske. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

The quality and success of the realization of the subject follows the student survey, 
the success of students, periodic independent external inspection of the program and 
the periodic internal review of the annual detailed school curriculum and testing 
procedures. 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE PEDAGOGICAL COMMUNICATION 

Code PRPI22 Year of study 1. / II. 

Course teacher 
Sonja Kovačević, PhD, 
Full Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
3 

Associate teachers 

Antonela Mrsić, Teaching 
Assistant 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

15 15 0 0 

Status of the course 
elective Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
20% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 

Introduce education as a communication process. 
Introduce education in the group. 
Familiar models of communication. 
Familiar communication models of teaching 
Develop basic communication skills. 
Develop a critical attitude towards the educational reality of the group. 
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Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer literacy. 

 

Course enrolment requirements: taking the course in Basics of pedagogy. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

It is expected that students will develop following general competencies: 
- General communication skills 
- Analyze and understand the complexities of education in group 
- The ability to apply ideas in analysis of practice; 
Of specific competencies, it is expected that students can: 
- Describe, define, understand and explain the communication - educational events 
in the group; 
- Adopt the techniques of the interview; 
- Develop communication skills. 
- Solve conflicts between children; 
- Raise awareness of personal theories of teaching; 
- Develop communication skills leadership 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

1. Models educational communication. 
2. Education as communication. 
3. Education in a small joint. 
4. High quality verbal and non-verbal communication, recognize the signs of 
nonverbal communication. 
5. The formation of social skills and their role in communication. (Presentation, 
handling, interview). 
6. Conflicts and peaceful conflict resolution. 
7. Interpersonal communication and communication models (Schramov model and 
Glasser's model of "total communication"). 
8. Axioms of communication. 
9. Basic characteristics of educational communication 

Format of 
instruction 

☐ lectures 

☐ seminars and workshops 

☐ exercises 

☐on linein entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐ multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

Participants are required to attend all forms of teaching and actively participate in 
teaching, which includes performing independent tasks, creating an e-portfolio, 
monitoring the relevant literature according to the suggestions of teachers and 
successfully passing the final exam. 

Screening student 
work(name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for 
eachactivity so that 
the total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

1 Research  Practical training 1 

Experimental 
work 

 Report  Workshops 0,5 

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam 0,5 Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Assessment and evaluation of students' work will be defined by the executive 
curriculum. Activity in workshops. 

Required literature 
(available in the 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 
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library and via other 
media) 

Brajša, P. (1994): Pedagoška komunikologija, 
Školska knjiga, Zagreb 

Pease, A. (1991): Govor tijela, Mladinska knjiga, 
Ljubljana-Zagreb 

2 
 
 
 
1 

/ 
 
 
 
/ 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

1. Brajša ,P. (1996): Umijeće razgovora,  C.A.S.H.,Pula 
2. Ajduković.M., Pečnik,N.(1994) Nenasilno rješavanje sukoba, Alinea,Zagreb 
3.Šagud, M. 2006.Odgajatelj kao refleksivni praktičar. Petrinja, Visoka uĉiteljska 
škola u Petrinji  
4. Janković, J. (1994) Sukob ili suradnja, Alinea, Zagreb 
5. Pearsons, J.C., Spitzberg, B.H. (1990): Interpersonal communication – Concepts, 
Components, And Context, WM.C: Brovn publishers USA 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

Class attendance, class activity, success in performing tasks; student survey on the 
quality of teaching and teachers at the university level; passed the exam and fulfilled 
other syllabus obligations; individual consultations; students' self-assessment of 
achieved learning outcomes and collaborative assessment of the implementation and 
quality of the teaching process in teaching, assessment of seminar presentations and 
written exams. 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE CROATIAN MUSICAL HERITAGE 

Code PRPI23 Year of study 1. / II. 

Course teacher 
Marijo Krnić, MSc, 
Lecturer 

Credits (ECTS) 
3   

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

   15   15 0 0 

Status of the course 
elective Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 

Introducing a broad factographic base that forms the totality of historical facts on the 
Croatian musical heritage throughout longer period of time to the most recent 
phenomena. Introducing mandatory guidelines that form the social background to 
music and historical events, listening to music examples from the traditional music 
field. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

None. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

After passing the exam students will be able to: 

- interpret the relevant facts in the field of Croatian musical heritage, 

- identify music literature of national orientation and traditional music, 

- demonstrate influential examples from the traditional music on the development of 
artistic music, 

- develop observing skills for more simple musical forms, 

- engage in achieving finer habits and more intense monitoring of the content 
pertaining to the field of Croatian musical heritage 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 

1. Origins of Croatian traditional heritage, 
2. Croatian traditional music , 
3. Traditional music-making in kindergarten, 
4. Reflection of traditional music in artistic music, 
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class schedule 
(syllabus) 

5. Folk music and folk dances, 
6. Traditional music instruments, 
7. Development of traditional culture and creativity, 
8. Music works, listening, performing pieces from the collection of folk songs,   
9. Ethno- music areas-zones in Croatia, 
10. The Alps region, 
13. The Panonnian region, 
14. The Dinaric region, 
15. The  Adriatic region. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

Regular attendance of the lectures, research assignement: to find folk elements from 
different parts of Croatia 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

1 Research  Practical training  

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

1  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam 1  (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Evaluation and grading of the students will be realised on the basis of regular 
attendance of lectures, active participation and testing the acquired contents in oral 
examination. 
Monitoring and supporting (mentoring) student's work in the process of writing the 
final paper. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

1. Bagur, V., Gašpardi, A., Sučić, G., (2008.). 
Glazbeni folklor Hrvatske (cd), Zagreb. Alfa.   

1 / 

2. Andreis, J. (1975.). Povijest glazbe I, II, III, Zagreb: 
Liber, Mladost.  

3 / 

3. Tuksar, S. (2000.). Kratka povijest hrvatske glazbe, 
Zagreb: Matica hrvatska, 

1 / 

4. Ščedrov, Lj., Perak-Lovričević, N., Ambruš-Kiš, R. 
(1998.). Glazbeni susreti I.,II., III.., IV. Vrste, Zagreb: 
Profil international, 

2  

5. Thoms, W. J. (1996.). Folk-Lore, u: Hameršak, 1 / 

6. Marjanić, S. (2010.). Folkloristička čitanka, Zagreb: 
Biblioteka Tragom struke. 

1 / 

7. Dobrota, S. (2012). Uvod u suvremenu glazbenu 
pedagogiju. Split: Filozofski fakultet Sveučilišta u 
Splitu  

2 / 

8. Sučić, G. (2016). Razvojni integrirani kurikulum u 
umjetničkim područjima, Split: Filozofski fakultet 
Remark: particular parts of these books will be 
translated in English 

1 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 

1. Majer-Bobetko, S. (1991.). Osnove glazbene kulture, Zagreb: Školska knjiga, 
2. Ivančan, I. (1971.). Folklor i scena, Zagreb: Prosvjetni sabor Hrvatske. 
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programme 
proposal) 

3. Knežević, G. (1993.). Hrvatski dječji folklor, Gradivo iz 19. i 20. stoljeća, Zagreb: 
Ethno. 
4. Srhoj, Lj., Đ. Miletić (2000.). Plesne strukture, Split: Abel international. 
5. www.ethno.hr  
6. www.etnocentar.bloger.hr 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

Student's evaluation, collegial evaluation. 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE CHILD AND SOCIETY 

Code PRPI24 Year of study 1. / II. 

Course teacher 
Branimir Mendeš, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
3 

Associate teachers 

Toni Maglica, PhD, 
Postdoctoral Researcher  

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

15 15 0 0 

Status of the course 
elective  Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives Understanding of child position in modern society. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

None. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- to explain process of socialization  
- to classify socialization process factors 
- to define social and civil competences 
- to differentiate support system for children 
- to promote child rights in different institutions (schools, homes) 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Lectures:  
Status of the child within the society 
Child development and social context 
Child in the process of socialization 
Socialization factors: family, peers, preschool institutions, schools, media, religious 
organizations, free time, sport 
Interventions in risk socialization process 
Social support for children in Croatia 
Child rights in context of human rights 
International papers for child protection 
Social support for children with special needs and their rights: children without proper 
parental care, neglected and abused children, children with disabilities) 
Child support through civil society institutions 
Tolerance in society and upbringing 
Seminars: 
Presentations of student works that deepen the lectures contents  

Format of 
instruction 

☐ lectures 

☐ seminars and workshops 

☐ exercises 

☐ independent assignments 

☐ multimedia 

☐ laboratory 

http://www.ethno.hr/
http://www.etnocentar.bloger.hr/
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☐ on line in entirety 

☐ partial e-learning 

☐ field work 

☐ work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

Class attendance (80% lectures, 80% seminar) 
To behave in accordance with ethical and scientific principles in higher education  
classes 
To prepare seminar work according to predetermined criteria 
Present seminar work according to predetermined criteria 
Pass the oral exam 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

1 Research  Practical training  

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

1,5  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam 0,5  (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

In accordance with the learning outcomes of the course and the obligations of 
students, the final assessment of the course shall be formed with regard to the 
following elements: 
Prepared seminar work in accordance with teachers' instructions - 30% 
Seminar work presented in accordance with the instructions - 20% 
Teaching activity, participation in discussions during instruction and seminars, 
consultations - 10% 
Oral exam - 40% 
Evaluation and evaluation criteria for individual elements are described in the course 
repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Kovencija o pravima djeteta - UNICEF / online 

Pećnik, N., Starc, B. (2010). Roditeljstvo u najboljem 
interesu djeteta i podrška roditeljima najmlađe djece. 
UNICEF Hrvatska. (odabrana poglavlja) 

/ Pdf book online 

Jeđud Borić i sur. (2017). Poštujmo, uključimo, 
uvažimo- Analiza stanja dječje participacija u 
Hrvatskoj. UNICEF Hrvatska (odabrana poglavlja) 

/ Pdf book online 

Hrabar, D. (2016). Prava djece-multidisciplinarni 
pristup. Pravni fakultet Sveučilišta u Zagrebu 
(odabrana poglavlja) 

2 / 

Pećnik, N. (2013). Kako roditelji i zajednice brinu o 
djeci najmlađe dobi u Hrvatskoj. UNICEF Hrvatska 
(odabrana poglavlja) 

/ Pdf book online 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Ljubetić, M., Maglica, T. (2020). Social and emotional learning in education and care 
policy in Croatia. International Journal of Evaluation and Research, 9. 
Maglica, T., Ljubetić, M., Grčić A. (2020). Podrška u vaspitanju porodicama u riziku u 
okviru organizacije civilnog društva-iskustva korisnika udruženja MoSt. Specijalna 
Edukacija i rehabiitacija, 19, 3. 
Juul, J., Jensen, H. (2010). Od poslušnosti do odgovornosti-kompetencije u 
pedagoškim odnosima. Pelago. Zagreb 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

The methods of quality monitoring that ensure the learning outcomes identified are 
as follows: 
Attending classes, student activity and success in performing obligations related to 
 the preparation of seminar work 
Inividual consultations 
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Oral exam 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE CULTURAL HERITAGE IN CROATIA 

Code PRPI32 Year of study 2. / III. 

Course teacher 
Marija Brajčić, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

   30 15 0 0 

Status of the course 
elective Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
20% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 

Acquiring knowledge about the cultural heritage on Croatian soil to cultural resources 
could approach the children. 
To become aware of the importance of knowledge of cultural heritage in working with 
children; develop creative and critical thinking, research skills, independence and 
individuality of students. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer literacy. 
 
Prerequisites: passed exam in Basics of Visual Arts. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- Define the concept of cultural heritage 
- Classify cultural heritage 
- Identify the cultural and artistic periods in Croatia 
- Describe and explain the cultural and artistic periods in Croatia 
- Interpret the importance of cultural heritage in working with children 
- Present the ways and  possibilities of introducing children to cultural heritage and 
ethnographic sources 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

1. The definition of cultural heritage, classification and division  
2. Croatian cultural heritage in the European context 
3. Prehistoric era in Croatia 
4. Ancient Art in Croatia 
5. Early Christian Art in Croatia 
6. Pre-Romanesque Art in Croatia 
7. Romanesque Art in Croatia 
8. Gothic Art in Croatia 
9. Renaissance Art in Croatia 
10. Baroque Art in Croatia 
11. Art of the 19th and 20th Century in Croatia 
12. Contemporary Art tendencies in Croatia 
13. The importance of knowledge of cultural heritage and its achievements in 

working with children 
14. Ways and possibilities of introducing children to the cultural heritage and 

ethnographic sources 
15. The importance of introducing children to the cultural heritage and ethnographic 

sources 

Format of 
instruction 

☐ lectures 

☐ seminars and workshops 

☐ exercises 

☐ on line in entirety 

☐ independent assignments 

☐ multimedia 

☐ laboratory 

☐ work with mentor 
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☐ partial e-learning 

☐ field work 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

1. participate in classes: lectures 75%, seminars 75% 
2. conduct themselves in line with ethical and scientific principles of higher 

education 
3. participate in and complete in-class and out-of-class (individual and group) 

activities which enable the acquisition of course outcomes 
4. write and present seminar paper in line with previously determined criteria 
5. pass a written exam (or an equivalent of 2 tests) and achieve a minimum score 

of 50% on the exam/tests 
6. make inquiries about missed classes during the course teacher’s office hours or 

by consulting other students 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

1,5 Research  Practical training  

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

0,5  (Other)  

Tests 1 Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam 1 Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

1. a passing grade in the written exam, i.e. two tests (a positive grade in both tests is 
equivalent to the written examination) – 50% 
2. written and presented seminar paper in line with the course teacher’s instructions 
– 30% 
3. activity in class, participation in discussions during class and seminars – 20% 
The assessment and marking criteria of individual elements can be found in the 
course repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Ivančević, R. ( 1993). Umjetničko blago Hrvatske, ITP 
Motovun 

2 / 

Marasović, T. (2001). Kulturna baština 1/2, 
Veleučilište u Splitu, 2001. 

1 / 

Damjanov, J.,(2001). Likovna umjetnost. Školska 
knjiga Zagreb 

4 / 

Brajčić, M. (2014). Arheološki parkovi u Hrvatskoj – 
stanje i perspektive, Filozofski fakultet u Splitu 
Remark: particular parts of these books will be 
translated in English 

10 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Marasović, T. (1982). Dioklecijanova palača, Sloboda, Beograd 
Ratković, K. (2001). Likovna umjetnost 20. stoljeća, Školska knjiga, Zagreb. 
Prijatelj, K. (1983). Dalmatinsko slikarstvo 15. i 16 .stoljeća, Grafički zavod Hrvatske, 
Zagreb. 
Gamulin, G. (1988). Hrvatsko slikarstvo XX. stoljeća, Naprijed, Zagreb. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- class attendance, class activity, success in performing tasks 
- student survey on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level 
- passed the exam and fulfilled other obligations prescribed by syllabus 
- individual consultations 
- students' self-assessment of achieved learning outcomes 
- collaborative assessment of implementation and quality teaching process 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 
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NAME OF THE COURSE EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT OF CHILDREN'S NURSERIES 

Code PRPI34 Year of study 2. / III. 

Course teacher 
Ivana Visković, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

30 15 0 0 

Status of the course 
elective  Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
20% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
Gaining additional competences for the development of integrated nursery 
curriculum. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer literacy. 
 
Course enrolment requirements: taking the course in Pedagogy of early and 
preschool education 1. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- To define educational context of children's nursery. 
- To observe the change of the context and educational practice of children's nursery. 
- To implement integrated nursery curriculum. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Lectures:  
Overview of development of children's nursery. 
Developmentally appropriate curriculum for children of nursery age. 
Components of nursery curriculum. 
Development and enriching of children's experience in nursery context. 
Everyday activities – opportunities for learning. 
Offering support to nursery-age children. 
Creation of a safe, healthy and stimulating nursery surrounding. 
Educator in a nursery context. 
Parents in a nursery context. 
Seminar:  
Writing and presenting seminar essays aiming to elaborate on the topics addressed 
during lectures. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on linein entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

1. Active participation in the teaching process - lectures, seminars and workshops 
(min 80%). 
2. Achieve quality fulfillment of teaching and extracurricular, individual and group 
tasks, in accordance with the content of the course. 
3. Prepare and present a seminar paper according to pre-established criteria. 
4. Pass a written exam or 2 mid terms (as equivalent to a written exam) with a 
minimum of 51% accuracy. 
5. Pass the oral exam  

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 

Class attendance 1,5 Research  
Practical 
training 

 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

0,5  (Other)  
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ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Tests  Oral exam 0,5  (Other)  

Written exam 1,5 Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Class activity - 10% 
Achievement  in solving individual and group tasks - 10% 
Preparation and presentation of seminar according to pre-established criteria - 25% 
Written exam (equivalent to the written exam are 2 passed mid terms) - 35% 
Oral exam - 15%  

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Petrović-Sočo, B.  (2007). Kontekst ustanove za rani 
odgoj i obrazovanje – holistički pristup. Zagreb: Mali 
profesor. 

1 no 

Nenadić, S. (2002). Odgoj u jaslicama. Imotski: 
Potjeh.  

1 no 

Miljak, A. (1990). Odgoj i njega djece u drugoj i trećoj 
godini života. Zagreb: Školske novine. 

1 no 

Stokes Szatan, (2005). Kurikulum za jaslice. Zagreb: 
Pučko otvoreno učilište Korak po korak.  
Remark: particular parts of these books will be 
translated in English 

2 yes 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

- Leira, A.,& Saraceno, C. (2008). Childhood: Changing contexts. In: A. Leira, C. 
Saraceno (Eds.),Comparative Social Research Volume 25: Childhood: Changing 
contexts (pp.1-24). Bingley: Emerald Publishing Group Ltd. 

- Hedges, H., Cullen, J., & Jordan, B. (2011). Early years curriculum: Funds of 
knowledge as a conceptual framework for children’s interests. Journal of Curriculum 
Studies, 43(2), 185-205. 

- Stephen, C. (2010). Pedagogy: The silent partner in early years learning. Early 
Years, 30(1), 15-28. 

- Petrović-Sočo, B., Badurina P. (2015). The Effect of the Developing Environment 
on Symbolic Play Appearance and Development in Children at an Early Age. IN 
Materials international conference "Current trends in the development of early 
childhood education and care in the world” Сollected papers (24-25 September 
2015.) (pp.167- 177) Moscow : Ministry of Education and Science of Russia 
Moscow State University of Education. 

Recent scientific publications. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

The quality and success of the realization of the subject is monitored by: 
- regular evaluations of teaching activities and performance in performing individual 
and group tasks, 
- surveying students on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level, 
- the success of students in fulfilling the obligations prescribed by syllabus (written 
and oral exam, seminar), 
- through individual consultations, 
- students’ self-assessment of achieved learning outcomes. 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOPATHOLOGY 

Code PRPI35 Year of study 2. / III . 

Course teacher 
Ina Reić Ercegovac, PhD, 
Associate Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers L S E F 
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Katija Kalebić Jakupčević, 
PhD, Postdoctoral 
Researcher, 
Bruno Barać, Teaching 
Assistant 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

30 15 0 0 

Status of the course 
elective Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
20% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 

The aim of this course is to introduce students to basic concepts of childhood 
developmental psychopathology which will enable them to recognise and adequately 
respond to different developmental difficulties as well as to improve the quality of 
psychophysical child development in the framework of educational work.  

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

None. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

Upon completion of the course students will be able to:  
- Identify and explain basic concepts of developmental psychopathology 
- Explain basic knowledge and determinants of developmental psychopathology 
- Recognise specific behaviours in various psychopathological disorders 
- Analise and categorise specific psychopathological disorders with the aim to 

adequately react to children with difficulties 
- Interact appropriately with children and their parents based on specific 

psychopathological determinants  

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

1. Introduction to developmental psychopathology, etiology and process of 
developing various forms of difficulties  

2. Risk and protective factors of different disorders 
3. Contemporary theoretical paradigms of developmental psychopathology 
4. A bridge to psychopathology: from normal to psychopathological development 
5. Phenomenology, classification and prevalence of psychological difficulties in 

childhood  
6. Psychological assessment (psychodiagnostics and therapeutic techniques) of 

children with attention deficit, hyperactive disorder 
7. Psychological assessment (psychodiagnostics and therapeutic techniques) of 

children with oppositional defiant disorder 
8. Colloquium 
9. Psychological assessment (psychodiagnostics and therapeutic techniques) of 

children with anxiety disorders 
10. Depression, grieving: psychological assessment (psychodiagnostics and 

therapeutic techniques) 
11. Psychological assessment (psychodiagnostics and therapeutic techniques) of 

children with autism spectrum disorder 
12. Chronic disorders and child psychopathology  
13. Other childhood disorders: psychotic disorder, eating disorder, addiction 
14. Prevention and treatment, child mental health care 
15. Colloquium 

Format of 
instruction 

☐ lectures 

☐ seminars and workshops 

☐ exercises   

☐ on line in entirety 

☐ partial e-learning 

☐ field work 

☐ independent assignments 

☐ multimedia  

☐ laboratory 

☐ work with mentor 

☐  (other)   

Student 
responsibilities 

Class attendance, active participation in teaching assignments, success in solving 
individual and group assignments, prepared and presented seminar paper, 
successfully passed two colloquia (positive grade from both colloquia is equivalent to 
a written exam). 
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Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class attendance 1,5 Research  
Practical 
training 

 

Experimental 
work 

 Report  (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

1 (Other)  

Tests 1,5 Oral exam  (Other)  

Written exam  Project  (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

The final grade on the course is the result of systematic monitoring of activities and 
work in the classroom (40%), seminar work (20%) and colloquium (40%). 
Criteria for evaluating and grading individual elements are described in the course 
repository 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 
 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 

the library* 

Availability via 
other media 

1. Wenar, C. (2003). Razvojna psihopatologija i 
psihijatrija. Jastrebarsko: Naklada Slap 

3 / 

2. Vulić-Prtorić, A. (2003). Depresivnost u djece i 
adolescenata. Jastrebarsko: Naklada Slap. 

1 / 

3. Davison, G. C. i Neale, J. M. (1999). Psihologija 
abnormalnog doživljavanja i ponašanja. 
Jastrebarsko: Naklada Slap. (odabrana poglavlja) 

3 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 
 

1. Ambrosi - Randić, N. (2004). Razvoj poremećaja hranjenja. Jastrebarsko: 
Naklada Slap. 
2. Bašić, J. (2009). Teorije prevencije: prevencija poremećaja u ponašanju i rizičnih 
ponašanja djece i mladih. Školska knjiga: Zagreb 
3. Cicchetti, D., Ackerman, B., & Izard, C. (1995). Emotions and emotion regulation 
in developmental psychopathology. Development and Psychopathology, 7(1), 1-10. 
doi:10.1017/S0954579400006301 
4. Dawson, G. (2008). Early behavioral intervention, brain plasticity, and the 
prevention of autism spectrum disorder. Development and Psychopathology, 20(3), 
775-803. doi:10.1017/S0954579408000370 
5. Forbes, M. K., Tackett, J.L. et al. (2016). Beyond comorbidity: Toward a 
dimensional and hierarchal approach to understanding psychopathology across the 
lifespan. Developmental Psychopathology, 28(4), 971–986. 
6. Kocijan - Hercigonja, D., Buljan - Flander, G., i Vučković, D. (2004). Hiperaktivno 
dijete. Uznemireni roditelji i odgajatelji, 4. izdanje. Jastrebarsko: Naklada Slap.  
7. Lacković-Grgin, K. (2000). Stres u djece i adolescenata. Jastrebarsko: Naklada 
Slap. 
8. Osterling, J., Dawson, G., & Munson, J. (2002). Early recognition of 1-year-old 
infants with autism spectrum disorder versus mental retardation. Development and 
Psychopathology, 14(2), 239-251. doi:10.1017/S0954579402002031 
9. Pollak, S. D. (2015). Developmental psychopathology: recent advances and 
future challenges. World Psychiatry, 14(3), 262–269. 
10. Sroufe, L. (1997). Psychopathology as an outcome of development. 
Development and Psychopathology, 9(2), 251-268. 
doi:10.1017/S0954579497002046 
11. Vulić-Prtorić, A. (2001). Razvojna psihopatologija: normalan razvoj koji je krenuo 
krivim putem. Radovi Filozofskog fakulteta u Zadru, 40(17), 161-186. 
12. Vulić-Prtorić, A. (2002). Obiteljske interakcije i psihopatološki simptomi u djece i 
adolescenata. Suvremena psihologija, 5, 1-2. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

Class attendance, class activity, successfully completing tasks; student questionnaire 
on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level; passed exam and the 
fulfillment of the other obligations prescribed by the syllabus; individual consultations;  
students self-assessment of the learning outcomes they achieved; collaborative 
assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching process. 
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Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE INTERACTIVE PEDAGOGY 

Code PRPI41 Year of study 2 / IV.  

Course teacher 
Branimir Mendeš, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

30 15 0 0 

Status of the course 
elective Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
Competence to apply interactive pedagogy elements to early and preschool 
education practices 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Attended course Pedagogy of early and preschool education 1 and 2. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- to define the objective, subject matter and tasks of interactive pedagogy; 
- explain the determinants of interactive pedagogy 
- organize educational process in kindergarten according to the principles of 
interactive pedagogy 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Lectures: 
1. Theoretical foundation of interactive pedagogy (Piaget, Vigotski, Inhelder, Walon). 
2. Constructivist-interactive concept of interactive pedagogy. 
3. An interactive pedagogy action methodology. 
4. Research OF THE CRESAS Centre (Centre for Research of Education and school 
adaptation) and IEDPE (European Institute for Development of the potential of All 
children) in Paris on the learning process and the possibility of success in learning of 
all children. 
5. Interactive pedagogy in kindergarten – results and experience of practical 
research. 
Seminar: 
Preparation and presentation of seminar papers with the aim of deepening the topics 
from the lecture. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

Participate in classes: lectures 80%, seminars 80%, write a seminar paper, present 
a seminar paper, pass a written exam, pass an oral exam. 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 

Class attendance 1,5 Research  
Practical 
training 

 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

0,5  (Other)  
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ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Tests 1 Oral exam 1  (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Class attendance – 25% 
Seminar essay –  25% 
Oral exam – 50% 
The assessment and marking criteria of individual elements can be found in the 
course repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Ivon, H. (2002), Interaktivna pedagogija – paradigma 
suradničkog učenja i poučavanja, Zbornik radova (2), 
( str. 109-117), (Ur.: R. Bacalja). Zadar: Sveučilište u 
Splitu, Visoka učiteljska škola u Zadru. 

3 / 

ERATO (2011), Metodološki vodič za dječje vrtiće, 
Golden marketing, Zagreb. 

10 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Ivon, H. (2001), Interaktivna pedagoška praksa u dječjim vrtićima i osnovnoj školi. 
Zbornik radova (1) (str. 103-113), (Ur.: R. Bacalja). Zadar: Sveučilište u Splitu, Visoka 
učiteljska škola u Zadru. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- class attendance, class activity, successfully completing tasks 
- student questionnaire on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level 
- passed exam and the fulfillment of the other obligations prescribed by the syllabus 
- individual consultations 
- students' self-assessment of the learning outcomes they achieved         

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE GIFTED CHILDREN 

Code PRPI42 Year of study 2. / IV. 

Course teacher 
Ina Reić Ercegovac, PhD, 
Associate Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

30 15 0 0 

Status of the course 
elective Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 

Students will be introduced to the general and specific characteristics of the gifted 
children, trained to recognize them, and to plan and program work with the gifted 
children. Students will gain knowledge of the basic methods of working with gifted 
children and the skills needed for such work. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

None. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 

After completing the course and passing the exam, students will be able to: 
- define giftedness and distinguish the manifestations of giftedness 
- describe the basic areas of giftedness 
- distinguish the qualities and needs of the gifted children 
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(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- recognize a gifted child 
- describe and distinguish educational models of working with the gifted children 
- analyze theoretical explanations of giftedness 
- create the basics of a program to work with gifted children 
- describe basic forms of working with a gifted individual in a regular program 
- describe the effects of educational support on the gifted children 
- know the consequences of not recognizing and / or discovering a gifted child 
- apply evaluation procedures of work with gifted children 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

1. Giftedness – historical overview and the most common misconceptions about 
giftedness 
2. Giftedness - concept and definitions, different theoretical models and approaches 
to giftedness 
3. Basic areas of giftedness 
4. Manifestations of giftedness 
5. Traits and needs of the gifted 
6. How to recognize and identify a gifted child 
7. Educational models of working with the gifted 
8. Education of gifted preschool children 
9. Programs of work with gifted children of early age 
10. Homogeneous or partial grouping 
11. Work with a gifted individual in a regular program 
12. The role of educators in working with a gifted child 
13. The role of parents in working with a gifted child 
14. Is giftedness a gift or a burden 
15. Unresolved issues of giftedness 

Format of 
instruction 

☒ lectures 

☒ seminars and workshops 

☐ exercises   

☐ on line in entirety 

☐ partial e-learning 

☐ field work 

☒ independent assignments 

☐ multimedia  

☐ laboratory 

☐ work with mentor 

☐  (other)   

Student 
responsibilities 

Regular class attendance; preparation and presentation of a seminar paper. 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

1,5 Research  Practical training  

Experimental 
work 

 Report  (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

1 (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam 1,5 (Other)  

Written exam  Project  (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

The final grade on the course is the result of activities and work in the classroom 
(30%), seminar work (20%) and exam (50%). 
Criteria for evaluating and grading individual elements are described in the course 
repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

1.Čudina-Obradović, M. (1990.). Nadarenost: 
razumijevanje, prepoznavanje, razvijanje, Školska 
knjiga, Zagreb. 

2 / 

2. Cvetković- Lay, J. (2002.). Darovito je, što ću sa 
sobom? Priručnik za obitelj, vrtić i školu, Alineja i 
CPDD Bistrić, Zagreb. 

2 / 
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3. George, D. (2005.). Obrazovanje darovitih: Kako 
identificirati i obrazovati darovite i talentirane učenike, 
Zagreb, Educa 

1 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

1. Cvetković-Lay, J., Sekulić-Majurec, A. (1998.). Darovito je, što ću s njim, Priručnik 
za odgoj i obrazovanje darovite djece predškolske dobi, Alineja i CPDD Bistrić, 
Zagreb. 
2. Cvetković-Lay, J., Pečjak, V. (2004.). Možeš i drugačije, Alineja i CPDD Bistrić, 
Zagreb.  
3. Winner, E. (1997.). Gifted Children: Myths and Realities. Basic Books. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

Class attendance, class activity, success in performing tasks; student survey on the 
quality of teaching and teachers at the university level; passed the exam and fulfilled 
other syllabus obligations; individual consultations; students' self-assessment of 
achieved learning outcomes; collaborative assessment of the implementation and 
quality of the teaching process 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

/ 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE 
EDUCATION FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN EARLY 
CHILDHOOD 

Code PRPI43 Year of study 2. / IV. 

Course teacher 
Vesna Kostović-Vranješ, 
PhD, Associate Professor   

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers 

 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

30 15 0 0 

Status of the course 
elective Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
20% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 

Enable students for critical thinking and creative applying of cooperative and 
interdisciplinary activities that suit children's age, with the objective of taking up 
Education for Sustainable Development in early childhood as a cornerstone for 
lifelong learning and active participation in accordance with sustainable development. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Input competence: digital literacy 

Preconditions: there aren't any. 

 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

Upon completing this college students will be able to: 
- interpret the complexity of Education for Sustainable Development in early 
childhood 
- describe the importance of Education for Sustainable Development in early 
childhood 
- create the program of Education for Sustainable Development in a pedagogical 
practice in kindergarten, 
- create and apply interdisciplinary activities for children, with the objective of 
promoting Education for Sustainable Development in early childhood 
- design materials necessary for Education for Sustainable Development in early 
childhood 
- analyze, monitor, evaluate their own work during promoting Education for 
Sustainable Development. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 

1. From prehistory until sustainable development 
2. From the concept of sustainable development to the Education for Sustainable 
Development 
3. The role and key characteristics of Education for Sustainable Development 
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class schedule 
(syllabus) 

4. The elements of kindergarten curriculum in the development of children's sensibility 
for sustainable development 
5. Education for Sustainable Development in  practice in Croatian kindergartens 
6. Care for the environment in early  childhood 
7. From the care for the environment to the Education for Sustainable Development 
8. The care for the environment in  practice in Croatian kindergartens 
9. Activities for the growth of  an ecologically aware child 
10. Sensory or perceptive activities in Education for Sustainable Development 
11. Expressive activities in Education for Sustainable Development 
12. Practical activities in Education for Sustainable Development 
13. Didact game in the growth of sensibility for sustainable development 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on linein entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

 ☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

Regular attendance to all forms  teaching in the classroom and outside the classroom 
and actively participate in the work 

Screening student 
work(name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for 
eachactivity so that 
the total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

1,5 Research 
 

Practical training  

Experimental 
work 

 
Report 

 
 (Other)  

Essay 
 Seminar 

essay 
1  (Other)  

Tests 
 

Oral exam 1,5  (Other)  

Written exam 
 

Project 
 

 (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Seminar Work - 50% 
Oral Examination - 50% 
 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Pap T., Šarić Lj., Lončar I., Domac J. (2012):  Odgoj 
djece predškolske dobi za održivi razvoj i racionalno 
korištenje energije, priručnik.  Grad Zagreb, Gradski 
ured za energetiku, zaštitu okoliša i održivi razvoj, 
Zagreb. 

3 / 

Vrbanec B., Garašić, D., Pašalić, A. (2011). 
Obrazovanje za održivi razvoj, priručnik za osnovne i 
srednje škole. Agencija za odgoj i obrazovanje, 
Zagreb. 

2 / 

Lepičnik Vodopivec J. (2007): Prvi koraci u odgoju i 
obrazovanju za okoliš. Alisa press d.o.o. Kraljevo 

2 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

1. Kostović-Vranješ V. (2013): Uloga suvremenog učitelja u implementaciji 
obrazovanja za održivi razvoj U: Kompetencije suvremenog učitelja i odgojitelja – 
izazov za promjene. Ivon H. (ur.), Filozofski fakultet u Splitu.  

2. Husanović-Pejnović D., (2011): Održivi razvoj i izvanučionička nastava u 
zavičaju. Školska knjiga, Zagreb.  

3. Murphy G. (2011): Mali koraci, jednostavne zamisli koje mijenjaju planet Zemlju. 
Mozaik knjiga, Zagreb. 

4. UNESCO (2010): Teaching and learning for sustainable future, 
www.unesco.org/education/tlsf/index.htm 

http://www.kupiknjigu.com/m/dragica-husanovic-pejnovic/1781/
http://www.kupiknjigu.com/p/odrzivi-razvoj-i-izvanucionicka-nastava-u-zavicaju/2383/
http://www.kupiknjigu.com/p/odrzivi-razvoj-i-izvanucionicka-nastava-u-zavicaju/2383/
http://zelenaknjizara.net/?q=search/node/Glenn+Murphy
http://zelenaknjizara.net/?q=taxonomy/term/532
http://www.unesco.org/education/tlsf/index.htm
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5. Šimleša D. (2010):Ekološki otisak – Kako je razvoj zgazio održivost. TIM press 
d.o.o., Zagreb. Institut društvenih znanosti Ivo Pilar, Zagreb. 

6. Kostović-Vranješ, V. (2009): Vzgoja in izobraževanje za okolje v zgodnjem 
otroštvu - podlaga za trajnostni razvoj. U: Edukacija za trajnostni razvoj. Duh, 
Matjaž (ur.). Založba PEF, Pedagoška fakulteta Univerze v Mariboru, RIS Dvorec 
Rakičan: 17-28.  

7. Milčec M. (2008): Nije smeće sve za vreće. Školska knjiga, Zagreb. UNESCO 
(2005). UNESCO and Sustainable Development, 
http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0013/001393/139369e.pdf 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

Monitoring students work and participation in discussions during classes, creation 
and presentation of term papers, monitoring presence continues, discussions, 
personal consultations, check achievements by  the colloquium, questionnaire at the 
end of the semester, evaluation of cases 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE ABUSED AND NEGLECTED CHILDREN 

Code PRPI44 Year of study 2. / IV. 

Course teacher 
Esmeralda Sunko, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers 

Toni Maglica, PhD, 
Postdoctoral Researcher 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

30 15 0 0 

Status of the course 
elective Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
The ability to recognize different forms of child abuse and neglect early and preschool 
age 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

None. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- To distinguish types of violence against children of early and preschool age. 
- To compare different types of violence against children and among children. 
- To recognise violence as non-adaptive behaviour. 
- To analyse behaviours of molested children. 
- To recognise signs of molestation and negligence of children of early and preschool 
age. 
- To list consequences of children's molestation and negligence. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Lectures:  
1. Defining the term of child molestation. 
2. Defining the term of neglected child. 
3. Physical forms of molestation. 
4. Psychological (emotional) forms of molestation. 
5. Sexual forms of molestation. 
6. Violence in relationships as a form of psychological molestation. 
7. Violence among children of early and preschool age. 
8. Risk factors of child molestation and negligence. 
9. Pre-school molestation and neglected prevention programmes. 
10. Protocol on acting in case of family violence. 
11. Protocol on acting in case of violence among children. 
12. Consequences of molestation and neglected child. 

http://bib.irb.hr/prikazi-rad?&rad=389025
http://bib.irb.hr/prikazi-rad?&rad=389025
http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0013/001393/139369e.pdf
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13. Recognising molested and neglected children. 
14. Aggressive child behaviour – aggressive impulses: causes and consequences. 
15. Interventions in risky socialisation processes. 
Seminar: 
Writing and presenting seminar essays aiming to elaborate on the topics addressed 
during lectures. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐ lectures 

☐ seminars and workshops 

☐ exercises 

☐ on line in entirety 

☐ partial e-learning 

☐ independent assignments 

☐ multimedia 

☐ laboratory 

☐ work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

To participate in the teaching process (lectures 80% and seminar 80%) 
To behave in accordance with ethical and scientific principles in higher education 
classes 
To prepare seminar work according to predetermined criteria 
To participate in the performance of practical work and task (individual and/or group) 
Present seminar work according to predetermined criteria 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

1,5 Research  
Independent 
assignments 

0,5 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

1  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam 1 Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

In accordance with the learning outcomes of the course and the obligations of 
students, the final assessment of the course shall be formed with regard to the 
following elements: 
Prepared seminar work in accordance with teachers' instructions - 20% 
Seminar work presented in accordance with the instructions - 20% 
Activity, participation in discussions during instruction and seminars, consultations - 
10% 
Performance of practical work and tasks - 10% 
Written exam - 40% 
Evaluation and evaluation criteria for individual elements are described in the 
repository 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Child Welfare Informatin Gateway (2013).Parenting a 
Child who has expirienced Abuse or 
Neglect.https://www.childwelfare.gov/pubPDFs/pare
nting_CAN.pdf  

/ + 

Smith, M., Lawrence Robinson, M., and  Segal, J . 
(2017). Child Abuse & Neglect 
https://www.helpguide.org/articles/abuse/child-
abuse-and-neglect.htm?pdf=true 

1 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Wilkinson, J.,Bowyer, S.  (2017). The impact of abuse and neglected onchildren – 
Research in Practice, 
https://www.rip.org.uk/.../Childhood_neglect_and_abuse_compar. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 

The methods of quality monitoring that ensure the learning outcomes identified are 
as follows: 

https://www.helpguide.org/articles/abuse/child-abuse-and-neglect.htm?pdf=true
https://www.helpguide.org/articles/abuse/child-abuse-and-neglect.htm?pdf=true
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acquisition of exit 
competences 

Attending classes, student activity and success in performing obligations related to 
the preparation of seminar work 
Inividual consultations 
Written exam 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE TRADITIONAL STORIES FOR CHILDREN 

Code PRPI45 Year of study 2. / IV. 

Course teacher 
Tea-Tereza Vidović 
Schreiber, PhD, Senior 
Lecturer 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers 

 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

30 15 0 0 

Status of the course 
elective Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
20% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
Familiarisation with traditional narratives for children as an integral part of traditional 
works for children. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer literacy. 

 

Course enrolment requirements: none. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

After passing the exam successfully, students will be able to: 
- name, list and define oral traditional forms 
- apply and interpret traditional forms for children 
- recognise style features of traditional narratives 
- apply knowledge in practice 
- evaluate and select traditional narratives from Croatian and world literature in their 
work with children. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Oral tradition – 1. Lyric poetry; 2. Epic poetry; 3. Drama (folklore theatre); 4. Stories 
(tales); 5. Rhetoric (oral) forms; 6. Genre features of the following forms: 

I. Lullabies 
II. Fairy tales (vs. classic tales)  
III. Fables (vs. classic fables) 
IV. Narratives; legends 
V. Short stories, anecdotes i parables 
VI. Life stories 
VII. Jokes; proverbs; riddles 
VIII.      Counting rhymes; tongue twisters 

Applying traditional narratives in work with children. 
Motive world of Croatian oral stories. 
Mythical and demonologic creatures from oral stories. 
Croatian vs. world traditional narratives. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐ lectures 

☐ seminars and workshops 

☐ exercises 

☐ on line in entirety 

☐ partial e-learning 

☐ field work 

☐ independent assignments 

☐ multimedia 

☐ laboratory 

☐ work with mentor 

☐ (other) 
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Student 
responsibilities 

Regular class attendance, writing and presentation of seminar essays. 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class attendance 1,5 Research  
Practical 
training 

 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  Seminar 
essay 

1 
 Independent 
assignments 

0.5 

Tests  Oral exam 1  Field work  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Oral exam – 50% 
Independent assignments – 20% 
Seminar – 30% 
Criteria for evaluating and grading individual elements are described in the course 
repository  

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Bošković-Stulli, M. (1997). Usmene pripovijetke i 
predaje. SHK. Zagreb: MH. 

1 
 

no 

Bošković-Stulli, M. (1967). Narodna predaja o 
vladarevoj tajni. Zagreb: Institut za narodnu 
umjetnost. 

 
1 

no 

Botica, S. (2013). Povijest hrvatske usmene 
književnosti. Zagreb: Školska knjiga.  

1 
 

no 

Botica, S. (1999). Hrvatska usmenoknjiževna čitanka. 
Zagreb: Školska knjiga. 

1 no 

Dragić, M. (2007/2008). Poetika i povijest hrvatske 
usmene književnosti. Fakultetski udžbenik. Filozofski 
fakultet u Splitu. Split. www.ffst.hr. 

 
/ 

yes 

Marković, J. (2012). Pričanja o djetinjstvu. Zagreb: 
Biblioteka nova etnografija. 

2 no 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Basne, Zlatni danci 4 (2003). Ur. Ana Pintarić. Zbornik radova s međunarodnoga 
znanstvenoga skupa. Osijek: Filozofski fakultet, 4. travnja 2002. 
Biti, V. (1981). Bajka i predaja, Povijest i pripovijedanje, Zagreb. 
Bošković, J. Ivan, Legenda, predaja ‒ živa književnost. Pristup na: http//www.ffst.hr. 
Botica, S. (1990). Vile u hrvatskoj mitologiji. Radovi zavoda za slavensku filologiju, 
25, str. 29 − 40.  
Grgurević, I. i Fabris, K. (2012). Bajka i dijete s aspekta junaka usmenoknjiževne i 
filmske bajke. Metodički obzori, 7/1. 
Hameršak, M. (2011). Pričalice o povijesti djetinjstva i bajke. Zagreb: Algoritam. 
Ivon, H. (2012). Baština u motrištu odgoja i obrazovanja, Zbornik radova s Trećeg 
okruglog stola o zavičajnosti u knjigama za djecu i mlade. Ur. Ribičić, G. i Mihanović, 
V. Split: Gradska knjižnica Marka Marulića, 14.  
Ivanišević, F. (1987). Poljica. Narodni život i običaji. Split: Književni krug.  
Kekez, J. (1983). Usmena književnost. Uvod u književnost. Ur. Škreb, Z. i Stamać, 
A. Zagreb. 
Lozica, I. (1995). Dva demona: Orko i macić. Narodna umjetnost, 32/2, 11 − 63. 
Marks, Lj. (1991). Dječji vicevi ‒ mogućnosti klasifikacije i intepretacije. Narodna 
umjetnost, vol. 28, 213 − 225. 
Marks, Lj. (2003). Nadnaravno žensko. Zbornik Zagrebačke slavističke škole 2002. 
Zagreb: Filozofski fakultet, 78 ‒ 89.  
Marks, Lj. (1997). Od Dioklecijana do Splita. Ethnologica Dalmatica.  
Vrkić, J. (1994/1995). Hrvatske bajke. Zagreb: Glagol.   

http://www.ffst.hr/
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Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- Class attendance, activity in class, success in performing tasks. 
- Student survey on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level. 
- Exam passed and other obligations prescribed by syllabus fulfilled. 
- Individual consultations. 
- Students' self-assessment of achieved learning outcomes. 
- Collaborative assessment of the implementation and quality of the teaching 

process. 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE CHILD AND PUPPET 

Code PRPI51 Year of study 3. / V. 

Course teacher 
Ivana Visković, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

15 0 30 0 

Status of the course 
elective  Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
15% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives Training for use of a puppet as a medium in educational process. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer literacy. 
 
Course enrolment requirements: taking the courses in Pedagogy of early and 
preschool education 1 and 2. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- To elaborate on the possibility of using a puppet as a medium for stimulation of 
integral child's development.  
- To explain the possibilities of using a puppet as a stimulation of certain child's 
behaviour. 
- To explain the results of monitoring child's puppet game. 
- To make different kinds of puppets. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Lectures:  
Features of child's symbolic game. 
Developmental possibilities and functions of symbolic game with a puppet. 
A puppet in a humanistically oriented pre-school curriculum. 
Puppet’s role in child's development (cognitive, social, emotional, mobile and 
motoric); A puppet in the process of learning and creation. 
A puppet as a toy and stage figure. 
Puppet and drama games. 
Modes of puppet use. 
A puppet as a stimulation for expression and creation. 
Seminar:  
Writing and presenting seminar essays aiming to elaborate on the topics addressed 
during lectures. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐ lectures 

☐ seminars and workshops 

☐ exercises 

☐ on linein entirety 

☐ partial e-learning 

☐ field work 

☐ independent assignments 

☐ multimedia 

☐ laboratory 

☐ work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

1. Active participation in the teaching process - lectures, seminars and workshops 
(min 80%). 
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2. Achieve quality fulfillment of teaching and extracurricular, individual and group 
tasks, in accordance with the content of the course. 
3. Prepare and present a seminar paper according to pre-established criteria. 
4. Pass a written exam or 2 mid terms (as equivalent to a written exam) with a 
minimum of 51% accuracy. 
5. Pass the oral exam  

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class attendance 1,5 Research  
Practical 
training 

0,5 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam 1  (Other)  

Written exam 1 Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Class activity - 10% 
Achievement  in solving individual and group tasks - 10% 
Preparation and presentation of seminar according to pre-established criteria - 25% 
Written exam (equivalent to the written exam are 2 passed mid terms) - 35% 
Oral exam - 15%  

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Ivon, H. (2003). Lutka kao animacijsko, odgojno i 
metodičko sredstvo u dječjem vrtiću, Zbornik radova, 
Sveučilište u Zadru, Stručni odjel za izobrazbu 
učitelja i odgojitelja predškolske djece. Zadar: 
Sveučilište u Zadru. 

1 no 

Ivon, H.  (2010). Dijete, odgojitelj, lutka. Zagreb: 
Golden marketing.  

10 no 

Ivon, H.  (2013). Lutka u dječjem vrtiću. Split: 
Filozofski fakultet.  

5 no 

Majaron, E. , Kroflin L. (2004), Lutka...divnog li čuda!, 
Zagreb: MCUK. 
Remark: particular parts of these books will be 
translated in English. 

1 no 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Ivon, H. (2007), Poticanje govornog razvoja i jezičkog stvaralaštva kroz igre s 
lutkama, Hrvatski časopis za teoriju i praksu nastave hrvatskogajezika, književnosti, 
govornoga i pismenoga izražavanja te medijske kulture. 
Vuković-Žunić, J.; Delaš, B. (2006), Lutkarski medij u školi, Priručnik za učitelje i 
voditelje lutkarskih družina, Zagreb: Školska knjiga. 
Recent scientific publications. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

The quality and success of the realization of the subject is monitored by: 
- regular evaluations of teaching activities and performance in performing individual 
and group tasks, 
- surveying students on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level, 
- the success of students in fulfilling the obligations prescribed by syllabus (written 
and oral exam, seminar), 
- through individual consultations, 
- students’ self-assessment of achieved learning outcomes. 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 
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NAME OF THE COURSE EDUCATION FOR HUMAN RIGHTS 

Code PRPI52 Year of study 3. / V.  

Course teacher 
Esmeralda Sunko, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

P P P P 

30 15 0 0 

Status of the course 
elective Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
10% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
Acquire basic knowledge about the pedagogical implications of human rights in the 
education system. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

None. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- explain the broader concept of human rights; 
- distinguish between different approaches to human rights education; 
- independently conduct workshops in educational practice: 
- to promote the principles of human rights education in everyday life. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Lectures: 
1-2. The concept of human rights. 
3-4. International human rights standards. 
5-6. Essential features and division of human rights. 
7-8. The right to education. 
9-10. Human rights education. 
11-12. Factors of human rights education. 
13.-14. Human rights education in early and preschool age. 
Seminar: 
Preparation and presentation of seminar papers with the purpose of deepening the 
topics from the lectures. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐ lectures 

☐ seminars and workshops 

☐ exercises   

☐ on line in entirety 

☐ partial e-learning 

☐ field work 

☐ independent assignments 

☐ multimedia  

☐ laboratory 

☐ work with mentor 

☐  (other)   

Student 
responsibilities 

1. Students should attend and be active in class - 75% of the total number of hours. 
2. Seminar - 50%, actively participate and comment on the seminar of colleagues and 
express personal critical opinion. This means that they should participate and carry 
out teaching and extracurricular individual and group activities (with the mentoring of 
teachers) to acquire the learning outcomes provided by the course. 
3. Develop and present a seminar with examples of human rights violations with pre-
agreed criteria. 
4. Students should behave in accordance with ethical and scientific principles in the 
higher education institution. 
5. Participate and perform teaching and extracurricular (individual and group) 
activities that enable the acquisition of learning outcomes provided by the course. 
6. Pass the oral exam. 
7. To be informed about the classes he / she missed during the consultations of 
teachers and with other students 
8. Adhere to the time frames required to perform the activities in the course 
9. Perform individual and group tasks in a timely and quality manner. 
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10. Write a final paper in accordance with academic, ethical and faculty principles 
and regulations. 
11. Orally pass the final paper. 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

1,5 Research  Practical training  

Experimental 
work 

 Report  (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

1 (Other)  

Tests 0,5 Oral exam 1 (Other)  

Written exam  Project  (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

According to the learning outcomes of the student's course, the final grade in the 
course is formed with regard to the realization of the following elements: 
1. Oral exam- 5 0% 
2. prepared and presented seminar paper in accordance with the instructions of the 
teacher - 30% 
3. success in solving individual and group tasks - 10% 
4. teaching activity, participation in discussions during classes and seminars - 10% 
Criteria for evaluating and grading individual elements are described in the course 
repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Maleš, D. i dr. (2003). Živjeti i učiti prava, Zagreb: 
Filozofski fakultet. 

2 + 

Spajić-Vrkaš, V. i dr.. (2004). Poučavati prava i 
slobode. Zagreb: Filozofski fakultet (odabrana 
poglavlja). 

2 + 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

*** (2000). Prvi koraci, Zagreb: Amnesty international Hrvatska.  
*** (2005). Razumijevanje ljudskih prava,  Zagreb: Filozofski fakultet. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

The quality and success of the course is monitored by student survey, student 
success in the course, periodic independent external review of the program and 
periodic internal review of the annual detailed implementation of the curriculum and 
examination procedures 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE 
TRANSITION OF THE CHILD FROM KINDERGARTEN TO PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 

Code PRPI53 Year of study 3. / V.  

Course teacher 
Ivana Visković, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

30 15 0 0 

Status of the course 
elective Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
20% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 
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Course objectives 
Acquiring knowledge about pedagogical continuity in early and preschool and primary 
education. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competencies: computer literacy. 

Course enrolment requirements completed subjects Pedagogy of early and preschool 
education 1 and 2, Developmental psychology 1 and 2 and Psychology of early 
learning. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

1. Explain the need for pedagogical continuity in early and preschool and primary 
education 

2. Understand and be able to list individual skills (self-care, behavior, social skills, 
and emotions) in the process of preparing a child for the beginning of primary 
education 

3. Determine the dimensions of the educational context of the preschool 
4. Enrich children's pre-reading and pre-mathematical skills 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Lectures:  
1. Pedagogical continuity in early and preschool and primary education 
2. Educational process in preschool 
3. Parents and preparation of the child for the beginning of primary schooling 
4. Basic skills (self-care, behaviour, social skills, emotions) 
5. Language, speech and communication in the process of pedagogical continuity in 
education 
6. Pre-reading and pre-mathematical skills 

Format of 
instruction 

☐ lectures 

☐ seminars and workshops 

☐ exercises 

☐ on line in entirety 

☐ partial e-learning 

☐ field work 

☐ independent assignments 

☐ multimedia 

☐ laboratory 

☐ work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

1. Active participation in the teaching process - lectures, seminars and workshops 
(min 80%). 
2. Achieve quality fulfillment of teaching and extracurricular, individual and group 
tasks, in accordance with the content of the course. 
3. Prepare and present a seminar paper according to pre-established criteria. 
4. Pass a written exam or 2 mid terms (as equivalent to a written exam) with a 
minimum of 51% accuracy. 
5. Pass the oral exam. 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class attendance 1,5 Research  
Practical 
training 

 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

1  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam 1  (Other)  

Written exam 0,5 Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Class activity - 10% 
Achievement  in solving individual and group tasks - 10% 
Preparation and presentation of seminar according to pre-established criteria - 25% 
Written exam (equivalent to the written exam are 2 passed mid terms) - 35% 
Oral exam - 15%  

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Visković, I., & Višnjić Jevtić, A. (2019). Je li važnije 
putovati ili stići? Prijelazi djece rane i predškolske 

1 no 

https://www.bib.irb.hr/1035162
https://www.bib.irb.hr/1035162
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dobi iz obitelji u odgojno-obrazovne institucije. 
Zagreb: Alfa. 

Dockett, S., Einarsdóttir, J., & Perry, B. (2019). 
Listening to Children´s Advice about Starting School 
and School Age Care. Routledge. 

 1 no 

Višnjić Jevtić, A., & Visković, I. (2021). Children’s 
perspective on transition from kindergarten to primary 
school. Croatian experience. In J., LoCasale-Crouch, 
& S., Tatalović Vorkapić (eds.) Supporting Children’s 
Well-Being During Early Childhood Transition to 
School.  IGI Global. 

1 no 

Einarsdóttir, J., Visković, I., Višnjić Jevtić, A. (2019). 
Transition practices – Conceptualization of transition.  
https://bib.irb.hr/datoteka/993596.Transnational_ove
rview_of_transition_practices.pdf 

/ yes 

 Visković, I., & Višnjić Jevtić, A. (2020). Transition as 
a shared responsibility. International Journal of Early 
Years Education, 28 (3), 262-276. 
https://doi.org/10.1080/09669760.2020.1803048 

Remark: particular parts of these books will be 
translated in English 

/ yes 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Dockett, S., Einarsdóttir, J., Perry, B. (2019). Listening to Children´s Advice about 
Starting School and School Age Care. Routledge. 
Recent scientific publications. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

The quality and success of the realization of the subject is monitored by: 
- regular evaluations of teaching activities and performance in performing individual 
and group tasks, 
- surveying students on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level, 
- the success of students in fulfilling the obligations prescribed by syllabus (written 
and oral exam, seminar), 
- through individual consultations, 
- students’ self-assessment of achieved learning outcomes. 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE DANCING IN KINDERGARTEN 

Code PRPI54 Year of study 3. / V. 

Course teacher 
Dodi Malada, PhD, Senior 
Lecturer 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

15 0 30 0 

Status of the course 
elective Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
20% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
Capacity to encourage dance expression and creation in practice within early and 
preschool education. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 

Entry competences: computer literacy. 
 

https://bib.irb.hr/datoteka/993596.Transnational_overview_of_transition_practices.pdf
https://bib.irb.hr/datoteka/993596.Transnational_overview_of_transition_practices.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1080/09669760.2020.1803048
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required for the 
course 

Prerequisites: passed exam in the course of Basics of Kinesiology and Methodology 
of Kinesiological Activities in Early and Preschool Education 1. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

COGNITIVE AREA: 
- implement methodological procedures for the adoption of dance elements for 
children 
- use methods for the transformation of anthropological characteristics 
- apply methods 
- describe dance elements for children 
AFFECTIVE DOMAIN: 
- explain the proper dance performance for children 
- intergrate the training operators of dances 
- recognize the mistakes of performance elements of dances 
- use methodological procedures for the correction of errors of different elements of 
dance techniques 
PSYCHOMOTOR AREA: 
- perform elements of dance 
- show elements of dance 
- to engage in achieving a better and more intensive presentation of motion and 
movement in preschool 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

1. Dance - an incentive of overall development of children. Meaning of dance 
education in child development emphasizing creative movement as an important 
method of learning this dance education as part of the overall teaching. 
2. Insight into the possibility of including movement-dance activities within all areas of 
learning, and connecting specific areas. 
3. Positive impacts of the introducing methods of creative movement in the process of 
education point to all areas of child development: emotional-social, cognitive and 
conative. 
4. Perceptions, exploring and enjoying the art (dance). 
5. Developing aesthetic and artistic perception. Introduction of certain areas of art. 
6. Development of expression and communication through the (dance) art, developing 
creativity and specific artistic skills.  
7. Methods of developing a sense for meter and simple rhythms with processing 
rhymes with movement, and creating a short choreography and performance - the 
story of the movement. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐ lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐ exercises 

☐ on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

1. participate in the teaching process: lectures 70%, exercises 80% 
2. behave in accordance with ethical and scientific principles in higher education 
3. participate in and perform curricular and extracurricular (individual and group) 

activities that enable the acquisition of learning outcomes provided by the course 
4. pass the oral exam 
5. to be informed about the classes he / she missed during the consultations with the 

teacher and other students 
6. adhere to the time frames required to perform the activities of the course 
7. actively and constructively participate in teaching 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 

Class 
attendance 

1,5 Research  Practical training 2 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam   (Other)  
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equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Written exam 0,5 Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

The evaluation of knowledge acquisition is conducted continuously during the practical 
training as a kind of preparation for the exam. The final grade is given at the end of 
the semester after mastering the dance structures. 
In accordance with the learning outcomes of the course and the student 
responsibilities, the final grade in the course is formed with regard to the realization of 
the following elements: 
1. oral exam - 80% (history and methodology of dance 20%; motor knowledge 30%; 
rules of dance structure 20%; modalities of dance behavior 10%) 
2. activity in class, participation in discussions during classes - 20% 
Criteria for evaluating and grading individual elements are described in the course 
repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Dopuđa, J. (1980), Ritmičke igre kao osnov estetske 
kulture pokreta, Svjetlost – Zavod za udžbenike i 
nastavna sredstva. 

1 / 

Geršak, V. (2006), Stvaralački ples i pokret – cjeloviti 
odgojno-obrazovni pristup u vrtiću i osnovnoj školi, 
Univerza na Primorskem, Pedagoška fakulteta Koper 
in Univerza v Ljubljani, Pedagoška fakulteta.  

1 / 

Ivanković, A. i Njirić, N. (1983), Pokret i glazba za 
najmlađe, Školska knjiga, Zagreb  

1 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Malada, D. (2018). Efekti utjecaja estetskog kineziološkog tretmana na  motoričke 
sposobnosti  djevojčica. Edukacijski fakultet, Travnik  
Malada D., Srhoj, lj., Zagorac, N. (2006), Morfological features and motor abilites 
effects in female dance structures. Fizička kultura, Skopje, 34, br. 2, str 53-62. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

The quality and success of the realization of the subject follows the student survey, 
the success of students, periodic independent external inspection of the program and 
the periodic internal review of the annual detailed school curriculum and testing 
procedures. 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE PAINTING WITH PRESCHOOLERS 

Code PRPI61 Year of study 3. / VI. 

Course teacher 
Marija Brajčić, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

   15    0 30 0 

Status of the course 
elective Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
20% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
Train students to work with painting and graphic techniques, the theoretical and 
practical level, in order to be able to apply their knowledge in working with children 
early and preschool age. 
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Train students: for a creative approach in the choice of incentives for painting with 
children; Creative linking incentives and painting techniques in working with children; 
to work with gifted children and for children with disabilities 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Entry competences: computer literacy. 

Prerequisites: taking the course in Artistic Expression in Early and Preschool 
Education 2 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- Properly applied drawing, graphics and painting techniques 
- Define visual language 
- Spotting artistic elements in the natural environment 
- Interpret artistic language in practical work 
- Create artwork by default visual problem 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Colure theory: 
1. The line - clearance and structural 
2. Texture - drawing and painting 
3. Colors - primary colors and secondary colors 
4. Color - achromatic, the color spectrum 
5. Color - mixing colors, warm colors 
6. Color – cold colors, complementary colors 
7. Contrast - achromatic contrast, contrast, color by color 
8. Contrast - hot - cold contrast, complementary contrast 
9. Drawing techniques - dry and wet 
10. Graphic techniques - monotypes, collography and gratage 
11. Painting techniques - pastel, watercolor 
12. Painting techniques - tempera, collage 
13. Combined techniques - drawing, painting, and graphic images 
14. The rhythm - the rhythm of line, rhythm color 
15. Re-composing – re-composing of children's art, assemblage 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

1. participate in classes: lectures 75%, exercises 75% 
2. conduct themselves in line with ethical and scientific principles of higher 

education 
3. participate in and complete in-class and out-of-class (individual and group) 

activities which enable the acquisition of course outcomes 
4. pass a written exam and achieve a minimum score of 50% on the exam/tests 
5. make inquiries about missed classes during the course teacher’s office hours or 

by consulting other students 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

1,5 Research  Practical training 1,5 

Experimental 
work 

 Report   (Other)  

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

  (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam 1 Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

1. a passing grade in the written exam, i.e. two tests (a positive grade in both tests is 
equivalent to the written examination) – 50% 
2. successful fulfilment of individual and group tasks – 20% 
3. making practical art works in accordance with the instructions of the teacher -30% 
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The assessment and marking criteria of individual elements can be found in the 
course repository. 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

Jakubin, M. (1990). Osnove likovnog jezika i likovne 
tehnike. Institut za pedagogijska istraživanja 
filozofskog fakulteta sveučilišta u Zagrebu, Zagreb. 

2 no 

Harrison, H. (1999). Kako naučiti slikati i crtati : crtež, 
akvarel, ulje i akrilik, pastel: [cjeloviti tečaj o 
prakticnim i kreativnim tehnikama], How to Paint & 
Draw, Leo-Comerce Rijeka, Rijeka. 

1 no 

Koraj, K. (1990). Likovni izraz učenika s neurotičnim 
smetnjama: terapija likovnim izrazom. Hrvatski 
pedagoško-književni zbor, Zagreb. 

1 no 

Brajčić, M., Kuščević, D. (2016). Dijete i likovna 
umjetnost – doživljaj likovnog djela, Filozofski fakultet 
Split. 

10 no 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

Bowker, J., & Sawyers, J. (1988). Influence of exposure 011 preschoolers' art 
preferences. Early Childhood Research Quarterly, 3, 107-115. 
Feeney, S., & Moravick, E. (1987). A thing of beauty: Aesthetic Development in 
youg children. Young Children, 9, 6-15. 
Rosenstiel, A.K., Morrison, P., Silverman, J., & Gardner, H. (1978). Critical judgment: 
A developmental study. Journal of Aesthetic Education, 12 (4), 95-107. 
Sharp, P. (1976). Aesthetic responses in early education. Art Education, 29 (5),25-
29. 
Taunton, M. (1982). Aesthetic responses of young children to the visual arts: A review 
of the literature. Journal of Aesthetic Education, 16, 93-109. 
Taunton, M. (1983). Questioning strategies to encourage young children to talk about 
art. Art Education, 36 (4), 40-43. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

- class attendance, class activity, success in performing tasks 
- student survey on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level 
- passed the exam and fulfilled other obligations prescribed by syllabus 
- individual consultations 
- students' self-assessment of achieved learning outcomes 
- collaborative assessment of implementation and quality teaching process 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE INCLUSIVE KINDERGARTEN 

Code PRPI62 Year of study 3. / VI. 

Course teacher 
Esmeralda Sunko, PhD, 
Assistant Professor 

Credits (ECTS) 
4 

Associate teachers 

Vedrana Vučković, 
Lecturer 

Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

30 0 15 + 

Status of the course 
elective Percentage of 

application of e-learning 
10% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
Training for development of inclusive curriculum and construction of partnership with 
parents/guardians of children with special needs. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 

Linguistic, computer and information literacy. 
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entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Enrolled course: Pedagogy of Children with Special Needs and Rights. 

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 
level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

- To elaborate on paradigms within inclusive curriculum of education. 
- To distinguish authoritative and hierarchical educational paradigm from 

democratic and pluralistic one. 
- To apply adaptation of pedagogical approaches to children with special needs. 
- To analyse the ways of approaching the parents of children with special needs 

and rights. 
- To recognise special features of children with different developmental difficulties. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Lectures:  
- Pedagogy of children with special needs and rights in the system of pedagogical 

disciplines – the term, scope, objective and tasks (the Salamanka statement and 
Action framework). 

- Terminological determinations of segregation, integration and inclusion. 
- Disabled persons and children with special needs – key questions and features. 
- Basic pedagogical paradigms and education models of children with special 

needs. 
- The structure of inclusive educational process (starting and arriving sub-system). 
- The structure of inclusive educational process (transformational sub-system). 
- The structure of inclusive educational process (organisational and evaluative 

sub-system). 
- Inclusion of children with special needs and rights in Croatian system of education 

– concepts and models. 
- Inclusion of disabled adult persons in the system of education. 
- Inclusion of children with hearing, speech, vision problems in the system of 

education. 
- Inclusion of children with sensorimotor difficulties in the system of education. 
- Inclusion of children with intellectual disabilities in the system of education. 
- Inclusion of gifted children and children with behavioural problems in the system 

of education. 
- Cooperation and partnership with parents/guardians of children with special 

needs and disabled persons. 
Seminar:  
Writing and presenting seminar essays aiming to elaborate on the topics addressed 
during lectures. 
Exercises: 
- observing children with special needs and/or disabled persons in institutions with 
inclusive approach and institutions with segregated conditions. 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐on line in entirety 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☐independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

1. Participate in the teaching process: lectures 75%, exercises 75% 
2. Behave in accordance with ethical and scientific principles in higher education. 
3. Participate in and perform teaching and extracurricular (individual and group) 
activities that enable the acquisition of learning outcomes provided by the course. 
4. Actively and constructively participate in teaching. 
5. Adhere to the time frames required to perform activities in the course. 
6. Perform individual and group tasks in a timely and quality manner. 
7. Create and present a book review based on given criteria. 
8. Write an essay according to given criteria. 
9. Pass the oral exam. 
10. Write a final/diploma thesis in accordance with the academic, ethical and faculty 
principles and regulations. 
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11. Orally pass the final/graduate thesis. 

Screening student 
work (name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for each 
activity so that the 
total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

1,5 Research  Practical training 1 

Experimental 
work 

 Report  
Oblikovanje lista 
i praćenje djeteta 

0,5 

Essay  
Seminar 
essay 

 
Presentation of 
activities 

1 

Tests  Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Keeping records of attendance at lectures, preparation and correction of colloquia, 
joint discussion - argumentation and criticism, keeping records of the quality of the 
presented work of observation and comparison, teamwork, linking the theoretical 
part with practice in the presentation, comments on professional literature and 
practical work. 
In accordance with the learning outcomes of the course and the obligations of 
the student, the final grade in the course is formed with regard to the realization of 
the following elements: 
1. Oral exam - 50% 
2. Prepared and presented practical work in accordance with the instructions of 
teachers - 30% 
3. Success in solving individual and group tasks - 10% 
4. Class activity, participation in discussions during classes and seminars - 10% 
Criteria for evaluating and grading individual elements are described in the 
course repository 

Required literature 
(available in the 
library and via other 
media) 

Title 
Number of 
copies in 
the library 

Availability via 
other media 

1. Dyson, A. i Millward A. (2000) Schools and special 
needs: issues of innovation and inclusion. London: 
Paul Chapman.   

/ / 

2. Freire, S., Cesar, M. (2003). Inclusive 
ideas/inclusive practices: How far is a dream from 
reality? Five comparative case studies. European 
Journal of Special Needs Education, 18 (3): 341-354.  

/ / 

National Registry of Evidence-based Programs and 
Practices. (2016a). SAMHSA’s National Registry of 
Evidence-based Programs and Practices: 
Intervention Summary—Incredible Years (IY). 
Available: 
http://legacy.nreppadmin.net/ViewIntervention.aspx?
id=311 [March 2016]. 

/ / 

National Registry of Evidence-based Programs and 
Practices. (2016a). SAMHSA’s National Registry of 
Evidence-based Programs and Practices: 
Intervention Summary—Incredible Years (IY). 
Available: 
http://legacy.nreppadmin.net/ViewIntervention.aspx?
id=311 [March 2016]. 

/ / 

1. Bach , H. (2005.)  Osnove posebne pedagogije, 
Educa Zagreb 

2 / 

Optional literature 
(at the time of 
submission of study 
programme 
proposal) 

1. NSW Department of Education and Communities (2014). Children with disability 
in inclusive early childhood, education and care. Centre for education, statistics 
and evaluation,  

https://www.det.nsw.edu.au/media/downloads/our-services/children-and-you 
2. Buljan-Flander, G., Karlović, A. (2004.) Odgajam li dobro svoje dijete, Zagreb: 

Marko M. 

http://legacy.nreppadmin.net/ViewIntervention.aspx?id=311
http://legacy.nreppadmin.net/ViewIntervention.aspx?id=311
http://legacy.nreppadmin.net/ViewIntervention.aspx?id=311
http://legacy.nreppadmin.net/ViewIntervention.aspx?id=311
https://www.det.nsw.edu.au/media/downloads/our-services/children-and-you
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3. Buljan-Flander, G., Kocijan-Hercigonja, D. (2003.) Zlostavljanje i zanemarivanje 
djece, Zagreb: Marko M. 

4. Buljan-Flander, G., Kocijan-Hercigonja, D., Vučković, D. (1999.) Hiperaktivno 
dijete, Naklada Slap, Jastrebarsko. 

5. Dulčić, A., Kondić, LJ. (2002.) Djeca oštećena sluha, priručnik za roditelje i 
udomitelje, Zagreb: Alinea. 

6. Luketin, Sunko, (2006.) Kako kreativnim aktivnostima kreiramo odgoj. Split: Liga 
za prevenciju ovisnosti 

7. Daniels,  E. R., Stafford, K.( 2003.) KURIKULUM ZA INKLUZIJU - Razvojno-
primjereni program za rad s djecom s posebnim potrebama, Zagreb: Udruga 
roditelja ˝Korak po korak˝ 

8. Ljubešić M., Šimleša S., Bučar M. (2015.) Razvoj inkluzivne prakse u dječjim 
vrtićima- Podrška uključivanju djece s teškoćama u razvoju u redovne vrtiće, 
Zagreb: Hrvatska udruga za ranu intervenciju u djetinjstvu 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

The quality and success of the realization of the subject follows the student 
questionnaire, the success of students in teaching college, periodic independent 
external program and periodic internal review of the annual detailed curriculum of the 
subject and testing procedures. 
The quality and success of the implementation of the course is monitored through the 
following indicators: 
- class attendance, class activity, success in performing tasks 
- student survey on the quality of teaching and teachers at the university level 
- passed the exam and fulfilled other obligations prescribed by syllabus 
- individual consultations 
- students' self-assessment of achieved learning outcomes 
- periodic independent external verification of the program 
- periodic internal review of the annual detailed implementation curriculum and 
examination procedures.) 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 

 

 
 
 

NAME OF THE COURSE PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE AT A TEACHING BASE 

Code HZX008 Year of study 3. Undergraduate study 

Course teacher 
All teachers in scientific-
teaching professions who 
participate in teaching 

Credits (ECTS) 
5 

Associate teachers 

 
Type of instruction 
(number of hours) 

L S E F 

0 30 40 80 

Status of the 
course 

elective  Percentage of 
application of e-learning 

20% 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Course objectives 
Introduce students to specific practical conditions in the teaching base and train them 
to independently identify and solve simpler practical problems in a real work 
environment. 

Course enrolment 
requirements and 
entry competences 
required for the 
course 

Students have the right to apply for the Internship Competition before the beginning of 
the third year of undergraduate study. 
Considering the available places for internships in teaching bases, in the case of a 
larger number of registered students than the number of available places for 
internships in host organizations, a selection procedure is carried out according to the 
Ordinance on professional internships at the Faculty of Humanities and Social 
Sciences.  

Learning outcomes 
expected at the 

Course learning outcomes: 
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level of the course 
(4 to 10 learning 
outcomes) 

1. Apply the knowledge and skills acquired during the undergraduate studies 
necessary for independent observation and solving simpler concrete problems in a 
real work environment. 
2. Prepare a report on professional practice and explain the tasks performed with the 
attachment of relevant documentation. 

 
Individual learning outcomes: 

 
1. Describe the structure of the selected teaching base. 
2. Recognize the challenges posed by the work environment and explain the 
processes of facing specific challenges. 
3. Analyze concrete practical situations based on recent scientific sources. 
4. Monitor, document and evaluate processes in the teaching base. 
5. Describe the problems arising from specific work tasks in the teaching base and 
explain the processes of solving them. 
6. Document personal practice and reflexively evaluate it critically. 

Course content 
broken down in 
detail by weekly 
class schedule 
(syllabus) 

Professional practice is realized through the performance of specific work tasks with 
work with a mentor from the teaching base. Professional practice lasts 80 working 
hours. With the consent of the mentor from the Faculty the mentor from the teaching 
base plans work tasks. The remaining 70 working hours relate to mentoring (10 hours 
mentor / teacher from the Faculty, 20 working hours mentor from the teaching base), 
literature research (10 working hours), preparation of the Report on professional 
practice (20 working hours), preparation and implementation of defense Reports to the 
mentor from the Faculty (10 working hours). 

Format of 
instruction 

☐lectures 

☐seminars and workshops 

☐exercises 

☐independent tasks 

☐partial e-learning 

☐field work 

☑independent assignments 

☐multimedia 

☐laboratory 

☐work with mentor 

☐ (other) 

Student 
responsibilities 

- Behave in accordance with ethical and scientific principles in higher education and 
the principles of organization / teaching base in accordance with the instructions of the 
mentor. 
- Participate in the work of the teaching base and perform the obligations of 
professional practice defined in accordance with the schedule by the professional 
mentor, which enables the acquisition of learning outcomes provided by the course. 
- Adhere to the time frames required to perform professional practice. 
- Actively and constructively act in the teaching base and report to the mentor on 
Faculty during the performance of this course. 
- Develop and defend a Report on Professional Practice. 

Screening student 
work(name the 
proportion of ECTS 
credits for 
eachactivity so that 
the total number of 
ECTS credits is 
equal to the ECTS 
value of the course) 

Class 
attendance 

1 
Literature research and 
consultation with mentors 

0,5 Practical training 3 

Experimental 
work 

 
Preparation and defense 
of professional practice 
Report 

0,5  (Other)  

Essay  Seminar essay   (Other)  

Tests  Oral exam   (Other)  

Written exam  Project   (Other)  

Grading and 
evaluating student 
work in class and at 
the final exam 

Professional practice is descriptively evaluated by mentors of the teaching base and 
of the Faculty. The mentor from the teaching base continuously monitors the regularity 
of coming to practice, diligence and success in solving the set work tasks. 
At the end of the internship, the mentor assigns one of the following two descriptive 
grades to the student: 
• The student has successfully completed a professional internship 
• The student did not successfully complete the internship. 
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In case the student has not successfully completed the internship, the internship 
mentor should explain the grade in writing, and the mentor from the Faculty enters the 
grade of the internship "Not passed". 
 
If the mentor's grade from the teaching base "Student has successfully completed a 
professional internship" is a mentor from the Faculty, analyzes the Professional 
Practice Report, discusses work assignments with the student and assigns one of the 
following two descriptive grades: 
 
• The student has successfully prepared and defended the Internship Report 
• The student did not successfully prepare and defend the Professional Practice 
Report. 
 
If the mentor from the Faculty  gave the grade "Student did not successfully prepare 
and defend the Report on professional practice" the grade should be explained in 
writing. 
 
The subject Professional Practice is considered passed only if the descriptive grades 
of both mentors have confirmed the successful implementation of professional practice 
/ Report on professional practice. If the descriptive grades of both mentors are positive, 
the mentor from the Faculty enters the descriptive grade "Passed" in the student index. 
 
In accordance with the learning outcomes of the course and the obligations of the 
student, a descriptive grade is formed with regard to the realization of the following 
elements: 
1. Achieved practical work - 60% 
2. Prepared and presented Report, in accordance with the instructions of mentors - 
20% 
3. Consultations with mentors and independent research - 20% 

Required literature  Professional literature is defined by the mentor from the teaching base. 

Optional literature  Optional literature is defined by the mentor from the teaching base. 

Quality assurance 
methods that 
ensure the 
acquisition of exit 
competences 

Before joining the professional practice in the teaching base the mentor / teacher from 
the Faculty explains the instructions for performing the practice, documenting the 
process and compiling the Report on professional practice. 
During the professional practice, the mentor / teacher from the Faculty,  the mentor in 
the teaching base and the student hold consultations on the process, records are kept 
on the student's presence and activities. The realized professional practice is 
continuously monitored as a team through discussion, (self) analysis and (self) 
evaluation 
After completing the internship, the student fills out a survey on the quality of the 
internship in accordance with the Rules. 

Other (as the 
proposer wishes to 
add) 
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3. STUDY PERFORMANCE CONDITIONS 

3.1. Places of the study performance 
 

Buildings of the constituent part (name existing, under construction and planned buildings) 

Identification of building Poljičanka, No. of cadastral plot 7840/28 K. O. Split 

Location of building Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Year of completion 1991. 

Total square area in m2 7967,10 m2 

 

3.2. List of teachers and associate teachers 

Course Teachers and associate teachers 

Abused and Neglected Children 
Esmeralda Sunko, PhD, Assistant Professor 
Toni Maglica, PhD, Postdoctoral Researcher 

Artistic Expression in Early and Preschool 
Education 1 and 2 

Marija Brajčić, PhD, Assistant Professor  
Mia Bogdan, Teaching Assistant 

Basic Methodology of Pedagogical Research 
Tonća Jukić, PhD, Associate Professor 
Ante Grčić, Teaching Assistant 

Basics of Kinesiology Damir Jurko, PhD, Assistant Professor 

Basics of Music Culture 
Snježana Dobrota, PhD, Full Professor  
Daniela Petrušić, Teaching Assistant 

Basics of Natural Science and Mathematical 
Literacy 

Irena Mišurac, PhD, Assistant Professor 
Ivana Restović, PhD, Assistant Professor 
Josipa Jurić, Teaching Assistant 

Basics of Pedagogy 
Branimir Mendeš, PhD, Assistant Professor 
Ante Grčić, Teaching Assistant 

Basics of Visual Arts  Dubravka Kuščević, PhD, Assistant Professor 

Child and Puppet Ivana Visković PhD, Assistant Professor 

Child and Society 
Branimir Mendeš, PhD, Assistant Professor 
Toni Maglica, PhD, Postdoctoral Researcher 

Children's Literature 
Tea-Tereza Vidović Schreiber, PhD, Senior 
Lecturer 

Computer Literacy  
Lada Maleš, PhD, Assistant Professor  
Denis Jelaš, Lecturer 

Croatian Language 
Anđela Milinović-Hrga, PhD, Assistant 
Professor 

Croatian Legends 
Tea-Tereza Vidović Schreiber, PhD, Senior 
Lecturer 

Croatian Musical Heritage Marijo Krnić, MSc, Lecturer 

Cultural Heritage in Croatia Marija Brajčić, PhD, Assistant Professor 

Dance and Creativity in Motion Dodi Malada, PhD, Senior Lecturer 
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Dancing in Kindergarten Dodi Malada, PhD, Senior Lecturer 

Developmental Psychology 1 
Ina Reić Ercegovac, PhD, Associate 
Professor 
Bruno Barać, Teaching Assistant 

Developmental Psychology 2 

Goran Kardum, PhD, Full Professor  
Katija Kalebić Jakupčević, PhD, Postdoctoral 
Researcher 
Bruno Barać, Teaching Assistant 

Developmental Psychopathology 

Ina Reić Ercegovac, PhD, Associate 
Professor 
Katija Kalebić Jakupčević, PhD, Postdoctoral 
Researcher 
Bruno Barać, Teaching Assistant 

Education for Human Rights Esmeralda Sunko, PhD, Assistant Professor 

Education for Peace and Tolerance Branimir Mendeš, PhD, Assistant Professor 

Education for Sustainable Development in Early 
Childhood 

Vesna Kostović-Vranješ, PhD, Associate 
Professor   

Educational Context of Children's Nurseries Ivana Visković, PhD, Assistant Professor 

English Language 
Eldi Grubišić Pulišelić, PhD, Full Professor 
Ivana Bojčić, Senior Language Instructor 

Family Pedagogy 
Maja Ljubetić. PhD, Full Professor 
Toni Maglica, PhD, Postdoctoral Researcher 
Ana Ribičić, Teaching Assistant 

Gifted Children 
Ina Reić Ercegovac, PhD, Associate 
Professor 

Health care and care of Children Early and 
Preschool Age 

Joško Markić, MD, PhD, Assistant Professor 
and associates from the Department of 
Pediatrics,  School of Medicine at University of 
Split 

Holidays and Celebrations in Kindergartens Branimir Mendeš, PhD, Assistant Professor 

Inclusive Kindergarten 
Esmeralda Sunko, PhD, Assistant Professor 
Vedrana Vučković, Lecturer 

Integrated Curriculum of Early and Preschool 
Education 1 and 2 

Branimir Mendeš, PhD, Assistant Professor 
(Ivana Visković, PhD, Assistant Professor) 
Iskra Tomić Kaselj, Teaching Assistant (Jelena 
Topić, Teaching Assistant) 

Integrated Curriculum of Early and Preschool 
Education 3 

Branimir Mendeš, PhD, Assistant Professor  
Mirjana Bakotić, Lecturer 

Integrated Curriculum of Early and Preschool 
Education 4 

Branimir Mendeš, PhD, Assistant Professor 
Mirjana Bakotić, Lecturer 
Ani Mrnjavac, M. A., Lecturer 
Iskra Tomić Kaselj, Teaching Assistant 

Interactive Pedagogy Branimir Mendeš, PhD, Assistant Professor 

Interpretation of Fairy Tales 
Tea-Tereza Vidović Schreiber, PhD, Senior 
Lecturer 

Introduction to Literature 
Tea-Tereza Vidović Schreiber, PhD, Senior 
Lecturer 

Introduction to Puppetry and Theatre 
Tea-Tereza Vidović Schreiber, PhD, Senior 
Lecturer 
Silvana Stanić, Lecturer 
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Media Culture 
Tea-Tereza Vidović Schreiber, PhD, Senior 
Lecturer 

Methodology of Kinesiological Activities in Early 
and Preschool Education 1  

Lidija Vlahović, PhD, Associate Professor 

Methodology of Kinesiological Activities in Early 
and Preschool Education 2 

Lidija Vlahović, PhD, Associate Professor 
Bojan Babin, PhD, Teaching Assistant  

Music in Early and Preschool Education 1  Snježana Dobrota, PhD, Full Professor 

Music in Early and Preschool Education 2 
Snježana Dobrota, PhD, Full Professor 
Daniela Petrušić, Teaching Assistant 

Music Practicum 1 and 2  
Snježana Dobrota, PhD, Full Professor 
Daniela Petrušić, Teaching Assistant 

Musical Styles and Periods Snježana Dobrota, PhD, Full Professor 

Painting with Preschoolers Marija Brajčić, PhD, Assistant Professor 

Partnership between Family and Local 
Community  

Maja Ljubetić. PhD, Full Professor 
Toni Maglica, PhD, Postdoctoral Researcher 
Ana Ribičić, Teaching Assistant 

Pedagogical Communication 
Sonja Kovačević, PhD, Full Professor 
Antonela Mrsić, Teaching Assistant 

Pedagogical Concepts and Approaches in Early 
and Preschool Education 

Branimir Mendeš, PhD, Assistant Professor 

Pedagogy of Children with Special Needs and 
Rights 

Esmeralda Sunko, PhD, Assistant Professor 

Pedagogy of Early and Preschool Education 1 
and 2 

Ivana Visković, PhD, Assistant Professor 
Jelena Topić, Teaching Assistant 

Philosophy of Education 
Perislava Bešić Smlatić, Msc, Lecturer 
Josip Guć, Teaching Assistant 

Physical Education 1  Damir Jurko, PhD, Assistant Professor 

Physical Education 2 
Damir Jurko, PhD, Assistant Professor 
Dodi Malada, PhD, Senior Lecturer 

Professional practice at a teaching base 
all teachers appointed to scientific-teaching 
grades who are involved in teaching 

Psychology of Early Learning 
Ina Reić Ercegovac, PhD, Associate 
Professor 
Bruno Barać, Teaching Assistant 

Research in Educational Practice 1-5 Branimir Mendeš, PhD, Assistant Professor 

Sociology of Education 
Vlaho Kovačević, PhD, Assistant Professor 
Krunoslav Malenica, Teaching Assistant 

Traditional Stories for Children 
Tea-Tereza Vidović Schreiber, PhD, Senior 
Lecturer 

Transition of the Child from Kindergarten to 
Primary School 

Ivana Visković, PhD, Assistant Professor 
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3.3. Curriculum vitae of the course teacher 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Bojan Babin, PhD, Teaching Assistant 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Methodology of Kinesiological Activities in Early and Preschool 
Education 2 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number / 

E-mail address bbabin@ffst.hr 

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 366012 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

Research Associate, 11 October 2019 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

/ 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Social sciences, kinesiology 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 1 December 2017 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Assistant  

Field of research Kinesiology, methodology 

Function  Assistant 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  PhD 

Institution   Faculty of Kinesiology, University of Split 

Place Split 

Date  29 March 2019 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year / 

Place / 

Institution / 

Field of training / 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 5 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

German, 2 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 

Theoretical Foundations of the Teaching Methodology of Physical 
Education 
Seminar in the Teaching Methodology of Physical Education, 
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where it is/was offered, and level 
of study programme) 

Applied Teaching Methodology of Physical Education – Integrated 
undergraduate and graduate study programme, Department of 
Teacher Education, 
Methodology of Kinesiological Activities in Early and Preschool 
Education 1 and 2 - Undergraduate study programme Early and 
Preschool Education 

Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

/ 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

1. Vlahović, L., Babin, B., Pejčić, T. (2020). Struktura morfoloških 
karakteristika I motoričkih sposobnosti dječaka predškolske 
dobi, Konferencija Sportske nauke i zdravlje, Panevropski 
Univerzitet Apeiron, Banja Luka, 248-252. 

2. Babin, B., Vlahović, L., Babin, J. (2019). Correlation between 
Morphological Characteristic and Bounce from Middle Position 
in Volleyball in eleven-Year-Old Female Pupils. Croation 
Journal of Education, 21(2), 437-452. 

3. Trajkovski, B., Babin, B., Vlahović, L. (2018). Sex Differentiation 
of Morphological Characteristics and Motor Skills in Preschool-
Aged Children. Human, Sport, Medicine, 18(4), 52-57. 

4. Mladineo Brničević, M., Babin, B., Vlahović, L. (2018). The 
influence of Motor Abilities and some Specific Kinematic 
Parameters on the Results in 60-metre Hurdle-Races. Acta 
Kinesiologica, 12(1), 93-98. 

5. Vlahović, L., Babin, B. (2018). Analiza povezanosti morfoloških 
karakteristika i motoričkih znanja kod jedanaestogodišnjih 
učenika. Školski vjesnik: časopis za pedagogijsku teoriju I 
praksu / Journal of pedagogic theory and practise, 67(2),227-
238. 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

/ 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

Project ID: 227-2271694-1696, Kinesiological education in pre 
school and primary education 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences?  

/ 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Bruno Barać, Teaching Assistant 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Developmental psychology 1 
Developmental psychology 2 
Psychology of Early Learning 
Developmental Psychopathology 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 
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Telephone number 021/545-599 

E-mail address bbarac@ffst.hr 

Personal web page http://inet1.ffst.hr/bruno.barac 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID / 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

/ 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

/ 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

/ 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 5 November 2017 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Assistant Teacher 

Field of research Psychology 

Function  Assistant Teacher 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  Master of psychology 

Institution   University of Zadar 

Place Zadar 

Date  26 September 2015 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  Gestalt psychotherapist 

Institution   Psihika Ltd (EAPTI) – European Accredited Psychotherapy 
Training Institute – Psychotherapy, Educational and Counselling 
Center 

Place Zadar 

Date  22 August 2020 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year 2015 

Place / 

Institution Cambridge English Language Assessment- Part of the University 
of Cambridge 

Field of training Cambridge English Proficiency Qualification (C2 Proficiency) 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year 2016 

Place Newcastle upon Tyne 

Institution Pearson Assessment 

Field of training ADOS-2 Clinical Workshop 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year 2016 

Place Split 

Institution Hrvatska psihološka komora 

Field of training Licence for psychological practice 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 5  
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Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

Italian, 2  

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level of 
study programme) 

/ 

Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

/ 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

1. Bubić, A., Barać, B. and Ivanović, A. (2018). Predictors of beliefs 
about psychological services among future teachers and 
educators. U M. Kurki (ur.), 7th European Conference on Mental 
Health (str.113). Split 

2. Bubić, A., Barać, B. and Tošić, A. (2018). Odrednice roditeljske 
uključenosti u školski život djece. In M. Nikolić, A. Tokić, V. 
Ćubela Adorić, A. Dodaj, Lj. Gregov, L. Ivanov, I. Macuka, M. 
Nekić, and. Tucak Junaković, P. Valerjev, M. Vidaković (ed.). 
XXI. Psychology days in Zadar – Book of Abstracts (p. 41). 
Zadar: University of Zadar, Department of psychology 

3. Barać, B. and Vulić- Prtorić, A. (2016). Što ustvari ispituje Test 
očiju? Neke metodološke teškoće ispitivanja teorije uma 
Testom očiju. Klinička psihologija, 9(2), 217- 238 

    doi:10.21465/2016-KP-2-0002  
4. Šimić, N. and Barać, B. (2014). Ispitivanje fundamentalne 

frekvencije glasa i njenog varijabiliteta kod nisko i visoko 
anksioznih sudionica. In A. Slišković (ed.) Book of Abstracts XIX 
Psychology days in Zadar (p. 29-31. )Zadar: University of 
Zadar, Department of psychology 

5. Barać, B. and Vulić-Prtorić, A. (2020). Odnos stilova humora i 
teorije uma. // XXII. Days of psychology in Zadar, Zadar, 
Croatia, 2020. (poster) 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

/ 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

/ 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences?  

Course for the acquisition of teacher`s competences, University of 
Zadar, 60 ECTS 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

/ 
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First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Perislava Bešić Smlatić, Msc, Lecturer 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Philosophy of Education 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number / 

E-mail address perislava@ffst.hr 

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID / 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

/ 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

Lecturer, 2008 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Humanities, Philosophy 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed High School Ivan Lucić-Trogir 

Date of employment 1986 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Philosophy and Logic teacher 

Field of research Philosophy of Education 

Function  Professor Advisor 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  Master of Science 

Institution   Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences 

Place Rijeka 

Date  2007 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year 2014-2020 

Place Zagreb 

Institution Ministry of Science and Education of the Republic of Croatia 

Field of training Curricular Reform 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 3 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level of 
study programme) 

Teaching methodology philosophy,  
Practicuum and school practice 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

/ 
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Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

/ 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

Logics Curicuulum, School of Life (Ethics) 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences?  

/ 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Ivana Bojčić, Senior Language Instructor 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

English Language 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number 021545587 

E-mail address ibojcic@ffst.hr 

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID / 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and date 
of last rank appointment 

Senior Language Instructor, 2020 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Philology; English language 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split, 
Department of English 

Date of employment From 2009 full time employment 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, etc.) 

Senior Language Instructor 

Field of research Methodology of English language teaching 

Function Teacher 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree English Language Teacher and Italian Language Teacher 

Institution University in Zadar, Faculty of Philosophy 

Place Zadar 

Date 1994 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year 1999-2009 

Place Split 

Institution Centre foreign languages Split 
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Field of training English language; Theory and practice in modern foreign 
language 

Year 1998-2009 

Place Croatia and abroad , HUPE 

Institution Faculty of Philosophy, Montenegro and Croatia 

Field of training Methodology of English and Italian  language teaching  

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 5 
 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

Italian, 5 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

Spanish, 2 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level of 
study programme) 

Language Instructor-Lecturer at the Faculty of Maths and Physics 
in Split, undergraduate level courses: English for special purposes 
1 and 2; Mentor for English language students  

Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

/ 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

/ 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

1. Bakašun, A., Bojčić, I., Marušić, M. (2018). When mess is the 
norm: engaging with classroom complexities. Strani jezici 47, 
No. 1-2, pp 59-78. 

2. Bakašun, A., Bojčić, I., Marušić, M. (2017). ESP refresher 
courses: reflecting on our teaching practices. Strani jezici 46, 
No. 1-2, pp 119-140. 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

/ 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences  

Postgraduate specialist study programme in Teaching 
Methodology, Faculty of Philosophy, Zadar. 
Graduate teaching diploma acquired at the Faculty of Philosophy, 
Zadar (study programme Italian and English Language and 
Literature). 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching and 
scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Marija Brajčić, PhD, Assistant Professor 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Artistic Expression in Early and Preschool Education 1 
Artistic Expression in Early and Preschool Education 2 
Cultural Heritage in Croatia 
Painting with Preschoolers 
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GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number 021 329 284 

E-mail address mbrajcic@ffst.hr 

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 25865 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

Research Associate, 13 July 2015 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

Assistant Professor, 14 March 2016 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Interdisciplinary field of science, educational sciences (pedagogy, 
fine arts) 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 1 September 2007 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Professor 

Field of research Visual Art and Visual Art Education 

Function  Head of the Department for Early and Pre-school Education 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  PhD 

Institution   University of Zadar 

Place Zadar 

Date  7 April 2011 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year / 

Place / 

Institution / 

Field of training / 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 4 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level 
of study programme) 

"Visual Arts", " Didactics of Visual Arts 1", Didactics of Visual Arts 
2 ", undergraduate University Teacher Education,              
"Didactics of Visual Arts 1", „Didactics of Visual Arts 2" - 
undergraduate study of Preschool Education  

Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

1. Brajčić, M. (2014). Arheološki parkovi u Hrvatskoj - stanje i 
perspektive, Split, Filozofski fakultet u Splitu 

2. Brajčić, Kuščević D. (2016). Dijete i likovna umjetnost - doživljaj 
likovnog djela, Split: Filozofski fakultet Sveučilišta u Splitu 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 

1. Kardum, G., Kuščević, D., Brajčić, M. (2020). The Impacts of 
Different Sorts of Art Education on Pupils’ Preference for 20th-

https://www.bib.irb.hr/807311
https://www.bib.irb.hr/807311
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years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

Century Art Movements. Publications / MDPI Education Sciences, 
10, 1; 1-13 doi:10.3390/educsci10010015  
2. Brajčić, M., Perić, M., (2019) Suvremena skulptura u očima 
djeteta - Ivan Meštrović. Školski vijesnik: časopis za pedagogijsku 
teoriju i praksu/ Journal of pedagogic theory and practice, 68, 1; 
205-240  
3. Kuščević, D., Brajčić, M., Talijan, Z. (2019) Stavovi studenata o 
muzeju kao okruženju u kojemu se odvija učenje. Metodički ogledi 
- časopis za filozofiju odgoja, 26, 1; 99-120 
doi:.org/10.21464/mo.26.1.8   
4. Brajčić, M., Šućur, M. (2019). Učestalost upotrebe likovno-
umjetničkog djela u nastavi likovne kulture // Nova prisutnost : 
časopis za intelektualna i duhovna pitanja, XVII, 1; 59-74 
doi:10.31192/np.17.1.4   
5. Brajčić, M.,Kuščević D. (2016) Child and the Work of Art. 
European Journal of Social Sciences Education and Research, 
Volume 8 Nr. 1.; 144-155 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

1. Kuščević, D., Brajčić, M. (2018). Differences in Assessment of 
Visual Skills among Pupils with Regard to Artwork - Estimation of 
Giftedness, Challenges of Working with Gifted Pupils in European 
School Systems, Herzog, Jerneja (ur.). 
Hamburg: Verlag Dr. Kovač,  str. 185-204 
2. Brajčić, M., Kuščević, D. (2015). Odgajanje mladih kroz 
umjetnost,  Poučavanje umjetnosti u 21. stoljeću, Dubravka Težak 
(ur.).Zagreb: Učiteljski fakultet Sveučilišta u Zagrebu,  str. 300-317  
3. Kuščević, D., Brajčić M., Šipić L. (2019).Using Marc Chagall’s 
Visual Art in Teaching Visual Arts // Revija za elementarno 
izobraževanje = Journal of elementary education, 12, 2; 177-198 
doi:https://.org/10.18690/rei.12.2.177-198.2019 
4. Brajčić, M., Kuščević, D., Pupić Bakrač, M. (2018). Identifikacija 
likovno nadarene djece u nastavi likovne kulture. Croatian Journal 
of Education-Hrvatski Casopis za Odgoj i obrazovanje, 20, 3; 765-
788 doi:.org/10.15516/cje.v20i3.2617 
5. Brajčić, M., Jujnović, A. (2016). Primjena metode estetskog 
transfera u nastavi Likovne kulture - Vincent van Gogh. Školski 
vjesnik : časopis za pedagoška i školska pitanja, 65, 201-217 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

- Exhibition of art works by students of the Teacher's Study and 
the Study of Early and Preschool Education of the Faculty of 
Humanities and Social Sciences University of Split "Variations of 
the Circle" - Marko Marulić City Library in Split 29. 06. - 10. 07. 
2018. 
- Exhibition of art works by students of the Teacher's Study and 
the Study of Early and Preschool Education of Faculty of 
Humanities and Social Sciences University of Split "Creative 
Echoes" - Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences University of 
Split 25. 01. 2019. - 10.02. 2019. 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences?  

Methodological-psychological-didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences was acquired during the main teacher’s university 
education. 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

/ 
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First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Snježana Dobrota, PhD, Full Professor 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Music in early and preschool education 1 
Music in early and preschool education 2 
Musical styles and periods 
Basics of Music Culture 
Music Practicum 1 
Music Practicum 2 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number / 

E-mail address dobrota@ffst.hr 

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 221143 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

Scientific Advisor, 11 October 2019 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

Full Professor, 22 January 2020 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Social sciences, pedagogy, special pedagogies  

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 2005 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Professor 

Field of research Music pedagogy, psychology of music 

Function Professor 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree PhD 

Institution Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences University of Zagreb 

Place Zagreb 

Date 10 July 2008 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year / 

Place / 

Institution / 

Field of training / 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

First languages Croatian  

Foreign language and command 
of foreign language on a scale 
from 2 (sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 5 

Foreign language and command 
of foreign language on a scale 
from 2 (sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

Italian, 3 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 

The course Didactics of music, Department of Teacher Education, 
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split. 
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where it is/was offered, and level 
of study programme) 

The course Intercultural music education, postgraduate doctoral 
studies in humanities and social sciences, Faculty of Humanities 
and Social Sciences, University of Split 
The course Psychology of music, Academy of music, University of 
Pula. 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

1. Dobrota, S., & Reić Ercegovac, I. (2016) Zašto volimo ono što 
slušamo: glazbeno-pedagoški i psihologijski aspekti glazbenih 
preferencija. Split: Filozofski fakultet Sveučilišta u Splitu. 

2. Dobrota, S. (2012) Uvod u suvremenu glazbu pedagogiju. Split: 
Filozofski fakultet Sveučilišta u Splitu. 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

1. Dobrota, S., & Gusić, M. (2020) Students' musical preferences 
in childrens' major- and minor-key songs. Journal of Elementary 
Education, 13 (3), 311-324. doi: 10.18690/rei.13.3.311-
324.2020  

2. Dobrota, S. (2019) Stavovi odgojitelja predškolske djece prema 
glazbenim aktivnostima u vrtiću i samoprocjena kompetentnosti 
za njihovu realizaciju. Metodički ogledi: časopis za filozofiju 
odgoja, 26 (2), 59-76. doi: 10.21464/mo.26.2.6 

3. Habe, K., Dobrota, S., & Reić Ercegovac, I. (2018). The 
structure of musical preferences of youth: cross-cultural 
perspective. Musicological Annual, 54 (1), 141-156. doi: 
10.4312/mz.54.1.14l-156 

4. Dobrota, S., & Topić, K. (2018). Glazbene preferencije učenika 
prema glazbama svijeta i hrvatskoj tradicijskoj glazbi. Školski 
vjesnik: časopis za pedagogijsku teoriju i praksu, 67 (2), 199-
209. 

5. Dobrota, S., & Reić Ercegovac, I. (2017). Music preferences 
with regard to music education, informal influences and 
familiarity of music. British Journal of Music Education,  34 (1), 
41-55. doi: 10.1017/S0265051716000358 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences 

B.S. in music pedagogy, Music Academy, University of Split 
M.A. in music pedagogy, Faculty of Humanities and Social 
Sciences University of Zagreb 
PhD in music pedagogy, Faculty of Humanities and Social 
Sciences University of Zagreb 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Eldi Grubišić Pulišelić, PhD, Full Professor 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

English language 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number / 

E-mail address eldi@ffst.hr  

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 275983 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

Scientific advisor, may 2019 

mailto:eldi@ffst.hr
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Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

Full Professor, 1 October 2019 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Humanities and Social Sciences; Philology; Literary Studies 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 1 October 2017 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Professor 

Field of research Philology; Literary Studies 

Function  / 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  PhD 

Institution   University of Zadar 

Place Zadar 

Date  17 December 2007 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year / 

Place / 

Institution / 

Field of training / 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

German, 5 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 5 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

Italian, 2 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level 
of study programme) 

German Language 1, 2, 3, 4, Faculty of Humanities and Social 
Sciences, University of Split 
 

Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

/ 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

1. Grubišić Pulišelić, Eldi: „Germanski Turčin“ Murad Efendi: 
književnost, politika i/ili identitet, Leykam international d. o. o., 
Zagreb, 2019. 

2. Grubišić Pulišelić, Eldi: „Zwischen Tradition und 
Emanzipation. Frauenliteratur am Ende des 19. Jahrhunderts 
am Beispiel von Jagoda Truhelkas 'Plein air' und Marie von 
Ebner-Eschenbachs 'Wieder die Alte'„, Zeitschrift für 
Slawistik, 63 (2018), 1, 52-73. 

3. Grubišić Pulišelić, Eldi: Tilla Durieux' Zagreber Exil in „Meine 
ersten neunzig Jahre. Erinnerungen“ und „Zagreb 1945“ // 
Brücken überbrücken in der Literatur-und Sprachwissenschaft 
/ Jazbec, Saša; Kacjan, Brigita; Leskovich, Anna; Kučiš, 
Vlasta (ur.), Hamburg: dr. Kovac Verlag, 2020. str. 93-114. 
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4. Grubišić Pulišelić, Eldi: „Marija Crnobori's autobiographical 
prose: a diary of construction of a theatre“, Zeitschrift für 
Slawistik 2017; 62(3): 427-442. 

5. Grubišić Pulišelić, Eldi: „'Gründerzeit' ethics in the dramas by 
Paul Lindau and Richard Voss“, Brünner Beiträge zur 
Germanistik und Nordistik, 31 (2017), 2, str. 139-154. 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

/ 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

/ 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences?  

Graduate study programme in German Language and Literature; 
Graduate study programme in English Language and Literature. 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Josip Guć, Teaching Assistant 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Philosophy of Education 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number / 

E-mail address jguc@ffst.hr 

Personal web page http://inet1.ffst.hr/josip.guc  

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 365781 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

/ 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

/ 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

/ 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 1 October 2017 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Assistant 

Field of research Bioethics, ethics, philosophy of education 

Function  Assistant 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  MA – mag. educ. phil. et hist. 

Institution   Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

mailto:jguc@ffst.hr
http://inet1.ffst.hr/josip.guc
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Place Split 

Date  15 July 2016 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year / 

Place / 

Institution / 

Field of training / 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 5 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

German, 2 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level 
of study programme) 

/ 

Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

/ 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

„Moralitet i legalitet u Kantovoj etici“, Theoria (Beograd) 63 (2020) 
2, pp. 17–40. doi: 10.2298/THEO2002017G. 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

[co-authors: Mateja Centa, Duje Drago, Jurković, Antonio 
Kovačević, Maddalena Nicoletti, Pier Giacomo Sola, Vojko 
Strahovnik, Nikos Vasilakos] „Curriculum for Bioethical Education 
and Attitude Guidance for Living Environment“, BEAGLE Project. 
Available at: https://beagleproject.eu/wp-
content/uploads/2020/10/Curriculum-FINAL-ENG-1r-1.pdf. 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

BEAGLE (Bioethical Education and Attitude Guidance for Living 
Environment) – Erasmus Plus (2018-1-HR01-KA201-047484) 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences?  

MA in Philosophy and History, teaching oriented programme 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Tonća Jukić, PhD, Associate Professor 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Basic Methodology of Pedagogical Research 
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GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number +385 21 545 598 

E-mail address tjukic@ffst.hr 

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 290210 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

Senior Research Associate, 7 February 2018 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

Associate Professor, 1 October 2019 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Social sciences, pedagogy 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 1 December 2006 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Associate Professor 

Field of research Teaching process, pedagogical science 

Function  Teacher 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  PhD 

Institution   University of Zagreb, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences 

Place Zagreb 

Date  16 May 2011 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year 2002/2003 

Place Zagreb 

Institution Forum za slobodu odgoja 

Field of training Pedagogy, didactics 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year / 

Place / 

Institution / 

Field of training / 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 5 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

Italian, 3 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level of 
study programme) 

Methodology of pedagogical research, Pedagogy, Graduate study 
Methodology of scientific research, Teacher Study, Integral study 
 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

1. Jukić, T. (2015). Upoznavanje baštine kroz akcijsko istraživanje 
u ranom i predškolskom odgoju i obrazovanju. Školski vjesnik, 64 
(3), 424-438. 

mailto:tjukic@ffst.hr
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Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

1. Jukić, T. & Nemeth-Jajić, J. (2020). Motiviranje adolescenata na 
čitanje: primjeri dobre prakse. In I. Batarelo Kokić, A. Bubić, T. 
Kokić i A. Mandarić Vukušić (Eds.) Čitanje u ranoj adolescenciji. 
(pp. 97-121). Split: Filozofski fakultet. 
2. Jukić, T., Kostović-Vranješ, V. & Kunac, S. (2015). Poticanje 
kreativnosti u visokoškolskoj nastavi s ciljem unaprjeđenja 
kvalitete života studenata. In S. Kaljača i M. Nikolić (Eds.) 
Unapređenje kvalitete života djece i mladih. Tematski zbornik (1st 
part) (pp. 314-323).  Tuzla: Udruženje za podršku i kreativni razvoj 
djece i mladih i Edukacijsko-rehabilitacijski fakultet Univerziteta u 
Tuzli. 
3. Jukić, T., Anđelić, M. & Reškov, M. (2015). Poimanje i poticanje 
kreativnosti u visokoškolskoj nastavi. In H. Ivon & B. Mendeš 
(Eds.). Kompetencije suvremenog učitelja i odgajatelja – izazov za 
promjene: znanstvena monografija / Competencies of modern 
teachers and educators – challenge for change: scientific 
monograph (pp. 25-34). Split: Filozofski fakultet u Splitu. 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

Member of the project team: Erasmus Plus K2 Boys reading No. 
2014-1-HR01-KA200-007171 (2014-2016).  
Member of the project team: Erasmus Plus K2 project COMMIX 
No. 2016-1-BG01-KA201-023657 (2016 - 2018) 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences?  

Faculty of Natural Sciences and Education University of Split, 
(1996-2000), 6 teaching methodologies 
Forum for Freedom in Education, Project Teaching and writing for 
Critical Thinking, (RWCT), (since 2006 leads workshops for 
teachers) 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Josipa Jurić, Teaching Assistant 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Basics of Natural Science and Mathematical Literacy  

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number / 

E-mail address jjuric@ffst.hr 

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 34512 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

/ 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

/ 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

/ 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities ans Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 1 October 2017 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Assistant 
 

https://bib.irb.hr/prikazi-rad?&rad=787739
https://bib.irb.hr/prikazi-rad?&rad=787739
https://bib.irb.hr/prikazi-rad?&rad=787739
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Field of research Didactics of Mathematics 

Function  / 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  Master of Education Mathematics and Informatics 

Institution   Faculty of Science Split 

Place Split 

Date  29 June 2015 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year / 

Place / 

Institution / 

Field of training / 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 4 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level 
of study programme) 

/ 

Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

/ 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

1. Jurić, J., Mišurac, I., & Vežić, I. (2019). Task Structure by 
Bloom Taxonomy in The Mathematics Textbooks of Lower 
Elementary Classes. Školski vjesnik: časopis za pedagogijsku 
teoriju i praksu, 68(2.), 488-507. 

2. Cindric, M., Zorica, I. M., & Juric, J. From “calculation in mind” 
till “mental calculation”. TOWARDS NEW PERSPECTIVES 
ON MATHEMATICS EDUCATION,  Kolar-Begović, Zdenka ; 
Kolar-Šuper, Ružica ; Jukić Matić, Ljerka (ur.). Zagreb: 
Element, 2019. str. 74-81 

3. Juric, J., Mišurac, I., & Cindric, M. Student competence for 
solving logical tasks. TOWARDS NEW PERSPECTIVES ON 
MATHEMATICS EDUCATION. Kolar-Begović, Zdenka ; 
Kolar-Šuper, Ružica ; Jukić Matić, Ljerka (ur.). Zagreb: 
Element, 2019. str. 285-292 

4. Blažević, Ines; Mišurac, Irena; Jurić, Josipa (2019.) 
Identidication and Work with The Gifted Children in Primary 
Education // Contemporary aspects of giftedness / Jerneja 
Herzog (ur.). Hamburg: Verlag Dr. Kovač, 2019. str. 9-19 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

1. Tomaš, S., Jurić, J., & Paradžik, M. (2018). GeoGebra 
appliance in the teaching of mathematics in lower grades of 
elementary school. Metodički obzori: časopis za odgojno-
obrazovnu teoriju i praksu, 13(1 (25)), 101-120. 

2. Mišurac, Irena; Jurić, Josipa (2019). Učenje otkrivanjem na 
primjeru upoznavanja Talesova poučka // Prozor u svijet 
obrazovanja, nauke i mladih / Nesimović, Sanela ; Mešanović-
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Meša, Emira (ur.). Sarajevo, 2019. str. 49-58 (predavanje, 
međunarodna recenzija, sažetak, znanstveni) 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

/ 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences?  

Basic study - Professor of Mathematics and Informatics 
Doctoral student in the field of educational sciences - didactics of 
mathematics 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Damir Jurko, PhD, Assistant Professor 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Basic of Kinesiology 
Physical Education 1 
Physical Education 2 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number 21545556 

E-mail address djurko@ffst.hr 

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 343602 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

Research associate, 25 September 2019 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and date 
of last rank appointment 

Assistant Professor, 9 December 2013 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Social sciences, Kinesiology 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 20 December 2013 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, etc.) 

Professor 

Field of research Kinesiology 

Function Assistant Professor 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree Doctor of Kinesiological Sciences 

Institution   Faculty of Kinesiology in Split 

Place Split 

Date 4 April 2013 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year / 

Place / 

Institution / 

Field of training / 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
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Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 4 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level of 
study programme) 

Basic of Kinesiology, Kinesiology recreation 1, 2 and 3 – 
Department of Teacher Education, integrated undergraduate and 
graduate study programme 

Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

/ 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

1. Maras, N., Delaš Kalinski, S., Sivrić, H., Jurko, D., Pavlinović, 
M. (2015). Teacher-the subject of physical education classes in 
class teaching / Research in Physical Education, Sport and 
Health, 4, 2; 107-112 
2. Štefan, L., Sporiš, G., Čular, D., Jurko, D. (2015). Organism 
adaptations on high altitude training / 5TH INTERNATIONAL 
SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE „CONTEMPORARY 
KINESIOLOGY“ , Split, Croatia: Faculty of Kinesiology, University 
of Split, Croatia, str. 348-356 
3. Milavić, B., Milić, M., Jurko, D., Grgantov, Z., Marić, K. (2015). 
Adaptation and Validation of the Motivation Scale in Physical 
Education Classes / Croatia journal of education, 17, 2; 453-479 
doi:10.15516/cje.v17i2.560 
4. Jurko, D., Čular, D., Badrić M., Sporiš,G. (2015). Basic 
Kinesiology, Zagreb: Sport-book 
5. Bataynech, M., Bonacin, D., Bonacin, D., Bilić, Ž., Jurko, D. 
(2014). Relacije kultoroliških i stratifikacijskih dimenzija studenata 
/ Sport science, international journal of kinesiology, 7 , 2; 105-109 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

/ 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

/ 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences? 

/ 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching and 
scholarly/artistic work 

/ 
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First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Katija Kalebić Jakupčević, PhD, Postdoctoral Researcher 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Developmental psychology 2 
Developmental psychopathology 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number 021 545586 

E-mail address kkalebicjakupcevic@ffst.hr 

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 345266 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

Research Associate, 12 February 2019 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Social sciences, Psychology 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 1 January 2019 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Postdoctoral Researcher 

Field of research Psychology  

Function  / 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  PhD 

Institution   Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Zagreb 

Place Zagreb 

Date  2014 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year 2008 

Place Zagreb 

Institution Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Zagreb 

Field of training Postgraduate studies, Specialization in clinical psychology 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year 2010 

Place Zagreb 

Institution CABCT 

Field of training Supervision in Cognitive-behavioral therapy 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 4 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

Italian, 2 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 

/ 

mailto:kkalebicjakupcevic@ffst.hr
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where it is/was offered, and level of 
study programme) 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

- Kalebić Jakupčević, K. i Živčić-Bećirević, I. (2017). Contribution 
of rumination, mindfulness, thought suppression and 
metacognitive beliefs in depression. Psihologijske teme. 26(2), 
335-354. 

- Koludrović, M. i Kalebić Jakupčević, K. (2017). The relationship 
between classroom climate and school achievement of primary 
school students. Školski vjesnik: časopis za pedagoška i 
školska pitanja. 66(4), 557-572. 

- Kalebić Jakupčević, K. i Reić Ercegovac, I. (2016). Dobne i 
spolne razlike u depresivnosti kod djece i adolescenata na 
području grada Splita. Paediatria Croatica. 60(4), 133-140. 

- Kalebić Jakupčević, K. i Živčić-Bećirević, I. (2016). Cognitive 
and metacognitive processes in depressive disorder. Socijalna 
psihijatrija. 44(3), 185-195. 

- Kuzmanić Šamija, R., Kolić, K., Markić, J., Polić, B., Kalebić 
Jakupčević, K., Lozić, B., Lazibat, I., Unić, I. i Zemunik, T. 
(2014). Correlation of serial MRI findings and clinical outcome 
in the first Croatian patient with acute necrotizing 
encephalopathy. Croatian medical journal, 55(4), 431-433. 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

- Koludrović, M. i Kalebić Jakupčević, K. (2017). The relationship 
between classroom climate and school achievement of primary 
school students. Školski vjesnik: časopis za pedagoška i 
školska pitanja. 66(4), 557-572. 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

2018. - leader of professional support workshops for parents in 
the conditions of more demanding parenting “We grow together”: 
Centre for parental support “We grow together”, UNICEF, Croatia 
2018. - coordinator of the preventive program "I represent myself 
- I respect you"; Family Centre, Centre for Social Welfare 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences?  

Study of Psychology, University of Zadar 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Goran Kardum, PhD, Full Professor 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Developmental psychology 2 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number (021) 329284 

E-mail address gkardum@ffst.hr 

Personal web page http://www.ffst.unist.hr/goran.kardum 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 276756 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

Scientific Advisor, 2019 

mailto:gkardum@ffst.hr
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Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and date 
of last rank appointment 

Full Professor, 31 October 2019 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Social Sciences, Psychology 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 1 November 2008 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, etc.) 

Full Professor 

Field of research Psychology 

Function / 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree PhD 

Institution Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences 

Place University of Zagreb, Zagreb 

Date 4 July 2007 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year / 

Place / 

Institution / 

Field of training / 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 5 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

German, 3 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level of 
study programme) 

Psychology of Nurture and Education, Faculty of Humanities and 
Social Sciences 

Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

1. Malenica, K., Kovačević, V., & Kardum, G. (2019). Impact 
of Religious Self-Identification and Church Attendance on 
Social Distance toward Muslims. Religions, 10(4), 276. 
MDPI AG. http://dx.doi.org/10.3390/rel10040276 

2. Lehmann, O. V., Kardum, G., & Klempe, S. H. (2018). The 
search for inner silence as a source for Eudemonia. British 
Journal of Guidance & Counselling, 0(0), 1–10. 
https://doi.org/10.1080/03069885.2018.1553295 

3. Kralj, Ž. & Kardum, G. (2018). Attitudes toward 
complementary and alternative medicine, beliefs in after 
death and religiosity among psychiatrists, psychologists and 
theologists. Psychiatria Danubina, doi: 
10.31219/osf.io/ndc7y 

4. Klarin, M., Antičević, V., Kardum, G., Proroković, A. & 
Sindik, J. (2018). Communication And Social Skills In 

https://doi.org/10.1080/03069885.2018.1553295
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Education Of Health Occupation Students: Attitudes And 
Validation On Nationwide Parallel Group Randomized 
Study. Suvremena psihologija, 20 (1), 39-52.  

5. Antičević, V., Kardum, G., Klarin, M., Sindik, J. i Barač, I. 
(2018). Academic Achievement and Study Satisfaction: The 
Contribution of High School Success and Personality. 
Društvena istraživanja, 27 (2), 243-260. 
https://doi.org/10.5559/di.27.2.03  

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

/ 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

/ 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences 

Regular studying during the graduate study of psychology as well 
as through continuous education during the regular teaching work 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching and 
scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Vesna Kostović-Vranješ, PhD, Associate Professor 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Education for Sustainable Development in Early Childhood 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000Split 

Telephone number 021 545576 

E-mail address kostovic@ffst.hr 

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 201306 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

Senior Research Associate, 19 December 2016 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

Associate Professor, 14 February 2017 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Area social science, field pedagogy 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Science, University of Split 

Date of employment 2009 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Associate Professor 

Field of research Teaching methodology of Natural and Social Science 

Function  / 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

mailto:kostovic@ffst.hr
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Degree  PhD of Natural Science 

Institution   Faculty of Science University of Zagreb 

Place Zagreb 

Date  9 July 1999 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year / 

Place / 

Institution / 

Field of training / 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian  

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 3 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

Slovenian, 4 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level 
of study programme) 

- Didactics of Biology, graduate university study programme 
Biology and Chemistry, Faculty of Natural Science University of 
Split 
- Didactics of Natural Science, PPDME study programme, Faculty 
of Humanities and Social science University of Split  
- Didactics of Science and Society, The Master of Primary 
Education study programme, Faculty of Humanities and Social 
science University of Split 

Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

Kostović-Vranješ V. (2015). Metodika nastave predmeta 
prirodoslovnog područja. Školska knjiga Zagreb i Filozofski 
fakultet u Splitu (sveučilišni udžbenik) 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

1. Kostović-Vranješ V. (2020): Odgoj i obrazovanje i ranom 
djetinjstvu.  Putokazi Sveučilišta Hercegovina u Mostaru (u tisku) 
2. Kostović-Vranješ V., Bulić M. (2020):  Nastavni sadržaji kemije 
kao poticaj čitanju knjiga. U: Batarelo Kokić I., Bubić A., Kokić  T.,  
Mandarić Vukušić A. (ur) Urednička monografija „Čitanje u ranoj 
adolescenciji“, Sveučilište u Splitu Filozofski fakultet (str 81-95) . 
3.Kostović-Vranješ, V., Bulić, M., Šušnjara, K. (2019). Mogućnosti 
primjene obrazovne softverske platforme mozaBook u nastavi 
prirode i društva. U: S. Nesimović i E. Mešanović-Meša (ur.) 
Zbornik radova znanstvenog skupa Prozor u svijet obrazovanja, 
nauke i mladih, (str. 401-417).  Sarajevo: Univerzitet u Sarajevu 
Pedagoški fakultet Sarajevo. 
4. Bulić. M., Kostović-Vranješ, V. (2019). Utjecaj e-učenja na 
samoodgovornost učenika pri izvršavanju domaćih zadaća. 
Školski vjesnik, 68 (1), 112-126. 
5. Kostović-Vranješ, V., Bulić, M. i Novoselić, D. (2016). 
Izvannastavna aktivnost „kompostiranje “u promicanju 
obrazovanja za održivi razvoj. Školski vjesnik, 65 (Tematski broj), 
79-90. 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

1. Kostović-Vranješ V. (2020): Odgoj i obrazovanje i ranom 
djetinjstvu.  Putokazi Sveučilišta Hercegovina u Mostaru (u tisku) 
2. Kostović-Vranješ V., Bulić M. (2020):  Nastavni sadržaji kemije 
kao poticaj čitanju knjiga. U: Batarelo Kokić I., Bubić A., Kokić  T.,  
Mandarić Vukušić A. (ur) Urednička monografija „Čitanje u ranoj 
adolescenciji“, Sveučilište u Splitu Filozofski fakultet (str 81-95) . 
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3. Kostović-Vranješ, V., Bulić, M., Šušnjara, K. (2019). Mogućnosti 
primjene obrazovne softverske platforme mozaBook u nastavi 
prirode i društva. U: S. Nesimović i E. Mešanović-Meša (ur.) 
Zbornik radova znanstvenog skupa Prozor u svijet obrazovanja, 
nauke i mladih, (str. 401-417).  Sarajevo: Univerzitet u Sarajevu 
Pedagoški fakultet Sarajevo. 
4. Bulić. M., Kostović-Vranješ, V. (2019). Utjecaj e-učenja na 
samoodgovornost učenika pri izvršavanju domaćih zadaća. 
Školski vjesnik, 68 (1), 112-126. 
5. Kostović-Vranješ, V., Bulić, M. i Novoselić, D. (2016). 
Izvannastavna aktivnost „kompostiranje “u promicanju 
obrazovanja za održivi razvoj. Školski vjesnik, 65 (Tematski broj), 
79-90. 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

1.  Erasmus+ international scientific project „Boys reading“  (2014. 
–2016.) leader PhD, Associate professor Ivana Batarelo Kokić, 
Faculty of Humanities and Social Science University of Split 
2. project „Participate in sustainable development“ (2013. – 2015.) 
Association for Nature, Enviroment and Sustainable Development  
Sunce, Split 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences?  

Four year graduate study: Biology and Chemistry  
Faculty of Natural Sciences  
University of Split 
Professor of Biology and Chemistry 
 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

Award for the excellence in teaching and other forms of work with 
students in 2018./19. ac.yr. - Faculty of Humanities and Social 
Science, University of Split 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Sonja Kovačević, PhD, Full Professor 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Pedagogical Communication 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number +385 (21) 386122 (204) 

E-mail address sonja@ffst.hr 

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 151044 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

Scientific Advisor, 2 April 2020 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

 
Full Professor, 20 July 2020 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Social sciences, educational sciences 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 1 December 2005 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Professor 

Field of research High education 

mailto:sonja@ffst.hr
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Function  Teacher 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  Doctor of science 

Institution   Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences Rijeka 

Place Rijeka 

Date  / 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year / 

Place / 

Institution / 

Field of training / 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 3 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

Italian, 2 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level 
of study programme) 

Pedagogical communication, Advanced teaching models, 
Didactics, Implicit pedagogy, Pedagogy basics, School pedagogy 
- integrated study program of teachers. 
Pedagogical communication, Didactics - undergraduate study of 
pedagogy.  
Pedagogical communication - undergraduate study RIPO. 
Skills of educational communication - graduate study RIPO. 

Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

1. Mušanović, M., Vasilj, M. Kovačević, S. (2010). Vježbe iz 
didaktike. Rijeka: HFD. 
ISBN 978-953-95074-4-0 CIP katalogizacija u publikaciji 
Sveučilišna knjižnica u Rijeci  UDK 37.02(035) 

2. Kovačević, S., Mušanović, L. (2013). Od transmisije do 
majeutike – modeli nastave. Zagreb: HFD.  ISBN 978-953-
95074-4-8 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

1. Kovačević, S. (2019). Progresiv Education – Didactic 
Challenges. Croatian Journal of Education, Vol.21; No.2, 639-663. 
2. Alajbeg, A. i Kovačević, S. (2019). Contribution of 
Sociodemographic Factors to Different Engagement of Children in 
Peer Violence. Violence and Gender, 6(1), 1-10. 
3. Alajbeg, A. i Kovačević, S. (2018). Škola bez vršnjačkog nasilja. 
Educa, časopis za obrazovanje, nauku i kulturu, XI (11), 113-120. 
4. Alajbeg, A. i Kovačević, S. (2018). Uloga vezanosti za školu u 
različitom angažmanu djece u vršnjačkom nasilju. Suvremena 
pitanja, časopis za prosvjetu i kulturu, XIII (26), 25-44.  
5. Šimunović, R., Šimić, K. i Kovačević, S. (2018). Stavovi 
studenata o važnosti razvoja pedagoške kompetencije. 
Suvremena pitanja, časopis za prosvjetu i kulturu, XIII (26), str.        
64-77 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 

/ 

https://www.liebertpub.com/doi/full/10.1089/vio.2018.0007
https://www.liebertpub.com/doi/full/10.1089/vio.2018.0007
https://www.liebertpub.com/doi/full/10.1089/vio.2018.0007
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and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

/ 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences?  

/ 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Vlaho Kovačević, PhD, Assistant Professor 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Sociology of Education 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number 021 541821 

E-mail address vkovacevic@ffst.hr 

Personal web page http://inet1.ffst.hr/vlaho.kovacevic 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 337686 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

Research Associate, 2 December 2015 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

Assistant Professor, 14 March 2016 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Social Sciences, Sociology 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split  

Date of employment 2012 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Assistant Professor 

Field of research Research and teaching 

Function  / 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  PhD 

Institution   Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences 

Place Zagreb 

Date  2012 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year / 

Place / 

Institution / 

Field of training / 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
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Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command 
of foreign language on a scale 
from 2 (sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 4 

Foreign language and command 
of foreign language on a scale 
from 2 (sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

Foreign language and command 
of foreign language on a scale 
from 2 (sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level 
of study programme) 

I gave the following seminars at the Faculty of humanities and 
social sciences, University of Split: 
undergraduate study programme:  
Social structure, Micro perspectives in sociological theories, Macro 
perspectives in sociological theories, Contemporary sociological 
theories. 
I was a course teacher of the following courses at the Faculty of 
humanities and social sciences, University of Split: 
Sociology of science, Micro perspectives in sociological theories, 
Macro perspectives in sociological theories, Contemporary 
sociological theories, Sociology of education, Sociology of popular 
religion. 
I was a course teacher of the following course at the Faculty of 
humanities and social sciences, University of Split: 
graduate study programme: Post-industrial society, Sociology of 
popular religion. 

Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

/ 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

1.  Kovačević, V., Kardum, G., & Malenica, K. (2019). Kvalitativno 
narativno istraživanje dječje religioznosti u kontekstu pet dimenzija 
religioznosti. Bogoslovska smotra, 89(4), 885-898.  
2. Malenica, K.; Kovačević, V. i  Kardum, G. (2019) Impact of 
Religiuos Self-Identification and Church Attendance on Social 
Distance toward Muslim. Religions, 
10(4). https://doi.org/10.3390/rel10040276    
3. Kovačević, V. (2019). Ideja zajednice u sociološkoj misli i 
kršćanska zajednica. Nova prisutnost, 17(2), 251-264.   
4. Kovačević, V.; Malenica, K i Jelaska, I. (2020) Attitudes of 
Students of the University of Split towards Asylum Seekers as a 
Realistic and a Symbolic Threat in the Context of Risk Society. 
Nova prisutnost, 18(2020)2, 245-258. 
https://doi.org/10.31192/np.18.2.2   
5. Kovačević, V.; Malenica, K i Jelaska, I. (2020) Percepcije 
studentske populacije Sveučilišta u Splitu o azilantima kao 
nacionalnoj i religijskoj prijetnji / Perceptions of the student 
population of the University of Split on asylum seekers as a 
national and religious threat., u: Zbornik radova međunarodne 
znanstveno-stručne konferencije Migracije i identitet: kultura, 
ekonomija, država, Zagreb, str. 248-262.  

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

Vidović Schreiber , T. T., Kovačević, V., Malada, D. (2020). "Baby 
Shark" as a Social and Artistic  Phenomenon. Universal Journal of 
Educational Research 8(10): 4449-4458      

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 

1. SEA-EU project: SEA-EU OBSERVATORY ON MIGRATION 
AND HUMAN RIGHTS 
2. Qualitative research of symbolic interaction in popular religion 
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carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences. 

Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences in Zagreb 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Marijo Krnić, MSc, Lecturer 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Croatian Musical Heritage 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number / 

E-mail address mkrnic@ffst.hr 

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 313606 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

/ 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

Lecturer (re-elected), 1 November 2019 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Arts, Music 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 1 November 2008 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Teacher, Lecturer 

Field of research Music Pedagogy 

Function Lecturer 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree MSc 

Institution Academy of Music, University of Ljubljana 

Place Ljubljana, Slovenia 

Date 29 September 2008 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year / 

Place / 

Institution / 

Field of training / 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 4 
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Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

Italian, 2 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level 
of study programme) 

Music culture, compulsory course in integrated teacher study at 
Department of teacher education, Faculty of Humanities and 
Social Sciences, University of Split; 
Intercultural music education, elective course in integrated teacher 
study at Department of teacher education, Faculty of Humanities 
and Social Sciences, University of Split 

Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

/ 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

1. Krnić, M. (2017). Kontratenor u suvremenoj vokalno-pedagoškoj 
praksi. In: M. Petrović (ed.), 19. pedagoški forum scenskih 
umjetnosti. U potrazi za doživljajem i smislom u muzičkoj 
pedagogiji. Beograd, 30.9.-2.10.2016. Beograd: Fakultet muzičke 
umetnosti, 111-119. 
2. Krnić, M. and Grgat, M. (2016). Extracurricular Music Activities 
in Elementary Schools of the City of Split. Croatian Journal of 
Education: Hrvatski časopis za odgoj i obrazovanje, 18/Sp.Ed.2, 
175-185. 
3. Krnić, M. and Kodžoman-Radan, J. (2016). Roditelji i dječje 
glazbene aktivnosti u obiteljskom domu. Metodički ogledi: časopis 
za filozofiju odgoja, 23/1, 53-64. 
4. Krnić, M. (2016). Madrigali Iacobusa Gallusa: prikaz 
interpretacije u različitim izvođačkim sastavima. In: V. Ivkov (ed.), 
Prvi naučni i umjetnički simpozijum Muzika između teorije i prakse. 
Srbija, Novi Sad, 30-31.10.2015. Novi Sad: Akademija umetnosti 
Novi Sad, 160-172. 
5. Krnić, M. (2016). Slušna identifikacija djevojačkih i dječačkih 
glasova. In: B. Jerković i T. Škojo (ed.), Prvi međunarodni 
znanstveni i umjetnički simpozij o pedagogiji u umjetnosti: 
Umjetnik kao pedagog pred izazovima suvremenog odgoja i 
obrazovanja. Osijek, 17. i 18. listopada 2014. Osijek: Umjetnička 
akademija u Osijeku, 369-380. 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in 
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

1. Krnić, M. and Njirić, N. (2018). Utjecaj demografskih čimbenika 
na razvoj vokalnih sposobnosti djece rane školske dobi. In: A. 
Radočaj-Jerković (ed.), Drugi međunarodni znanstveni i umjetnički 
simpozij o pedagogiji u umjetnosti. Komunikacija i interakcija 
umjetnosti i pedagogije. Osijek, 12. i 13. listopada 2017. Osijek: 
Umjetnička akademija u Osijeku, 190-205. 
2. Dobrota, S., Krnić, M. and Petrušić, D. (2017). Innovative 
approaches to teaching music in elementary school - opera in 
music classes. In: M. Sablić, A. Škugor i I. Đurđević Babić (ed.), 
42nd ATEE Annual Conference 2017. Changing perspectives and 
approaches in contemporary teaching. Dubrovnik, 23-25 October 
2017. Brussels, Belgium: Association for Teacher Education in 
Europe (ATEE), 435-444. 
3. Krnić, M. i Lučić, M. (2016). Dječji operni zbor u funkciji 
glazbeno-estetskog odgoja djeteta. Zbornik radova Filozofskog 
fakulteta u Splitu, 6-7, 150-165. 
4. Krnić, M. and Kekez, M. (2016). Of the learning outcomes in the 
cognitive field of vocal training of masters of primary education in 
a comparative perspective. Školski vjesnik, 65, 91-103. 
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5. Krnić, M. (2016). Pedagoške kompetencije u visokoškolskim 
kurikulima za nastavnike pjevanja u komparativnoj perspektivi. In: 
F. Hadžić, 9. međunarodni simpozij Muzika u društvu. Sarajevo, 
23.-26.10.2014. Sarajevo: Muzikološko društvo FbiH i Muzička 
akademija Univerziteta u Sarajevu, 326-342. 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

1. Solo recital (Museum of the city of Split, 8. 2. 2019.); 
2. Concert “Kad izdahnu srce Božjeg sina” (church of Saint 
Francis, 7. 4. 2019.); 
3. G. Verdi: “Moć sudbine”, Marquis Calatrava, Surgeon (CNT 
Split, 2017); 
4. Advent concert of ensemble “Splitski virtuozi” – A. Dvořak: 
“Biblical songs”, op. 99 (CNT Split, 10. 12. 2016.); 
5. Solo recital “Smijeh i suze” (CNT Split, 7. 3. 2016.) 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences 

Within two regular studies at the Department of Music Pedagogy 
(Music teacher) and the Department of singing (Singing teacher) 
at the Art Academy, University of Split and within doctoral study of 
pedagogy at University of Mostar. 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

- eleven rewards as conductor and artistic leader (Arezzo, Split, 
Karlovac, Zagreb, Petrinja, Omiš, Blato na Koručuli, Kaštela) 

- three rewards as vocal teacher (Osijek, Rijeka) 
- Diploma Darko Lukić awarded by Croatian Society of Music 

Artists in April 2012 
- 5th International competition of solo singers “Bruna Špiler” in 

Herceg Novi (Montenegro) in March 2012 – second prize 
- 24th Concorso internazionale di musica vocale da camera in 

Città di Conegliano (Italy) in July 2010 – first prize 
- 13th Solo singers competition “Nikola Cvejić” in Ruma (Serbia) 

in November 2010 – second prize (first was not awarded) 
- 15th Concorso internazionale di canto solistico "C. A. Seghizzi" 

in Gorizia (Italy) in July 2009 – second prize 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Dubravka Kuščević, PhD, assistant professor    

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Basics of Visual Arts 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number 021 329 284 

E-mail address kuscevic@ffst.hr  

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 244 310 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

Research Associate, 12 January 2018 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

Assistant Professor, 1 October 2019 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Educational sciences, interdisciplinary field 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 1996 

mailto:kuscevic@ffst.hr
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Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Professor 

Field of research Visual Art Pedagogy, Didactics of Art 

Function  / 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  PhD 

Institution   University of Sarajevo, Faculty of Educational Sciences 

Place Sarajevo 

Date  25 February 2012 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year / 

Place / 

Institution / 

Field of training / 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command 
of foreign language on a scale 
from 2 (sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 3 

Foreign language and command 
of foreign language on a scale 
from 2 (sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

Foreign language and command 
of foreign language on a scale 
from 2 (sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level 
of study programme) 

The course Basics of Visual Arts, Department of Preschool 
education, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University 
of Split. 
  

Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

/ 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

1. Brajčić, M., Kuščević, D., Petric, M. (2020). Experiencing a 20th 
- century visual artwork - Andy Warhol Croatian Journal of 
Education = Hrvatski časopis za odgoj i obrazovanje, 22 (1), 
239-261. doi:10.15516/cje.b22i0.3847  

2. Brajčić, M., Kuščević, D., Lažeta, M. (2020). A Comparison 
between Competencies of Teachers and Students of Teacher 
Education in Recognizing Artistically Gifted Students, European 
Journal of Educational Research, 9 (3), 1327-1336. 
doi:10.12973/eu-jer.9.3.1327 

3. Kuščević, D., Brajčić, M., Tomašević N. (2020). Medkulturnost 
pri pouku – učenčeve preference likovnih del, Pedagoška 
obzorja, 35 (1), 56-71. 

4. Kardum, G., Kuščević, D., Brajčić, M.(2020).  The Impacts of 
Different Sorts of Art Education on Pupils’ Preference for 20th-
Century Art Movements, Publications / MDPI Education 
Sciences, 10 (1) 1-13. doi:10.3390/educsci10010015 

5. Kuščević, D.,Brajčić M., Šipić L. (2019). Using Marc Chagall’s 
Visual Art in Teaching Visual Arts, Revija za elementarno 
izobraževanje = Journal of elementary education, 12 (2) 177-
198. doi:https://.org/10.18690/rei.12.2.177-198.2019 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  

1. Kuščević, D., Brajčić, M. (2018) Differences in Assessment of 
Visual Skills among Pupils with Regard to Artwork . U Herzog, 
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subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

Jerneja (ur)Estimation of Giftedness, Challenges of Working 
with Gifted Pupils in European School Systems (str. 185-204) 
Hamburg: Verlag Dr. Kovač.  

2. Brajčić, M., Kuščević, D.; Pupić Bakrač M. (2018).  Identifikacija 
likovno nadarene djece u nastavi likovne kulture, Croatian 
Journal of Education-Hrvatski Casopis za Odgoj i obrazovanje, 
20 (3), 765-788. doi:.org/10.15516/cje.v20i3.2617 

3. Marijanović, I., Kuščević, D., Reić Ercegovac, I.  (2017). 
Teachers’ Views of the Potential of Art Therapy in Young 
Learners, Revija za elementarno izobraževanje, 10 (4), 365-
376. 

4. Kuščević, D., Tomaš, S., Mornar, I. (2016). Primjena sustava 
Moodle u metodici nastavne likovne kulture, Zbornik radova 
Filozofskog fakulteta u Splitu, 6-7, 86-102. 

5. Brajčić M., Kuščević D. (2016)., Dijete i likovna umjetnost – 
doživljaj likovnog djela (znanstvena monografija). Split: 
Filozofski fakultet Sveučilišta u Splitu 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

/ 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences?  

B.S. in visual art pedagogy, Art  Academy, University of Split 
M.A. in history of art, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences 
University of Zagreb 
PhD in didactics of Art Faculty of Educational Sciences,  University 
of Sarajevo. 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Maja Ljubetić. PhD, Full Professor 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Family Pedagogy 
Partnership between Family and Local Community  

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21 000Split 

Telephone number 021 545 555 

E-mail address ljubetic@ffst.hr 

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 217545 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

Scientific Advisor, 19 December 2016 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

Full Professor, 14 February 2017 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Teaching activity, scientific research work 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 10 October 2005 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Professor, researcher 
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Field of research Social sciences, pedagogy 

Function  / 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  Doctorate of science 

Institution   Faculty of humanities and social sciences 

Place Zagreb 

Date  6 July 2004 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 3 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

Italian, 2 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year 1996-2002 

Place Spli-Kranj_Zagreb 

Institution William Glasser Institute 

Field of training Formal education in Choice theory/Lead management/Quality 
school (BP supervisor; AP supervisor) 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year / 

Place / 

Institution / 

Field of training / 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level of 
study programme) 

/ 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

1. Ljubetić, M., Maglica, T. Social and emotional learning and care 
policy in Croatia. International journal of evaluation and 
research in education, 9 (2020), 3; 650-659. 

2. Ljubetić, M., Ina Reić Ercegovac, I.,  Mandarić Vukušić, A. 
Percepcija obiteljske komunikacije adolescenata i njihovih 
roditelja: Rezultati preliminarnog istraživanja. Nova prisutnost: 
časopis za intelektualna i duhovna pitanja, Vol. XVIII No. 2, 
2020., 279-292. 

3. Maglica, Toni; Reić Ercegovac, Ina; Ljubetić,M. Mindful 
parenting and behavioural problems in preschool children. 
Hrvatska revija za rehabilitacijska istraživanja, 56 (2020), 1; 44-
57. 

4. Visković, I., Ljubetić, M. The expert opinion on quality of family 
functioning in Croatia. International journal of cognitive research 
in science, engineering and education (2019), 7 (3): 1-11.  

5. Reić Ercegovac, I., Ljubetić, M. Svjesnost u roditeljstvu majki i 
očeva djece različite dobi: Validacija hrvatske inačice upitnika. 
Psihologijske teme  (2019) 28 (2): 397-418. 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 

1. Ljubetić, M., Maglica, T. Vukadin, Ž. Social and Emotional 
Learning and Play in Early Years. Educational Reforms 
Worldwide, BCES Conference Book / Popov, N., Wolhuter, C., 

https://hrcak.srce.hr/nova-prisutnost
https://hrcak.srce.hr/nova-prisutnost
https://hrcak.srce.hr/index.php?show=toc&id_broj=19227
https://hrcak.srce.hr/index.php?show=toc&id_broj=19227
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and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

de Beer, L., Hilton, G., Ogunleye, J., Achinewhu-Nworgu, E., 
Niemczyk, E. (ur.). Sofia, Bulgaria: Bulgarian Comparative 
Education Society, 2020. str. 122-128. 

2. Ljubetić, M. Learning about practice in practice. Proceedings 
4th International Conference on Teacher Education (INCTE) / 
Pires, Manuel Vara; Mesquita, Cristina; Lopes, Rui Pedro; 
Mendes Silva, Elisabete; Santos, Graça; Patrício, Raquel; 
Castanheira, Luís (ur.). (2019). Bragança: Instituto Politécnico 
de Bragança, str. 692-701. 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

Scientific research project "Empowering the family for the 
development of positive relationships and family togetherness" 
(project leader prof. Jasminka Zloković, PhD, code. uniri-drustv-
18-6 1132, at the University of Rijeka, Faculty of Philosophy 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences?  

Study of preschool education, study of pedagogy, master's degree 
in special education and doctorate in pedagogy 

 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Toni Maglica, PhD, Postdoctoral Researcher 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Family Pedagogy  
Partnership between Family and Local Community 
Child and Society 
Abused and Neglected Children 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number 021 32 92 84 

E-mail address tmaglica@ffst.hr 

Personal web page https://www.bib.irb.hr/pregled/znanstvenici/364892 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 364892 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

/ 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

/ 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

/ 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 7 September 2017 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Postdoctoral Researcher 

Field of research Educational and rehabilitation sciences; social pedagogy, 
prevention of behavioural problems 

Function  / 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 
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Degree  Doctoral degree 

Institution   Faculty of Education and Rehabilitation Sciences, University of 
Zagreb 

Place Zagreb 

Date  10 October 2017 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year / 

Place / 

Institution / 

Field of training / 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English; 5 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

Italian; 3 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level 
of study programme) 

Child and Society, Department of Teacher Education, gradute 
Contemporary childhood and children’s rights, Department of Early 
and Preschool Education and Care, graduate study programme 
Behavioural problems in Early Childhood; Department of Early and 
Preschool Education and Care, graduate study programme 
Social and emotional learning in behavioural problems prevention, 
Early and Preschool Education and Care, graduate study 
programme 

Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

/ 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

1. Ljubetić, M., Maglica, T. (2020). Social and emotional learning 
in education and care policy in Croatia. International Journal od 
Evaluation and research in Education, 9, 3, 650-659.  
2. Maglica, T., Reić-Ercegovac; Ljubetić, M. (2020). Hrvatska 
revija za rehabilitacijska istraživanja 56 (1), 44-57 
3. Ricijaš, N., Maglica, Toni; Dodig Hundrić, D. (2019). Ljetopis 
socijalnog rada, 26, 3, 335-361 
4. Maglica, T. (2019). Social and emotional learning preventing 
children's behavioural problems. Livro de Atas Proceedings, 415-
426 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in 
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

Maglica, T., Vorgić Krvavica, R. (2018). Komunikacija i grupna 
dinamika. M. Koludrović i M. Vučić (ur.) Učimo cjeloživotno učiti i 
poučavati: priručnik za nastavnike u obrazovanju odraslih. 
Agencija za strukovno obrazovanje i obrazovanje odraslih. 
Zagreb. 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

1. Youth Gambling in Croatia, scientific project, Faculty of 
Education and Rehabilitation Sciences, University of Zagreb 

2. Positive Youth Development, scientific project, Faculty of 
Education and Rehabilitation Sciences, University of Zagreb 

3. Developing Science and Practice in teacher education, 
professional- scientific project, Penn State University & Faculty 
of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

4. Improvement of Inclusivity of Initial Teacher Education for Early 
Childhood Education and Care, professional project, Faculty of 
Teacher Education, University of Zagreb 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 

Faculty of Education and Rehabilitation Sciences, University of 
Zagreb 
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the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences  

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Dodi Malada PhD, Senior Lecturer 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Physical Education 2 
Dance and Creativity in Motion 
Dancing in Kindergarten 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number / 

E-mail address dodi.malada@gmail.com 

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID / 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

/ 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

Senior Lecturer, 14 December 2009 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Social sciences, Kinesiology 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed / 

Date of employment / 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

/ 

Field of research / 

Function  
 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  PhD 

Institution   Faculty of education 

Place Travnik 

Date  23 December 2018 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year / 

Place / 

Institution / 

Field of training / 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 4 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 
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Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level 
of study programme) 

/ 

Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

/ 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

1. Vidović, Schreiber, T., Kovačević, V., Malada , D. (2020) 
Malada, D., „Baby shark“ as a social and artistic phemonenon. 
Universal Journce of Education Rerearch. Vol.8. No 10 

2. Jukić, J., Čavala, M. (2017). Reliability and validity of tests 
aimed at evaluation of rhythm coordination. Acta Kinesiologica 
11 (2017) Supp. 2: 125-130 

3. Malada, D.(2020). Kinematic analysis of belly dance elements. 
Sport Science 13 1: 7-10 

4. Zagorac, M., Malada, D., Čavala, M. (2020). Kreativni ples kao 
kineziološki operator u razvoju motoričkih sposobnosti djece 
rane i predškolske dobi. 8. Međunarodna konferencija 
„Kondicijska priprema sportaša“, Zagreb 272-276. 

5. Đorđević, S., Gracin, A., Jukić, J., Malada, D., Babić, V., 
Saratlija, V., Mladineo Brničević, I. (2015). Utjecaj kinematičkih 
parametara na rezultat skoka u dalj. Zbornik naučnih radova 
„Sport i zdravlje“ Tuzla 218-223. 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

/ 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

/ 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences? 

/ 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Lada Maleš, PhD, Assistant Professor 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Computer Literacy 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number 021 32 92 84 

E-mail address lada.males@ffst.hr 

Personal web page / 
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Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 225930 
https://orcid.org/0000-0003-2539-2672 
ResearcherID: D-9504-2017 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

Research Associate, 25 October 2019 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

Assistant Professor, 17 February 2021 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Technical science, computer science 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 25 May 2004 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Senior Lecturer 

Field of research / 

Function  / 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  PhD  

Institution   Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, University of 
Zagreb 

Place Zagreb 

Date  7 February 2017 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year / 

Place / 

Institution / 

Field of training / 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian  

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 4 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

Italian, 2 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level 
of study programme) 

Internet Services (2010-2017) and Internet Services practicum 
(2010 – present), Faculty of Science Split, study programmes 
informatics, informatics- technics and mathematics-informatics, 
undergraduate 
Computer Networks and Computer Practicum 1 (2004 - 2008), 
Faculty of Science Split, study programme mathematics-
informatics, undergraduate 
Introduction to Computer Science, Computer Practicum 1 and 
Computer Practicum 2 (assistant, 1997-2004), Faculty of Science 
Split, study programme mathematics-informatics, undergraduate 

Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

Maleš, Lada; Karelović, Deni; Znaor, Lj. 
Računalni sustav // Medicinska informatika / Karelović, Deni 
(ur.).Split: Jedinica za znanstveni rad KB Split, 2005. Str. 154-171. 
(book chapter) 
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Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

D. Marčetić, L. Maleš, S. Ribarić,  
Crowd Motion Pattern Detection at the Microscopic Level, 
Proceedings of the 42nd International Convention MIPRO 2019, 
Rijeka: Croatian Society MIPRO, 2019. str. 1283-1288 
(presentation, international review, paper, scientific) 
L. Maleš, D. Marčetić, S. Ribarić, A multi-agent dynamic system 
for robust multi-face tracking, Expert systems with applications, 
126 (2019), 246-264 doi:10.1016/j.eswa.2019.02.008 
(international review, paper, scientific) 
G. Zaharija, S. Mladenović, L. Maleš, Unibot, a Universal Agent 
Architecture for Robots, Journal of Computing and Information 
Technology - CIT. 25 (2017), 1; 31-45. 
doi:10.20532/cit.2017.1003573 (international review, paper, 
scientific) 
L. Maleš, M. Mladenović, S. Mladenović, Znaju li studenti prve 
godine što je internet? Školski vjesnik - Časopis za pedagogijsku 
teoriju i praksu, 65 (2016), 105-117. (paper, scientific) 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in 
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

S. Tomaš, L. Maleš, K. Kapitanović, Digitalna učionica u 
obrazovanju, Zbornik radova, CARNetova korisnička konferencija 
2016 (presentation, professional paper) 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

/ 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences?  

/ 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Joško Markić, MD, PhD, Associate Professor 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Health care and care of Children Early and Preschool Age 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address University Hospital of Split, Spinčićeva 1, 21000 Split 
University of Split School of Medicine (USSM), Šoltanska 2, 
21000 Split 

Telephone number 021-556-686 

E-mail address jmarkic@mefst.hr 

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 259480 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

Senior Research Associate, 6 December 2017 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

Associate Professor, 22 September 2020 
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Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Biomedicine and Health Science; Clinical Medical Science 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed University Hospital of Split (80%) 

Date of employment 19 January 2004 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Physician; Pediatric Intensivist 

Field of research Pediatric Urgent and Intensive Medicine 

Function  / 

Institution where employed University of Split School of Medicine (20%) 

Date of employment 9 January 2017 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Associate Professor 

Field of research Pediatrics 

Function  Chair / Department of Pediatrics; Head 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  Doctor of Science 

Institution   University of Split School of Medicine 

Place Split 

Date  20 June 2013 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year 2010                            2011 

Place Vienna                         Graz (Austria) 

Institution AKH Wien                   LKH Graz 

Field of training Pediatric and neonatal intensive medicine 

Year 2014 

Place Philadelphia, USA 

Institution Children’s Hospital Of Philadelphia (CHOP) 

Field of training Pediatric intensive medicine 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year 2019                                                             2020 

Place Helsinki, Finland                                           Malta 

Institution University Hospital of Helsinki                      University of Malta 

Field of training Neonatology                                                 Neonatology 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 5 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level of 
study programme) 

Founder and lecturer on elective course “Mr. Zdravko need new 
liver“ for final year USSM undergraduate students, teacher on 
undergraduate courses: Pediatrics; Bleeding and coagulation 
disorders; Clinical Skills I and II, Pediatrics and neonatology. 
Teacher on postgraduate specialistic study Pediatrics and on 
scientific postgraduate study (Courses: Pediatrics based on 
evidence and Research Methodology in Glycomedicine). Since 
2020. head of the pediatric education on USSM. 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

1. Meštrović J, ur. Hitna stanja u pedijatriji. Zagreb: Medicinska 
naklada, 2011.  
2. Jukić M, Husedžinović I i dr., ur. Klinička anesteziologija. 
Zagreb: Medicinska naklada, 2013.  
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3. Čulić V, Pavelić J, Radman M, ur. Genetičko informiranje u 
praksi. Zagreb: Medicinska naklada, 2015. 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

1. Polić B, Bubić A, Meštrović J, Markić J, et al. Emotional and 
behavioral outcomes and quality of life in school-age children born 
as late preterm: retrospective cohort study. Croat Med J. 
2017;58(5):332-341. 
2.  Karin Z, Gilic B, Supe Domic D, Sarac Z, Ercegovic K, Zenic N, 
Uljevic O, Peric M, Markic J. Vitamin D Status and Analysis of 
Specific Correlates in Preschool Children: A Cross-Sectional 
Study in Southern Croatia. Int J Environ Res Public Health. 
2018;15(11):E2503. 
3. Obradovic Salcin L, Karin Z, Miljanovic Damjanovic V, Ostojic 
M, Vrdoljak A, Gilic B, Sekulic D, Lang-Morovic M, Markic J, Sajber 
D. Physical Activity, Body Mass, and Adherence to the 
Mediterranean Diet in Preschool Children: A Cross-Sectional 
Analysis in the Split-Dalmatia County (Croatia). International 
Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health. 2019; 
16(18):3237. 
4. Burčul I, Arambašić N, Polić B, Kovačević T, Bartulović I, 
Ćatipović Ardalić T, Markić J. Characteristics of Children with 
Diabetic Ketoacidosis Treated in Pediatric Intensive Care Unit: 
Two Center Cross-Sectional Study in Croatia. Medicina -Lithuania. 
2019;55(7). 
5. Petrovic D, Benzon B, Batinic M, Culic S, Roganovic J, Markic 
J. Hypovitaminosis D Influences the Clinical Presentation of 
Immune Thrombocytopenia in Children with Newly Diagnosed 
Disease. Journal of Clinical Medicine. 2019; 8(11):1861. 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

- 2016-18. NECTARINE, NEonate Observational STudy – 
Researcher on European Anesthesiology Society project   
- 2016-18. Mayo Clinic Project (USA) „Design and Pilot 
Implementation of a Web Based Real Time Clinical Decision 
Support Tool – Checklist for Early Recognition and Treatment of 
Acute Illness in Pediatrics“ - CERTAINp 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences?  

1. Completed educational course about teaching skills at 
University of Split School of Medicine 
2. More than 10 years of teaching experience with high student 
marks 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

Croatian Pediatric Society Award „Radovan Marković“ for 
outstanding published paper 
Award by Croatian Medical Association 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Branimir Mendeš, PhD, Assistant Professor 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Basics of Pedagogy 
Pedagogical Concepts and Approaches in Early and Preschool 
Education 
Integrated Curriculum Of Early And Preschool Education 1 - 4 
Research In Educational Practice 1 - 5 
Child And Society 
Holidays and Celebrations in Kindergartens 
Interactive Pedagogy 
Education for Peace and Tolerance 
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GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number +385 21 541 901 

E-mail address bmendes@ffst.hr 

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 305490 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

 / 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

Assistant Professor, July 2017 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Social sciences, Pedagogy 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 1 March 2009 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Professor  

Field of research Higher education 

Function / 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree PhD in pedagogy  

Institution   Faculty of humanities and social sciences, Zagreb  

Place  Zagreb 

Date  12 March 2015 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year 2008 

Place  Split 

Institution   Forum for freedom of education  

Field of training Educational package “Reading and writing for critical thinking” 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian  

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

French 
  

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level 
of study programme) 

- Course teacher for a number of courses at the professional study 
programme Pre-school education; 
- Professor at the undergraduate study programme Early and pre-
school education; 
- Conductor of professional and pedagogical practice 

 Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

1. Mendeš, B. (2020). Prema suvremenom dječem vrtiću: 
Pedagoška kretanja i promjene u sustavu ranog i predškolskog 
odgoja u Hrvatskoj. Zagreb: Hrvatska sveučilišna naklada.  
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2. Mendeš, B., Marić, Lj. i Goran, Lj. (2020). Dijete u svijetu igre: 
teorijska polazišta i odgojno-obrazovna praksa. Zagreb: Golden 
marketing – Tehnička knjiga.  
3. Visković, I., Sunko, E,  Mendeš, B. (2019). Children’s Play – The 
Educator’s Opinion, Education sciences, Volume 9, Issue 4, 266. 
4. Mendeš, B. (2018). Profesionalno obrazovanje odgojitelja 
predškolske djece: od jednogodišnjeg tečaja do sveučilišnog 
studija. Zagreb: Golden marketing – Tehnička knjiga. 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

/ 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

/ 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences? 

- Undergraduate and postgraduate study programmes 

 PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Anđela Milinović Hrga, PhD, Assistant Professor  

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Croatian language 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number 021/545-570 

E-mail address milinovic@ffst.hr 

Personal web page https://inet1.ffst.hr/andjela.milinovic_hrga?@=20y0q#profile_prik
az_80497  

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 313621 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

Research Associate, 22nd March 2019 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and date 
of last rank appointment 

Assistant Professor, 16th October 2019 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Humanities, Philology 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences in Split, University of 
Split 

Date of employment 1st December 2008 Assistant, 15th December 2014 Postdoctoral 
Researcher, 16th October 2019 Assistant Professor 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, etc.) 

Assistant Professor 

Field of research Humanities, Philology, Croatian language and literature 

Function  / 

https://inet1.ffst.hr/andjela.milinovic_hrga?@=20y0q#profile_prikaz_80497
https://inet1.ffst.hr/andjela.milinovic_hrga?@=20y0q#profile_prikaz_80497
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INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  PhD, Humanities, Philology,  

Institution   Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Zagreb 

Place Zagreb, Croatia 

Date  4th November 2014 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year / 

Place / 

Institution / 

Field of training / 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 5 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

German, 2 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level of 
study programme) 

/ 

Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

/ 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

1. Milinović Hrga, A. (2020) O značenju leksema „splićanistika“. 
Teatar u Splitu i Split u teatru: zbornik radova sa znanstveno-
stručnoga skupa o Anatoliju Kudrjavcevu. Nigoević, Magdalena; 
Rogić Musa, Tea (ur.). 
Split - Zagreb: Filozofski fakultet Sveučilišta u Splitu i 
Leksikografski zavod Miroslav Krleža, str. 37-50. 
2. Milinović-Hrga, A. (2019) Oporbeno jezikoslovlje Drage 
Štambuka. Kaj : časopis za književnost, umjetnost i kulturu, 52 
(244) (3-4 (358-359)), 63-68 doi:10.32004/k.52.3-4.1. 
3. Milinović-Hrga, A. (2018) Jezik i pravopis „Priča iz davnine" 
između tradicije zagrebačke jezikoslovne škole i načela hrvatskih 
vukovaca. Libri et liberi, 7 (2), 277-296. 
4. Milinović Hrga, A. (2018) Croatian occupational terminology: 
The 2000s’ escape from “A Man’s World”. Poznan Studies in 
Contemporary Linguistics, 54 (3), 377-406 doi:10.1515/psicl-
2018-0015. 
5. Milinović-Hrga, A. (2016) Jezik i pravopis tekstova Ive Tartaglie 
u „Jadranskom dnevniku“. Ivo Tartaglia: političar i intelektualac . 
Jakir, Aleksandar, Buljan, Marijan (ur.). Split: Književni krug, str. 
323-335. 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

Milinović-Hrga, A. (2018) Hrvatski jezik u visokoškolskoj nastavi: 
osobitosti i izazovi njegova poučavanja na nejezičnim studijima . 
U riječi hrvatskoj. Zbornik posvećen Vladi Pandžiću. Ćavar, Ana; 
Nemeth-Jajić, Jadranka (eds.). Split: Hrvatsko filološko društvo, 
Filozofski fakultet Sveučilišta u Zagrebu, pp. 375-385. 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 

/ 
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carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences? 

I acquired methodological-psychological-didactic-pedagogical 
competencies within the double major study programs of Croatian 
language and literature & English language and literature 
(specialization in teacher education) at the Faculty of Philosophy, 
University of Zagreb. 
I passed the professional exam for the profession of Croatian 
language teacher in 2007. 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching and 
scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Irena Mišurac, PhD, Assistant Professor 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Basics of Natural Science and Mathematical Literacy 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number 021 329 284 

E-mail address irena@ffst.hr 

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 244321 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

Research Associate, 13 January 2017 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and date 
of last rank appointment 

Assistant Professor, 1 April 2017 
 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Interdisciplinary scientific field, educational sciences, field of 
matematics and pedagogy 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities ans Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 24 March 1998 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, etc.) 

Professor 
 

Field of research Didactics of Mathematics 

Function  / 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  Ph.D. in the field of educational sciences - didactics of 
mathematics 

Institution   Faculty of Educational Sciences, University of Sarajevo 

Place Sarajevo 

Date  20 May 2010 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year / 

Place / 

Institution / 

Field of training / 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 
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Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 4 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level of 
study programme) 

Lecturer of all courses in the didactic of mathematics at the 
Teachers' Study in Split since 2002 

Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

Mišurac, I.  (2014).  Suvremeni standardi matematičkih 
kompetencija u početnoj nastavi matematike. Sveučilišni 
udžbenik, Split. Filozofski fakultet Sveučilišta u Splitu 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

 1. Reić Ercegovac, Ina; Koludrović, Morana; Mišurac, Irena 
THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE MATHEMATICS SELF-
CONCEPT AND SUBJECTIVE VALUE OF MATHEMATICS TO 
MATHEMATICAL ACHIEVEMENT // Zbornik Instituta za 
pedagoška istraživanja, 51 (2019), 162-197 
doi:https://.org/10.2298/ZIPI1901162R (međunarodna recenzija, 
članak, znanstveni)  
2. Cindić, Maja; Mišurac, Irena; Jurić, Josipa 
From “calculation in mind” till “mental calculation” // TOWARDS 
NEW PERSPECTIVES ON MATHEMATICS EDUCATION / 
Kolar-Begović, Zdenka; Kolar-Šuper, Ružica; Jukić Matić, Ljerka 
(ur.). Zagreb: Element, 2019. str. 74-81 
3. Jurić, Josipa; Mišurac, Irena; Cindrić, Maja 
Student competence for solving logical tasks // TOWARDS NEW 
PERSPECTIVES ON MATHEMATICS EDUCATION / Kolar-
Begović, Zdenka; Kolar-Šuper, Ružica; Jukić Matić, Ljerka (ur.). 
Zagreb: Element, 2019. str. 285-292 
4. Cindrić, Maja; Mišurac, Irena, Contemporary Methods of 
Teaching Mathematics – The Discovering algorithm method. 
Algorithm for fraction division // Higher goals in Mathematics 
education / Zdenka Kolar Begović (ur.). 
Osijek: Element, 2015. str. 31-58 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

1. Jurić, Josipa; Mišurac, Irena; Vežić, Ivana 
Struktura zadataka prema Bloomovoj taksonomiji u udžbenicima 
iz matematike za razrednu nastavu // Školski vjesnik: časopis za 
pedagogijsku teoriju i praksu, 68. (2019), 2.; 469-487 
(međunarodna recenzija, članak, ostalo) 
2. Jurić, Josipa; Mišurac, Irena; Vežić, Ivana 
Task Structure by Bloom Taxonomy in The Mathematics 
Textbooks of Lower Elementary Classes // Školski vjesnik: 
časopis za pedagogijsku teoriju i praksu, 68. (2019), 2.; 469-487 
(domaća recenzija, članak, ostalo) 
3. Koludrović, Morana; Mišurac, Irena; Reić Ercegovac, Ina 
Neke odrednice školskog postignuća iz matematike i uspješnosti 
u rješavanju problemskih zadataka // 23. Dani Ramira i Zorana 
Bujasa - knjiga sažetaka / Arambašić, L., Erceg, I., Kamenov, Ž. 
(ur.). Zagreb: Odsjek za psihologiju Filozofskog fakulteta u 
Zagrebu, 2017. str. 147-147 (predavanje, domaća recenzija, 
sažetak, znanstveni) 

https://www.bib.irb.hr/1091933
https://www.bib.irb.hr/1091912
https://www.bib.irb.hr/788214
https://www.bib.irb.hr/788214
https://www.bib.irb.hr/788214
https://www.bib.irb.hr/1091910
https://www.bib.irb.hr/1091910
https://www.bib.irb.hr/869597
https://www.bib.irb.hr/869597
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4. Bašić, Ivona; Mišurac, Irena, Načini učenja matematike u 
razrednoj nastavi // Školski vijesnik, 65 (2016), 2; 273-286 
(međunarodna recenzija, prethodno priopćenje, znanstveni) 
5. Mišurac, Irena; Cindrić, Maja, Kompetencije učitelja u 
suvremenoj početnoj nastavi matematike // Kompetencije 
suvremenog učitelja i odgojatalja - izazov za promjene / Ivon, 
Hicela; Mendeš, Branimir (ur.). Split: Filozofski fakultet u Splitu, 
2015. str. 269-279 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

/ 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences?  

Basic study - Professor of Mathematics and Physics 
Master of Education, Pedagogy 
Doctoral dissertation in the field of educational sciences - 
didactics of mathematics 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching and 
scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Daniela Petrušić, Teaching Assistant 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Basics of Music Culture 
Music Practicum 1 
Music Practicum 2 
Music in Early and Preschool Education 2 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number / 

E-mail address dpetrusic@ffst.hr 

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 379966 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

/ 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

 
/ 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

/ 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities ans Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 1st June 2019 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Assistant 

Field of research Music pedagogy 

Function  Assistant 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  Professor of music theory subjects 

Institution   Art academy, University of Split 

Place Split 

https://www.bib.irb.hr/1091946
https://www.bib.irb.hr/1091946
https://www.bib.irb.hr/788213
https://www.bib.irb.hr/788213
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Date  11th April 2006 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year 2014- 

Place Split 

Institution Faculty of Humanities ans Social Sciences, University of Split 

Field of training Postgraduate doctoral study, 
Mediterranean Interdisciplinary Cultural Studies 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 5 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

Italian, 5 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level of 
study programme) 

1. Subject Music culture, o.š. Ostog in Kaštel Lukšić and o.š. 
Kneza Mislava in Kaštel Sućurac (2006.-2019.) 

2. Subject Solfeggio, graduate study of Music Pedagogy at the 
Academy of Arts, University of Split (2006.-2018.) 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

/ 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

1. Dobrota, Snježana; Krnić, Marijo; Petrušić, Daniela (2018). 
Innovative approaches to teaching music in elementary school 
- opera in music classes // 42nd ATEE Annual Conference 
2017. Changing perspectives and approaches in contemporary 
teaching. Conference proceedings / Sablić, Marija; Škugor, 
Alma; Đurđević Babić, Ivana (ur.)., Osijek: Association for 
Teacher Education in Europe (ATEE). p. 435-444. 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

1. Petrusic, Daniela (2017). Application of modern teaching 
technology and media in music teaching. In: The Child, the 
Book, and the New Medium. Proceedings of a scientific 
conference with international cooperation. B. Mendeš; T.-T. 
Vidović Schreiber (ur.). Split - Zagreb, Faculty of Philosophy in 
Split; Association of Societies Our Children of Croatia, p. 165-
176. 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences?  

Graduated from the Academy of Arts, University of Split with the 
title of professor of music theory subjects, 2006. 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Ina Reić Ercegovac, PhD, Associate Professor 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Developmental Psychology 1 
Psychology of Early Learning 
Developmental Psychopathology 
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Gifted Children 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number / 

E-mail address inareic@ffst.hr 

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 235650 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

Senior Research Associate, 7 June 2017 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

Associate Professor, 14 July 2017 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Social sciences, Psychology 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 1 December 2006 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Associate Professor 

Field of research Developmental psychology 

Function  Vice Dean for Teaching and Students' Affairs 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  PhD 

Institution   Faculty of Philosophy, University of Zagreb 

Place Zagreb 

Date  4 May 2010 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year 2016 

Place Split 

Institution Agency for Vocational Education and Training and Adult 
Education; Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences Split 

Field of training Adult education in Croatia 

Year 2012 

Place Zagreb 

Institution University of Zagreb 

Field of training Education for Equal Opportunities at Croatian Universities  

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 5 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

Italian, 2 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level 
of study programme) 

Course teacher in: 
Developmental Psychology (Undergraduate study in pedagogy) 
Developmental Psychopathology (Undergraduate study in 
pedagogy) 
Attachment across the Lifespan (Undergraduate study in 
pedagogy) 
Violence in Close Relationships (Undergraduate study in 
pedagogy) 
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Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

/ 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

1. Maglica, T., Reić Ercegovac, I., Ljubetić, M. (2020). Mindful 
parenting and behavioral problems in preschool children. 
Hrvatska revija za rehabilitacijska istraživanja, 56(1), 44-57. doi: 
10.31299/hrri.56.1.4. 

2. Ljubetić, M., Reić Ercegovac, I. i Mandarić Vukušić, A. (2019). 
Irresponsible/Unmindful Parenting: An Empire for the Media.  U: 
Lepičnik Vodopivec, J., Jančec, L. i Štemberger, T. (Eds.),  
Implicit Pedagogy for Optimized Learning in Contemporary 
Education, pp.  270-289. Hershey, PA, USA: IGI GLOBAL.  

3. Ljubetić, M., Reić Ercegovac, I. i Draganja, A. (2019). Razlike 
između odgojitelja i roditelja djece predškolske dobi  u procjeni 
dječjih socio-emocionalnih kompetencija. Odgojno-obrazovne 
teme, 2(3-4), 187-206. 

4. Reić Ercegovac, I. i Ljubetić, M. (2019). Svjesnost u roditeljstvu 
majki i očeva djece različite dobi: validacija hrvatske inačice 
upitnika. Psihologijske teme, 28(2),  397-418. 

5. Kalebić Jakupčević, K. i Reić Ercegovac, I. (2016). Dobne i 
spolne značajke depresivnosti u adolescenciji. Paediatria 
Croatica, 60, 139-145.  

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

1. Reić Ercegovac, I. (2017). Psihologijski sadržaji i ishodi učenja 
u obrazovanju odraslih. U: M. Brčić Kuljiš i M. Koludrović (ur.)., 
Doprinos razvoju kurikuluma namijenjenih stručnjacima u 
obrazovanju odraslih. Zagreb: Hrvatsko andragoško društvo. 

2. Koludrović, M. i Reić Ercegovac, I. (2017). Does higher 
education curriculum contribute to prospective teachers' 
attitudes, self-efficacy and motivation? World Journal of 
Education, 7 (1), 93-104. 

3. Koludrović, M. i Reić Ercegovac, I. (2015). Academic Motivation 
in the Context of Self-Determination Theory in Initial Teacher 
Education. Croatian Journal of Education, 17, Sp.Ed.No.1 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

Scientific projects: 
1. Selfevaluation of early and preschool institutions quality 
(institutional project Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences,  
Maja Ljubetić, PhD, full professor) 
Professional projects: 
1. „Male tajne roditeljstva“ (professional associate, „Klub trudnica i 
roditelja“ Split) 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences?  

Graduate study in Psychology, University of  Zadar  (Professor of 
Psychology) 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Ivana Restović, PhD, Assistant Professor 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Basics of Natural Science and Mathematical Literacy 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21 000 Split 
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Telephone number +38521 545576  

E-mail address irestovic@ffst.hr  

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 331621 Crosby data base;  
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-2970-9852  

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

Research Associate, 6 March 2019 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

Assistant Professor, 22 January 2020 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Natural sciences, field of Biology 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split  

Date of employment 1 September 2011 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Assistant Professor 

Field of research Natural sciences, Methodology of natural sciences, Histology, 
Human and animal embryology, Microscopy 

Function  Head of Department of Teacher Education 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  Ph.D. in Biomedicine and Public Health 

Institution   Postgraduate study in Biomedicine and Public Health - 
Translational Research In Biomedicine, School of Medicine, 
University of Split 

Place Split, Croatia 

Date  17 September 2015 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year 2017 

Place Prag, Češka Republika 

Institution Institute of Molecular Genetics of the Czech Academy of Sciences 

Field of training Theoretical and Practical Course on Transmission Electron 
microscopy in Life Sciences 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian  

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 5 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level 
of study programme) 

1. Integrative undergraduate and graduate Teacher study: 
Natural Sciences, 
Chemistry as a part of nature, 
Man and health, 
Didactics of Science and Society II - Associate teacher, 
Didactics of Science and Society III - Associate teacher, 
Research-oriented Science and Society teaching  

2. Undergraduate university study - Pre-school Education: 
Basics of natural science and mathematical literacy  

mailto:021%20545576
mailto:irestovic@ffst.hr
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-2970-9852
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3. Undergraduate and graduate study of Pedagogy: 
Research-oriented science teaching  

4. Elementary school - Courses of Biology and Chemistry 

Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

/ 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

1. Bebić, Martina; Kević, Nives; Restović, Ivana; Šantić, 
Mate; Bočina, Ivana 
Histological and histochemical studies of digestive system in the 
megrim, Lepidorhombus whiffiagonis (Teleostei: Scophthalmidae) 
// Iranian Journal of Ichthyology, 7 (2020), 2; 125-135 
doi:10.22034/iji.v7i2.372 (međunarodna recenzija, članak, 
znanstveni) 
2. Filipović, Natalija; Bočina, Ivana; Restović, Ivana; Grobe, 
Maximilian; Kretzschmar, Genia; Kević, Nives; Mašek, Tomislav; 
Vitlov Uljević, Marija; Jurić, Marija; Vukojević, Katarina et al. 
Ultrastructural characterization of vitamin D receptors and 
metabolizing enzymes in the lipid droplets of the fatty liver in rat // 
Acta Histochemica, 122 (2020), 2; 151502, 11 
doi:10.1016/j.acthis.2020.151502 (međunarodna recenzija, 
članak, znanstveni) 
3. Filipović, Natalija; Bočina, Ivana; Restović, Ivana; Grobe, 
Maximilian; Kretzschmar, Genia; Kević, Nives; Mašek, Tomislav; 
Vitlov Uljević, Marija; Jurić, Marija; Vukojević, Katarina 
MirnaSaraga-Babić, AnaVuica. 
Ultrastructural characterization of vitamin D receptors and 
metabolizing enzymes in the lipid droplets of the fatty liver in rat // 
Acta Histochemica (2019) doi:10.1016/j.acthis.2020.151502 
(međunarodna recenzija, prihvaćen) 
4. Racetin, Anita; Kablar, Boris; Raguž, Fila; Restović, Ivana; 
Petričević, Joško; Saraga, Marijan; Glavina Durdov, Merica; Lozić, 
Mirela; Saraga-Babić, Mirna; Filipović, Natalija; Kunac, Nenad; 
Kostić, Sandra; Zekić Tomaš, Sandra; Sanna- Cherchi, Simone; 
Mardešić, Snježana; Šoljić, Violeta; Martinović Vlatka; Vukojević, 
Katarina. 
Immunohistochemical expression pattern of RIP5, FGFR1, 
FGFR2 and HIP2 in the normal human kidney development. // Acta 
Histochemica. 121 (2019); 531-538 
5. Restović Ivana; Bočina, Ivana; Vukojević, Katarina; Kero, 
Darko; Filipović, Natalija; Raonić, Janja; Vukmirović, Filip; 
Vučković, Ljiljana; Saraga-Babić, Mirna. 
Time Course and Expression Pattern of the Neuronal Markers in 
the Developing Human Spinal Cord. // International Journal of 
Developmental Neuroscience. 74 (2019), 1-10 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijdevneu.2019.02.001 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in 
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

1.         Restović, Ivana; Perić, Ana  
Usvojenost higijenskih navika učenika 4. razreda osnovne škole // 
Školski vjesnik, 67 (2018), 1; 155-177 (međunarodna recenzija, 
članak, stručni) 
2. Restović, I., Batić, P. (2018). Ekološka osviještenost 
učenika 2. i 4. razreda osnovne škole.  
U: Tomaš, Blažević, Restović (ur). Zbornik radova „Od znanosti do 
učionice - 11. Dani osnovnih škola splitsko dalmatinske županije 
prema kvalitetnoj školi“ znanstveni skup s međunarodnom 
suradnjom, Filozofski fakultet, Split 
3. Restović, Ivana. (2018). Nastanak i uzroci zaraznih bolesti. Web 
lecture. Filozofski fakultet Split, Sveučilište u Splitu, Split 
4. Restović, Ivana. (2018). Voda i svojstva vode. Web lecture. 
Filozofski fakultet Split, Sveučilište u Splitu, Split 
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Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

- 2020. – lecturer in Center of Excellence in Science, Split-
Dalmatia County 
- 2019. – lecturer in Center of Excellence in Science, Split-
Dalmatia County 
- 2019. – lecturer in Split Summer School STSS2019. Course: 
Application of imaging techniques in life sciences. University of 
Split 
- 2018. – lecturer in Split Summer School STSS2018. Course: 
Application of imaging techniques in life sciences. University of 
Split 
- "Characterization of Congenital Anomalies of the Kidney and the 
Urinary tract (CAKUT) candidate genes during mouse and human 
development" - Croatian Science Foundation (HRZZ); voditelj izv, 
prof. dr. sc. Katarina Vukojević (IP-2016-06-2575) 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences?  

- Faculty of Natural Sciences, University of Split, Professor of 
Biology and Chemistry 
- Education “Integration of blind and partially sighted people into 
the higher education system“ Faculty of Philosophy, University of 
Split 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Esmeralda Sunko, PhD, Assistant Professor 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Pedagogy of Children with Special Needs and Rights  
Inclusive Kindergarten 
Abused and Neglected Children 
Education for Human Rights 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35. 21000 Split 

Telephone number 00385 021  329284 

E-mail address esunko@ffst.hr  

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 306500 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

Research Aassociate, 13 March 2012 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

Assistant Professor, 2 December 2015 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Social Science, Pedagogy 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 15 December 2015 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Teacher Assistant 

Field of research Pedagogy  

Function  Professor 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  Doctor of Science 

mailto:esunko@ffst.hr
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Institution   Faculty of Philosophy in Zagreb 

Place Zagreb 

Date  26 January 2010 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year 2003- 2010 

Place Split and Zagreb 

Institution League for prevention of addictions and   Governmental office for 
drug addiction 

Field of training Therapy consultation and prevention drug addiction 

Year 2018 

Place Nicosia, Cyprus  

Institution CARDET 

Field of training Developing capacities together: European CSO-university 
networks for global learning on migration, security and sustainable 
development ina n interdependendt world  (interCap-international 
Trainers' Training, Nicosia, Cyprus) 

Year 2016-2017 

Place Split, Croatia 

Institution League for prevention of addictions 

Field of training Modeling by Milton Ericson-Hypnoterapija, NLP Master the training 

Place Split, Croatia 

Year 2020-2024 

Place Zagreb 

 Institution Teacher Faculty, Zagreb 

Field of training Improving of the Inclusion in Initial Education for Early and 
Preschool Educators: A Curriculum for University Teacher 
Educators 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command 
of foreign language on a scale 
from 2 (sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 4 

Foreign language and command 
of foreign language on a scale 
from 2 (sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

German, 2 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level 
of study programme) 

 - Pedagogy for children with special needs integrated for teachers 
graduate university study programmes and undergraduate 
university study 
- Pedagogy for children with special needs and lows, ungraduate 
university study programmes for teachers of eary and preschool 
children 
- Methods for works with pupils  with  special needs-i integrated for 
teachers graduate university study programmes 
- Inclusion in kindergarden- ungraduate university study 
programmes for teachers of eary and preschool children 
-  Neglected and abused children, programmes for teachers of eary 
and preschool children 

Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

1. Sunko, E., Brajević Gizdić, I. (2011) Change: education for 
preventive action, Split: The League for the Prevention of 
Addiction, 
2. Sunko, E. (2020) Aporije djece s teškoćama u razvoju. Split: 
Filozofski fakultet u Splitu, MZO. 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 

1. Brajčić, M., Sunko, E. (2020) Interaction between Children with 
Developmental Disabillities and Artwork,   Revija za 

https://www.bib.irb.hr/1082284
https://www.bib.irb.hr/1082284
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years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

elementarno izobraževanje = Journal of elementary 
education, 13 3; 261-288 doi:10.18690/rei.13.2.229-244.2019  

2. Sunko, E., Tomić Kaselj, I. (2020) Attitudes of early childhood 
and preschool education students and teachers towards 
inclusion of children with Down syndrome  International Journal 
of Education and Practice, 8 (3); 485-497 
doi:10.18488/journal.61.2020.83.485.497 

3. Sunko, Esmeralda; Rogulj, Edita; Živković, Ana Kindergarten 
Teachers’ Competences Regarding the Inclusion of Children 
with Autism Spectrum Disorder in Early Childhood and 
Preschool Education Institutions // Croatian Journal of 
Education ; Hrvatski časopis za odgoj i obrazovanje, 21 (2019), 
1; 181-197 doi:10.15516/cje.v21i0.3433 

4. Esmeralda Sunko, Marina Karalić (2018) Kompetencije i stavovi 
odgajatelja o psihičkom zlostavljanju djece.  U  N. Macanović 
(ur.) Ne nasilju- jedinstveni društveni odgovorZbornik radova / 
treća međunarodna naučna konferencija Društvene devijacije 
(str. 66-75). Banja Luka: Centar modernih znanja. 
doi:10.7251/CMZ1803066S  

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

1. Sunko, E. (2016) Društveno povijesni kontekst odgoja i 
obrazovanja djece s teškoćama u razvoju. Školski vjesnik, 
časopis za pedagogijsku teoriju i praksu, 65 (4; 601-621) 

2. Sunko, E. (2016) Prepoznavanje znakova zlostavljanja djece 
predškolske dobi. U. R. Jukić, K Bogatić, S Gazibara, S 
Pejaković, S. Simel, A. N. Varga  (ur.) Zbornik stručnih radova 
s Međunarodne konferencije Globalne i lokalne perspektive 
pedagogije, str.186-196 . Osijek , Sveučilište J. J. Strossmayera 
u Osijeku, Filozofski Fakultet.  

3. Sunko, E. (2017) Nasilje nad djecom u medijima. U  I. Radeka, 
D., Vican ; R.,  Petani, M Miočić, (ur.),  Održivi razvoj i odgojno 
- obrazovni sustav Hrvatske: 149-157. Zadar: Sveučilište u 
Zadru; Dječji vrtić,  

4. Sunko, E. (2018) Oblikovanje socijalnog identiteta djece s 
teškoćama u ponašanju u dječjem vrtiću. U S. Zrilić (ur.) 
Identitet i različitost u odgoju i obrazovanju, zbornik radova s 
međunarodnoga znansteno-stručnog skupa,  str (201-221) 
Zadar: Sveučilište u Zadru, Odjel za izobrazbu učitelja i 
odgojitelja.  

5. Visković, I., Sunko, E. Mendeš, B.(2019) Children’s Play—The 
Educator’s Opinion.  Education sciences, 9 (4); 266, 16 
doi:https://.org/10.3390/educsci9040266  

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

- Erasmus +( 2016-2018)Tackling School Discipline Issues with 
Positive Behavior Support, Project No 2016-1-HR01-KA201-
022147 
- Developing capacities together:European CSO-university 
networks for global learning an migration, security and 
sustaninable development in an interdependent world- "InterCap" 
Directorate-General for Development and Cooperation - 
EuropeAid 2017-11 to 2020-10|Grant GRANT_NUMBER: CSO-
LA/2017/388-1 
- Models of Response to Educational Needs of Children at Risk of 
Social Exclusion in ECEC Institutions” (MORENEC 
Hrvatska Zaklada za Znanost (Zagreb, Croatia) 

2019 to 2022 |Grant 
- Unaprjeđivanje inkluzivnosti inicjalnog obrazovanja odgojitelja dj
ece rane i predšjkolske dobi,  Učiteljski fakultet Sveučilišta u Zagr
ebu i Ured UNICEF-a za Htvatsku, 2019-2023. 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 

- Magistra of Defectology, University of Zagreb,  CROQF level 7;  
Graduate university study  

https://www.bib.irb.hr/1075321
https://www.bib.irb.hr/1075321
https://www.bib.irb.hr/1075321
https://www.bib.irb.hr/1039085
https://www.bib.irb.hr/1039085
https://www.bib.irb.hr/1039085
https://www.bib.irb.hr/1039085
https://www.bib.irb.hr/940436
https://www.bib.irb.hr/940436
https://www.bib.irb.hr/904993
https://www.bib.irb.hr/904993
https://www.bib.irb.hr/907219
https://www.bib.irb.hr/907219
https://www.bib.irb.hr/917105
https://www.bib.irb.hr/1044265
https://www.bib.irb.hr/1044265
https://www.bib.irb.hr/1031201
https://www.bib.irb.hr/1031201
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teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences?  

- dr. sc. of  Pedagogy,  Faculty of Philosophy, University of Zagreb, 
CROQF level 8.2 Postgraduate university study (PhD)  
- Study of the Waldorf-teachers - 1994- 1996. Split - den Haag- 
Zeist High Academy for Education, Zeist, Netherlands, the 
Government of the Netherlands, and Split. Specialist professional 
graduate study, CROQF level 7. 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Iskra Tomić Kaselj, Teaching Assistant 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Integrated Curriculum of Early and Preschool Education 1  
Integrated Curriculum of Early and Preschool Education 2 
Integrated Curriculum of Early and Preschool Education 4 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number 021/545-562 

E-mail address itomic@ffst.hr 

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 365823 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

/ 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

/ 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

/ 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 5 September 2017 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Assistant 

Field of research Pre-school education 

Function  Assistant 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  Pedagogy and sociology professor 

Institution   Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Zagreb 

Place Zagreb 

Date  2008 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year / 

Place / 

Institution / 

Field of training / 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 5 

mailto:itomic@ffst.hr
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Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

Italian, 3 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level of 
study programme) 

- Basic Methodology of Pedagogical Research, Pre – school 
Education, undergraduate study 

 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

Sunko, E.; Tomić Kaselj, I. (2020). Attitudes of early childhood and 
preschool education students and teachers towards inclusion of 
children with Down syndrome. International Journal of Education 
and Practice, 8 (2020), 3; 485-497. 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

/ 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

/ 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences?  

Graduate study of pedagogy and sociology 
Post-graduate study 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Tea-Tereza Vidović Schreiber, PhD, Senior Lecturer 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Children's Literature  
Introduction to Puppetry and Theatre 
Media Culture 
Traditional Stories for Children 
Croatian Legends  
Introduction to Literature 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number 021329284 

E-mail address tvidovic@ffst.hr 

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 342746 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

Senior Lecturer, 19 July 2016 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Humanities, field of philology 
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INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 13 October 2016 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Senior Lecturer 

Field of research Literature; dramatic arts; media culture 

Function  / 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  PhD in Croatian literature 

Institution   Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences 

Place Zagreb 

Date  5 December 2011 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year / 

Place / 

Institution / 

Field of training / 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 4  

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

Italian, 4 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level 
of study programme) 

UNDERGRADUTE STUDY PROGRAM 
The Croatian Language 
Methods in Teaching the Croatian Language  
Young Adult Literature 
Puppetry and Scene Culture 
Media Culture 
Croatian Folktales 
Traditional Tales for Children 
Theory and practice of speech and speech interpretation 
GRADUTE STUDY PROGRAM  
Dramatic Literature for Children 
Drama and Theater for Children 

Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

/ 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

1. Vidović Schreiber, T. T.; Kovačević, V.; Malada, D. (2020). 
„Baby Shark“ as a Social and Artistic Phenomenon.  Universal 
Journal of Educational Research, 8 (10), 4449-4458. 
2. Miletić, Josip; Vidović Schreiber, T. T. (2020). Dalmatia - 
Bettizaʼs lost homeland, Lingua montenegrina, 1 (25), 319-347.  
3. Čagalj, Ivana i Vidović Schreiber, T. T. (2020). „Nova“ usmenost 
u poeziji Petra Gudelja. Bosnia franciscana, Časopis franjevačke 
teologije, 52 (28),  51-67.  
4. Vidović Schreiber, T. T. (2020). Kapjuni i redikuli splitske 
umjetničke i usmene književnosti. In Nigoević, M.; Rogić Musa, T. 
(Eds.) Teatar u Splitu i Split u teatru: Zbornik radova sa 
znanstveno-stručnoga skupa o Anatoliju Kudrjavcevu održanoga 
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u Zavodu za znanstveni i umjetnički rad HAZU u Splitu 26. 
listopada, 2018. (87-97). Split: Filozofski fakultet; Zagreb: 
Leksikografski zavod Miroslav Krleža. 
5. Vidović Schreiber, T. T. (2018). Kamishibai – a New Narrative 
Context of Oral Literature in Working with Children of Preschool 
Age. In Čepeljnik, Mihael (Eds.). Umetnost kamišibaja [Elektronski 
vir]: zbornik prispevkov = The art of kamishibai: proceedings (225-
236). Ljubljana: Slovenski gledališki inštitut. 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

/ 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

/ 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences?  

Methodological-psychological-didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences was acquired during the main teacher’s university 
education. 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

 Ivana Visković, PhD, Assistant Professor 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Pedagogy of Early and Preschool Education 1 
Pedagogy of Early and Preschool Education 2 
Educational Context of Children's Nurseries 
Child and Puppet 
Transition of the Child from Kindergarten to Primary School 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number (021) 545585 

E-mail address iviskovic@ffst.hr 

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 351840 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

Research Associate, 29 May 2017 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and date 
of last rank appointment 

Assistent Professor, 1 September 2017 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Social sciences, Field of Pedagogy 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 3 September 2017 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, etc.) 

/ 

Field of research Pedagogy of early and preschool education 

mailto:iviskovic@ffst.hr
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Function  / 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  PhD in Social Sciences, field of pedagogy, branch family 
pedagogy 

Institution   The Faculty of Science and Education at the University of Mostar. 

Place Mostar, Bosnia and Herzegovina 

Date  12 March 2015 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

Year / 

Place / 

Institution / 

Field of training / 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 3 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

/ 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level of 
study programme) 

- Preschool Pedagogy, Methodology of Preschool Education – 
undergraduate study of early childhood education / ECE 
- Action Research in ECE - graduate study of ECE 
- Pedagogy of Early Childhood - graduate study of pedagogy 

Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

/ 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

− Visković, I., & Višnjić Jevtić, A. (2019). Je li važnije putovati ili 
stići? Prijelazi djece rane i predškolske dobi iz obitelji u 
odgojno-obrazovne institucije. Zagreb: Alfa. 

− Visković, I., Sunko, E.,& Mendeš, B. (2019). Children’s Play - 
The Educator’s Opinion. Educational Sciences, 9(4), 266. 
https://.org/10.3390/educsci9040266 

− Visković, I., Ljubetić, M. (2019). The expert opinion on quality 
of family functioning in Croatia. International journal of 
cognitive research in science, engineering and education, 7 
(3); 1-11. 
https://www.ijcrsee.com/index.php/ijcrsee/article/view/461/29
9 

− Visković, I., Višnjić Jevtić, A. (2018). Professional 
development of kindergarten teachers in Croatia – a personal 
choice or an obligation. Early Years, 38(3), 286-297. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09575146.2017.1278747 

− Visković, I., Višnjić Jevtić, A. (2017). Development of 
professional teacher competences for cooperation with 
parents. Early Child Development and Care, 187 (10),  1569-
1582.   http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/03004430.2017.1299145 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

− Visković, I. (2018). Transition Processes from Kindergarten to 
Primary School. Croatian Journal of Education, 20 (Sp. Ed. 
3), 51-75. https://doi.org/10.15516/cje.v20i0.3326 

https://www.bib.irb.hr/1035162
https://www.bib.irb.hr/1035162
https://www.bib.irb.hr/1031201
https://www.bib.irb.hr/1031201
https://.org/10.3390/educsci9040266
https://www.bib.irb.hr/1043760
https://www.bib.irb.hr/1043760
https://www.ijcrsee.com/index.php/ijcrsee/article/view/461/299
https://www.ijcrsee.com/index.php/ijcrsee/article/view/461/299
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09575146.2017.1278747
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/03004430.2017.1299145
https://doi.org/10.15516/cje.v20i0.3326
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Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

- Model of response to the educational needs of children at risk 
of social exclusion in institutions of ECE / MORENEC,  
Hrvatska zaklada za znanost. 
https://www.ufzg.unizg.hr/projekti/morenec/ 

- Erasmus + projekt Transition Practicesin Early Childhood,   
2018-1-HR01-KA201-04743 http://omep.hr/trap/  

- Erasmus + projekt Developing Teacher Competences for the 
Future,2015-1-NO01-KA201-013283,        
http://www.omep.hr/developing-teacher-
competences_for_the_future.html 

The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences? 

/ 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching and 
scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 
 

First and last name and title of 
teacher 

Lidija Vlahović, PhD, Associate Professor 

The course he/she teaches in the 
proposed study programme 

Methodology of Kinesiological Activities in Early and Preschool 
Education 1  
Methodology of Kinesiological Activities in Early and Preschool 
Education 2 

GENERAL INFORMATION ON COURSE TEACHER 

Address Poljička cesta 35, 21000 Split 

Telephone number 021 545 556 

E-mail address lidijav@ffst.hr 

Personal web page / 

Year of birth / 

Scientist ID 289604 

Research or art rank, and date of 
last rank appointment 

Senior Research Associate, 28 September 2018 

Research-and-teaching, art-and-
teaching or teaching rank, and 
date of last rank appointment 

Associate Professor, 30 September 2019 

Area and field of election into 
research or art rank 

Social sciences, kinesiology 

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 

Institution where employed Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Split 

Date of employment 1 October 2006 

Name of position (professor, 
researcher, associate teacher, 
etc.) 

Professor 

Field of research Kinesiology, methodology 

Function  Associate Professor 

INFORMATION ON EDUCATION – Highest degree earned 

Degree  PhD 

Institution   Faculty of Kinesiology, University of Split 

Place Split 

Date  1 June 2012 

INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

https://www.ufzg.unizg.hr/projekti/morenec/
http://omep.hr/trap/
http://www.omep.hr/developing-teacher-competences_for_the_future.html
http://www.omep.hr/developing-teacher-competences_for_the_future.html
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Year / 

Place / 

Institution / 

Field of training / 

MOTHER TONGUE AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Mother tongue Croatian 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

English, 5 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

Italian, 4 

Foreign language and command of 
foreign language on a scale from 2 
(sufficient) to 5 (excellent) 

 

COMPETENCES FOR THE COURSE 

Earlier experience as course 
teacher of similar courses (name 
title of course, study programme 
where it is/was offered, and level 
of study programme) 

Analysis of Kinesiology Activities in Early and Preschool 
education, Planning and programming kinesiology activities in 
early and pre-school education – graduate study programme Early 
and Preschool Education, 
Theoretical Foundations of the Teaching Methodology of Physical 
Education 
Seminar in the Teaching Methodology of Physical Education, 
Applied Teaching Methodology of Physical Education – Integrated 
undergraduate and graduate study programme, Department of 
Teacher Education. 

Authorship of university/faculty 
textbooks in the field of the course 

/ 

Professional, scholarly and artistic 
articles published in the last five 
years in the field of the course (5 
works at most) 

1. Vlahović, L., Babin, B., Pejčić, T. (2020). Struktura morfoloških 
karakteristika I motoričkih sposobnosti dječaka predškolske 
dobi, Konferencija Sportske nauke I zdravlje, Panevropski 
Univerzitet Apeiron, Banja Luka, 248-252. 

2. Trajkovski, B., Babin, B., Vlahović, L. (2018). Sex Differentiation 
of Morphological Characteristics and Motor Skills in Preschool-
Aged Children. Human, Sport, Medicine, 18(4), 52-57. 

3. Mladineo Brničević, M., Babin, B., Vlahović, L. (2018). The 
influence of Motor Abilities and some Specific Kinematic 
Parameters on the Results. in 60-metre Hurdle-Races. Acta 
Kinesiologica, 12(1), 93-98 

4. Vlahović, L., Babin, B. (2018). Analiza povezanosti morfoloških 
karakteristika I motoričkih znanja kod jedanaestogodišnjih 
učenika. Školski vjesnik: časopis za pedagogijsku teoriju I 
praksu / Journal of pedagogic theory and practise, 67(2),227-
238. 

5. Vlahović, L., Babin, B., &Babin, J. (2016). Relationship between 
Morphplogical Characteristics and Motor Knowledge in 
Eleveyear-old Female Pupils. Croatian Journal of Education, 
18(1), 137-156. Doi: 10.15516/cje.v18i1.1885 

Professional and scholarly articles 
published in the last five years in  
subjects of teaching methodology 
and teaching quality (5 works at 
most) 

/ 

Professional, science and artistic 
projects in the field of the course 
carried out in the last five years (5 
at most) 

UP.03.1.1.03.0024. INPUT 
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The name of the programme and 
the volume in which the main 
teacher passed exams in/acquired 
the methodological-psychological-
didactic-pedagogical group of 
competences?  

/ 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

Prizes and awards for teaching 
and scholarly/artistic work 

/ 

 

3.4. Optimal number of students 

The optimal number is 40. This number meets the needs of the labour market in Split-
Dalmatia, Šibenik-Knin and Dubrovnik-Neretva County.  
 

3.5. Estimate of costs per student 

The cost per student has been calculated based on the same criteria (total study 
expenses in relation to the number of students per year) for all double-major and 
single-major study programmes at the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences. 
According to all the above criteria the annual cost per student of the undergraduate 
study programme Early and Preschool Education is 24.000,00 Croatian kunas. 
 

3.6. Plan of procedures of study programme quality assurance 

In keeping with the European standards and guidelines for internal quality assurance in higher 
education institutions (according to “Standards and Guidelines of Quality Assurance in the 
European Higher Education Area”) on the basis of which the University of Split defines 
procedures for quality assurance, the proposer of the study programme is obliged to draw up 
a plan of procedures of study programme quality assurance. 

Documentation on which the quality assurance system of the constituent part of the 
University is based: 

• Regulations on the quality assurance system of the constituent part (enclose if existing) 

• Handbook on the quality assurance system of the constituent part (enclose if it exists) 

Description of procedures for evaluation of the quality of study programme implementation: 

• For each procedure the method needs to be described (most often questionnaires for students 
or teachers, and self-evaluation questionnaire), name the body conducting evaluation 
(constituent part, university office), method of processing results and making information 
available, and timeframe for carrying out evaluation 

• If procedure is described in an attached document, name the document and the article. 

Evaluation of the work of teachers and 
associates 

Evaluation includes the implementation of anonymous 

student questionnaire organized by the University of Split. 

Questionnaires are conducted at the end of each semester 

and are computer-analysed. Students are informed 

regarding cumulative results. 
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Monitoring of grading and 
harmonization of grading with 
anticipated learning outcomes 

 

Evaluation of availability of resources 
(spatial, human, IT) in the process of 
learning and instruction 

Evaluation includes the implementation of anonymous 

questionnaire for the students organized by the University 

of Split. Questionnaires are conducted at the end of each 

semester and are computer-analysed. Students are 

informed regarding cumulative results. 

Availability and evaluation of student 
support (mentorship, tutorship, 
advising) 

Evaluation includes the implementation of anonymous 

questionnaire for the students organized by the Faculty. 

Questionnaires are conducted upon completion of BA/MA 

thesis and are computer-analysed. Students are informed 

regarding cumulative questionnaire results. 

Monitoring of student pass/fail rate by 
course and study programme as a 
whole 

 

Student satisfaction with the 
programme as a whole 

Evaluation includes the implementation of anonymous 

questionnaire for the students organized by the University 

of Split. Questionnaires are conducted at the end of each 

semester and are computer-analysed. Students are 

informed regarding cumulative results. 

Procedures for obtaining feedback 
from external parties (alums, 
employers, labour market and other 
relevant organizations) 

 

Evaluation of student practical 
education (where this applies) 

Evaluation includes the implementation of anonymous 

questionnaire for the students organized by the University 

of Split. Questionnaires are conducted at the end of each 

semester and are computer-analysed. Students are 

informed regarding cumulative results. 

Other evaluation procedures carried 
out by the proposer 

 

Description of procedures for 
informing external parties on the 
study programme (students, 
employers, alums) 

 

 

 


